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SUMMARY
This thesis is concerned with the cultural significance of gardens in Roman society:
how they were used and how they were perceived. It takes as its source of inspiration
Pliny the Elder’s statement that the urban poor of Rome saw images of gardens
{imago hortorum) from their windows (Pliny, HN 19.59). An imago is not only a
visual image, it is an object saturated with cultural content, to be read and interpreted
by the viewer on both a societal and individual level. This thesis explores the cultural
content of gardens in Roman Italy from the late Republic to the early 3'** century
A.D.
This thesis uses a two-part methodological approach. The first part integrates
archaeological and literary evidence for Roman gardens into their cultural context.
The second part applies space theory and the work of human geographers such as
Henri Lefevre, Michel Foucault and Edward Soja to identify common, unifying
concepts that can connect the different types of garden and the wide variety of
activities and experiences that occurred within them. By refocusing the perception of
the Roman hortus away from its function as a purely horticultural space and towards
its function as a social space its imaginative impact becomes more apparent and its
diversity can be more fully explored. Garden space is seen as corresponding to a
definition of liminal, dialectical space and can be understood in a temporal context as
objects (imagines) for provoking memories and controlling perceptions.
Chapter one gives an account of the ancient antecedents of the Roman garden in the
gardens of Crete, Egypt, Sumeria, Assyria, Persia and Greece. Chapter two is divided
into two parts. The first discusses the Latin terminology for gardens, particularly the
word hortus. The second part traces their history in Rome to early 3"^ century A.D.,
and describes their physical appearance (architectural form, design elements and
horticultural content). Chapter three is the pivotal chapter in which space theory is
applied to gardens. Garden space has potential to shape and reflect social
organisation, which can be analysed through the access maps of Bill Hillier and
Judith Hanson. Chapter four returns to the concepts introduced in chapters one and
two and discusses how the Roman garden could be experienced in terms of power,
religious awe, productivity and pleasure.
The fifth and final chapter takes three individual gardens as case studies to explore
the impact of their imago on their physical, literary and historical legacy. These are:
House 2.2.2 in Pompeii (the House of Loreius Tiburtinus, also known as the House
xiv

of Octavius Quartio), Pliny’s Tuscan letter {Ep. 5.6) and the death o f M essalina in
the Horti Luculliani. This thesis concludes that Roman gardens were culturally
significant because their role as a transitional, marginal, dialectical, m ediating space
encouraged a multivalent plurality of imagines.

XV

INTRODUCTION: SOME THOUGHTS ON THE NATURE OF
GARDENS

It would be difficult for an objective observer not to notice that popular interest in
gardens and gardening has boomed over the last decade. In a survey conducted in
1999, 67 per cent of British adults identified gardening as one of their hobbies,
compared to only 49 per cent in 1996, and 42 per cent in 1977.' Gardening has
turned into an industry that generates billions.^ The sociological and economic
reasons for the popularity of gardens are rooted in a combination of increased leisure
time and a property boom. As popular interest in gardens and gardening has grown,
critical interest has moved in tandem with popular interest, reconsidering the garden
from its previously unregarded position as an attractive, essentially marginal, aspect
of domestic space, towards an attempt to understand what gardens contribute to
society.
Garden studies have evolved from the teleological principles that originally guided
them in the late 19"' century. Through the application of cognitive science, the
philosophy of aesthetics and neo-Marxist analyses of landscape use among other
critical tools, gardens are recognised as being more than bourgeois spaces of
conspicuous consumption or a mechanism to improve property prices.^ Gardening
(and its elder sister agriculture) are the civilising media whereby what is perceived to
be wild landscape is tamed. Gardens are potential utopias, heaven on earth, the
Christian ‘paradise’ deriving from the Greek uapdSeiaos' garden. Gardens can be
used to foster ideologies. Gardening is an expression of control over nature: flowers
grow instead of weeds. Gardening affords a measure of autonomy since even a small
fruit tree puts the gardener at the head of a chain of production, sidestepping the
supermarket. To garden is to be in control of your environment, at least in one small
space, for one short time. More than that, a garden is not just a physical space, it is an
experiential space. A garden can be described according to its form, its content or its
location, but while each of these features is important, none captures the essential
defining characteristic of the garden, its ability to elicit physical and emotional
reactions.

' Figures are derived from M IN T EL consum er survey and the O ffic e o f N ational S tatistics, Bhatti and
Church 2 0 0 1 ,3 7 1 .
■ G B P 3 billion in 1997, Bhatti and Church 2 0 0 1 , 372.
^ For an overview o f the critical d evelop m en t o f garden studies se e Conan 1999.
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Roman Gardens: perception and reception
It was inevitable, given both the popular Interest in gardens in general, and an
increasing aw areness of their social significance, that attention would focus on
Roman gardens. Roman gardens, or more accurately, the gardens o f Roman villas,
had long exercised the imagination of garden designers but until the m id-20“' century
received only lukewarm interest from archaeologists and historians alike. The 16“'
century perception of Roman villa gardens, based mainly on the letters o f Cicero and
Pliny the Y ounger, form ed the basis of both the Italian and the Franco-D utch formal
garden style.“ However, by the time actual gardens began to em erge through
excavation, fashions had changed and the subsequent perception o f Roman gardens
was unconsciously influenced by the opinions o f 19“' century classicists and
archaeologists who had excavated these gardens. They were unduly em phatic in their
assessm ent o f Roman gardens as rigid formal spaces. Com ing from a period when
English landscape gardening was seen as not only the finest, but the m ost morally
uncom prom ised style of gardening, they wished to draw a distinction between a
form al European (Italian and Franco-Dutch) garden tradition and the romantic
naturalism of the English garden. Roman gardens were dism issed even as they came
to light, a process illuminated in the following letter by the 19"’ century archaeologist
Rodolfo Lanciani;

In describing the villa o f Q. V o co n iu s P ollio d iscovered near M arino, 1 did not remark
how little the ancient Rom ans cared for natural beauty. T h ey sh o w ed great taste in
selectin g their sites high ab ove the level o f the surrounding districts, so that an
unlim ited v iew for three quarters o f the horizon could be secured; but that w as all. T he
idea o f an E nglish park, o f an E nglish pleasure ground, in w hich everyth in g is left to
nature w as unknown to them. T he m ost fam ou s v illa s w ere w h o lly artificial: the
terraces w ere laid out in regular squares or parallelogram s, w ith a v en u es cro ssin g each
other at right angles; the w alls supporting the terraces w ere straight and sym m etrical;
and even vegetation, as Becker says, w as forced into stiff geom etrical figu res, and the
knife and shears o f the topiarius annihilated every trace o f the free im p u lse o f nature.
T his tasteless fashion seem s to have been so d eep ly rooted am o n g us that the
R enaissance thought nothing better could be done. T he stiff, dreary style o f the
Farnese Gardens on the Palatine, o f the V illa s M ed ici, A ltieri, L u d ovisi, M attei,
N egroni, in R om e, not to speak o f the V illa Bagnaia at V iterbo, o f the V illa d ’E ste at
T iv o li, and so forth sh o w s how differently from the E nglish , and I dare say from the
modern point o f v iew , rustic beauty w as regarded am ong us. (C ubberly 1988, 165166)

■*Conan 2002a, 9.
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The reader can just hear Lanciani stifling a yawn as he writes this letter to The
Athenaeum in June 1884. Roman gardens were stiff, formal, dreary, lifeless spaces.
Lanciani’s opinion was indicative of contemporary interest, little more was thought
of Roman gardens until nearly sixty years later when Pierre Grimal published Les
jardins romains in 1943. Grimal’s approach was to consider the Roman garden from
every possible angle, historical, architectural and literary. Although Grimal was
thorough, he was limited by a purely teleological approach to Roman gardens, and
by taking the literary material concerning Roman gardens at its face value with little
regard to its cultural context. As a result, while Grimal’s work is endlessly cited in
studies of Roman houses, or villas, or urban life it was ultimately limited,
contributing a great deal of information about Roman gardens, but adding very little
to our understanding of them. The general awareness of Roman gardens was
furthered in 1979 when Wilhelmina Jashemski published her study on the gardens of
Pompeii and Herculaneum. Jashemski’s work did what Grim al’s could not, it opened
up the Roman garden as a living, breathing, articulate space no longer stifled by its
perceived formalism. Jashemski relied on archaeological evidence from an entire
town, rather than literary representations that predominately concerned the gardens
of elite villas. Her study presented Roman gardens as physical places of light and
movement, leaves and water, painting, sculpture, eating, sleeping and drinking.
Jashemski demonstrated that Roman gardens, far from being formal, restricted
spaces, were an important part of everyday life.
From that point, interest in Roman gardens grew. The Institute of Landscape Studies
at Dumbarton Oaks hosted two colloquia on the subject, in 1981 and 1987, linking
Roman gardens to Greek gardens and studying aspects such as the placement of
garden sculpture or the use of water elements.^ The 1995 Horti Romani conference in
Rome addressed issues such as the relation of Roman aristocratic gardens to
Hellenising trends, gender perception and literary representation as well as
publicising more recent archaeological evidence.* Linda Farrar popularised the
Roman garden, making it accessible to the practical gardener who wanted to use
Roman elements in their own garden.’ Following Kathryn Gleason’s work on
Pompey’s portico garden in Rome and Sara M yers’ analysis of gardens in Statius’
villa poems, the Roman garden is now recognised as being a physical space of social

^ M acD ougall and Jashem ski 1981; M acD ougall 1987.
C im a and La Rocca 1998.
^ Farrar 1998.
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and cultural significance.® Even Columella, whose garden poetry was dismissed as a
hackneyed version of Virgil’s Georgies, has been the subject of renewed interest in
articles by John Henderson and Emily Gowers.’ Most recently, Ann Kuttner has
explored imperial gardens from an experiential perspective as landscapes of
catharsis.'”
Yet among all this interest the underlying rationale of gardens has still not been
addressed. Why were gardens so important to the Romans? What did they contribute
to their society? What was their cultural significance? These were the questions
foremost in my mind when I began to research Roman gardens. The pivotal moment
in my research, the one that was to guide my investigations, came when I read the
following, much quoted, passage of Pliny the Elder:

iam in fenestris suis plebs urbana imagine hortorum cotidiana oculis rura praebebant

The lower classes o f the city used to give their eyes a daily view o f country scenes by
means o f images o f gardens in their w indows (Pliny, H N 19.59)

This passage is usually interpreted as indicating window boxes, although a case is
made for garden paintings." However, I was struck by Pliny’s statement that the
poor of Rome saw an image {imago) of a garden (hortus) and by the vast conceptual
gulf between the Roman imago and the prosaic window box. The imago was a
resonant concept for the Romans, conveying not only a visual image, but also
cultural information. An imago was a likeness, a ghost, a revered ancestral image,
one’s own self-image, a concept, a shadow, imagination itself.'^ In material terms,
imagines were objects of memory, designed to elicit planned responses. An imago is
therefore an object saturated with cultural content, to be read and interpreted by the
viewer on both a societal and individual l e v e l . W h a t , then, did Romans experience
through imago hortoruml

**Gleason 1994a, Myers 2000.
^ Henderson 2002, Gowers 2000.
Kuttner 2003.
" Kuttner 1999a; Linderski 2001.
'■ Lewis and Short sv imago.
'^Favro 1996,7.
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Structure of the Thesis
This thesis explores the Roman perception of the hortus and related garden space as
a culturally laden imago. To do this a two-part methodological approach is needed.
The first part calls for the integration of archaeological and literary evidence for
gardens into their cultural context. The second requires the identification of some
common, unifying concept that could connect the different types of garden and the
wide variety of activities and experiences that occurred within them. The latter is
achieved through the application of space theory. By refocusing the perception of the
hortus away from its function as a purely horticultural space, to see how it could be
perceived as an abstract space, we can attempt to understand how the function of the
hortus on a wider social level affected its imaginative potential.
This thesis is composed of two halves. The first half, chapters one and two, is
concerned with the actuality of the hortus and related garden space. The second half,
chapters four and five, consider how the hortus was experienced. Between these two
parts, chapter three acts as the fulcrum, developing the theoretical framework that
allows the information presented in the first half to be co-ordinated with the
experiential perspective in the second half. Chapter one gives an account of the
ancient antecedents of the Roman garden. The Roman garden was not a tabula rasa,
it was part of a tradition of gardens invested with meaning. The chapter traces the
evolution of the ancient garden, its definition as an enclosed, irrigated, cultivated
space, and its association with concepts of sacred space, royal power, civic pride and
philosophical engagement in the gardens of Crete, Egypt, Sumeria, Assyria, Persia
and Greece. Chapter two discusses the emergence of the hortus in Rome from the
foundation to the early 3"^ century A.D. This cut-of point has been selected because
from the 3'*^ century A.D. references to the hortus show a strong identification with
Christian themes, which fall outside the scope of this thesis. Since there is a great
deal of material this chapter is divided into two parts. The first part examines how
the hortus, as a discrete concept, was used in Roman literature in diiferent genres and
at different times. It then addresses the terminology applied to related garden space.
The second part discusses the presence of the hortus throughout Roman history and
the emergence of elite Horti and related garden space. This is followed by a
discussion of the diverse architectural, decorative and horticultural features that
affected the appearance and function of the hortus and related garden space.
Chapter three is the pivotal chapter. Here gardens are considered in the light of space
theory as an abstract concept. By applying the work of Henri Lefebvre, Michel
Foucault and Edward Soja garden space is seen as corresponding to a definition of
5

liminal, dialectical s p a c e .T h e role of architecture in shaping and reflecting social
organisation is discussed and its potential analysis through the creation of access
maps, designed by Bill Hillier and Judith Hanson.'^ This is followed by an account of
how the archaeology of garden space and landscape architecture can be understood
in a temporal context as objects that provoke and retain social memory. The chapter
concludes by applying these concepts to the Roman garden, assessing its overall
social permeability in terms of both public and private, and within terms of gender,
status and class. The liminality of garden space could blur those distinctions by
crossing both physical and social boundaries, and acting as a potentially dialectical
space.
Chapter four returns to the concepts introduced in chapters one and two and
discusses how the Roman garden could be experienced in terms of power, religious
awe, productivity and pleasure in the light of what was learnt in chapter three. The
section on power examines the physical and temporal impact of Horti on the
topography of Rome. Through their size and location they controlled access to parts
of the city, through their role as memory theatres that controlled and shaped public
perceptions in the gardens of Pompey, Caesar and Lucullus. Horti were also used as
stages for self-representation, as demonstrated by the garden performances of
Caligula and Nero. The section on awe considers the association of gardens with
religious space and the Augustan co-option of this potential emotional response. This
followed by an exploration of the Roman relationship with nature and attitudes
towards cultivation. Archaeological evidence shows that there was no absolute
distinction between productive hortus and ornamental Horti. Where literary accounts
describe a situation where productive and ornamental gardens are polarised the
context is invariably one of rhetoricised anxiety concerning national identity. The
section on experiencing the hortus through pleasure examines how the liminal nature
of gardens made them both spaces of legitimate otium and transgressive behaviour
such as illegitimate sexual encounters, witchcraft and murder.
The last chapter takes three individual gardens as case studies to explore the impact
of their multivalent imago on their physical, literary and historical legacy. House
2.2.2 in Pompeii, the House of Loreius Tiburtinus (also known as the House of
Octavius Quartio) is visually complex with well-documented material remains,
allowing its decorative theme and spatial analysis to be assessed with regard to
potential experiential reactions. The techniques used to describe the garden in Pliny’s
Lefebvre 1991; Foucault 1986; Soja 1989 and 1996.
Hillier and Hanson 1984.
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Tuscan letter {Ep. 5.6) are discussed to understand its im aginative impact. In the
third case study, material remains and literary evidence are com bined to understand
how Tacitus used the Horti Luculliani to inform his presentation o f M essalina’s
death.

Finally, a brief note on the Latin. W here possible, botanical term s have been given to
help the reader identify specific plants used in ancient gardens, but where the
Linnean appellation is in doubt only the generic Latin nam e is given. Individual
Latin and G reek words in the text are provided with a translation when they are used
the first time. Term s that are used more than once are listed in the supplem entary
glossary. Except where otherwise indicated, I have mostly used G reek and Latin
translations from the Loeb editions and, where necessary, have made am endm ents to
make them more readable.
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CHAPTER 1: EARLY GARDENS IN THE
MEDITERRANEAN AND THE ANCIENT NEAR EAST

Introduction
This chapter is concerned with the development of gardens in the Mediterranean and
ancient Near East prior to their development in Roman Italy. All students of garden
history are interested in the origins and antecedents of ancient gardens, which range
from the sacred landscapes of Cretan frescoes, to images of garden life in the tombs
of New Kingdom Egypt, through to the Persian paridaiza and the public gardens of
Greek philosophers.' Evidence for gardens can readily be found in the art,
archaeology and literature of all these cultures, yet problems arise when trying to
trace the development of ancient gardens.
The reasons for this difficulty are twofold. In the first place there is the problem of
distribution; the evidence is spread over a wide geographic area and spans a period of
nearly two millennia. Even when there is plenty of evidence for gardens, as for
instance in the Theban tomb paintings of New Kingdom Egypt, the scale of the total
area reduces their presence to a statistical blip. In the second, there is the problem of
interpretation. As the introduction has shown, the question of what constitutes a
garden is a cultural one. It is very difficult to distinguish the point at which the
agricultural

value of a cultivated plot of land is superseded

by aesthetic

considerations, in other words when a plot of land becomes a garden. There is even
the question of whether we should be making such a distinction, since by doing so
we may be applying our own cultural preconceptions of what a garden should be. As
a result, the evidence for ancient gardens becomes fragmented, episodic and
localised, great swathes of darkness punctuated by the occasional shaft of light.
Nevertheless, the cross-cultural characteristics of ancient gardens can be determined,
and with them some sense can be gained of the diverse role that gardens played
within societies of the Mediterranean and ancient Near East.

' The most commonly cited general work on ancient gardens is Gothein 1979 which traces the history
o f gardens through ancient Egypt, Persia, Greece, Rome, Byzantium and on through the ages.
Unfortunately this work, although drawing from an im pressively wide range o f historical and
geographical evidence, has not aged well. References are rarely given, quotations are unattributed and
as a reference work it has very limited application. The technical considerations o f gardening in the
ancient Mediterranean are discussed in Horden and Purcell 2000. For Egyptian gardens see W ilkinson
1998 and Hepper 1990. No dedicated work on Mesopotamian and Persian gardens seem s to have been
written, although there have been numerous articles on the subject: see Wiseman 1983; Dailey 1993
and 1994; Albenda 1994. The most influential works on Greek gardens are Caroll-Spillecke 1989 and
1992; Osborne 1992.
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I) Emerging Gardens: Crete, Thera and Egypt
This section traces the developm ent of gardens in Crete, Thera and New Kingdom
Egypt and how they were perceived as real, ideal and sacred spaces. Evidence for
ancient gardens can be drawn from the art, archaeology and literature o f these
cultures but each source has its limitations. G ardens developed through a process of
evolution whereby certain elements of landscape resolved them selves into discrete
parcels of space that were set apart from the surrounding area. This process must
originally have occurred around farms, orchards, and kitchen gardens, now lost to
time. Instead the developm ent of gardens has usually been traced from above, from
temples, palaces and royal enclosures. This approach is not unreasonable. Palaces
and tem ples were generally large structures that were intended to be perm anent and,
as a result, utilised stone in their construction. This makes them archaeologically
more visible, but the prominence o f tem ples and palaces as a source o f evidence for
early gardens should not be allowed to outw eigh the fact that there was an equal
developm ent from below. Literary evidence for ancient gardens can also be
understood to reflect the needs and preoccupations of a relatively small section of
society, and also to blur distinctions between fact and fiction, real and ideal. Finally,
care should also be taken when confronted with artistic evidence for ancient gardens,
since much ancient art was aspective rather than veristic. Given this diversity it is
im portant to set up some working guidelines for what constitutes a garden.

Recognising the ancient garden
In ancient gardens the visual distinction between garden, grove and orchard is not
always readily discernable. Most early exam ples of gardens evolved in dry climates
that relied on irrigation and not rainfall. Trees are less labour intensive to irrigate
because, once established, they can survive periods o f drought well and they provide
essential shade. Consequently it will be seen that strong orthogonal plantings o f trees
are a feature of many ancient gardens, while many o f the features we have com e to
associate with gardens, such as grass lawns and flow er beds, are not obviously
present. Given these differences, by what criteria can one recognise a garden?

The garden is a disarm ingly simple concept, defined as ‘an enclosed piece o f ground
devoted to the cultivation of flowers, fruit, or vegetables’^ usually, but not always,
mixed together rather than a monoculture. Therefore the basic requirem ents for a
garden are ground that can be cultivated (and this usually dem ands readily available
w ater supply to irrigate plants) and that it has some kind o f enclosure to keep out
■ OED s.v garden.
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pests (animal and human) and act as windbreak. Nevertheless, from these elementary
principles, the garden as an object demonstrates protean complexity. Gardens across
the world, both ancient and modern, display a vast range of diversity from the
verdant prospects of the English landscape garden to the dry abstraction of the
Japanese karesansui garden. Their appearance is almost infinitely variable. They
scale in size from a couple of meters to multiple acres. They can include terraces,
walls, gates, buildings, loggias, pools, lakes, streams, canals and jetties.^ They can
grow any combination of moss, grass, flowers, vegetables, shrubs and trees. Gardens,
therefore, are not defined by their form, scale, contents or location. What unites such
apparently disparate spaces under the rubric of gardens is that their creation stems
from a general impulse to adapt the surrounding landscape to human ideas'* and that
in doing so they share the same a basic set of requirements in order to fill certain,
culturally variable, needs. These may range from simple food production to spiritual
epiphany.
A garden is created through the process of cultivating natural space. This requires
that the area under cultivation be visually segregated from the surrounding
landscape. This is usually signified by enclosure. Enclosure can take the form of a
wall or fence, although hedges, closely planted rows of trees and even ditches can be
used. The area under cultivation should also be either contiguous to or in the vicinity
of a man-made structure, be it a house, tomb, temple or palace. This puts the garden
within its cultural context. For example, a garden that is intended to provide
offerings to a god loses its significance without the presence of a temple.^
Finally, a garden has a symbolic value in addition to its productive value.* This Is
usually indicated by the kinds of activities that take place within the garden. By
definition the garden is a space of horticultural labour: hoeing, planting, weeding,
watering, pruning, feeding and mulching. But it is also a space of recreation, spiritual
communication, and social display, to name but a few of the experiences promoted in
gardens. These are the human ideas that the landscape has been adapted to reflect.
The more experiences promoted, the more the garden differentiates itself from the
orchard and the grove. An orchard is a stand of fruit trees that has a productive value
but no symbolic value. A grove (a stand of only one kind of tree) is conceptually
closer to the garden in that it may have a symbolic value as a sacred space, but its

^ The gardens o f ancient Egypt alone encompass this kind o f diversity: see W ilkinson 1998, 12.
W ilkinson 1998, 4; Porteous 1996,45-88.
^ See below pp. 17-18.
* Dixon Hunt 1999.
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very sacredness limits its potential for symbolic diversity. Only the garden adapts to
reflect multiple levels of sacred and profane meaning.^

These four precepts: that a garden is a cultivated space, distinguished from the
surrounding landscape either by enclosure or som e other visual indication o f spatial
transition, contiguous to or in the vicinity of a m an-m ade structure and bearing a
sym bolic value in addition to its productive value, constitute a set o f guidelines
flexible enough to accommodate the diversity o f gardens both ancient and modern.
They can also be used to trace the em ergence of gardens in the ancient world.

From landscape to garden: Crete and Thera
Early evidence for cultivating natural space com es from the landscape frescoes of
M inoan Crete and the island of Thera. As a genre landscape frescoes, which usually
depict animals both real and mythical frolicking in stylised m ountain or river
landscapes, seem to originate in Crete and spread from there to the w ider Aegean.
The most extant exam ples have been found at Thera, with fragm ents unearthed at
Tiryns, Pylos and Mycenae* and span a period o f around 1700 B.C. to 1450 B.C.®
The style also spread to Egypt, with frescoes in the Cretan style recently discovered
in 1992 at Tell el-D ab’a (Avaris), the seat o f the invading H yksos rulers o f Egypt
during the 17* century B .C .'”

The developm ent of landscape frescoes is significant because it shows a conceptual
process whereby types o f landscapes were differentiated from

one another:

landscapes that were rated as highly desirable were integrated into domestic
architecture as pictorial images. This process of separation and integration is the
driving force behind the creation of gardens; the desire to parcel o ff a part of the
surrounding landscape and integrate it with o n e’s own dom estic surroundings. This
is what seems to happen as some scenes depicted in landscape frescoes shift from
being representations o f a wild, stylised landscape to being representations o f a
cultivated landscape, adapted to human ideas.

For exam ple the Egyptian garden, while productive, had a sym bolic value as both the garden o f the
afterlife and the grove o f Osiris: see Wilkinson 1998.
* Higgins 1997,94-102; Boulotis 1988, 35-37.
The dating o f M inoan-style frescoes is an inexact science. It was com m only believed that Thera’s
volcanic eruption offered a definite baseline. However, Bietak’s excavations at Tell el-D ab’a have put
the date o f the eruption in doubt; see Cline 1998, 214-216; Doumas 1992, 27-31.
Whether these landscapes are Delta scenes painted by Minoan artists or Minoan scenes painted by
Egyptian or even Hyskos artists has yet to be determined: see Cline 1998, 210.
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Exam ple of this process can be seen in the m iniature frieze from the W est House in
Akrotiri on Thera and the Birds and M onkeys frieze from the House o f the Frescoes
at Knossos. Although the landscapes depicted still look wild to our eyes there are
subtle indications that both scenes represent cultivated landscapes. In the miniature
frieze real animals (deer, cats and ducks) and mythical beasts (griffin) move among
palms and papyrus by a water channel (Fig. 1.1a and b). Since this com bination of
elements (water, papyrus, birds and cat) is typical o f a genre o f tom b painting from
New Kingdom Egypt, that o f hunting wildfowl in the Delta w etlands, this scene is
often described as a ‘Nile scene’, following the exam ple o f A rthur Evans who first
recognised the sim ilarity." However, close exam ination o f this scene reveals several
uniquely Aegean elements. The first is the arrangem ent o f the papyrus. Instead of the
dense, m an-high thickets present in Egyptian paintings each papyrus appears as a
single individual plant, not a clump as it would naturally appear in the wild.
M oreover the papyrus is growing in a rocky location where it would not normally be
found, among sedges that are native to Crete, not Egypt. Such an arrangem ent
suggests that the papyrus has been introduced to an alien landscape through
deliberate planting.'^ The second unusual elem ent is the presence o f the deer, absent
in Egyptian scenes due to the fact that wetlands are not deer habitats, but present in
Crete and suited to the rocky and wooded terrain shown in the landscape frieze.'^
Finally, there are the palms. Like the deer these are not found in Egyptian wildfowl
hunting scenes. M oreover, many of these palms have clearly been pruned, indicating
that they are not wild, naturally occurring exam ples, but planted and maintained by
human hands (Fig. 1.2).‘'‘ Taken as a whole the landscape depicted can be read as an
Aegean landscape, deliberately cultivated to evoke a wild Egyptian landscape.'^

In the stylistically sim ilar Birds and M onkeys frieze a sim ilar mix o f native and
exotic can be seen (Fig. 1.3). Like the miniature frieze from Thera the Birds and
M onkeys frieze shows a native landscape into which exotic elem ents have been
consciously

imported.

Again

Egyptian

papyrus (this tim e depicted

as well

established clumps) and Cretan sedge grow together by a m eandering stream in a
rocky landscape. M onkeys w ander through the landscape while native doves fly
overhead. On the lower right hand side o f the scene a m onkey sits on its haunches
eating a bird’s egg. Mark Cameron identified this as unusual behaviour that monkeys
" Evans 1921-35,1,541, II, 361and III, 113-118. A catalogue of the Egyptian scenes can be found in
Vandier 1964,718-719 and 758-759. See also Houlihan 1996. For a detailed description of this scene
and its precedents in Egyptian art see Morgan 146-148.
'-M organ 1988, 147-149.
Morgan identifies this deer as the Mediterranean fallow deer: see Morgan 1988,54 and 147.
Morgan 1988, 24 and 39-40.
Morgan 1988, 39-40 and 150.
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only exhibit in captivity, not in the wild, which suggests that what is being depicted
are monkeys which have been imported as pets from Africa via Egypt in a controlled
habitat.'^ The wide variety of plants (ivy, crocus and wild marigold or possibly
coltsfoot) that grow in neat and distinct groups among the papyrus also indicate an
organising human presence. It is this reiteration of human intervention in the
landscape that suggests the possibility of gardens. Both friezes indicate not only an
awareness of the native environment, but also a desire to control and change that
environment through the introduction of foreign flora and fauna. Since this desire
lies at the root of gardening these frescoes can be read as an early articulation of the
impulse to garden.
Indirect allusions to the presence of gardens can also be deduced from the botanical
identification of plants grown. A popular subject for Minoan artists were flowers, in
particular the lily. In the ‘Spring Fresco’ from Building Complex Delta in Akrotiri
on Thera, swallows are depicted flying above lilies in a rocky landscape.'^ The
scarlet colour of the lilies depicted suggests that they are examples of L.
chalcedonicum, a wild lily found today only on mainland Greece (Fig. 1.4). Yet the
number of blossoms on each stem point to their identification as L. martagon, a
common cultivated lily.'* Identifying botanical specimens through stylised and not
necessarily veristic representations is problematic, but the fact that the same lily also
appears in a fresco from the palace at Amnisos in Crete supports the argument that
the lily is a cultivated, rather than wild specimen (Fig. 1.5). Here the colour of the
lilies has been changed to white to contrast against the scarlet background, but the
representation of the plant stem, emerging from a cluster of falcate leaves at the base
and terminating in multiple clusters of flowers indicate that this is the same lily that
can be seen in Building Complex Delta. The lilies are quite clearly shown growing in
the ground within an enclosure, represented by a crenellated wall, that suggests the
existence of a palace garden.'^ Finally, a pair of the same lilies can be found flanking
a window opening in the West House on Thera (Fig. 1.6). Here the lilies are shown
growing in a tall planting pot. Similar pots, excavated by Arthur Evans at Knossos,
have holes in the base for drainage, indicating that they were used to grow plants and
not to hold cut flowers.^ One can trace the representational progression of the lily
from a part of the landscape outside a house to part of the house itself. In the first
''’ Cameron 1968,5 and 19; Morgan 1988, 39.
Marinatos 1984,85-96.
Raven 2000, 27-30.
Schafer 1989,86-87.
“ Evans 1921-35, ii. 277-279 and Marinatos 1984,48. The Romans also used perforated planting pots
known as ollae perforatae and similar pots can be bought in garden centres and hardware stores
today.
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exam ple the lily, which may be wild or it may be cultivated, is present in an
am biguous landscape scene. In the second exam ple there is no am biguity, the lily is
deliberately cultivated in an enclosure. Finally the lily is brought within the house as
a pot plant, its depiction on either side o f a window a visual shorthand for the
interplay of interior and exterior space that is created by the presence o f a garden: the
lilies inside looking out onto the lilies growing outside either in an enclosure or in
the wider countryside.

The Minoan frescoes of Crete and Thera provide some evidence for the em ergence
of a landscape aesthetic that lies at the root o f gardening. In the m iniature frieze and
the Birds and M onkeys frieze native and exotic flora are cultivated together, while
the lilies in frescoes from Akrotiri and A m nisos show an unfolding history of
dom estic cultivation. However, the overall body o f evidence is too small to
determ ine consistent patterns o f enclosure and our understanding o f the symbolic
value o f these spaces is extremely limited. For a fuller picture o f the role o f gardens
in the pre-Roman world one must turn to Egypt.

Sacred gardens: Egypt
It is in Egypt, and in particular New Kingdom Egypt o f the 18"'-20“’ dynasties (15501070 B.C.), that we see the fullest evidence for planted spaces that correspond to the
garden criteria outlined above.^' Archaeological and inscriptional evidence for the
existence of gardens has been identified at the sites o f Heliopolis, M emphis, Amarna,
Thebes (Karnak and Luxor), Deir el-Bahari, D eir el-M edineh, M edinet Habu, Tell elD ab’a and el-Lahun on the Fayum.^^ These gardens ranged from royal and temple
enclosures, to the gardens of m inor officials,“ m em bers o f the professional classes
and artisans. It is from the latter in particular that we have identified tom b paintings,
inscriptions and models that indicate a general access to gardens or the aspiration
tow ards owning a garden. A ccording to these paintings and m odels, a private garden
usually took the form of an enclosure planted with useful and edible plants, walled or
surrounded by trees, axially planned and centred on a pool o f w ater or a pavilion. A
fm e exam ple o f such a garden can be seen in the wooden model found in the tom b of
M ekhet-re that shows a courtyard with trees planted around a central pool (Fig. 1.7).

The wealth o f evidence for Egyptian gardens is the result o f geological serendipity:
the regular inundations of the Nile and its incredible fertility. The only w ater in
See above pp.9-11.
"W ilkinson 1998.
Some o f who bore titles such as ‘Overseer o f the Garden o f A m un’ and ‘Gardener o f the Divine
Offerings o f A m un’: see Wilkinson 1998, 33.
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ancient Egypt (barring small wadis in the desert, rainfall being so negligible as to be
a prodigy) came from the Nile and the annual inundations that deposited a fresh layer
of fertile silt along its banks.^“ The predictability of the Nile allowed the
development of a widespread and reliable irrigation system that in most years could
be counted on to regulate the amount of water received, maximising the benefit in
years of drought and minimising damage in years of flood. The principal aim of this
system was to improve agricultural yield, but it must also have made the creation and
maintenance of domestic gardens far easier. The increased ease of irrigation also
allowed gardeners to experiment with plants that had an ornamental value as well as
a productive value.
Regular irrigation also had a social effect: irrigation resulted in a material surplus
that could be stored away for lean years, but material surplus also created a surplus
of time. Protected from the need to labour constantly in order to provide a surplus,
the inhabitants of a garden can use their new-found time to explore a variety of
alternative activities in their garden, such as dining, resting, making love or
contemplation. Reliable irrigation moves the garden into a new conceptual space, a
space of leisure, and gives it a symbolic value. This is exactly what we see in the
tomb paintings during the period of peace and stability that was the New Kingdom.
The painting in Theban Tomb 334 shows a tomb-chapel and a pool surrounded with
trees (Fig. 1.8). The occupier, identified as the ‘Chief of Husbandmen’, is sitting
outside his house and enjoying the view. Similarly, the owner of Theban tomb 109,
Min, describes the rest that he and his wife will enjoy:

My heart rejoices on its earth to refresh itself under its sycamore, to walic among his
own trees, to take the iTji-plants and the lotus, and gather the /jrtw-plants and lotus buds,
the dates, the figs and the grapes. My sycamores wave in front o f me, they give me
bread which is in them, my basin offers water. My heart rests in its freshness
(W ilkinson 1998, 100)

M in’s garden, and that of the Chief of Husbandmen are gardens that they will occupy
in their afterlife, and their gardens reflect an idealised image of that afterlife. Which
is not to say that garden paintings were free of labour: many show servants picking
fruit or working the shadoufs that moved water from the irrigation canals to planting
beds (Fig. 1.9). The Egyptian afterlife was a busy place, full of the kind of activity
that the Egyptians saw in their daily lives: planting, pruning, harvesting, and herding.
It is significant that gardens were represented as potentially being spaces of rest. It Is
■'* For a detailed and technical account o f the N ile’s hydraulics see Butzer 1976 and Said 1993.
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one of the ironies o f garden studies that gardens are rarely shown with gardeners.
G ardening is a laborious process but labour is an aspect that is often glossed over.
This marginalisation o f labour can be seen in a painting in Theban tom b 161 that
shows the tom b owner, Nakht, gazing from a papyrus thicket at a garden in which
lettuces are being harvested (Fig. 1.10). The harvesters are shown on a much smaller
scale than Nakht, barely one fifth o f his size. Instead, much of the scene is concerned
with the pleasing orthogonal layout of the lettuce beds, the stately clum ps o f papyrus
and the large and well stocked fishpond, in which some o f the fish are the same size
as the labourers.

The presence o f gardens in Egyptian tom bs reflects much more than ju st the physical
presence of gardens in everyday life, or aspirations tow ards ow ning one; the image
of the garden is representative of the entire concept o f an afterlife. Coffin texts,
magical funerary rituals inscribed on coffin lids, repeatedly declare that the way to
prepare for the afterlife is to ‘build a domain in the west, dig pools and plant
sycom ores.’^^ This ‘garden of the W est’ had a dual significance. On one level it
ensured eternal bounty in the afterlife. In the 18"' dynasty tom b o f Sebekhotep, key
passages from the Book of the Dead are illustrated (Chapters 58-59). Sebekhotep and
his wife are shown in an orchard garden, drinking the w ater o f the afterlife from their
pool and receiving gifts of bread and w ater from the tree-goddess Nut (Fig. 1.11).
The gifts of bread and water from Nut welcom ed the dead into the afterlife, insuring
that they would be supplied with food and drink for all eternity.^*
On another level the ‘garden of the W est’ was representative o f divine order; one
version of Egyptian cosmogony attributed the origin o f the universe to the mound of
creation, crowned with a tree or lotus that rose from the prim eval waters.^^ T he same
elem ents - earth, water, and plants -sh o w n in the gardens of tom b paintings alluded
to this landscape o f the ‘first tim e’. In their ‘garden o f the W est’ the deceased were
present at the point of creation, an eternal m om ent unaffected by linear time.
Som ething of this can be seen in the nature of time as represented in these gardens.
A ncient art was traditionally aspective rather than veristic, preferring to show plants
with all the parts that were useful to man rather than as they would be seen as the
seasons progressed. So, for example, in Egyptian art the flow ering and fruiting parts
o f the mandrake were shown together, while date and doum palms that bear fruit at

-^Faulkner 1973, C T II, 134 and 144 and CT VI, 171 and 173.
-'"Wilkinson 1998,97-100.
■■'Morenz 1973, 174-180.
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different times o f the year were often depicted side by side with their fruits as in the
garden o f Reichmire (Fig. 1.12).^®
The religious significance o f the garden was not only apparent in its representation in
a tom b painting. Just as a rem nant of the prim ordial w aters o f creation could be
found at the fam ed ‘lotus lake’ o f Hermopolis,^^ so too could the gardens o f daily life
allude to those of the afterlife. Many o f the plants grown in Egyptian gardens—
acacia, sycamore fig, tamarisk, date and doum palm, poppy, m andrake, lotus and
papyrus —had religious significance as well as a practical use. Lotus and papyrus
were used in funerary rituals; the sycamore fig and tam arisk were resting places for
the soul, while poppy and mandrake were associated with rebirth. The date palm was
sacred to Re, the sun god who symbolised the trium ph o f life over death, while the
doum palm was believed to provide water for the deceased.^” Scented plants were
particularly valued because it was believed that the presence o f the gods could be
detected by their divine fragrance.^' Therefore not only flow ers such as lotus but also
arom atic trees such as incense trees, acacia, cedar and cypress announced the
presence o f divinity. This creation of a meaningful landscape through the application
o f horticulture and theology was perhaps not unique to the ancient Egyptians but it is
the best documented.
Nowhere was this reflexive dynam ic between garden space and sacred space more
apparent than in the gardens of Egyptian temples. The Egyptian tem ple was the
residence of the god and a concrete manifestation o f the mystical landscape inhabited
by the god. The architecture of the temple was intended to m irror the vegetation of
the garden. Tem ple colum ns were fashioned to resem ble papyrus, and the iteration of
colum ns recalled the papyrus marsh where Isis gave birth to Horus.^^ A t the temple
of Dendera, waterlilies carved on the outside wall were reflected in the lake, that was
itself meant to evoke the primeval ocean. The appearance and content o f temple
gardens is prim arily drawn from the pictorial evidence o f tem ple com plexes at
Karnak and Heliopolis. Supplem entary evidence fo r tem ple gardens can be found in
inscriptions that record their existence at the shrine o f O siris at Busiris, the tem ple of
Amun and Thoth at Hermopolis, at M emphis to tw o unidentified goddesses, one
dedicated to Horus at Athribis, and at Dendera.^^ Herodotus com m ented on the lush,
-’'W ilk in so n 1998, 14-19.
W ilkinson 1998, 2 5 ,9 7 and 142
^“ W ilkinson 1998, 7 2 ,7 8 and 105-109.
Lurker 1 9 8 0 ,5 2 ; W ilk in son 1998, 119-131.
B uild ings decorated with papyrus colu m n s are know n as m am m isi, they w ere used to celebrate both
the birth o f the god and Pharaoh.
” W ilkinson 1998, 142-144.
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obviously mature plantings around the temples and avenues o f Bubastis and noted
that the temple of A pollo at Buto was surrounded by date palms and other fruit trees
(Hdt. 2. 138, 156). Not only did these gardens allude to the afterlife of plenty that
would be enjoyed by the ju st in the land o f the dead, they were self-supporting
agricultural com pounds, providing incense, and offerings for ritual cerem onies and,
in the case of tem ple cities such as Karnak, food for its priests. Ram eses III boasted
o f the stupendous garden complex he created at the tem ple o f A m un at H eliopolis
consisting o f fruit-trees, date and olive groves, trees that could produce myrrh or
scented wood, an orchard of 200 persea trees, vines, flow ers and pools filled
waterlilies and papyrus which would provide bouquets fo r the g o d .^ Tem ple gardens
were laid out in the approaches to the tem ple, often segregated by avenues o f trees,
and individual courts within the temple. In appearance they resem bled large-scale
versions of those found in private estates with trees and flow ers grow ing around
pools filled with papyrus, waterlilies and reeds. An exam ple from the tom b of
Neferhotep o f a garden from the Tem ple o f Amun at K arnak shows ju st such a scene
with avenues o f regularly planted trees leading up to a T-shaped pool filled with
lotus and flanked by tall clumps of papyrus (Fig. 1.13). Since the plants most
frequently used as offerings were lotus and papyrus their cultivation in rectangular or
T-shaped pools that reflected the form s o f the offering tables found in tem ples had a
pleasing architectural and symbolic symmetry.
The largest and most im pressive gardens in Egypt were those associated with the
mortuary temples o f the pharaohs. Ever since the First Dynasty (3100 B.C.) the
Pharaohs of Egypt had believed that upon their deaths they became O siris, the god of
the D ead.” As god o f the dead O siris was also the god of rebirth and all things
grow ing and germ inating from the earth were a part o f his mystery. O siris was
therefore believed to reside in an appropriately eternal grove. T o reinforce the
association between O siris and Pharaoh the tom bs o f the pharaohs were similarly
planted with groves and over time these were expanded to include avenues o f trees
and eventually beds o f flowers.^*

T he mortuary tem ples associated with the tom bs are a source o f valuable inform ation
about gardens, because whereas dom estic and tem ple gardens were built on, or
^^Gaballa, 1973, 113.
” Wilkinson 1998,66.
“ The earliest example o f creating a grove at the tomb o f a Pharaoh is that o f Aha, also known as
M enes (3100-2850 B.C.), at Saqquara: see Emery 1 9 3 9 ,8 (S 3357). This grove was probably a palm
grove. More com plex planting can be discerned around the tomb and mortuary temple o f Mentuhotep
(2061-2010 B.C.) where on either side o f an avenue o f sycamore figs stood a group o f tamarisk trees
and rectangular flower beds; see Arnold 1979, 21-23; W ilkinson 1 9 9 8 ,6 6 -7 3 .
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extensions of, the fertile soil flooded by the Nile, tombs tended to be located in dryer,
rockier, more remote mountains on the west bank of the Nile. As a result
archaeological excavations can reveal not only the hard landscape elements such as
irrigation, terracing and pools, but also give some indication of the soft landscape
elements, because it was necessary to cut holes into the rock for trees. The two most
famous royal gardens are those of Hatshepsut at Deir el-Bahari and Tuthmosis III at
Karnak, both of which were embodiments of the king’s power to deliver on earth
what the gods promised in the afterlife.
The gardens that Hatshepsut (c. 1475-1458 B.C.) built at her temple to Amun at Deir
el-Bahari^^ were remarkable not only for their scale but also for their content (Fig.
1.14). Hatshepsut herself immortalised her achievement with the following decree:

Trees were taken up in G od’s Land, and set in the ground in E gypt...for the king o f the
gods. They were brought bearing incense therein for (giving o f them selves) ointment
for the divine limbs, which I owed to the Lord o f the G o d s...h e commanded me to
establish for him a Punt in his house, to plant trees o f G od’s Land beside his temple, in
his garden.

1 made for him a Punt in his garden, just as he commanded me for Thebes. It is large for
him. He walks abroad under them. (Breasted 1906, ii. 293)

The exact location of Punt and the identification of the imported incense trees is a
matter of ongoing debate.^® The planting at the temple is not. Excavations at Deir elBahari by E. Naville at the turn of the 19“' century, and by H. E. Winlock from 19111931, found plenty of evidence for extensive temple planting. The entrance to the
temple was flanked by two perseas, Mimusops Laurifolia (also known as Mimusops
schimperi).^^ The remains of what are claimed to be these perseas, but in all
probability are later successors, lie in situ at the entrance of the temple today (Fig.
1.15). Inside the first enclosure were two T-shaped pools planted with papyrus,
fragments of which were found during excavations. The pools were surrounded by
66 rock-cut pits that held either shrubs or trees, possibly acacia or tamarisk (Fig.
1.16). Since no irrigation channels were discovered watering the plants was probably
done by hand, with water being delivered from the Nile in constant relays.'^

^"'Tyldesley
"**Tyldesley
Jashemski
■“ Wilkinson

1998, 165-170.
1996, 145-149.
and Ricotti 1992, 588.
1998,76-78.
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The choice of plantings was significant. In Egyptian theology the persea was the tree
of eternal life (ished tree) upon whose leaves the names of pharaohs were recorded
by the god Thoth (Fig. 1.17), while papyrus was used for dedicatory and funeral
rituals.'*' The scent of the acacia announced the presence of the gods, while the
tamarisk was identified with Osiris.'*^ Hatshepsut created a garden that recalled not
only the nebulous land of the gods and the afterlife but also exotic Punt in an arid,
barren location. Her garden was a physical manifestation of Egypt’s power, her
power and Amun’s divine approval of her reign.
A similar statement was made at Karnak by her successor Tuthmosis III who created
a botanic garden that also sought to demonstrate both temporal power and divine
approval. The reign of Tuthmosis III was marked by extended military campaigns,
especially in Palestine and Syria where he fought five campaigns. In celebration of
his victories he built the Festival Hall at the Temple of Amun at Karnak. At the rear
of this hall was his botanic garden.'*^ This was a T-shaped area, the walls of which
were decorated with a low-relief frieze of plants. Many were familiar to Egyptian
ritual, such as date palm, sycamore fig, vine, and lotus but others, such as iris, arum
and calanchoe are native to Palestine and Syria.'*^ Their inclusion among the
Egyptian plants is a visual affirmation that Tuthmosis’ military might had subdued
their native lands. This message of Egyptian supremacy was repeated in the list of
conquered towns and villages in Syria, Palestine and the Lebanon carved on the sixth
and last pylon that marked the entrance to the festival hall. The botanical garden also
had a spiritual meaning. It was located in the part of the temple that symbolised
rebirth and regeneration, recalling the associations of the garden with the afterlife
and its T-shape is that of an offering table. The garden thus takes on a dual function
of both being a place of the god Amun and an offering to the gods. That Amun was
pleased with the offering was tangibly demonstrated by the victories already granted
to Tutmosis III. Like Hatshepsut’s temple Tutmosis I ll’s garden was meant to
articulate the three fundamental certainties of Pharoah’s reign: life after death, divine
approval of the gods and the pre-eminence of Egypt among all the nations of the

Lurker 1 9 8 0 ,7 1 ; W ilkinson 1 9 9 8 ,4 3 .
■*-W ilk inson 1 9 9 8 ,7 2 .
T here is som e controversy about the ex a ct location o f this garden. W hile it appears op en to the
elem en ts there is som e indication that it m ight o n ce have been roofed and that the reliefs represent a
garden that w as located elsew h ere but w h o se products w ere offered in that part o f the tem ple: see
W ilkinson 1998, 138.
"^W ilkinson 1998, 1 37-139.
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ancient world. This use of gardens as an expression o f royal pow er can be more fully
explored in the gardens of the ancient Near East.

II) Gardens and Royal Power; Sumeria, Assyria, Persia
W hereas Egyptian gardens were shaped both through the Nile and their beliefs in the
afterw orld, the gardens o f the ancient Near East were shaped by a different set of
local conditions and beliefs. The association o f gardens with sacred space and the
afterlife, while recognised, seems to have been subordinate to their role as statements
o f power and control over the environm ent. H owever, it must be stressed that the
evidence for gardens in these regions is alm ost w holly drawn from

royal

proclam ations. Unlike Egypt, there is no representative body of tom b painting or
equivalent evidence to indicate how gardens were perceived across different levels of
society. Instead, as with the gardens o f Minoan Crete, it must be kept in mind that
the impetus for garden development, while docum ented from above, may have had
an equally strong tradition from below.

Wilderness to civilisation: Sumeria
T he earliest single reference to gardening dates from the 2"“^ m illennium B.C. in the
form o f a Sumerian poem that suggests planting trees, probably tam arisk or date, to
protect plants from the wind and the sun.'*^ W hat the plants are is not specified but
planting trees to create an enclosure for tender plants is also shown in im ages of
Egyptian gardens."** The trees provide the enclosure that separate the garden from the
landscape and define garden space. This process of separation is also alluded to in
the Sumerian hymn, the Lugale or ‘Deeds and Exploits of N inurta.’ Ninurta is a
divine hero, roughly analogous to Heracles.'*^ In one episode, the fresh w ater of the
earth, instead of flow ing into the Tigris and watering the fields, flow s uselessly into
the kur. Kur (or q ’ur) is an interesting word. W ritten with a sign that has its roots in
the pictograph for m ountain it essentially means w ilderness, or inimical land,
although it can also be translated as the underw orld and land o f the dead {Kur-nu-gi,
the land of no return)."'® Ninurta enters the kur, conquers the m onstrous A sag, and
piles the stones o f the kur into m ountains, which enclose Sum er like a wall. Blocked
by this dam the waters return to their regular courses, irrigating farm s, gardens and
groves."*^ Soon after, Ninurta builds an artificial m ountain (hursag) in the kur for his

''^Farrar 1998,3; Dailey 1993, 1-3.
See Figs. 1.11 and 1.12.
'•’ West, 1997,467-469.
^ Kramer 1979, 24 n.9; West 1997, 154.
Black 1992, 77-79; Kramer 1979, 38.
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m other Ninmah, known ever after as Ninhursag (Queen o f the M ountain). Ninurta
then blesses the mountain:

Its valleys shall be verdant with vegetation for you,
Its slopes shall produce honey and wine for you,
Shall produce for you cedar, cypress, zabalum -trces^ and boxw ood on its terraces.
Shall be adorned with fruit for you like a garden. (Kramer 1979, 39)

N inurta’s dealings with the kur signify a recategorisation o f landscape space, a
m om ent o f transition from wilderness to civilisation. Instead o f being a wild and
inim itable space, the kur is made useful and fruitful. The poetry o f Sum er essentially
records the same process that the frescoes of M inoan Crete do: the process whereby
outdoor natural space takes the position o f being conceptually ‘inside’ domestic
space, and in doing so can be used to satisfy hum an needs. The Sum erian word for
garden, used in the above quotation, is kiri^, a com bination o f the noun ki (place) and
the verb ru^ (to send forth shoots, buds or blossoms) and used to signify gardens.^'
The Sumerian kiri^ was probably the root of the Assyrian kiru (garden, grove or tree
plantation) and kirimdhu (pleasure garden). In turn, the phonetic closeness and
sem antic associations between the Assyrian kirH and the H ebrew kar (pasture,
enclosed pasture), karm el (plantation, garden land) and kerem (vineyard), all
deriving from the root verb khr, meaning ‘to d ig ’, suggest that there is a relationship
between them.^^
N inurta’s creation o f a garden on the mountain of what w as once the kur is also an
early reference to a unique design feature of M esopotam ian gardens. W hereas the
Egyptian gardens were largely planted all on one level, the royal and sacred gardens
of M esopotam ia took the hills and mountains as their model. This preference was not
just the result of local geological conditions, it reflected a religious conviction that
the gods convened on mountains, which were therefore seats o f power.^^ This was a
conviction reflected in religious iconography, such as the exam ple on a cylinder seal
depicting the god M arduk flanked by tw o m ountains (Fig. 1.18). Ziggurats, stepped

* A highly scented tree, possibly juniper.
For original Sumerian text o f the Lugale see Black, Cunningham et a t 1998-. The lines quoted can
be found in ‘The Exploits o f Ninurta’ 1.6.2. 397-400. D efinitions are taken from J. A. Halloran’s
forthcoming Sumerian Lexicon, currently available at www.sum erian.org. I am grateful to Professor
John Healey for his assistance in identifying kiri^.
For kiru and kirimdhu see Wiseman 1983, 137, for kar, karmel, and kerem see BDB lexicon, 1 9 9 6 .1
am grateful to Professor John Dillon and Professor John Healey for their helpful com m ents on the
possible relationship between these terms.
® West 1997, 112.
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buildings that represented artificial m ountains, therefore becam e p art o f religious and
royal life. Z iggurat and ritual iconography frequently included trees and plants. A
stele fro m the third dynasty o f U r (approxim ately 2100 B .C .) show s king U r-N am m u
w atering a plant, possibly representing the tree o f life ,^ as part o f a preparatory rite
fo r the building o f a ziggurat (Fig. 1.19). It is im possible to tell w h ether the tree in
this scene is sym bolic or represents an existing grove, but it does seem to suggest
that the erection o f ziggurats included landscape planting, not on the ziggurat but
around it.^^ A frag m en t o f a wall painting from M ari show s an o th er ritual scene
taking place in a building o r enclosure that appears to be surrounded by trees (a date
palm is clearly recognisable) and an avenue o f sphinxes (Fig. 1.20). T h is m ay be the
fam ous C ourt o f the Palm s, w hich w as m aintained by several gardeners on M ari’s
p a y ro ll.^ M ari w as destroyed by H am m urabi in 1759 B.C. and the Sum erian
evidence fo r gardens goes no farther. T here is a gap o f 900 years until the next
reference to ancient gardens: the palace gardens {kin ekallim) o f the A ssyrian king
A dad-sum a-usur (c. 1200-1180 B.C.).^^

Expansionist gardens: Assyria
A ssyrian gardens fulfilled m any o f the sam e functions th at E gyptian gardens did.
T hey provided produce to eat and sell, they w ere a source o f o fferings fo r tem ples
and they w ere used fo r recreation and e n tertain m en t.”* A ssyrian g ardens shared the
hilly, ziggurat traditions o f S um eria and developed them in new directions. In around
1100 B.C. T iglath Pileser I (1115-1076 B .C .) listed the trees o f the places he had
conquered along w ith the rest o f his booty:

I took cedar, box-tree, and Kanish oak from the lands over which I had gained dominion
- such trees as none o f the previous kings, my forefathers, had ever planted - and I
planted [them) in the orchards o f my land. 1 took rare orchard fruit which is not in my
land [and therewith] filled the orchards o f Assyria. (Grayson 1976, 17).

T he acquisition o f trees w as both sym bolic and practical. T h e region o f central and
southern Iraq has few native trees. T rees therefore, w ere co n crete sym bols o f w ealth
since they provided valuable tim ber, fru it and arom atics. T ran sp lan ted into the land
o f their conquerors they becam e tangible sym bols o f one k in g ’s pow er, w hich in
T iglath P ileser’s case reached as fa r w est as the cedar-forested m ountains o f

^ Sacred trees are a recurring feature o f religious art in the ancient Near East: see Albenda 1994, 123.
Dailey 1994,45.
^ Kramer 1979,72; Dailey 1993, 2.
Wiseman 1983, 138.
^ For Assyrian gardens see Oppenheim, 1965; Wiseman 1983; Stronach 1994; Dailey 1993 and 1994.
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Lebanon.^^ The importance of trees as both a cultural symbol and benefit of conquest
persisted into the Persian Empire, with Europe’s rich variety of trees cited as an
incentive for Xerxes’ invasion of Greece in Herodotus’s history of the Persian Wars
(Hdt. 7. 5).
Since regular rows of trees were a strong feature of ancient gardens it seems likely
that many of the same specimens were probably included in the garden that Tiglath
Pileser built near his palace.*” Certainly, the creation of gardens {kiru) stocked with
exotic tree specimens from subject lands became a feature of later Assyrian palace
complexes. The aggressive and expansionist outlook of kings such as Assurnasirpal
II (883-859 B.C.), Sargon II (721-704 B.C.) and Sennacherib (704-681 B.C.)
encouraged the development of specimen gardens that demonstrated royal power
over the environment. A royal proclamation issued by Assurnasirpal celebrating the
gardens {kiru) that he created at Kalhu gives a long list of exotic specimens culled
from Assurnasirpal’s campaigns:

I dug out a canal from the Upper Zab, cutting through the m ountain peak and ca lled it
A bundance Canal. I watered the m ead ow s o f the T igris and planted orchards w ith all
kinds o f fruit in the vicinity. I planted seed s and plants that I had found in all the
countries through w hich I had marched and in the highlands I had crossed; P ines o f
different kinds, cyp resses and junipers o f different kinds, alm onds, dates, eb on y,
rosew ood , o liv e , oak, tamarisk, w alnut, terebinth and ash, fir, pom egranate, pear,
quince, fig , grapevine, ...T h e canal water gu sh es from ab ove into the gardens: fragrance
pervades the w alk w ays, stream s o f water as num erous as the stars o f heaven flo w in the
pleasure g a rd en ...L ik e a squirrel I pick fruit in the garden o f d eligh ts (D a ile y , 1 9 9 3 ,4 )

Sargon II also created royal gardens as part of his new capital at Dur-Sharrukin,
northeast of Nineveh. These gardens were different from previous royal gardens in
that instead of adapting to local, generally hilly, terrain, Sargon embarked on a major
landscaping project whereby the gardens appeared to be on the slopes of an artificial
mountain.*' Sargon also adapted the primarily botanical garden of his predecessors to
include garden pavilions (bitanu), explicitly recalling the structures of Hatti
(Northern Syria and Anatolia), a region that had a long and fractious history of
skirmishes with Assyria.*^ Sargon referred to this new type of garden as a kirimdhu, a
word that may have indicated both an increase in the scale of the garden and a shift
^ C ook 2 0 0 4 , 62.
“ G rayson 1 9 7 6 ,3 3 .
O ppenheim 1 9 6 5 ,3 3 1 -3 3 2 ; W isem an 1983, 137-139; D a iley 1 9 9 3 ,4 -5 .
“ D ailey 1 9 9 3 ,5 .
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of emphasis that valued pleasure as much as productivity.^ A garden relief from the
palace Assurbanipal (668-631 B.C.), at Nineveh shows a garden scene that recalls
the garden of Sargon II (Fig. 1.21). Trees with vines growing up them are planted
around a natural hill or man-made tumulus. Water flows in channels down the side of
the hill. At the top of the hill is a pillared pavilion (bitanu). Sargon’s major
landscaping and the inclusion of a garden pavilion from a subject territory combined
to make his garden an overt display of territorial wealth and far-reaching power.
Sargon’s successor, Sennacherib, also planted gardens (kirimdhu) with fruit and
fragrant trees at Nineveh. Next to these gardens,^ so as not to be outdone by
Sargon’s achievements, he also tried to reproduce a completely foreign ecosystem
based on the marshes he had seen in his successful campaign in southern Babylonia:

To arrest the flow o f water through those orchards, 1 made a swamp and set out a cane
brake in it: herons, wild boar, beasts o f the forest 1 released into it. By the command of
the gods, vines and all kinds o f fruit trees grew large and multiplied; cane-brakes grew
fast to mighty proportions; sky-birds and water-birds built their nests; and the wild sow s
and beasts brought forth their young in abundance. (D ailey 1 9 9 3 ,4 )

This extension of the garden into a game park was later seen in Persian gardens.®^
Some mention should be made here of the most famous gardens of Assyria. The
Hanging Gardens of Babylon, built by Nebuchadnezzar in the 6"’ century B.C., have
long fascinated gardeners, antiquarians and archaeologists. According to Diodorus
Siculus, Nebuchadnezzar built the garden to please one of his wives:
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They say that she, being a Persian by race and longing for the m eadows o f her
mountains, asked the king to imitate the distinctive landscape o f Persia through the art

“ Wiseman 1983, 137.
"^Wiseman 1983, 138-139.
See below, p.28.
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o f gardening. The park extended four plethra [about 120m | to each side. Because the
approach to the garden sloped like a hillside, and because the various parts o f the
structure rose from one another tier on tier, the appearance o f the w hole resembled that
o f a theatre. (Diod. 2.10.1-2)

Diodorus gives a detailed description o f the garden’s construction. Each terrace of
the garden was supported by a gallery structure filled with apartm ents. The gallery at
the top was 50 cubits high and supported a level park. The walls o f the galleries were
22 feet thick and enclosed a 10 foot-w ide passageway. T he galleries were covered
with stone beams 16 feet long and 4 feet wide. On the roof o f the gallery a layer of
reeds in bitumen was laid, followed by two layers o f bricks and m ortar, a layer of
w aterproof lead, and finally a layer of thick soil. This was planted prim arily with
trees. The garden was watered with an ingenious concealed system that drew water
up from the river probably by means o f a screw and irrigated the garden from above
(Diod. 2.10.3-6).

In essence, the gardens resembled the tum ulus gardens built by N ebuchadnezzar’s
predecessor, Assurnasirpal and Assurbanipal at Kahiu and Nineveh. It even has some
points of congruence with the original hursag garden built by Ninurta. This is not a
coincidence. It is one o f the em barrassm ents o f Near Eastern archaeology that no
trace o f this monumental garden has ever been discovered, and many doubt that it
even existed.^ Herodotus makes no mention o f such a structure. D iodorus was
writing four centuries after the event and his source, Ctesias, seems to be unreliable.
A sim ilar account is given by Josephus who claim s he is quoting a description
written by Berossos, a Babylonian priest from the reign of A ntiochus I (Jos. A J
10.225-227, CA 1.128-142). W hat S trabo’s sources are is unclear, although he at
least seems to have seen some kind o f machinery that raised w ater up the slopes to
w ater the trees (Strab. 16.1.5). The lack o f firm archaeological evidence for the
existence of the gardens, and the Chinese w hispers that com prise the literary
evidence for it, have lead Stephanie Dailey to conclude that the hanging gardens of
Babylon are in fact a conflation of two sources. These are descriptions o f the royal
city park of Nineveh, built by Sennacherib over a series o f vaults, and religious texts
and legends that describe how the god M arduk built Babylon.

A lthough the gardens o f Babylon are the greatest exam ple o f Assyrian gardens, the
uncertainty surrounding their physical existence should not negate the role that
lesser-known gardens played as symbols of royal power. T he developm ent of a
“ The follow ing argument is drawn from Dailey 1994.
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garden constitutes a strong reaction to or adjustment of the landscape. Gardens are a
statement of territoriality, standing in opposition to what was before them.*’ The
Assyrian custom of incorporating plants from subject countries into native gardens,
and of establishing gardens in places where none were before, marks the start of a
tradition whereby gardens act as vehicles of personal and cultural aggression that
stretches to the horti of Rome and beyond.^

Gardening and government: Persia
The garden spaces of the Persian Empire maintained many of the features noted in
Assyrian gardens, although the raised hill form seems to have been rationalised into
terraces. Trees continued to mark sacred spaces, and particularly fine trees were
venerated. The Greeks’ attack on Sardis and the burning of its sacred groves
provided one of the casus belli for Xerxes’ punitive expedition (Hdt. 7.8b). At the
start of his campaign, while marching through Lydia, Xerxes was so impressed by
the beauty of one plane tree that he decorated it with gold and appointed it a guardian
in perpetuity (Hdt. 7.31).
The Persian word for garden was paridalza, although we have this not from any
Persian inscription, but from a religious text, the Zoroastrian A vesta.^ The Greeks
rendered paridaiza as napdSeiaog, from which we, of course, have the word
paradise, with its religious connotations intact. The word '‘paridaiza' is constructed
from two parts: pairi (around) and daeza (wall) and translates as ‘walled
enclosure’. T h e r e seem to have been two forms of paridaiza. One was a walled
garden with a central water feature and pavilion that mixed productive fruit and
vegetable plants with exotic botanical specimens. The Pasargadae gardens of Cyrus,
constructed in about 546 B.C., surrounded a palace on a high terrace supported by
deep vaults and took the form of a low-walled enclosure regularly planted with rows
of trees, watered by stone-lined channels.^' This garden is believed to be the earliest
example of a design that evolved into the quintessential Islamic garden of the S* to
16"’ centuries A.D., the jahdr-bdgh. The jahdr-bdgh is a garden quartered by four
rivers, in the centre of which a tomb, pool or pavilion would stand.’^ The Pasargadae
garden contains many of the same essential features. The principal garden is a

Westcoat 1992,333-358.
** See Ch.4 pp. 179-197. One descendant o f the Assyrian tradition o f using gardens to signify occupied
territories can be seen in the 16"' century gardens planted during Mughal rule in Hindustan: see
Westcoat 1992.
'^Gothein 1979,41.
Pomeroy 1994,247.
Stronach 1994,5.
"'-Tabaa 1992, 303-305; Brookes 1987, 19-23.
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rectangular space bordered and quartered by limestone watercourses, whose corners
point to the cardinal points of the compass. There is no central pavilion, but the
garden is laid out in front of a palace, with three pavilions leading off from paths that
surround the principal garden/^
The other type of paridaiza was an enclosed hunting preserve or game park.
Although a game park would appear to be very different from a garden, in that its
focus is on animals and not plants, their creation is based on the same set of
guidelines (so much so that the modern word ‘zoo’ is an abbreviation of ‘zoological
garden’). Game parks need to be enclosed and they are cultivated or managed in such
a way as to provide a suitable habitat for the animals. They are usually found close to
an urban environment or feature man-made structures, hunting lodges. Finally, they
had a symbolic value as representations of royal power. Cyrus the Elder considered
hunting in parks to be a great pleasure when he was a youth (Xen. Cyr. 1.3.14, 1.4.5,
8.6.12). Cyrus the Younger enjoyed hunting in his park in Celanae in Phrygia (Xen.
An. 1.2.7). These game parks had their origins in Assyrian and possibly even
Egyptian traditions. Images of animal hunts are a common theme in depictions of
Egyptian aristocratic life.^'' Hunting was a royal pastime, and one that expressed
control over the natural world. In the same inscription where Tiglath Pilesar I lists
his dominion over enemy trees, he gives the following account:

[when I gained dom inion over lands) 1 got control o f and form ed herds o f nayalu-deer,
ayalu deer, gazelle and ibex w hich the gods A shur and N inurta, the gods w ho love me,
had given me in the course o f the hunt in high m ountain ranges (D ailey 1993, 3)

The beasts of Sennacherib’s marsh garden at Bavian were obviously intended for the
hunt, since wild sows are not the best of pets. This role of the paridaiza as a hunting
preserve seems to have impressed Xenophon deeply. When he was in exile at Scillus
near Olympia (sometime between 394 and 371 B.C.), he established a sacred
enclosure to Artemis, where he, his sons and his friends could hunt boars, stags and
gazelles (Xen. An. 5.3.9-10).
Xenophon adapted the paridaiza to Greek conceptions of sacred land (see below) but
both aspects of the paridaiza reflected messages of royal power, privilege and
responsibility. Hunting was a quintessential royal pastime, not only among the
Stronach 1994,8-9.
A lthough big-gam e hunting w as largely confined to the Egyptian aristocracy, m ore m odest tom bs
can show gam e anim als, especially gam e birds, in the context o f garden paintings: see H oulihan 1996,
Figs. 34, 3 5 ,5 2 and PI. Ill, IV.
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Persians, but also among the Macedonians and the use of the paridaiza as a hunting
park emphasised its role as a royal space/^ In the case of the quartered garden at
Pasargadae David Stronach makes a case for seeing it as a microcosmic
representation of Cyrus’ empire and an embodiment of Cyrus’ title ‘King of the four
quarters’ (of the world). The garden at Pasargadae also has a feature unique to
Persian architecture, an external throne that allowed the Great King a longitudinal
‘vista of power’ through the middle of the garden. Since court protocol demanded
that the throne be approached from the front there seems little doubt that supplicants
to the throne would have approached the king along this avenue through the garden.’*
Based on this evidence alone we would be justified in viewing Cyrus’ garden as an
articulation of power and privilege no different from that of earlier Assyrian kings.^
Xenophon, however, has recorded another, contemporary perception of royal garden
space and the meaning promoted by it. Xenophon explicitly associated the
maintenance of TrapdSeLaoL with competent governance.’® In the Oeconomicus, he
has Socrates’^ ascribe the good governance of the Empire to the fact that the Great
King paid the same attention to husbandry that he did to war:
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In all the districts he resides in and visits he takes care that there are ‘paradises’, as they
call them, full o f all the good and beautiful things that the earth w ill produce, and he
him self spends most o f his time there, except when the season is inclement. (Xen. O ec.
4.13)

This equation of good governance with good garden maintenance is emphasised in a
later story concerning the Spartan Lysander’s visit to Cyrus the Younger at his estate
in Sardis. Cyrus personally showed Lysander around his napdSeiao^. When
Lysander admired the scent of the trees in their regular rows and praised the
gardeners, Cyrus told him that he had planted them himself and that he never sat
^’ Anderson 1985,57-81; Fox 1996, 137-143.
Stronach 1994, 5-9.
^ Particularly since Cyrus seem s to have deliberately drawn on earlier traditions o f Sargon, complete
with his attribution as a gardener: see Pomeroy 1994, 249.
For a commentary on the text see Pomeroy 1994, 247-254.
Socrates’ presence in the O economicus is somewhat unusual, considering his reputation for a
chaotic home life: see Danzig 2003.
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down for dinner without first exerting himself at some task of war or agriculture
(Xen. Oec. 4.20-25).^ Cyrus’ example shows Lysander that he knows that good
government, like good household management, requires personal commitment and
attention to detail. A paridaiza then, was not just Versailles-style folie de grandeur.
It represented the care with which the king maintained his empire. They were also
material assets in times of crisis, as when Artaxerxes gave his freezing soldiers
permission to fell trees for firewood on his estate (Plut. Art. 25.1).
In spite of Xenophon’s interest, the paridaiza was not taken up on the Greek
mainland.®' Close city planning, high demand for agricultural land and the variety of
competing political structures could not accommodate the establishment of
TrapdSeiaoL by individuals. It was only later in the Hellenistic era that individuals

had access to the necessary wealth and could exert the autocratic powers that allowed
the establishment of napdSeiaoL . Where rrapdSeLaoi did develop, they tended to be
in Greek-speaking areas with strong Persian ties. An example of these ties can be
seen in the famous 60-petalled rose cultivar of Macedonia (Hdt. 8.138.1). This rose
is usually held up as an example of how valued roses were in Greek culture in
general. But this takes the rose completely out of context. In fact, Herodotus is
giving an account of the close links between the Macedonian royal family and Persia.
Herodotus never mentions the rose anywhere else in his Histories', its presence here
is an indication of Persian influence, since Persia has a renowned rose culture.^
Similar horticultural ties with Persia can possibly be seen in the garden quarter of
Rhodes and the palace estates of Alexandria (Pliny, H N 5.62-63).*^ Yet although
Greek gardens developed along slightly different lines from the paridaiza, they were
not uninfluenced by the garden culture of the ancient near east.

Cross-fertilising gardens: Homer
It is one of the paradoxes of garden history that ‘the first written documentation of
gardening in the Aegean’*^ should nevertheless describe a site that is in many

*°To what degree this is actually true cannot be determined. The Empress Josephine Bonaparte
attempted to establish a similar tradition for herself by claim ing that she had planted much o f her
garden at Malmaison with her own hands. A later memoir from her bitter lady-in-waiting Mme de
Remusat shattered that myth: “Mme Bonaparte...threw a few handfuls o f dirt on to the roots o f the
tree, so that she might say she had planted it with her own hands”: see Christopher 1 9 8 9 ,9 5 .
Although, in an unexpected act o f cultural exchange, the Persian Tissaphernes named a park after
Alcibiades (Plut. Ale. 24.5).
R. dam ascena is responsible for the scented element o f most modern cultivars, w hile R .fo etid a
Persiana ‘Persian Y ellow ’ introduced a clear, golden yellow colour (and a susceptibility to
blackspot): see Christopher 1989, 105 and 166-7.
Carroll-Spillecke 1992,94.
“ Morgan 1988,40.
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respects unique. The Phaeacians of Scheria are a semi-divine people, ‘otherwordly
ferrym en’,*^ who inhabit a world far removed from Odysseus’. They are not troubled
by war, nor, thanks to the patronage of Poseidon and their superlative skill with
ships, do they fear the sea (Homer, Od. 6.200-215, 7.35, 8.557-558).®^ Their
difference is maintained through their architecture. The palace of Alcinous does not
resemble other palaces; it is richly decorated with bronze, gold and silver, the
threshold is guarded by gold and silver dogs fashioned by Hephaistos, and golden
automata serve in the inner halls (Homer, Od. 7.81-102). In this context, it stands to
reason that the garden of Alcinous must be similarly unusual and removed from the
normative context of the Homeric world: ^
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“ Cooic 2 0 0 4 ,4 3 .
“ Sergent 2002, 199-201; Dickie 1983.
For commentaries on this episode o f the Odyssey see Stanford 1959, 325; Heubeck, W est and
Hainsvvorth 1988, 329-330; Garvie 1994. Stanford sees the ordered and symmetrical appearance of
the garden as an indication o f an ‘Oriental or Minoan influence’. Daw e 1993, 286-287 sees the garden
as an irrelevant curiosity to the main events.
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a magnificent orchard stretches four acres deep
with a strong fence running round it side-to-side.
Here luxuriant trees are always in their prime,
pomegranates and pears, and apples glowing red,
succulent figs and olives swelling sleek and dark.
And the yield of these trees will never flag nor die,
neither in winter nor in summer, a harvest all year round
for the West Wind always breathing through will bring
some fruits to bud and others warm to ripeness pear mellowing ripe on pear, apple on apple,
cluster of grapes on cluster, fig crowding fig.
And here is a teeming vineyard planted for the kings,
beyond it an open level bank where the vintage grapes
lie basking to raisins in the sun while pickers gather others;
some they trample down in vats, and here in the front rows
bunches of unripe grapes have hardly shed their blooms
while others under the sunlight slowly darken purple.
And there by the last rows are beds of greens,
bordered and plotted, greens of every kind,
glistening fresh, year in, year out. And last,
there are two springs, one rippling in channels
over the whole orchard - the other, flanking it,
rushes under the palace gates
to bubble up in front of the lofty roofs
where the city people come to draw their water. (Homer, Od. 7.112-131, Fagles trans.)

H om er’s garden®* o f A lcinous is a continuously and eternally fruitful place,
conceptually linked with such mythic places as the garden o f the Hesperides and the
Elysian fields.^^ If the Phaeacians are gatekeepers to the afterworld, the garden o f
A lcinous is a gateway. Homer’s description o f gardens o f A lcinous marks the start o f
a long-standing literary sym bolism that visualises the transition from life to death as
entering as beautiful garden or flow ery field.^

** Although Fagles uses ‘orchard’ throughout the passage I will refer to it as a garden since Homer is
careful to distinguish three different parts (the orchard, the vineyard and the beds of greens) and
pointedly refer to the whole as a tcqno?, see below p.36.
Ferriolo 1989, 88-89; Sergent 2002, 201-209. Stanford 1959, 325 calls the garden ‘a fairyland’. See
also Farrar 1998, 14 and 144; Grimal 1969, 66 and 84. In contrast, Garvie 1994, 186-191, sees the
garden of Alcinous as ‘useful’ and not wholly idealised as well as a vegetative expression of the
Phaeacians’ ambivalent status.
'^’ Motte 1973,233-279.
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However, it should also be recognised that the gardens of Alcinous, while not
demonstrably real in the physical sense that it could be recovered through
archaeology, were not an impossible ideal. They were rooted in already established
garden traditions of the ancient world. In many respects Homer’s account tallies with
traditional Mediterranean farming practices; it may not be real but it is realistic.^'
The abundance of the garden may seem to be magical but can also be the product of
careful husbandry. The prevalent west wind {Zecpvpog) is as likely to be the result of
careful situation as of divine favour. The enclosure shelters the produce from adverse
winds. There is harvest all year round, not just because the garden is a utopia sealed
off from time, but because it is carefully planted to produce the maximum yield all
year round. The plants named are all typical Mediterranean crops grown in their
traditional combinations, pears with apples and figs planted with vines. Even the
grapes in different stages of development are not as magical as they first appear:
Odysseus himself fondly remembers that the grapes ripened at different times in his
first vineyard, a space that is never presented as being magical (Homer, Od. 24. 341344). The associations of the garden of Alcinous with the Hesperides and the Elysian
fields do not necessarily restrict it to representing only a magical otherworld. The
Egyptian garden had already established a tradition whereby a physically real garden
could also operate on a symbolic level as a place of the afterlife.
Furthermore, there is a high level of congruence between Homer’s description of the
palace and gardens of Alcinous and the palace and gardens of Assyria. Both the
Phaeacian and Assyrian palaces place monumental statues at the doorway.^ The rich
detail of gold, silver and bronze in Homer’s account is very close to Assurnasirpal
II’s description of how he covered the doors and beams of his palace as banded and
studded with bronze, while Sennacherib used copper and Nebuchadnezzar used
silver and gold.

As we have seen, these same palaces were notable for the gardens

that were built around them, and praised in terms of their flowing waters and
wonderful variety of fruit.^ It is not inconceivable that Homer used knowledge of the
physical examples created by the Assyrian kings as a model on which to base his
description of the palace and garden of Alcinous. The garden of Alcinous was
exotically ‘other’, but it was ‘other’ in a way that was recognisable because it was
based on an already existing, exotic, non-Greek model.

Horden and Purcell 2000, 210.
Cook 2004, 59-61 and 67-68.
Grayson 1976, 154; Cook 2004,57-59.
^ See above pp.23-24.
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The gardens of Alcinous are cross-fertilising gardens, reflecting aspects of the
gardens of ancient Egypt and Assyria and transmitting their associations with
temporal power and the afterlife into the corpus of Greek and Latin literature. In
doing so, Homer identifies the garden with the exotic ‘other’, making it a place
where conflicting cultures meet. An interesting demonstration of how this idea was
adapted can be found in the Argonautica of Apollonius Rhodius. One of the principle
themes in the Argonautica is the conflict between Greek and barbarian. Apollonius
plays with this conflict, introducing ambiguities between the two. Taking the
Homeric account of Odysseus’ arrival in Scheria as his model, Apollonius described
Jason and his men in arriving in Colchis where they see the garden and palace of
Aeetes:
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They stood at the entrance, stunned at the royal enclosure, the wide gates and the
columns which rose in ordered lines round the walls: and high up on the palace a coping
o f stone rested on bronze triglyphs. Silently they crossed the threshold. C lose by, garden
vines covered in green foliage were in full bloom, lifted high in the air. And beneath
them ran four springs, ever-flowing, which Hephaistos had delved out. (Apoll. Rh. Arg.
3.215-223)

While it might seem odd that this tranquil scene, drawn from Homer’s account of the
supremely civilised Phaeacians, should be found in barbarian Colchis, a rationale can
be found in Apollonius characterisation of Aeetes. Apollonius draws parallels
between Aeetes and Alcinous, but he also associates the character of Aeetes with that
of the Cyclopes (Apoll. Rh. Arg. 3.176-181).®^ The Cyclopes are the antithesis of the
Phaeacians. By Homer’s description they neither plant nor sow and therefore have no
gardens (Homer, Od. 9.105-111). Furthermore they drove the Phaeacians to Scheria
(Homer, Od. 6.1-6). Cyclopes and Phaeacian occupy two points at opposite ends of
‘'^Hunter 1991,90-92.
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the spectrum. The Cyclopes without gardens are autarchic, solitary and live in the
wilderness, the Phaecians order their society through governm ent and live together in
a walled city. Gardens are therefore one of many sym bols o f difference between
them.

By conflating Cyclopes and Phaeacian in the person of A eetes, and giving him a
garden, A pollonius introduces am biguity and tension into the scene where Jason
arrives at the palace o f Aeetes. The palace o f Aetes is both a fam iliar scene in the
literary sense, in that it has close parallels with the palace of A lcinous, but it is also
fam iliar in a contem porary sense since the features described by A pollonius can also
be mentally assembled into a Hellenistic peristyle palace, surrounded by a garden
with watered and cultivated grounds.^ Yet this fam iliar space is, through the
allusions to both the Cyclopes and the Phaeacians, also a threatening and dangerous
space of transition that alerts the reader to the potential danger o f the place that Jason
is about to enter.’^ The garden of Aeetes represents a space that is both G reek and
‘other’.

H om er’s garden acted as a cross-fertilising vehicle, carrying concepts associated
with foreign cultures into Greek culture. Referencing Hom er, A pollonius uses garden
space as a place of transition between conflicting cultures. Yet garden spaces in
G reece had their own significance and it is to this we now turn.

Ill) Sacred, Civic and Private Gardens: Greece
So far the evidence for garden space in the ancient world has been scattered and
episodic: an image of lilies in a Cretan enclosure, an Egyptian couple serenely gazing
at their lotus-filled pool, the proud account o f an A ssyrian king, a testam ent to the
divine order of the G reat K ing’s empire. Each piece o f evidence shines like a
spotlight on one aspect of garden culture in the ancient world, but casts
com paratively little light on how gardens were perceived in their society as a whole.
This situation is som ew hat rectified in the case o f Classical and H ellenistic Greece,
where garden space served not only as rural larders and sacred spaces, but also
played a part in urban civic and social life.

C ham oux 1993, 3 3 7 -3 4 2 .
A p o llo n iu s’ allu sive sen se o f m enace in this ep iso d e is perpetuated by V irg il, w h o used A p o llo n iu s’
accoun t as his m odel for A en ea s’ fateful arrival in Carthage: see N e lis 2 0 0 1 ,7 9 -8 2 .
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Private gardens: rural and urban
O ne o f the handicaps in studying ancient gardens is the m odern d ifferentiation
betw een productive plantings (so-called farm or kitchen gardens) and ornam ental
plantings ( ‘p ro p er’ gardens). T his distinction betw een tw o kinds o f gardens is an
unhelpful anachronism w hen considering the evidence fo r an cien t gardens. T he
classical G reek city state view ed any landscape not under intense cultivation as a
kind o f d e so la tio n .^ G ardens per se w ere not clearly d ifferen tiated from agricultural
plantings since both w ere m eant to be p ro d u c tiv e .^ H om eric G reece recognised tw o
m ain kinds o f agricultural planting: the dfineAos- (vineyard) and the o p x a T o g
(orchard). S ubsidiary to these was the x ^p T o g , an enclosed space w here green
vegetables w ere grow n as fodder fo r anim als, or food fo r people.

All o f these elem ents can be found in the garden o f A lcinous. H o m e r’s acco u n t o f
this garden highlights one o f the m ain obstacles to the study o f an cien t gardens, the
problem o f how term inology and translation m ay channel o u r con cep tu alisatio n o f
ancient gardens in a m isleading way. T o m odern eyes an orchard {d p x a ro g ) is
sim ply a place w here fru it trees often grow in orderly row s, not a place w ith p lanting
beds fo r vegetables and a vineyard. T he com bination o f vineyard and orchard is a
recurring feature o f H om eric agriculture and w here the co m b in atio n o f a vineyard
and an orchard w as particularly notew orthy, epic poetry used th e w ord dXojrj to
suggest a large space under cultivation (H om er, II. 5. 90, 21.346, Od. 6. 294), but it
w as not com m only used. W ith the garden o f A lcinous, H om er is careful to
distinguish three d ifferent parts (the orchard, the vineyard and vegetable beds) and
pointedly refer to the w hole as being not ju st an dXcorj but a

ic fjT T o s ',

the G reek w ord

m ost com m only associated w ith gardens (H om er, Od. 7.129).

T o date, no early G reek rural private gardens have yet been conclusively identified,
although there are som e tentatively indicative exam ples. If rural farm h o u ses included
gardens they w ere only distinguishable from the o ther cultivated areas o f the farm by
th eir e n c l o s u r e . A farm house from the S"* century B .C ., excavated n ear the D em a
wall in A ttica, had a low foundation wall that surrounded an area th at m ay have been
a g a r d e n . T h e best-preserved exam ple o f ancient G reek ag ricultural landscape, the
T au ric C hersonese in the C rim ea, fares little better. D ating from the m iddle o f the 4'**
Osborne 1 9 9 2,373-376
Ferriolo 1989,89-90; Osborne 1992, 379 and 384-386.
Pin. Ol. 13.44; Xen. An. 1.5.10. It is used in opposition to o t t o s ' (grain or food fit for man) in Hdt.
9.41 and Xen. Cyr. 8.6.12. In the Homeric sense it is used to designate the area o f the courtyard where
cattle were kept (Homer, II. 11.774,24.640).
“’'O sborne 1992, 381.
‘“-N evett 1999,83-85.
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century B.C. to the late T*^ or early 3'** century A.D., this area has undergone
numerous field studies since 1911 to the present day.‘“ These excavations have
uncovered vineyard and orchard areas, in some cases with the orchards planted
around the vineyards to protect them from the wind, but as yet no enclosed and
irrigated area that could be interpreted as a garden."^
The evidence for urban private gardens is only slightly more promising. In the main,
urban citizens seem to have confined their gardens to small farms and allotments
located outside the city walls, which in any case were little more than a day’s walk
away.'°^ In theory, the courtyard of an urban Greek house could have been adapted
into a garden through planting and irrigation. As the Greek house evolved it also
developed three extensions to the courtyard where a garden might have been
situated. There was the pastas, a porch that projected in front of the main series of
rooms; the prostas, a porch that projected in front of the principal room or rooms;
and the peristyle, a colonnaded walkway that enclosed three or four sides of a court
onto which most of the rooms of the house would open (Vitr. 6.7.1) (Figs. 1.22a, b
and c). However, there is little evidence to suggest that any of these areas were
planted since they were generally paved with hard beaten earth, stone or mosaic.
The city of Olynthus, which has contributed the bulk of the evidence for urban
planning and the use of domestic space in Classical Greece, has revealed no presence
of gardens in the hard-packed and paved enclosures of its houses.'®^ This also seems
to be the case for houses in Classical Athens.
Another limiting factor to the presence of urban gardens is the problem of water
supply. Gardens require intense irrigation and need a reliable and constant source of
water, something that most Greek towns and cities were unable to provide until
Roman redevelopment. But some form of container gardening may have been
practised, although this may only have been in the temporary context of the festival

The Institute o f Classical Archaeology in the University o f Texas at Austin has conducted six since
1992 under the directorship o f Joseph C. Carter: see http://www.utexas.edu/research/ica/chersonesos.
Percika 1970, 150-161. Saprykin 1995, 28 lists the main produce o f the Chora as deriving from
viticulture, orchards and market gardening, but does not define the criteria by which market gardens
were identified, or for that matter identify any part o f a farmhouse site as having been the location o f
such a garden.
'“ Carroll-Spillecke 1992,96.
Jashemski 1979, 16-17; Carroll-Spillecke 1992,91. Because an enclosure containing a w ell in the
House o f the Mosaic at Eretria shows few signs o f having been paved the excavators have suggested
that it may have been a garden: see Nevett 1999, 111.
It has been suggested that the irregular, empty spaces between houses in the Villa Section o f the
North Hill might have been gardens, but there is no evidence to support or disprove the idea: see
Cahill 2002, 29-30 and 236; Carroll-Spillecke 1989, 18-23; Ridgway 1981, 10.
'“ Graham 1974.
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o f Adonis (discussed below). Perforated plant pots have been excavated at Olynthus
and Athens.

Potted plants need less w ater and less area, m aking them a logical

choice in an urban context w here the available ground surfaces were by preference
paved and w ater supply limited.

Urban topography and domestic architecture seem to have kept private gardens
outside o f Greek cities, at least until the 4"' century B.C. From this point, the exam ple
of Persian gardens as a vehicle for displays o f pow er seems to have inspired an
interest in gardening, not only for the sake o f practical reasons, but also fo r the
enhancem ent o f o n e’s personal space. From the end o f the 4'*' century gardens seem
to have taken hold in an urban context. In 324 B.C. the follow ing ordinance on
property rights was drawn up for exiles returning to Tegea in Arcadia:
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Regarding the houses: each citizen shall have one in accordance with the edict. If a
house has a garden beside it another garden may not be taken. If there is no garden
beside the house but there is one within the distance o f a p l e t h r o n |about 30m | let him
take that garden... Let the price that is to be recovered for each house stand at two
m in a s ;

let the tax assessm ent on houses be determined by the city, but the tax on

gardens shall be double the tax stipulated by previous law. (S/G^ 306.3.10-19)

The ordinance suggests three things. The first, and most im portant, is that a
reasonable num ber of Tegean exiles must have expected their house to include a
garden, otherwise they would not be negotiating the term s o f its restitution. The
second is that available plots for gardens were expected to be quite near.‘“ T he third
is that the doubled garden tax was to discourage restitution claims on multiple
gardens. A contem porary edict from Teos also considers gardens as being a taxable

'“ Carroll-Spillecke 1992,86.
"°T his seem s to be the earliest piece o f legislation that concerns urban gardens in a non-religious
context, with the exception o f Solon’s law restricting the planting o f trees near boundaries (see below
n.l 12) Gagarin’s study o f early Greek law addresses property rights, but gardens do not seem to come
in for any special consideration: see Gagarin 1986.
Osborne 1992, 377-378.
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asset (SEG 26.1305). If the aim o f such taxation was to discourage a proliferation of
urban gardens it does not seem to have been successful. By the 2"^ century B.C. the
city o f Pergamon declared that trees planted next to its walls (either ju st within or
without) constituted a public nuisance:"^
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Let no one dig a hole, or set up storage jars, or plant a tree or do anything else near a
neighbour’s or a common wall, lest that wall be damaged. (SEG XIII, 521.11.159-62)

The developm ent of specialised garden vocabulary from the H ellenistic period
indicates that gardens in Greece enjoyed an ever-increasing popularity. Plato uses the
term KrrjnoupLKog to describe a body o f expert gardening know ledge (Plato, Min.
316E -3I7B )."^ In the 3"^ century B.C. Theophrastus wrote his treatise on botany and
from that mom ent treatises on gardening became very popular, although sadly none
have survived (Pliny, HN 1.19, 19.177).“ '* By the 2"'* century A .D ., Pausanias
(1.19.2) was able to report that an entire district o f A thens was known as ‘the
G ardens’ (o Krjnous' |sic |), and there was even a fashionable haircut called the
‘garden-style’ {KrjnoK6iJ.ag) (Poll. 2.29).
So far this section has addressed the issue of the existence o f private gardens in
ancient Greece, but it has not given any indication o f w hat these gardens may have
looked like. This is a question than cannot satisfactorily be answered, given the
absence of detailed literary, archaeological and artistic evidence. For all the
references to the existence of gardens in G reek society, there are few detailed
descriptions of real gardens. Instead, garden historians have been forced to rely on
oblique references, extrapolations from other contexts and logical deductions from
dietary analysis. From hymns and erotic poetry we know that the myrtle blossom, the
violet, the rose, the crocus, hyacinth and lily were treasured flow ers."^ V ines and

"■ In fact, the planting o f trees seem s to have been a constant bone o f contention. Solon legislated that
no tree could com e within five feet o f a neighbour’s field, to minimise com petition for water and
nutrients (Plut. Solon, 23.5).
Tw o inscriptions from the mid to late 3"^ century A .D . indicate that gardeners constituted an
organised guild: see AE 1997, 1425 and 1995, 1382d, 1985, 835
Before Theophrastus the extant works o f Greek authors name approximately 250 plants between
them. Theophrastus him self names som e 500: see Raven 2000, 15.
Ath. Deip. 629e; Long. 4.2-3.
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olives too, where space allows, must be present since they are integral to the daily
diet, as are fruit and nut trees: apple, fig and walnut.
Garden historians can also refer to catalogues of plants, such as Theophrastus’
botanical treatises."^ However, since Theophrastus in particular writes as a botanist,
not a horticulturalist, the majority of the plants he catalogues are mentioned in their
wild context."^ Theophrastus mentions no less than 87 varieties of trees, including
the ever-popular laurel and cypress but these are never mentioned as being in a
garden per se. Where Theophrastus does list vegetables as being suitable for
cultivation, for example cabbage, radish, turnip, garlic, fennel, cumin and rue, he
refers to them collectively as rd Xaxon'ov (a pot herb or vegetable) and gives little
indication as to where these plants were grown. Instead, he implicidy assumes that
the reader knows where they should grow. In only two instances in Greek literature
are we categorically told of where in a garden a typical plant could be found. The
first concerns the enclosure of gardens. Theophrastus mentions that they can be
fenced in with gates made from lettuce stalks, or hedged in with myrtle (Thphr. HP
7.5.4). The second, an entry in the Suda, elucidates a line from Aristophanes’ Wasps
with the explanation that it was common practice to grow celery and rue on the edges
of the garden (Suda s.v. ouS’

aeXii'OLS", Arist. W. 478). Nevertheless, although

our understanding of the appearance of Greek gardens is somewhat limited, their
wider role in Greek society is documented in far more detail.

Sacred gardens: Kif not
The most commonly used Greek word for gardens derives from a religious context: a
KTjTTog was originally a planted enclosure that belonged specifically to a temple. That
K7JTT0S- should have been used to signify a garden, when so many other words from
an agricultural context could have sufficed"^ may be significant for understanding
the Greek perception of gardens. Since all

K fjT T O i

were considered to be part of the

temple T€^.€uog (temple enclosure) they shared in its spatial segregation from Greek
urban space. Te/j.ei'os', derived from the verb Tefii^aj meaning ‘I cut’, signified a plot
of land cut off for a ritual purpose. If the sacred Kfjnog was a space set apart from
the cultivated landscape of daily life, then perhaps profane /cfjiroL, no matter how
humble, shared something of that quality.

Osborne 1992, 382. An exhaustive account o f the contents o f the Greek garden can be found in
Carroll-Spillecke 1989, 23-33 and 54-55.
For an overview o f Theophrastus as a botanist see Raven 2000, 65-72.
See above, p.36.
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In nature, G reek sacred space was com prised of a series o f green spaces, each
distinct from the other. There was also the dAaos" (sacred grove), the 6 p yd s‘ (sacred
land), the Aa/iwV (m eadow) and the Kfjiros' (tem ple garden)."® Rural sanctuaries,
such as those maintained at Rhenia by Delos, supported, and were supported by,
extensive dAaoi and

Sacred groves (dAaoL) were unbounded, natural spaces

that nominally existed before the presence o f man. They often acted as wildlife
preserves and cutting and grazing upon them were forbidden. These groves could be
o f ash, cypress, oak, plane or pine tree, depending on the deity and location. The
most fam ous and most ancient of these groves was the oak grove o f Z eus at Dodona
(Hdt. 2.52-57). Zeus also had a sacred grove o f plane trees at Labraunda (Hdt. 5.
119). Pindar claims that Herakles him self planted a grove, possibly o f laurel, at
O lym pia (Pin. 01. 3. 13-18, 23-26, 31-34). Pausanias m entions a grove of holm oaks
dedicated to the Eum enides, one o f cypress to Hebe, one o f plane trees to Demeter
and Dionysus and one o f ash to Apollo.'^'

A lthough

sacred

groves

were

nominally

unproductive

they

were

carefully

m a i n t a i n e d . I n contrast, both d p yd g and Aeifioji/ were virgin areas, to be left
unmown and, in some cases, u n p a s t u r e d . T h i s was a stricture taken so seriously
that it provided the motivation for conflict between A thens and M egara in both the
S* and 4"' centuries B.C., when the M egarians cultivated an unm arked o p yd g sacred
to Dem eter and Kore that lay on the border between the tw o cities.'^'* Not only did
opydg and Aeipoji^ act as spatial buffers between neighbouring territories, it also
seems that they could act as an expression of cultic control over local sovereignty.
This was the case with the plain of Krisa, which som etim e around 590 B.C. was
confiscated from the Krisians by the forces o f the A m phiktyonic league and
sanctified to Delphian A p o l l o . H o w e v e r , the concept o f sacred space as ‘virgin’
space seems to have been flexible. In X enophon’s description of the sanctuary he
established the AeLp.oji' is not so much a meadow as a pasture and the dAao^

fV t
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Motte 1973,5-25.
‘-"Osborne 1987,46-48.
Paus. 2.11.4, 2.13.3, 2.36.8, 7.5.10.
For the management of ancient groves and Greek woodland see Rackham 2001.
Soph. Trak. 200-201; Eurlp. Hipp. 13-11; Homeric Hymn to Hermes, 72.
'-''Osborne 1992,380.
Howe 2003, 146.
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6 aa eoTL TpojKrd u)paLa...Kai arqX q eartjice n apa
lE P O z
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t h z a p te m ia o z

W ithin the sacred precinct there is m eadow land and tree-covered h ills suited for the
rearing o f sw in e, goats, cattle and horses, so that ev en the draught anim als that bring
people to the festival have their feast also. Im m ediately surrounding the tem p le is a
grove o f cultivated trees, producing all sorts o f dessert fruits in their se a s o n ...B e s id e the
tem ple stands a tablet w ith this inscription: ‘T h is place is sacred to A rtem is’ (X en . An.
5 .3 .1 1 -1 3 )

In X e n o p h o n ’s account, the sacred space is not called a tcqnog.

X e n o p h o n ’s

description is couched purely in term s o f dXaog, Aeificoi' and uses the neutral
(place) to denote the sanctuary as a w hole. A Kfj-no^ m ust th erefo re be d ifferent from
the unbounded dXaog, o p y d g and A«//wV. T em ple gardens ( ktjttol) w ere m an-m ade,
bounded w ith w alls and hedges and excluded anim als.'^*

Rural K7JTT01 m ay have helped to support a tem ple o r sanctuary, but urban

kjjttoi

w ere far less extensive. T he best exam ple o f an urban tajnos', that o f the tem ple of
H ephaistos at A thens, w as a m odest enclosure. B uilt in 4 4 9 B.C. the tem ple o f
H ephaistos stood on the w est side o f the A gora on the K olonos A goraios at the foot
o f the A reopagus. (Fig. 1.23). Its excavation revealed that som etim e in the 3"^
century B.C. a tem ple garden w as planted around it. T h is consisted o f row s o f trees,
probably laurel and pom egranate, planted around three sides o f the tem ple in plant
pots set into rock-cut holes, that w ere deliberately aligned w ith the colum ns o f the
tem ple. (Fig. 1.24).'^^

O ne final type o f /07770s' rem ains to be discussed. T h is w as the Krjmou, o r little
garden that form ed the ritual focus fo r the festival o f the A donia. T h is festival, held
eith er in early spring o r the dog days o f sum m er co m m em o rated A p h ro d ite ’s
m ourning fo r her m ortal lover, Adonis.'^® T he A do n ia w as a lim inal festival,
celebrated not in public spaces or sanctuaries, but in private houses, and not by
citizens but by courtesans ( e r a L p a i.) and m etic w om en. T h e e r m p a L w ould gather on
rooftops decorated w ith plants o f w heat, barley, fennel and lettuce grow n in pots.

'-‘’ O sborne 1992, 3 8 0 -3 8 1 .
'■^Thompson 1 9 3 7 ,4 1 6 -4 2 5 . T hom pson h yp oth esises that, post S u lla ’s cam paign, the garden w as
replanted along more contem porary, Roman lines, with flo w er beds, v in e s and ivy.
‘■“ T he m ost influential an alysis o f the A d on ia is still D etien n e’s 1977 study. For a reconsideration o f
the date, and m any o f the assum ptions pertaining to the A d o n ia se e D illo n 2 0 0 3 .
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bowls, vases, baskets and wicker trays (Fig. 1.25).'^^ Every woman would bring her
own pot plant to the party, along with a statuette of the god.'^° Collectively, these
Krjma would recreate a sacred space divorced from the attending presence of temple
and Tefieuog. These gardens of Adonis were in fact anti-gardens. Evanescent and
sterile, they bore no fruit and lasted barely a week, commemorating the spectacular
youth and premature death of Adonis.'^'
A link between the modern conception of gardens and the gardens of Adonis can be
found in Plato’s description of them. Plato unfavourably contrasts the short-lived
pleasure of the roof gardens with the deeper and more profitable pleasure to be had
by the serious farmer who plants a proper crop. To Plato the gardens of Adonis are a
pastime (naiSLd), specifically created for the purpose of short-lived enjoyment, and
not real gardens at all (Plato, Ph. 276B). Although he cannot comprehend the use or
value of growing plants for sheer pleasure, rather than for an agricultural purpose,
Plato is witness to a shift in garden practice that saw the emphasis on the Kfjnog
garden diverted away from its association of hard labour and towards the experience
of pleasure, particularly sexual pleasure.
Greek literature had a long history of locating sexual encounters within natural
spaces, this was usually either a flower-strewn Aeifioji^ or a

Aphrodite

herself had a special relationship with gardens. Her sanctuary at Cnidos was the site
of a famous Kfjirog (Ps. Lucian, Am. 11-18) and the Kijnoug of Athens was the
location of a particularly notable temple to her. Kfj-rro? was also used as slang for
female pudenda, while fianoKriTTOs' described a woman who was ‘s e x - m a d . T h e
K fju o g

is an erotic space. In Longus’ Daphnis and Chloe, the K fju o g is identified as a

site for erotic awakening. The old gardener Philitas'^'* has a beautiful Kfjiros", here, he
meets Eros, who commands him to advise Daphnis and Chloe on how to make the
transition from childhood sweethearts to lovers (Long. 2.3-7). The erotic dimension

'-’ Detienne 1977, 105.
Alcphr. 4. 14; Plato, Ph. 276B; Simpl. in Cael. 269 a 9 ff; Plut. D e sera numinis vindicta, 17.560
B-C; Thphr. WP 6.7.3; Suda,
A StJi^iog tcfjnoi.
Detienne 1977,65 and 99-110 believes that the gardens were allowed to w ilt in the summer heat.
Dillon 2 0 0 3 ,9 points out that there is no mention in ancient sources o f heat killing icr^mou, instead the
pots are thrown into the sea or wells.
'^^Motte 1973207-213; Calame 1999, 165-174.
Anac. 158 (BergK = Lx>eb446); D. L. 2.116. See also Osborne 1992, 388.
'^'*The figure o f Philetas, is probably based on an earlier poet o f the S"* century B.C., Philitas o f Cos,
who wrote bucolic and erotic poetry that later influenced Virgil, Tibullus and Propertius: Bow ie 1985,
Thomas 1992; Cairns 1979, 25-27, Hunter 1983, 76-83. See also Ch.2.1 pp.62-63.
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of the garden is further emphasised by Longus’ staging the denouement of the story,
when the lovers are finally brought together in a TrapdSeiaos' (Long. 4.2)'^^
In Greek gardens, the student of garden history begins to see instances of how
gardens were perceived, not simply in terms of productive or sacred space, but as a
place to experience and explore the interests and desires of the individual.

Civic plantings and philosophical gardens
So far the role of garden spaces in Greek society has not been wholly different from
that of gardens in Persia, or Egypt. As with these cultures, garden spaces in Greece
were used as practical sources of food, and sacred spaces. What differentiates Greek
gardens from earlier garden culture is their introduction into the public and
intellectual life of the city.
In addition to sacred plantings, Greek urban areas incorporated green spaces in
public areas. That Athens must have boasted a number of temple gardens and public
plantings is evident from Plato’s suggestion that excess water from public fountains
be piped to these

K fju o L

(Plato, Laws, 7 6 1C). Sadly, the death of the

k tjtto i

at the

Temple of Hephaistos in the 1*‘ century A.D. when the water supply was disrupted
suggests that Plato’s idea may not have been implemented.'^* In some towns the
agora was planted to provide shade and respite to those who needed to conduct their
business there. Cimon planted plane trees in the Athenian agora (Plut. d m . 13) and
Herodotus reports that the agora of the town of Metapontum in southern Italy was
planted with myrtle (Hdt. 4.15). While not quite a garden or a park these green
spaces were an important departure from garden spaces of Egypt and the ancient near
east in that they were created for the use of the community as a whole. The idea that
green spaces could enhance the urban environment eventually lead to the most
innovative aspect of Greek gardens, the Athenian gardens of philosophy.
The garden of philosophy seems to have originated from civic plantings. The
Lykeion, established by Lykourgos in the 4"' century B.C., took the form of a
palaestra, regularly planted with t r e e s . T h i s planted tradition extended to the
Academy and its accompanying gymnasia (athletes in the gymnasia were no doubt
extremely grateful for the shade afforded by the trees) (Strab. 9 .1.17). Plato (for
whom the Academy garden was originally purchased) and later Polemo taught in

'” Zeitlin 1994, 150.
'“ T hom p son 1 9 3 7 ,4 1 1 .
'” R id gw ay 1981, 18.
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these gardens (D. L. 3.20, 4.19; Ael. 3.19).'^® With each succeeding generation of
philosophical inquiry the methods and conclusions may have changed but the
perception of gardens as a suitable location for philosophical investigation became
e n tre n c h e d .G a rd e n s were ideal vehicles for inculcating the goals of a Greek
philosophical education: e u r a ^ ia (good manners), e v e ^ ia (good physical health),
4>iXoTToUa (capacity for hard work) and TToXu/j.adLa (general k n o w l e d g e ) . I n time

these gardens became living monuments to the principles originally expounded
within them, and became tourist attractions for educated Romans to visit (Cic. Fin.
5.2-5).
Among the other gardens of philosophical study was one established at Colonus (D.
L. 3.5). Aristotle had a garden at Chalkis (D. L. 5.14). After the death of Aristotle,
Theophrastus established his school of philosophy and botany in a garden of his
own, where some of what was discussed was no doubt germane to the surroundings
(D. L. 5.39, 5.52). Antisthenes and the Cynics taught in the garden gymnasium of
Kynosarges (D. L. 6. 13). Although Stoics did not teach in gardens, Kleanthes
married the life of the mind to the health of the body by debating by day and
labouring in a garden by night, (D. L. 168-171).
Of all these gardens, the gardens of the philosopher Epicurus established in 306 B.C.
are the most famous. They were the largest, costing their owner 80 minai, a small
fortune in the late fourth c e n t u r y . A l l of these gardens belonged to private
individuals, but they were also quasi-public spaces, taking in a large number of
people (pupils and antagonists). With Aristotle’s peripatetics, gardens became places
of movement not directly connected with labour; instead the garden of the Academy
explored the recreational exercise of body and of mind. With the exception of
Kleanthes, the gardens of philosophers facilitated a transition of the Greek perception
of garden space away from the context of hard labour and into spaces of intellectual
labour and, following Epicurus, recreation in g e n e r a l . I n e v i t a b l y , the Epicurean
and Stoic perceptions of garden space conflicted with each other,*'*^ but their conflict
did not undermine the overall achievement of the Greek philosophical garden, which
was to secularise the metaphysical aspect of garden space.

Dillon 1983,51-59.
'” Motte 1973,411-429.
‘'“’ Morford 1987, 155.
D. L. 10.10, 10.17; Ath. 13. 588B; Pliny,//A^ 19.19.51; Cic. Att. 12.23.2.
Osborne 1992, 384; Beard 1998, 29.
’''^See Moiford 1987, 156-159.
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Conclusion
Each of the early gardens discussed evolved through a process whereby the general
space of the local landscape resolved itself into discrete parcels cultivated and
irrigated for domestic use. Within the general cultivation for agricultural purposes,
gardens developed a spatiality that reflected the local landscape but was set apart
from it, a distinction marked by physical enclosure. Individual meaning was attached
through the presence of a man-made structure and that they possessed a symbolic
value in addition to their productive value. The garden of Alcinous as described by
Homer, and the Egyptian, Assyrian, Persian and Greek gardens discussed all shared
these features while adapting them individually to a wide range of phenomena that
included farm gardens, royal parks, gardens of the afterlife, sanctuaries and civic
plantings. There were regional differences: the form that gardens took reflecting
cultural traditions and ideals. Egyptian gardens were level spaces with a strong
emphasis on water features, reflecting the realities of life in the Nile valley. Assyrian
and Persian gardens favoured raised and terraced layouts that alluded to mountains
and placed particular emphasis on trees, which were rare. The appearance and
function of these gardens might differ, but they shared the same basic rationale.
Early garden space occupied an interstitial niche between orchards and groves. Like
orchards it was expected to be productive, like groves it possessed a spiritual quality.
As a result, garden space functioned on two levels: the physical space occupied by
the garden and the metaphysical space the garden represented. This metaphysical
space of gardens was adapted to different uses in different cultures. In Egypt the
emphasis was on the garden as the realm of the divine and its role in the afterlife. In
Mesopotamia the divine aspect of gardens reflected royal, divinely appointed power,
with care of the garden reflecting the care of the kingdom. It should be kept in mind
that these aspects are not culturally segregated, they merely reflect trends within the
available evidence. For example, the botanical garden of Tuthmosis III is the type of
expansionist garden represented more often by Assyrian kings. In Greece the
messages of physical and temporal power embodied within Persian paradaiza
gardens found no real outlet in regions not already under the control of Hellenistic
monarchies. Instead, the metaphysical aspect of gardens remained firmly within the
religious context of the Kfjuos’ until it was secularised with the adoption of gardens as
teaching spaces by philosophers.
The development of early gardens associated garden space with sacred spaces, with
concepts of temporal and physical power and with a sense of ‘otherness’, of being in
a space set apart. In turn, these associations promoted certain sets of activities as
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being appropriate within the context of the garden: cultivation and production,
worship, resting, eating, hunting, and talking. All these associations and activities
were taken up by Roman garden space. W hat the early evidence for gardens has only
indicated in rough outline is more fully explored in the confines o f the Roman
garden, which enjoyed a greater variety o f content and layout than can be detected in
G reek gardens and their precursors. We now turn to the history, architecture and
horticulture of the Roman garden.
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CHAPTER 2. THE ROMAN HORTUS:
CABBAGES AND KINGS.
PART 1: TERMINOLOGY
Introduction
The previous chapter traced how the development of gardens in the ancient world
saw an association between garden space and concepts of power, religion and selfknowledge. Following the establishment of Rome as a Mediterranean power by the
end of the second Punic war in 201 B.C., these powerful and inspirational ideas
continued to be transmitted through the medium of Roman gardens, as Roman
magistrates and businessmen familiarised themselves with the cultural mores of
Greece and the Hellenistic monarchies of the near East.' Roman garden space, and in
particular the hortus, not only continued these established associations, they also
combined these associations with specifically Roman cultural sensibilities. However,
before we can approach an understanding of how the hortus acted upon the Roman
imagination, we have to establish the textual and physical role of the hortus and
related garden space in Roman society. Because there is such a wealth of information
for Roman gardens this chapter is presented in two parts. The first part examines the
literary development of the hortus and the terminology applied to Roman garden
space. The second part presents the image of the Roman garden through its historical
development, architectural form and horticultural content.

I - The Hortus in Prose
There is a considerable body of literary evidence relating to domestic cultivated
spaces in Roman Italy. The oldest, and most commonly found, word in Latin
literature and epigraphy signifying a domestic cultivated space is hortus, a word
probably derived from the Greek xopTOS' and used to indicate an enclosed space
used for growing food or fodder.^ This productive association usually translates the
hortus as a small kitchen garden or vegetable plot and the essentially productive
nature of the hortus was attested by Cato, who ranked the presence of a well-watered
hortus second in importance of features to look for in a profitable farm:

Praedium quod primum siet, si me rogabis, sic dicam: de om nibus agris optimoque loco
iugera agri centum, vinea est prima, si vino bono et multo est, secundo loco hortus

' See Ch.2.2 pp.96 and 105.
- T L L 6 . 1. 3015. 24-25.
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inriguus, tertio salictum , quarto oletu m , quinto pratum, sex to cam p u s frum entarius,
septim o silv a caedua, o ctavo arbustum, nono glandaria silva.

If you ask me w hat m akes a first cla ss farm . I’d say the fo llo w in g : a hundred acres o f
m ixed so il in a go o d situation w ith, first o f all, a vineyard (if the w in e is d ecen t and
there is a lot o f it). S econ d , an irrigated kitchen garden, third a c o p p ic e, fourth an o liv e
grove, fifth a m eadow for fodder, sixth a grain field , seventh a stand o f w o o d for timber,
eighth an orchard and ninth, a nut w ood . (C ato, A g. 1.7)^

At first, Cato’s presentation of the hortus as a cultivated space that forms part of a
productive farm seems relatively unproblematic; almost a third o f entries for hortus
in the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae are concerned with the productive capacities of the
hortusf' However, to visualize the hortus purely as a kitchen garden does not answer
to all the possible cultural associations that were invested in the imago hortorum
commented upon by Pliny {HN 19.59). The fact is that the Romans used hortus to
signify an exceptionally diverse range of cultivated spaces ranging from vegetable
gardens to imperial parks.
Defining what is meant by hortus is a critical problem for the student of Roman
gardens because hortus is applied in equal measure to cultivated spaces that modern
English usage would term fruit gardens, flower gardens, orchards, arboretums, public
parks, private gardens, humble, aristocratic and imperial gardens. Where modern
English gives each of these cultivated spaces its own individual label the Latin usage
embraces diversity under the rubric of hortus. How then is one to differentiate one
from the other? Roman gardens are rarely described in comprehensive detail, as with
many features that are ubiquitous to daily life their appearance is assumed to be
readily apparent to the reader. In the absence of clear description, the function and
appearance of the garden must be deduced either from its literary context or through
archaeological excavation. And herein lies a double bind: the cultivated spaces
recognisable to the archaeologist as gardens may not necessarily have been known to
the Romans as horti, while the Roman hortus does not quite correspond to the
modern conception of a garden as a primarily private, domestic space. Although the
two words are closely related enough to make the translation viable, between the
actuality of the hortus and its translation as ‘garden’ lies an ambiguity of meaning
that must be explored if we are to understand the role of the garden in Roman
^ C ato’s sliding scale o f profitable features is reproduced in P liny, H N 18.29.
TLL 6. 1. 3015. 5 8 -3 0 1 6 . 58 and 3 0 1 8 . 2 5 -3 8 . T he TLL entry is not an ex h a u stiv e list, and so m e o f
the exam p les I cite are not included under its entry for h ortu s, but its citation s g iv e a proportionately
accurate representation o f the appearance o f the word h o rtu s in Latin.
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society. To understand what might be meant by an imago hortorum one needs to take
a closer look at the way in which hortus was used by Roman writers diachronically
within the genres of poetry and prose and how the hortus, as a discrete concept,
related to the other green spaces that fall under the broad rubric of ‘Roman gardens’.
The majority of works that mention the hortus are didactic prose. Looking at the
entry for hortus in the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae, one sees that from 318 citations
over half (155) of the examples are from prose works, of which over a third (56) are
didactic works concerned with natural history, farming, horticulture, hydraulics,
medicine, architecture and the Latin language itself.^ Most of these are subjects to
which the hortus has a direct relevance either through content (natural history and
medicine),

purpose

(farming

and

horticulture)

or

location

(hydraulics and

architecture). The remaining examples occur in historical and biographical works,
letters, philosophical works, jurisprudence and legal rhetoric, and political rhetoric.
Hortus occurs less often in poetry (only 69 times in the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae).
In satires, epodes and epigrams the hortus is used to highlight the difference between
appearance and reality, in bucolic poems it is the scene of a pastoral idyll, in both
poetry and drama it is present in a romantic context as a place of assignation, or an
erotic context as the place of consummation.* This wide range of subjects and genres
reflects the degree to which the hortus was present at every level of life. Yet in many
cases the presence of the hortus is ancillary to the main subject; its presence informs
the activity but rarely does the hortus come into focus as a subject in its own right.
As a consequence, although one can form a general impression of how horti were
perceived, it is difficult to get a clear mental picture of an individual hortus.

Hortus and heredium in the Twelve Tables
According to Pliny the Elder, the earliest recorded appearance of hortus is in the
Twelve Tables, the book of Roman law published in the mid S"* century B.C.:

in XII tabulis iegutn nostrarum nusquam nominatur villa, semper in significatione ea
hortus, in horti vero heredium.

^ O f the 318 exam ples o f hortus in the TLL, 41 are from specifically ecclesiastical and Christian
poetical and prose works. These have been set aside from the analysis that follow s because they fall
outside the scope o f this thesis since they either occur in translations from or commentaries on the
New Testament or as a metaphor for the body o f Christ, Christ divine or his church.
* See below pp.58-59 and 66.
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In our laws o f the Tw elve Tables the word ‘farm’ never occurs, instead the word
‘garden’ is always used in that sense, while a garden is denoted by ‘fam ily estate’.
(Pliny WN 19.50)’

Pliny is calling attention to several important points about the hortus in this passage.
The first is its antiquity. The use of hortus to signify a farm must date back well
before the 5“’ century B.C. since the Twelve Tables were a codification into statutory
law of already well established customs.® The second is that hortus and heredium
were definite concepts that pre-date the villa, a ubiquitous feature of Roman
agricultural life in Pliny’s time.^ Finally there is Pliny’s explanation that what his
contemporaries would recognize as a hortus was termed heredium by their ancestors.
In other words, at some level in the past the hortus and the heredium were connected.
Then the word villa came to be used in the same sense as hortus}^ Taken together,
what this passage tells us is that hortus is a word whose meaning has evolved, and
that at each stage of its evolution it has been concerned not only with property but
also, through its associations with the heredium and the villa, with Roman identity.
The practical function of the heredium, created by ploughing land, was to grow food
for its owner and his family. This too was the function of the hortus, highlighted by
Pliny immediately after he has commented on the replacement of heredium by
hortus:

Romae quidem per se hortus ager pauperis erat; ex horto plebei m acellum , quanto
innocentiore victu!

At Rome at all events a garden was in itself a poor man’s farm; the lower classes got
their market supplies from a garden - how much more harmless their fare was then!”
( P lin y ,//M 9.52)

Yet in addition to its productive function the heredium also had a symbolic function.
In theory, each Roman citizen could trace his stake in Rome to an original land grant
issued by Romulus:

’ This use o f hortus is also attested by Festus; see Lindsay 1926, IV, 2 2 4 (91).
* For an overview o f the creation and function o f the Tw elve Tables see Cornell 1995, 272-292. For a
commentary on the text itself see Jolow icz and Nicholas 1972, 108-190.
See below pp.86-88.
'°T L L 6 . 1. 3015. 51-57. The converse could also be true; Cxccxo c\aim s,'triginta dies in horto fu i'
(Cic. Att. 12.40.2) when he means that he spent a month at one o f his villas fulfilling his obligation to
be accessible to his rural clients.
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bina iugera quod a Romulo primum divisa dicebantur viritim, quae iieredem
sequerentur, heredium appeliarunt.

Tw o iugera form a heredium from the fact that this amount was said to have been first
allotted to each citizen by Romulus, as the amount that could be transmitted by will.
(Varro, RR 1.10.)

The cum ulative effect of the passage is to em phasise the venerability and therefore
authenticity of V arro’s claim ." One iugerum was traditionally the am ount o f land
that one man could plough in a day.'^ V arro’s wording reflects this patina o f ancient
tradition; heredem sequi is a standard phrase on inscriptions and legal docum ents.
T he heredium was the inalienable portion of a fam ily estate, it could not be broken
up or bequeathed outside the family. The heredium therefore was closely tied to
issues o f identity, legitimacy and citizenship. Roman citizenship was made material
by o ne’s ownership and cultivation of the heredium, which both em bodied and
represented the shared interest of citizens in the larger com m unity o f Rome. Hortus
too shares this association with com monality. The Latin noun m ost closely related to
hortus is cohors, translated as an enclosure, or more usually as a group o f men who
have banded together for a common purpose, which can be social, political or
military.'^ A related noun is hara, a pen for animals. The underlying concept shared
by these three nouns is the grouping together or enclosure o f items that share
som ething in common. Hortus was able to replace heredium in com m on usage
because hortus and heredium share the same tw o core concepts o f cultivation and
com monality.

In turn, the association of hortus with property, identity, and cultivation indicates
how that space which had been defined as a hortus in the early days of Rome had by
the late T' century A.D. become the villa. W hile in its original sense villa simply
denoted a rural building that stood in opposition to the urban domus, with no
attendant sense o f size, amenities, social status, or f u n c t i o n ,f r o m the mid 2"**
century B.C. onwards the villa became a focus o f social display between aristocratic
Romans, and an aspirational ideal for less wealthy Rom ans.'^ This rise of villa

" The historical context o f this grant is discussed in Ch.2.2 pp.93-95.
'■ Varro, RR 1.10. One iugerum was approximately 2/3 o f an acre, measured in an oblong 240 ft long
and 120ft wide: see Smith 1996, 192.
TLL 6.1.3015.28. TLL cohors. Lewis and Short s.v. cohors. OLD s.v. cohors. TLL hara.
Percival 1976, 14.
For an overview o f the Roman villa see McKay 1975; Percival 1 9 7 6 ,5 2 -5 9 and 19 9 6 ,6 5 -9 0 . A
cultural perspective is provided in D ’Arms 1970; Ackerman 1990; Bodel 1997 and Wallace-Hadrill
1998a. For the Roman villa as an aspirational ideal see Zanker 1979.
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culture was marked by an increased emphasis on Horti and horticulture as an
appropriate medium for displaying social status (Varro, RR 1.2.9-10).'* The
heredium and the villa are widely disparate concepts, yet both are linked by the
hortus, a pivotal space in a continuing process whereby land ownership and social
status are mutually interdependent. Pliny’s statement therefore gives the reader not
only an account of the morphology of the meaning of hortus, but also an insight into
the historical importance of the hortus in Roman society.

Didactic horti: Cato, Columella, Pliny
Following on from this early appearance of hortus in the Twelve Tables there is
silence until the late 2*** century B.C. when the hortus reappears in the works of Cato
the Elder and Plautus. Cato’s comments, drawn from De Agricultura, his didactic
work on farming, continue in the same practical vein as the example cited at the
beginning of this chapter.'^ The reader is advised to fertilise the kitchen garden with
manure (Cato, Ag. 36) and to plant the garden for maximum profit by locating it as
near the town as possible. The latter admonition provides a rare glimpse into how the
hortus of this period appeared in terms of its content and location:

sub urbe hortum om n e genus, coronam enta o m n e genus, bulbos M egaricos, murtum
coniugulu m et album et nigrum, ioream D elphicam et Cypriam et silvaticam , nuces
calvas, A b ellan as, Praenestinas, G raecas, haec facito uti serantur.

Near the tow n on e should have a garden planted with all m anner o f produce, all manner
o f flow ers for garlands, M egarian bulbs, conjugal m y r t l e w h i t e and black m yrtle,
D elphian, Cyprian and w ild laurel, sm ooth nuts such as A b elia n , Praenestine and Greek
filberts. (C ato, Ag. 8 .2 )

Evidence for this kind of mixed production, with many of the plants named, has been
found in excavations of urban Roman gardens and in the garden paintings that
ornamented domestic buildings. The congruence between the plants described, the
plants depicted and the plants recovered provides some collateral evidence that these
garden spaces were recognized as horti.''^

S ee Purcell 1995 and B ergm ann 2 0 0 2 ,8 7 -9 0 .
S ee ab ove p p .48-49.
'* G enerally understood as myrtle used in marriage cerem on ies (P lin y, H N 15.122).
S ee b elow C h.2 .2 pp. 141 -1 4 9 .
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Cato’s advice provides an insight into the possible location and content of the hortus,
albeit a limited one. Cato’s attention turns towards the only hortus three times in the
course of De Agricultura. The focus is primarily on arable or pastoral farming, with
the hortus as a subsidiary part of the farm. This is also how subsequent agricultural
writers, Columella and Palladius, present the hortus, it is a farm garden used
primarily for growing herbs and produce. Yet the fact that they spend more time than
Cato writing about horticulture indicated that the hortus became a space of greater
importance and horticulture a topic of increased interest. Columella, writing in the
mid r ' century A.D., states outright that the reason he will devote the whole of Book
Ten to horticulture is that it has become an increasingly popular subject (Col. 10
pref. 3). By the time Palladius writes down his horticultural precepts in the 4*
century A.D., gardening is not confined to a specific section of the book. Instead the
gardening year is represented throughout his work with each task, hoeing, sowing,
weeding, nurturing and harvesting, allotted to its appropriate month.^°
Columella’s hortus differs from Cato’s. In the prose sections concerning the hortus.
Columella’s emphasis is on carefully sectioning off the hortus from exterior space by
hedges and within it by planting beds to allow the proper cultivation of vines and
trees (Col. 3.20.4, 3.21.1, 3.21.7-9). Columella’s hortus has expanded to include the
vines that Cato carefully distinguished as being separate from the hortus (Cato, Ag.
1.7). Columella also acknowledges the presence of urban and suburban horti
growing unusual specimen plants such as saffron and myrrh. (Col. 3.8.4). By the mid
1®* century A.D., therefore, the hortus, not only retained its Catonian definition as a
rural larder but had developed a new aspect as a space of exotic growth.

From hortus to Horti: Cicero, Pliny, Tacitus
Following Cato and Plautus there is another period of silence until the late 1** century
B.C. In fact, literary references to the hortus are concentrated in the period of the late
Republic to the mid T' century AD.^' From the mid T' century AD to the early 2"^
century interest remains strong, and then there is a decline until the late 4“' and 5“'
century when the hortus reappears in Christian writings.^^ In part this statistical spike
reflects the fact that, in terms of literary evidence, the late Republic and first two
centuries of empire are better documented than any other period of Roman history
“ Henderson 2004, 25-26.
■' The TLL entry for hortus is not exhaustive, but combined with my ow n database one can see that
107 out o f 329 references to the hortus in Latin literature occur in this period.
'■ There are 4 4 references in the period from the late P' century A .D . to the late 2"*’ century, dropping
to only 12 in the 3"* century. References to the hortus in Christian texts are usually in the context o f
Paradise: e.g. Ambr. In Luc. 4.2.139.19; Hier. Q aest. Hebr. In gen. 4 .3 1 , /« Is. 41 D; Optat. 1.10.12.8.
^ Beard and Crawford 1999.
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But it can also reflect the fact that during this period the hortus became a desirable
status symbol for the Roman elite, whose writings form the bulk of our literary
evidence for this period. Chief among them is Cicero, who mentions horti no less
than 35 times, more than any other Latin writer, in his letters, legal speeches,
political rhetoric and philosophical works.^'* In almost every case the hortus is the
object of his or another’s acquisitive d e s i r e , a n d once acquired it becomes the locus
for appropriate displays of educated taste and learning for him and his circle of
friends, and of dissipation and luxury for his opponents.^^ Most of the horti
mentioned by Cicero are suburban, although several are clearly attached to villas in
parts of Latium and Campania, and all of them are gardens of the Roman elite (Cic.
Alt. 12.40.2, Q.Fr. 3.1.14).'"
The hortus Cicero is writing about is an entirely new phenomenon, the urban and
suburban Horti. These were the landscaped grounds of suburban villas, richly
decorated with sculpture and adorned with a variety of smaller buildings in which
owners could entertain their guests. It should be stressed that these impressive parks
did not necessarily abandon their traditional productive aspect, what made them
different from their antecedents was their scale and their decorative aspect.^ It is a
convention, when discussing the topography of Rome, to indicate a grand hortus of
this kind, especially one that belonged to a known family or individual by
capitalizing it and putting it into the plural, for example the Horti Maecenatis.^^
However, it should be noted that this titular form rarely appears in Latin literature,
and that the semantic difference between a hortus that was a kitchen garden and one
that was a landscaped park was conveyed by an assumed familiarity with the context
of the hortus in question, and not the morphology of the word. Bearing this caveat in
mind, horti will be used in this thesis to generally denote Roman garden spaces in the
plural and Horti to denote the specific gardens of historic individuals located in and
around the city of Rome.

-"'C\c. Att. 4 .1 2 ,7 .7 .6 ,8 .2 .3 1 2 .1 9 , 12.21.2, 12.23.2, 12.23.3, 12.25.2, 12.40.2, 12 43.3, 12.52.2,
13.12.2, 13.46.3, 14.16.1, 15.15.3, Gael. 36, 3 8 ,4 9 , Cato, 54, 56, Dorn. 112, Ep. 9.4, Fin. 5.3, M ilo,
74, Nat. D eor. 2.A.W , Phil. 2.67, 2.71, 2.109, 8.9, 13.11, Q.Fr. 2.9.8, 3.1.14, Rab. Post. 26, Verr.
2.87, 4.121.
Particularly in his letters to Atticus and the P hilippics, which comprise 19 instances where H orti are
objects o f desire.
Compare, for exam ple, Cicero’s own interest in acquiring H orti in his letters to Atticus to the
behaviour o f Verres and Clodia in theirs: Gael. 36, 38, 49, Verr. 2 .8 7 ,4 .1 2 1 .
For more on urban h orti see Ch.2.2 pp.96-104.
-**See Ch.4 pp. 179-188.
For exam ple Steinby 1993-2003; Richardson 1992; Planter and Ashby 1926.
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The only other author whose attention to the hortus comes close to Cicero in terms of
frequency is Pliny the Elder. Pliny’s Historia Naturalis, written towards the end of
the r ‘ century A.D. mentions the hortus 28 times.^” This is a rate of citation a third
higher than his contemporary C olum ella/' who in turn featured the hortus far more
prominently than Cato and Varro had in their combined agricultural works.^^ The
frequency with which the hortus is mentioned within these didactical works, a few
times in the late 2"‘*and T‘ centuries B.C., followed by a sudden proliferation in the
century A.D. and subsiding again in the 4'*' century A.D. supports the theory that
the concentration of references to the hortus during the transitional period between
Republic and empire reflects not so much the survival of material, as a significant
difference of emphasis within the material. This difference is refelcted in the sheer
breadth of Pliny’s work.
The scope of the Historia Naturalis encompasses the historical and cultural role of
the hortus, as well as its horticultural function. Pliny’s hortus is essentially similar to
Cato’s; it is a productive, irrigated space attached to a building and used to grow
vegetables and useful plants.^^ But Pliny’s hortus has more cultural associations than
Cato’s. It has a mythic dimension as the garden of the Hesperides,^'* it can signify the
exotic otherness of Egypt and Persia,^** and it has historic resonances with Rome’s
own past (Pliny, HN 19.50). Like Cicero, Pliny acknowledges that the hortus has
become a medium for display; many of the great Horti of Rome are adorned with
works of art, emphasizing the status of their owner, who in most cases is the
emperor.^^ But in Pliny’s time the hortus has also become a symbol of luxury (Pliny,
HN 19.51-55).^’ Comparing the horti presented by Cato, Cicero and Pliny one can
see that the hortus, as an abstract image, has changed over time from a simple space
of rural production to a complex space of social meaning.

P lin y,//A ' 1.36.20, 1 .3 6 .9 4 ,5 .3 ,7 .7 5 , 14.7, 18.1, 18.29, 19.41, 19.49, 19.50, 19.51, 19.57, 19.58,
19.59, 19.60, 19.64, 19.136, 1 9 .1 5 1 ,2 0 .3 3 ,2 1 .7 0 ,2 1 .1 7 6 , 2 5 .1 5 6 ,2 7 .3 2 , 3 5 .5 1 ,3 6 .2 3 ,3 6 .1 2 3 ,3 7 .3 8 ,
49.63.
Columella is difficult to categorise because two-thirds o f the references to h orti are in verse: Col.
10.24, 10.33, 10.132, 10.150, 10.229, 10.293, 10.317, 10.333, 10.362, 10.424, 10.433. In prose alone
Pliny’s rate o f citation is five times as high as C olum ella’s: 1.6.24, 3.8.4, 3.20.4, 3.21.1, 3.21.7-9.
Who only mention the hortus nine times between them: Cato, Ag. 1.7, 8.2, 36; Varro, RR 1.1.6,
1.7.9, 1.16.3, 1.23.5, 123.6,2.11.12.
” P lin y ,//A '14.7, 18.1, 18.29, 19.57, 19.58, 19.60, 19.136, 1 9 .1 5 1 ,2 0 .3 3 ,2 1 .7 0 ,2 1 .1 7 6 , 25.156,
27.32.
Pliny, HN 5.3, 19.41, 3 7 .3 8 ,4 9 .6 3 .
” Pliny, HN 1.36, 19.49, 36.94.
The works o f Praxiteles are displayed in the H orti Serviliani (Pliny, H N 36.23), a colossal portrait
o f Nero was displayed in the H orti M aiani (Pliny, HN 35.51) and, as a curiosity, the body o f an
exceptionally tall man was entombed in the H orti Sallustiani (Pliny, H N 1 ,1 5 ).
” See Ch.4 pp.229-230.
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This change is most apparent in historical works of Tacitus, who invests the image of
the hortus with multiple levels of meaning.^® In the Germania, Tacitus describes a
people that have the rudiments of civilisation (agriculture and a calendar) but not the
refinements (arboriculture, horticulture and the full four seasons):

nec enim cum ubertate et amplitudine soli labore contendunt, ut pomaria conserant et
prata separent et hortos rigent: sola terrae seges imperatur. Unde annum quoque ipsum
non in totidem digerunt species: hiems et ver et aestas intellectum ac vocabula habent,
autumni perinde nomen ac bona ignorantur.

For with the richness and extent o f their soil they do not laboriously exert them selves in
the planting o f orchards, enclosing m eadows and watering gardens. Corn is the only
produce required from the earth; hence even the year itself is not divided by them into
as many seasons as with us. Winter, spring and summer have both a meaning and a
name; the name and blessings o f autumn are alike unknown. (Tac. G er. 26.2-3).

By calling attention to the rich soil that easily produces corn and the absence of any
other form of cultivation Tacitus alludes to Homer’s account of the land of the
Cyclopes.^^ For Tacitus, as for Homer, cultivation of the hortus is one of the natural
occupations of a truly civilised people, one that the Germans, noble savages that they
are, do not possess. In this instance the hortus is still visualised as the productive
Catonian farm garden but it has other levels of meaning as well. By association, it is
drawing on the early traditions of Rome’s foundation in which the allotment of the
heredium (the early hortus)'*^ cements the mutual ties between the city and its
citizens, an act of nation-building that the German tribes lack the capacity for in
much the same way as they lack the word for autumn.
Yet while the hortus in the Germania stands for sufficiency and civilization, in the
Annales and Historiae the hortus is more often associated with surfeit and
catastrophe. Aristocratic Horti have not stopped being the objects of acquisitive
desire that they were in Cicero’s time, but now they are the focus of forced seizures
and judicial murders."" They are places of luxury, sloth and d e a t h . Y e t , in spite of

Tacitus was far more interested in the hortus than any other Roman historian with 15 references
compared to five from both Suetonius and Livy. Tac. Ann. 2 .4 .4 1 ,6 .1 .1 , 11.32.1, 11.37.1, 14.3.1,
14.52.1, 14.53.4, 15.44, Ger. 26.3, Hist. 1.49.1, 2.92. 3.11, 3.14, 3.36, 3.38; Suet. 7«/. 83.2, m 15.1,
Cal. 59, Nero, 47.1, G alba, 20.2; Livy, 1.54.6, 23.9.13, 23.8.8, 33.6.7, 45.6.4.
” See C h .l. pp.34-35.
See above pp.50-52.
“‘ Tac./^nn. 11.1, 1 2 .5 9 ,///sf. 2 .9 2 ,3 .1 4 . See also Ch.2.2 p.lO l and Ch.5 p.265.
Tac. Ann. 11.37, 15.44, Hist. 3.11, 3.36. See also Ch.4. pp.229-234.
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these exam ples, one cannot make too rigid a distinction between the positive
associations o f the hortus and the negative image o f the Horti. In tw o cases, Tacitus
presents both M essalina’s and A grippina the Y ounger’s retirem ent to their Horti as a
place o f (ultim ately ineffective) sanctuary (Tac. Ann. 11.32, 14.3). The m ultivalence
o f the hortus can be seen in the events leading up to Seneca’s death, when Seneca
and Nero engage in an extended dialogue in which Tacitus plays with the hortus as a
symbol o f ill-gotten wealth (Tac. Ann. 14.52), a m ark o f im perial favour (Tac. Ann.
14.53), the locus of a well deserved retirem ent (Tac. Ann. 14.54) and, in a thinly
veiled threat from Nero, the instability of human fortune (Tac. Ann. 14.55).

Tracing the appearance of the hortus in Latin prose we see it evolve from a simple
space o f vegetable production into a com plex space of social interaction w here the
hortus acts as a space o f tension between aristocrat and em peror, between ideals of
rural self-sufficiency and the urban tem ptations o f inappropriate surfeit. These
tensions can eventually be found in poetry from the end o f the 1®' century, but not to
the same degree. Instead, the hortus in poetry is prim arily used to set a particular
em otional mood that can range from contem plation to romance to humour.

II - The Hortus in Drama and Poetry
The hortus is a popular image in Latin poetry and, as with prose, the majority of
exam ples come from the period of the late Republic and early Principate. Y et the
image o f the hortus in dram a and poetry is often very different from its presentation
in prose. Compare, for example, the earliest appearance o f the hortus in the dram a of
Plautus to that o f his contem porary Cato. In contrast to Cato, for whom the hortus is
a prim arily utilitarian space, located either ju st outside the city or in the countryside,
Plautus, his contem porary, presents the hortus as an urban space, a dom estic back
garden."*^ Plautus mentions the hortus eight times in eight different plays and in every
instance but one the hortus is placed in an urban context. Plautus also uses the hortus
in a more revealing context in term s o f its use and perception. In the majority of
cases the hortus is physically present as an unobserved space that allow s illicit
ingress and egress, usually with a view to sexual activity:

angiporto
iliac per hortum circum iit clam , ne quis se vlderet
hue ire fam iliarium : ne uxor resciscat metuit.

Plaut. Asin. 7 4 2 , Aul. 2 4 3 , C as. 6 1 3 , M il. 194 and 3 4 0 , M o st. 1 0 4 5 -1 0 4 6 , P oen . 1020 (w here the
location o f the h o rtu s is potentially suburban, rather than urban). S tick . 6 1 4 , T rue. 3 0 3 .
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(He) snuck in by the alley there through the garden, so that none o f the servants would
see him enter: he’s afraid o f his w ife finding out. (Plaut. Asin. 742)““

In two Other instances hortus is used in a proverbial sense to suggest illicit sexual
activity (Plaut. Mil 194, True. 303).^'^ Although the majority of Plautus’ comedies are
adaptations of Greek comedies (and for the most part set in Greece) there is no
reason to believe that his presentation of the hortus was alien to the Latin audience.
Writing of the war against Hannibal, Livy also placed the hortus in an urban context
(in Capua) and made it the place where Pacuvius Calavius’ son revealed his secret
plot to assassinate Hannibal (Livy, 23.8). Later in his history, Livy has Perseus of
Macedonia climbing the wall of the hortus adjoining his residence to flee
Samothrace (Livy, 45.6). A picture begins to emerge of the hortus as being not only
a place of food production, but also a site of secret or socially dubious activity.
Cato and Plautus both focus on different aspects of the hortus in their works. For
Cato the hortus, like all matters concerning farming, is a serious subject; for Plautus
its ideal situation at the unmonitored back of the house is rich in comic potential. As
an isolated example this is hardly surprising; Cato is writing a serious didactic work
while Plautus is writing comedy. It is interesting to note that this difference is borne
out through most of Latin literature. In virtually all prose genres, the hortus is a
serious subject, either it is a topic of study in its own right, or it illustrates some point
in a work on science, geography, philosophy or history. In poetry or drama the
hortus regularly appears in comic or satirical contexts. The rationale for this division
of emphasis initially seems self-evident because Latin prose in general eschewed
satire, limiting the only work where hortus appears in a comic context to Petronius’
Satyricon (Petr. Sat. 6 and 53)."'* However the converse was not axiomatic; given the
wide range of genres used by Latin poets one would expect to see references to the
hortus to be more or less evenly distributed. In fact, that the majority of references to
the hortus occur in comic contexts, in satire, epigram and epodes, and not in lyric,
didactic or epic verse. This suggests that Plautus’ and Cato’s presentation of the
hortus was not antithetical; for the Romans the hortus was equally the subject of
both serious treatise and ribald innuendo. Just as the garden bridges the natural world
of the outside to meet the architecture of the inside, so the hortus as a concept
straddled the boundary between comic and serious subjects.
Other exam ples in this vein are Plaut. Aul. 243, Cas. 613, Mil. 340, M ost. 1045-1046, Stick. 614.
See also Ch.4 p p.231-233.
^ The hortus appears respectively as the location for a dialogue with a pompous philosopher and yet
another symbol o f Trim alchio’s excess.
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The hortus in Virgil
Virgil fam ously introduces the hortus to Latin poetry in a brief digression in the
G eorgies:

Atque equidem, extrem e ni iam sub fine laborum
vela traham et terris festinem advertere proram,
forsitan et, pingues iiortos quae cura colendi
ornaret, canerem, biferique rosaria Paesti,
quoque modo potis gauderent intiba rivis
et virides apio ripae, tortusque per herbam
cresceret in ventrem cucumis; nec sera comantem
narcissum aut flexi tacuissem vimen acanthi
pallentesque hederas et amantes iitora myrtos.

And in truth, were I not now hard on the very close of my toils, furling my sails and
hastening to turn my prow to land, perchance I too might be singing of what careful
tillage decks rich gardens, singing of the rose beds of twice blooming Paestum; how the
endive rejoices in the streams it drinks, and the green banks in the parsley; and how the
gourd, winding along the ground, swells into its paunch. Nor had I be silent on the late
blooming narcissisus, or the curling acanthus stem, the pale ivy or the shore-loving
myrtle. (Vir. Gear. 4.116-124)

Follow ing on from this introduction, Virgil then proceeds to describe the garden of
an old Corycian:

namque sub Oebeliae memini me turribus arcis,
qua niger umectat flaventia culta Galaesus,
Corycium vidisse senem, cui pauca relicti
iugera ruris erant, nec fertilis ilia iuvencis
nec pecori opportune seges nec commoda Baccho.
hie rarum tamen in dumis olus albaque circum
lilia verbenasque premens vescumque papaver
regum aequabat opes animis seraque revertens
nocte domum dapibus mensas onerabat inemptis.
primus vere rosam atque autumno carpere poma,
et cum tristis hiems etiamnum frigore saxa
rumperet et glacie cursus frenaret aquarum,
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ille comam mollis iam tondebat hyacinthi
aestatem increpitans seram Zephyrosque morantis.
ergo apibus fetis idem atque examine multo
primus abundare et spumantia cogere pressis
mella favis; illi tiliae atque uberrima tinus,
quotque in flore novo pomis se fertilis arbos
induerat, totidem autumno matura tenebat.
ille etiam seras in versum distulit ulmos
eduramque pirum et spinos iam pruna ferentis
iamque ministrantem platanum potantibus umbras.

For I call to mind how under the towers of O ebalia’s citadel, where dark Galaesus
waters his yellow fields, I saw an old Corycian, who had a few acres of unclaimed land
and this, a soil not rich enough for bullocks ploughing, unfitted for the flock and
unkindly to the vine. Yet, as he planted herbs here and there among the bushes, with
white lilies about, and vervain, and the slender poppy, he matched in contentment the
wealth of kings, and returning home in the late evening, would load his boards with
unbought dainties. He was the first to pluck roses in spring and apples in autumn; and
when sullen winter was still bursting rocks with cold, and curbing running waters with
ice, he was already culling the soft hyacinth’s bloom, chiding laggard summer and the
loitering zephyrs. So he, too, was first to be enriched with mother-bees and a plenteous
swarm, the first to gather frothing honey from the squeezed comb. Luxuriant were his
limes and wild laurels and all the fruits his bounteous tree donned in its early bloom,
full as many it kept in the ripeness of autumn. He, too, planted out in rows elms fargrown, pear trees when quite hard, thorns even now bearing plums, and the plane
already yielding to drinkers the service of its shade. (Vir. Geor. 4.125-146).

While this passage might read like a straightforward description o f a country garden,
it is more than that.

What is ostensibly a brief digression concerning horticulture

becomes, in Virgil’s narration, the poet’s personal memory o f how a stubborn old
man laboured alone in his rural garden to produce a thing o f beauty. This shift in
focus gives Virgil’s Corycian gardener and his hortus many levels of complexity.

On one level the account serves as a meditation on the workings o f time. The old
man, his age emphasized by the presence o f the hyacinth with its mythological
associations with youth (137), is shown working in a garden, a space that is

For commentaries on these passages see Thomas 1988, 167-175; Mynors 1990, 273-278.
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particularly vulnerable to the passage of tirne.'^ Gardens necessarily reflect the
evanescence of time by nature of the changing seasons and the lifespan of their
plants, yet man’s labour in the hortus structures the passage of time, creating
something to offset the transience of nature. So the old Corycian is shown working
not only all the hours of the day and into the night (132-133), but over a passage of
months and years in which the garden is created. The plants mentioned at the start of
the passage, herbs, lilies, roses, vervain and poppies belong to spring and early
summer (130-131). Then come autumn fruits (134), followed by winter (135-136)
and then spring again heralded by the presence of the hyacinth and warm winds
(137-138). Planting flowers in the previous year has brought him bees and honey
(139-141). His trees are maturing and once again, as the year turns, they afford him
flowers, fruit and shade (141-146). As in time-lapse photography, the poet focuses
the reader’s attention on the first emergence of tender green shoots from the soil,
followed by the flowers of spring and summer, and the fruits of autumn, culminating
with full-grown, mature trees. The intense fecundity of this garden parallels that of
the garden of Alcinous, bringing to mind the aurea aetas being ushered in by
Augustus, but, while the efforts that create it evoke a sense of the heroic, they are
ultimately human in scale."*^ Although, like the Phaeacians, the old man occupies the
penumbral country between life and death,^ his life is sustained not by the
exceptional favour of the gods, but by his unstinting labour.
Virgil’s ‘eyewitness account’ has another dimension to it that draws less on his
knowledge of horticulture as on his adaptation of Alexandrian poetic tradition.
Virgil’s description of a stubborn old man working in his garden reworks a
Hellenistic theme that can be traced, through the character of the poet/goatherd
Lycidas who sings in praise of love in Theocritus’ seventh Idyll, to the bucolic poetry
of Philitas. Philitas has been encountered before, as the model for the character of
Philetas in Longus’ Daphnis and Chloe.^^ It is thought that Philetas’ narrative of his
pursuit of Eros in his tcqTTog is based on a lost work by Philitas in which an old
goatherd works in his garden and reminisces of past loves.^^ However, rather than
following the example set by Theocritus’ singing goatherd or Longus’ praeceptor
amoris, Virgil reworks the theme of the old man in the garden. The bucolic setting of

“^Thibodeau 2001, 175-189. See also Ch.3. pp. 164-167.
Som e confusion has been introduced by readers visualising the transplanted elm s to be fully grown
(144), an astounding feat for any man to manage single handedly: Perkell 1989, 130; Mynors 1990,
277. The passage o f time in the description would suggest that the elm s were planted as saplings and
that the poet sees them grow to maturity in his mind’s eye; Thomas 1988, 181-182.
* Thibodeau 2001, 181-186.
See Ch.l p.43.
^-Thomas 1992, 36-44; Bow ie 1985.
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Theocritus’ and Longus’ works is rife with nymphs and muses, the character of
Lycidas has even been seen as Apollo in disguise/^ but the old Corycian works in a
determinedly human sphere, bothered by neither gods nor nymphs. Both Lycidas and
Philitas

are

presented

in

narratives

of

encounter,

Lycidas

must

meet

Simichidas/Theocritus and Philitas must meet Daphnis and Chloe before they can
engage in any dialogue. In contrast, the old Corycian says nothing and speaks to noone, he holds himself apart from the wider society of the town. Virgil describes his
memories of the old man, but there is no sense of any direct communication between
them. The isolation and self-sufficiency of the old Corycian posits him in a unique,
private world that exists in opposition to the communal normalcy of agriculture, the
main subject of the Georgies. Digressing into garden space, Virgil presents the
hortus as an exclusive, private space that acts as a counterpoint to the communal
activity of the bees who take up the rest of the fourth book.
Finally, the Corycian’s labour (eurae) in the hortus can also be read as a metaphor
for the poet’s labor of creating poetry. Virgil’s description of the elms laid out in
careful rows does not use the customary verb (ordo), instead he says that they are
arranged in versum (144).^ The hortus therefore stands as a mirror to the verse laid
out before the reader; if art reflects nature, nature can also reflect art.^^ Both the old
man and Virgil show an awareness of the passage of time that drives them to create
an object of beauty that might transcend it.*^ Both are only partly successful. For all
his effort in creating it from scrubland, all we have of the Corycian’s garden is
V irgil’s memory of it, or rather Virgil’s memory of a Hellenistic trope. Furthermore,
Virgil himself is forced to cut his topic short:

verum haec ipse equidem spatiis exciusus iniquis
praetereo atque aliis post me memoranda relinquo.

I, barred by the unfair constraints o f space, must pass this theme and leave it for others
com ing after me to tell. (Vir. G eor. 4.147-148)

Virgil regrets that he does not have the metric space (necessary to expand the topic
of horticulture as it deserves since he must return to the main theme of agriculture to
which he has committed himself. Virgil’s spatial restriction is also a restriction of
time since spatium also has a temporal sense, which cues into the entire episode’s
“ W illiams 1971.
Thibodeau 2001, 187.
Clay 1981 ,6 5 and also Ch.5 p.261.
^ P erkell 1981.
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concerns with time and memory. The image of an a old man creating a garden for
others to appreciate acts as a metaphor for Virgil’s legacy of making the hortus and
horticulture a poetic topic for his literary heirs. The closest follower came less than a
century later with Columella, whose prose work on agriculture paid literary homage
to Virgil when the subject turned to horticulture. Columella’s tenth book is written in
verse and opens with a specific invocation that references V irgil’s fourth book:

Hortorum quoque te cultus, Silvine, docebo,
atque ea, quae quondam spatiis exclusus iniquis,
cum caneret laetas segetes et munera Bacchi,
et te, magna Pales, necnon caelestia mella,
Vergilius nobis post se memoranda reliquit.

I’ll teach you now o f garden plots, Silvinus,
o f their culture and o f the matters Virgil left
for those o f us who follow in his footsteps,
when, enclosed in narrow bounds, he sang o f joyous crops,
the gifts o f Bacchus, and also thee great Pales,
and furthermore o f honey, heaven’s prize. (Col. 10.1-5)

Like Virgil, Columella pays particular attention to the passage of time within the
garden. The book starts with the clearing of ground in late winter, moves through
spring and summer and finishes with the late autumn vintage and the sowing of
winter turnips (Col. 10. 419-425). Columella’s hortus, like V irgil’s, is a place of both
beauty and hard labour, only more so.^^ It is a green space, shining with flowers and
rich with produce (Col. 10.229, 293, 317). But this is the result of long hours of
work: the hortus has an insatiable need for irrigation, the gardener must put in
planting beds and enclosing hedges, protect it from pests and keep it well-tilled (Col.
10.24, 150, 333, 362, 424). In spite, or perhaps because, of this admixture of beauty
and labour the hortus for Virgil and Columella is also a place of integration; in it the
common man is as happy as a king (Vir. Gear. 4. 132-133), and what it offers to
kings it offers alike to commoners (Col. 10.128). Despite the passage of time, the
hortus has not lost its conceptual identification with commonality hinted at in the
Twelve Tables.

Henderson 2 0 0 4 ,5 -1 9 .
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Other Augustan poets and the hortus: Horace, Propertius, Tibullus, Ovid
The appearance of the hortus in V irgil’s epyilion of the Corycian gardener brought,
as Pliny later adm itted, a subject that might not otherwise have been thought capable
of sustained poetic interest to the Roman literati (Pliny, H N 14.7). Although the
presence of the hortus in V irgil’s work is otherwise limited to a brief mention in the
Eclogues, V irgil’s presentation of the hortus as a poetic topos inspired something of
a vogue among the other Augustan poets (Vir. Eel. 7 .57-68).^ C hief am ong them are
Horace and Ovid, who between them mention the hortus thirteen times throughout
the corpus of their works.^^ There is a great deal of variation in the context in which
the hortus is mentioned and the activities located within it. Superficially, H orace’s
hortus is little different from the traditional rural gardens that were specified in
C ato’s farm as part of the rural economy that included w oodland m anagem ent and
the care of animals (Hor. Ep. 1.14. 40-44). Yet, while H orace’s vision o f the hortus
as part o f a productive farm accords with C ato’s, he is vague about the mechanics of
day-to-day gardening, confining him self to an occasional reference to cabbages,
parsley or irrigation (Hor. Sat. 2.4.15-16, Carm. 4.11.2-4). To Horace the value of
his garden lies not in its productive capacity, but in the respite from the irritations
and concerns of city living (Hor. Sat. 2.6). Although in these cases H orace presents
the hortus as a remote, rural space, he was not oblivious to the presence of both horti
and Horti in suburban and urban topography and society o f Rome. Horace includes
horti that can be identified as the Horti Caesaris trans Tiberim and a suburban,
cabbage-grow ing hortus in his satires (Hor. Sat. 1.9.18, 2.4.15-16), while Satire 1.8
is narrated by a statue of Priapus located in the Horti Maecenatis:

O lim truncus eram ficulnus, inutile lignum ,
cum faber, incertus scam num faceretne Priapum,
maluit esse deum . deus inde eg o , furum avium que
m axim a form ido; nam fures dextra coercet
obscen oq u e ruber porrectus ab inguine palus,
ast im portunas volu cres in vertice harundo
terret fix a vetatque n ovis considere in hortis.

O nce I w as a fig -w o o d stem , a w orthless log, when the carpenter, doubtful w hether to
make a stool or a Priapus, ch o se that I be a god. A god , then, I becam e, the sp ecial terror
o f thieves and birds; for thieves my right hand keeps in ch eck , and this red stake,

“ T he to p o s o f the old man w orking his hortus also features in the M o re tu m (P s.V ir. M or. 8 7 -9 1 ), but
V ir g il’s authorship o f that work is uncertain: see K enney 1984.
^ W o T . C a r m . 4 . \ \ . 2 , E p . 1.14; 5a/. 1.8.7, 19.18, 2 .4 .6 , 2 .6 .2 ; O v id ,/? m ./I m . 193, M e/. 13.797,
14.690, Pont. 1.8.37, 3 .4 .6 3 , Trist. 4 .8 .2 7 , Fast. 5 .3 7 3 .
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protruding from my unsigiitly groin; as for the m ischievous birds, a reed set on my head
frightens them and iceeps them from alighting in the new gardens.* (Hor. Sat. 1.8.1-7)

Horace’s use of Priapus as a narrator may derive from a precedent set by Virgil,
whose juvenaiia was understood to have included two Priapea (Ps.-Vir. Priap. 2 and
3). In these poems, Priapus, the traditional guardian of the hortus, celebrates its
fertility while warding away intruders with his phallus. Both a fertility and
apotropaic figure, Priapus’ ithyphallic presence introduces a ribald sexuality into the
hortus that recalls Plautus’ use of the hortus as a space of sexual access.*' Priapus
punished illicit entry into the hortus with anal penetration, and this is a recurrent
theme in the corpus of roughly eighty anonymous Priapea that have survived.^ Of
the five poems that specifically refer to the hortus three make direct mention of
rough or anal sex, with the implication that the intruder is actively seeking it, rather
than being warned off by it {Priap. 5, 28, 51).“
Following Horace, the hortus of Propertius and Tibullus is not so much a fully
realized space as an intertextual allusion, occurring only four times in their combined
works, and each time referencing or being referenced by another poetic work. In two
instances, Tibullus and Propertius both echo Horace Satire 1.8 by including the
figure of Priapus, but soften his sexually aggressive character (Tib. 1.1.17-18; Prop.
4.2. 41-44;).^ Tibullus’ Priapus is a parody of male aggression, subverting the signs
of military life to stand, mock-heroic in the ordered and controlled environment of
the hortus.*^ Instead of conveying earthy sexuality, Tibullus’ Priapus oversees a
bucolic romance, watching over apples that bringing to mind the garden of the
Hesperides. The allusion to the garden of the Hesperides enables Tibullus to
reference his own work, foreshadowing the erotic Elysium of the lovers’
consummation in a later poem (Tib. 1.3).^ Tibullus’ only other direct reference to
the hortus alludes to the Odyssey. In his second book of elegies, Tibullus, describing
“ These novi horti are the H orti M aecenatis. For this reason, the Rushton Fairclough translation uses
‘park’ but in this case 1 have rendered it as ‘gardens’ to em phasise the fact that Horace is depending
on the reader to recognize from the context o f the poem, not the m orphology o f the word, that these
are the landmark grounds that Maecenas built on the Esquiline.
See above pp.58-59.
“ Parker 1988.
“ O f the two remaining exam ples, one makes allusions to the ever-influential gardens o f A lcinous
(Priap. 16), while the other describes the sacrifice o f a pig that got into the garden {P riap. 65).
“ Richlin 1983. Establishing an exact chronology for Propertius and Tibullus is notoriously difficult,
but it seem s that Propertius, despite being generally accepted as marginally senior, may also be
referencing Tibullus 1.1 as w ell as Horace Satire 1.8 in 4.2. Tibullus 1 is dateable to som e point after
27 B.C. (Tib. 1.7.1 -8), while Propertius 4 to som e point after 16 B.C. (Prop. 4.6.77). In general for
Propertius see Hubbard 1974; Sullivan 1976, for Tibullus see Cairns 1979.
“ Lee-Stecum 1998, 36-37.
“ Cairns 1979,51-54.
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a celebration of the rustic festival of Ambarvalia, draws attention to the cultivation of
the hortus as a sign of a civilised people who have exploited the full potential of their
environment to raise them out of savagery (Tib. 2.1.43-46). This is a theme
originally encountered in Homer’s description of the Cyclopes and later in Tacitus’
Germania (Homer, Od. 9.105-111; Tac. Ger. 26.2-3).*^
The aggressive sexuality of Horace’s Priapus, whose hortus is a confrontational
space, is likewise downplayed by Propertius in favour of Tibullus’ approach.
Propertius’ Priapus is just one of a series of protean but harmless guises adopted by
the god Vertumnus in the hortus. This theme of Priapus/Vertumnus in the hortus
subsequently gains an additional layer of intertextual allusion in Ovid’s romance of
Pomona and Vertumnus (Prop. 4.2.41-44; Ovid, Met. 14.687-691). Ovid also
references Propertius’ other mention of the hortus, building on Propertius’ proposed
strategies for recovering from a failed love affair by traveling to Athens and visiting
the famous hortus of Epicurus, by advising discarded lovers to refocus their energies
on travel and gardening (Prop. 3.21.26; Ovid, Rem. Am. 11, 193-198).
As the youngest of the Augustan poets, Ovid is in a position to adapt and expand the
theme of the hortus in new directions. When Horace writes of the hortus it is a place
of rest and leisure, worked only by slaves, not the poet (Hor. Ep. 1.14). Ovid, on the
other hand, emphasises the labour in the garden. In Remedia Amoris the unsuccessful
lover obliterates the painful memory of love by toiling in a hortus that is not a place
of leisure, but a traditional Catonian garden of hard work:

ipse potes riguis plantam deponere in hortis,
ipse potes rivos ducere ienis aquae,
venerit insitio; fac ramum ramus adoptet
stetque peregrinis arbor operta comis.
cum seme! haec animum coepit mulcere voiuptas,
debilibus pinnis inritus exit Amor.

You yourself can plant seedlings in your watered gardens, you yourself can guide gentle
streams o f water. Grafting comes: make a branch adopt a branch, and the tree stand
there concealed by strange foliage. When once the mind begins to enjoy these pleasures,
vain Love departs on weakened wings. (Ovid, Rem. Am. 193-198)

See Ch.l pp. 34-35 and above p.57. On Tibullus’ immersion in Greek poetry and his subsequent use
o f allusion see Cairns 1979.
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Garden labour, constant, repetitive and yet never completed, is an apposite metaphor
for the futility of trying to cure oneself of love. In this vein, Ovid repeatedly returned
to the image of the hortus to signify an unobtainable, fruitless, yearning. In the
Metamorphoses, Polyphemus compares the beauty of Galatea to a well-watered
hortus (Ovid, Met. 13.797), a simile that makes the nymph doubly unattainable
because Polyphemus is a Cyclops, of the race who neither plant nor plough (Homer,
Od. 9.105-111). Polyphemus is no more able to woo Galatea successfully than he is
able to plant a garden. Ovid then gives the same theme a positive outcome in the
story of Pomona, where Vertumnus, disguised as an old woman, couches his
declaration of love in a description of her hortus filled with fruit and herbs (Ovid,
Met. 14.687-691).“
Once in exile, Ovid uses the image of the hortus to convey the pain of
homesickness:^^

nec dubitem lo n g is purgare ligonibus herbas
et dare iam sitien s quas bibat hortus aquas,
unde sed hoc nobis m inim um quos inter et hostem
discrim en murus clausaque porta facit?

I w ould not shrink from clearing aw ay the w eed s w ith the lo n g hoe and su p p lyin g water
for the thirsty garden to drink. But w h en ce shall all this co m e to m e, betw een w hom and
the en em y there is on ly the breadth o f a w all and a c lo sed gate? (O v id , P on t. 1 .8 .5 9 -6 2 )

Later in the poem, Ovid uses the image of fading flowers in the hortus to represent
the futility of his poetic efforts to rehabilitate his reputation with the emperor (Ovid,
Pont. 3.57-64). Finally, in the Fasti, the dying gardens of Flora are the result of the
State’s unfulfilled promises and neglect of her rights (Ovid, Fast. 5.311-324).
Ovid’s nostalgic reminiscences are significant as an example of how quickly horti
(and Horti) came to be perceived as a quintessential part of the urban landscape.
Ovid listed his own hortus with other delights of Rome:

“ There is a huge bibliography for O vid, fo r a more detailed reading o f O v id ’s work see G alinsky
1975; M ack 1988; Hardie 2 0 0 0 .
^ S ee a lso O vid, P on t. 1.8. 3 5 -3 8 , in w hich his n ostalgia fo c u se s on the H o rti d ev elo p ed by P om pey
and A grippa.
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tempus erat nec me peregrinum ducere caelum,
nec siccam Getlco fonte levare sitim,
sed modo, quos habul, vacuos secedere In hortos,
nunc hominum visu rursus et urbe frui.

It’s time I no longer breathed foreign air, or quenched my parched thirst at Getic
fountains, but retired now to the sheltered gardens 1 ow ned, and enjoyed the sight o f
men and the City again. (Ovid, Trist. 4.8.25-28)

Ovid’s horti conform to the pattern set by Virgil (and ultimately by Cato) of being
productive spaces that depend on labour and irrigation, but the horti themselves are
nuanced spaces of love, loss and regret.

Keeping up appearances: Martial and Juvenal
The last Roman poet to show a significant interest in the hortus was Martial.™ The
hortus is mentioned more times in his work than that of any other poet, fourteen
times compared to the next highest incidence of eight times in Ovid’s work.^' Many
of the themes and associations of the hortus that have already been seen in the work
of the Augustan poets reappear in the epigrams of Martial in the mid to late I**
century A.D. So, for example, an epigram in praise of the suburban Horti of Julius
Martialis compares them to the Hesperides, while M artial’s own hortus is favourably
compared to Alcinous’ (Mart. Ep. 4.64, 12.31, 13.37). The hortus is repeatedly
presented as part of a traditional Roman farm, producing honest, simple fare of
mallows, lettuce, beans and apples (Mart. Ep. 3.58, 10. 48, 10.94). In another hortus
an image of Priapus is laughingly teased and threatened (Mart. Ep. 8.40). Finally, the
intellectual brilliance of a young woman is signified by yet another appearance of the
gardens of Epicurus (Mart. Ep. 7.69). The contexts in which Martial uses the hortus
reflect how, over the past century since Virgil introduced the hortus to Latin poetry,
it has become associated with a set of core concepts whereby it signifies a place of
both real and mythical beauty, fruitfulness and fertility, a space of rustic playfulness,
and a space for contemplation. However, M artial’s horti differ from their antecedents
in several ways. Previous accounts, although they made an occasional reference to
urban and suburban horti, were more concerned with presenting horti as bucolic,
rural spaces. In contrast, the majority of Martial’s horti are located in an urban or

For a more detailed reading o f Martial’s work see Sullivan 1991; C offey 1976.
M art.£p. 1.114.1, .3.58.29, 4.64.2, 5.62.1, 6.80.3, 7.49.1, 7.69.3, 8.40.1, 9.18.3, 10.48.8, 10.94.3,
11.18.2, 12.31.9, 13.37.1.
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suburban setting/^ Furthermore, Martial goes into more detail as to the appearance of
his hortus:
H oc nem us, hi fontes, haec textilis um bra supini
palm itis, hoc riguae ductile flum en aquae,
prataque nec bifero cessura rosaria Paesto,
quodque viret lani m ense nec alget holus,
quaeque natat clusis anguilla dom estica lym phis,
quaeque gerit sim iles Candida turris aves,
m unera su n td o m in ae: post septim a lustra reverso
has M arcella dom os parvaque regna dedit.
si mihi N ausicaa patrios concederet hortos,
A lcinoo possem dicere 'M ato meos.'

T his w ood, these springs, this w oven shade o f overhanging vine, this ductile stream of
flow ing w ater, and the m eadow s and the rose beds that yield nothing to tw ice-flow ering
Paestum , and the pot-herbs green in January and not frostbitten, and the household eel
that sw im s in closed water, and the w hite tow er that harbours birds as w hite as itself,
these are the gifts o f my lady. T o me, w hen 1 returned after seven lusters, M arcella gave
this house, this little realm . If N ausicaa w ere to offer m e her fath e r’s gardens, I could
say to A lcinous: “ I prefer my ow n.” (M art. Ep. 12.31)

M artial’s hortus is an estate that includes a grove, springs, vines and meadows in
addition to the more domestic rose beds and traditional green vegetables. The hortus
is no longer just the garden part of the estate, it has come to stand for the entire
estate. Unlike previous descriptions that concentrated mainly on the horticultural
elements of the hortus, this account includes architectural and decorative elements.
The fountains, pergola, pool and small garden structure (here a dovecote) are all
features common to gardens excavated in Pompeii.’^ Curiously, the poets previously
discussed have not commented on these features; instead their focus is either on the
productive elements of the hortus or it is used to set the mood. By calling attention to
the overall appearance of his hortus and to the proliferation of urban and suburban
horti as a whole, Martial bears sustained poetic testimony to a fact that was evident
in prose references to the hortus from the time of Cicero; the appeal of the hortus lay
no longer just in its produce, but in the fact that it was a status symbol.

M a rt.£ p . 1 .114,4.64, 6 .8 0 ,7 .4 9 ,9 .1 8 , 10.94,11.18.
See C h.2.2 pp. 114-117 and 13 4 - 137.
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M artial’s recognition of the hortus as a status symbol introduced the second way in
which the horti of Martial differ from their poetic antecedents. On the whole, the
hortus in poetry has been free of the tensions that were em bodied by the hortus in
prose. The conflict between aristocrat and em peror, ideals of rural self-sufficiency
and the urban tem ptations seen in the horti o f prose have not really arisen in the
poetic horti which instead have been presented as nuanced spaces o f memory,
mythical allusion, love, loss and sex. H ow ever M artial also uses the social
desirability o f the hortus to play on differences between appearance and reality in
contem porary Roman society. The body o f literary evidence concerning the hortus
has shown how it was regarded as a pleasant, fruitful place, an object of social desire
and even a place o f sexual satisfaction, but on tw o occasions M artial introduces the
hortus only to deflate these expectations. For M artial the hortus is subject to the
same absurdities and contradictions as any other aspect o f Roman life. In one poem
M artial replies to a friend who has asked to stay with him and w arns him that his
expectation of staying in a luxurious Horti is in for a rude surprise; M artial has paid
so much for his suburban hortus that he cannot afford to furnish house or garden
with the appropriate couches for entertaining (M art. Ep. 5.62). The comic
decrepitude o f the hortus is matched by its mean and stingy produce, instead of
setting the scene for romantic encounters it doesn’t even allow Priapus to display his
full tum escence (M art. Ep. 11.18). Martial cannot im press anyone with his hortus, it
fails both as a status symbol and a larder.

The com ic possibilities presented by social desirability o f horti are more barbed in
the w ork o f Juvenal. A t the start of the 2"*’ century Juvenal’s poetry openly
articulated the tension between the suburban hortus or grand Horti as a contem porary
object of aspiration and the simple hortus of rural tradition. In contrast, Horti,
Juvenal claim s, are the visible affirmation o f a life o f crim e and deceit (Juv. 1.75-76).
However, this tension is not a straight conflict between the virtuous farm garden
hortus o f old and the decadent Horti of his day, instead the relationship between the
two is more ambiguous. Shady characters may own Horti, but so does the poet
Lucan, whose Horti are the deserved reward of his literary career (Juv. 7.79-80). The
bucolic hortus too is subject to ambiguities. In his satire on w om en, Juvenal presents
the traditional hortus as both as space of chastity and a space o f sexual license (Juv.
6.14-18, 374-376). The hortus in literature has developed into a m ultivalent space
that can be used to signify a wide variety of moods, ideas and associations that are
often contradictory.
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These ambiguities even affect Juvenal’s presentation o f the hitherto uncomplicated
association o f the hortus with philosophical retreat:

si potes avelli circensibus, optim a Sorae
aut Fabrateriae dom us aut Frusinone paratur
quanti nunc tenebras unum conducis in annum ,
hortuius hie puteusque brevis nec reste m ovendus
in tenuis plantas facili diffunditur haustu.
vive bidentis am ans et cuiti vilicus horti,
unde epulum possis centum dare Pythagoreis.

If you can tear yourself aw ay from the C ircus you can buy an excellent house at Sora, at
Fabrateria, o r at Frusino for w hat you pay now to rent a dark garret fo r a year. Y ou can
have a little garden here, with a shallow well from w hich you can easily draw w ater to
pour onto your seedlings w ithout even the need fo r a rope. A nd you will live there, a
friend o f the hoe and stew ard o f a w ell-tended garden, from w hich you can lay a feast
for a hundred Pythagoreans. (Juv. 3.223-229)

This call for the simple life is later reiterated with a reference to the gardens of
Epicurus:

m ensura tam en quae
sufficiat census, si quis m e consulat, edam :
in quantum sitis atque fam es et frigora poscunt,
quantum . E picure, tibi parvis suffecit in hortis,
quantum Socratici ceperunt ante penates;

Y et if anyone should ask me w hat m easure o f fortune is enough, I will tell him: as m uch
as thirst, cold and hunger dem and; as m uch as sufficed y ou, E picurus, in your little
garden; as much as in earlier days w as to be found in the house o f Socrates. (Juv.
14.316-320)

While these references reflect a well-documented association between gardens and
philosophical life, Juvenal’s presentation of them is not quite straightforward. In the
first account, Juvenal’s description is carefully constructed to give an impression of
smallness through corroborating details such as the shallow well and the delicate
plants. This impression is misleading. The use o f the diminutive hortuius cannot be
unconditionally understood as simply meaning a little garden. Pliny describes the
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botanical garden of Antonius Castor as a hortulus, but since Pliny relies on this
garden for his research into plants for books 25-27 of the Historia Naturalis it must
have been reasonably large in order to accommodate so many species (Pliny, HN
25.9).
Juvenal’s use of hortulus may have more to do with philosophical concepts of
restraint and self-control, than with the actual physical scale of his garden. The
Pythagorean reference sets up an association between Juvenal’s hortus and that
awarded to Horace by Maecenas (Hor. Sat. 2.6.63).^'* Although Juvenal presents the
garden as being small in size it is his expectations of the rewards of a poetic career
that are scaled-down, not necessarily the size of the property. Yet the gardens of
Epicurus, presented as an ideal of restrained, small-scale living in the second
account, were in fact the largest of all of the Greek gardens of philosophy, and the
most expensive.^^ Juvenal’s philosophical hortus paradoxically yearns for the ease
offered by wealth, even as it claims to repudiate it in favour of small-scale living.
Having traced the use and appearance of the hortus in Latin literature one can see
that it evolved from a simple space where domestic plants, herbs and flowers were
grown into a complex space that could indicate anything from rural kitchen gardens,
to urban back gardens, to suburban parks and estates. The hortus could be an elite
space, but it was also associated with commonality. It could be used as a secluded
space of privacy and contemplation or a space of social competition. The different
uses and appearance of the hortus provide a bewildering variety of options as to how
the Romans perceived garden space. However, focusing on the literary hortus only
provides partial understanding of how the hortus functioned as a discrete space in
Roman society. Although hortus was the most common signifier of Roman garden
space, it is not the only one. To supplement our understanding of Roman garden
space one must also look at the terms and places associated with the presence of a
hortus and related garden space.

I ll - The Hortus and its Related Garden Space
Essentially, the terminology of the hortus and related garden space can be divided
into three categories. First among these are the cognate words that indicate an area
directly under cultivation with the kind of flora also found in the Roman hortus:
holerarium, pomarium, topiarium and viridarium The second category concerns
"^Courtney 1980, 185; Romano 1979, 204.
^^SeeCh.l p.45.
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cognitive features found embedded in garden descriptions: maceria, apricus, fons,
euripus, diaeta, pergula, xystus, gestatio, pratum, silva and nemus. Finally, there are
the associated contexts in which the hortus or related garden space can be located:
caupona and taberna, cepotaphium, porticus, and the villa.

The hortus and its cognates
The cognate terms that indicate an area directly under cultivation with the kind of
flora also found in the Roman hortus are holerarium, pomarium, topiarium and
viridarium. These descriptive terms are fairly rare, and the degree to which they
relate to the hortus as a discrete space varies according to each case. Holerarium is
derived from the cognate noun holus/olus, referring to the edible greens,
predominantly brassicas, lettuces, and garden herbs, which formed a large part of the
Roman diet. Holus/olus is a very common noun, as is holiter/oliter, a kitchen
gardener,^^ This would suggests a close relationship between hortus and holerarium
but holerarium seems to refer to a place where edible greens were sold rather than to
their place of cultivation.’^ Similarly pomarium (orchard) is not often found within
the context of garden descriptions, although it does occur as a word more frequently
than holerarium.^ Fruit trees were found in the majority of gardens excavated by
Jashemski at Pompeii, but this does not prove that such domestic gardens were called
pomaria.^^ In fact, within a rustic context, Cicero actively differentiates between the
hortus and pomarium:

nec vero segetibus solum et pratis et vineis et arbustis res rusticae laetae sunt, sed hortis
etiam et pomariis

Nor does he (the farmer] find joy only in his cornfields, m eadows, vineyards and
woodlands, but also in his gardens and orchards. (Cic. Sen. 15.54)

However, the close similarity between Cicero’s sequence of agricultural features and
the plan of the Georgies suggests that Cicero’s distinction follows a traditional
hierarchy of agricultural features that may have become less emphasised in later
garden spaces.®® We know from Columella and Martial that the vineyard and
Holus/olus: Varro, RR 1.16.fin; Col. 2.10.22; Vir. G ear. 4.130; Hor. Sat. 2.1.74, 2.4.16, Ep. 1.17.13;
Pliny, W N20.5.33; Calp. Eel. 2.74. O liter. Livy, 21.62; Pliny, H N 19.38.125, 19.23.64; Plaut. Trin.
408, Mil. 193-194; Cic. Fam. 16.18.2; Col. 10.22.9, 11.1.2; Hor. Ep. 1.18.36. H olera: Cato, Ag. 8.2.
^ T L L 6 . 1 .2 8 5 6 . 20.
For exam ple in Varro, RR 1.2; Pliny,//A^ 15.18.59; Col. 5.10.1; Sen. £/7. 122.8; Hor. O de 1.7.14.
’’ Jashemski 1979, 25-30,245-261 and 1995,566.
“ Powell 1988,217.
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meadow, also listed as separate features by Cicero, eventually came to be considered
part of the hortus.^' Therefore can follow that while the pomarium was not
necessarily a hortus, the hortus could include a pomarium among its cognitive
features.®^
Holerarium and pomarium were ordinary, rustic words. At the other end of the social
spectrum are terms such as topia and ars topiaria. Deriving from the Greek ronog
(shape) there is little evidence that ars topiaria as a science existed in Greece: there
is no reference in Greek to the occupation of a topiarius (landscape gardener) or to
the existence of topiaria (ornamental gardens).*^ Instead, ars topiaria seems to have
been a wholly Roman innovation. Pliny categorically attributed its development to
Gaius Matius in the late T‘ century B.C.*^ and any references to it come from Latin,
not Greek, sources. The literary references are not plentiful. Topiaria could refer to
large-scale landscape gardening, since Pliny mentions opera topiaria as one of the
items included in the new genre of landscape scenes by the painter Spurius Studius
(Pliny, HN 35.116) and describes the landscape of Thessaly in those terms:

m onies Phthiotidis N ym phaeus quondam topiario naturae |s ic | opere spectabilis,
B uzygaeu s, D on acoessa, B rom iaeus, D aphusa, C him arone, A tham as, Stephane.

T he m ountains o f Phthiotis are N ym phaeus, o n c e so beautiful for its natural landscape
gardening,

B u zygaeu s,

D on acoessa,

B rom iaeus,

D aphusa,

C him arone,

A tham as,

Stephane (P lin y, H N 4 .2 9 )

Pliny also recommends the vicapervica (generally identified as the periwinkle) and
the acanthus as suitable plants for topiaria (Pliny, H N 21.68, 22.76). At first glance,
periwinkle and acanthus seem like an odd choice of plant for topiary. It is more
understandable when one realises that ars topiaria referred to more than clipping and
training trees and shrubs into ornamental shapes; it also included garden design, and
the creative use of plants under its rubric:

topiarium laudavi; ita om nia co n v estiv it hedera, qua basim v illa e , qua intercolum nia
am bulationis, ut denique illi palliati topiariam facere videantur et hederam vendere.

S ee above p p.54 and 70.
S ee b elow p p .7 8 -8 1.
“ Liddell and Scott 1996 s.v. Torrijiou.
“ P rim u s C. M atiu s ex e q u e stri ordin e, d iv i A u gu sti am icu s, in ven it n e m o ra to n silia in tra h os LXX X
a n n o s (P lin y, H N 12.13).
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I commended the gardener. He has covered everything with ivy, the foundation wall of
the house and the intervals between the colum ns in the promenade, so that the statues in
their Greek cloaks look as though they were doing ornamental gardening and selling
their ivy. (Cic. Q.Fr. 3.1.5).

Topia are one of the amenities mentioned in the pseudo-Virgilian Copa, although
whether the poet is using topia because the garden is landscaped in some fashion, or
whether the term is simply used for grandiloquence is open to interpretation.®^ It is
not clear how common topiae and the services of the topiarius were to Roman
gardens. Epigraphic evidence has brought to light only sixteen tombstones recording
the deceased’s occupation as a topiarius. It is difficult to draw conclusions from such
a small body of evidence but it seems significant that thirteen of these belonged to a
prestigious familia, with one from the Domus Tiberiana itself.®* Their geographic
distribution also reflects an aristocratic bias. The majority originate from the region
around Rome, with two examples from Naples and Lake Como, both popular
locations for luxury villas.®^ Considering the scarcity of the literary evidence and the
small number of inscriptions, one must qualify with one reservation Kathryn
Gleason’s assertion that urban domestic and villa gardening as a whole fell under the
rubric of ars topiaria.^ Although sources do identify ars topiaria in the context of
aristocratic villas, it does not seem to have been applied as a metonym for gardening
in general. The evidence points to ars topiaria being a skilled and rarefied craft
practiced by specialists who were employed by those who could afford them. An
early

century ruling from the Digest indicates that the services of a topiarius were

in demand enough to warrant specific mention but that they were not essential to the
process of everyday garden maintenance and therefore not automatically included in
the sale of property:

Praediis legatis et quae eorum praediorum colendorum causa empta parataque essent,
neque topiarium

neque saltuarium legatum videri ait: topiarium enim ornandi,

saltuarium autem tuendi et custodiendi fundi magis quam colendi paratum esse; asinum
machinarium legatum videri: item oves, quae stercorandi fundi causa pararentur: item
opilionem , si eius generis oves curaret.

**“This passage can be found below p.84.
***CIL VI 4 3 6 0 ,4 3 6 1 ,5 3 5 3 , 9943 - 8. CIL VI 6369 and 6370 belonged to the fa m ilia o f the Statilii
Taurii, CIL VI 8639 and 8738 belonged to the Augustan fam ilia. CIL VI 9949 was from the Domus
Tiberiana. Pliny {Ep. 3.19.3) writes that he em ploys several topiarii.
^ CIL X 1744 (Lucrino) and CIL V. 5316 (Como).
*** Gleason 1989,3.
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A legacy o f house and lands and what has been bought and acquired for cultivating
them includes neither an ornamental gardener nor a gamekeeper. For the ornamental
gardener is required to adorn, and the gamekeeper to look after and protect the farm
rather than cultivate it. A donkey that drives the mill is held to be included, as are sheep
acquired so that they can provide manure for the estate, along with the shepherd who
looks after these kind o f sheep. {D ig. 32.60.3)

This ruling suggests that if topiarii were considered to provide non-essential services
in the legal sense then they were also non-essential in the practical sense, since
gardens would continue to be gardens without them.
Like the topiarium, the viridarium (a contraction of viridiarium) seems to have been
mainly restricted to elite gardens.^^ Viridaria appear predominantly in the works of
men of letters such as Cicero, Pliny the Elder and Pliny the Younger, which suggests
that the term may also have had something of an intellectual and literary cachet that
the more prosaic hortus did not. Cicero uses viridarium while making a complex pun
on Xenophon’s Cyropaidia (Cic. An. 2.3.2). Pliny the Younger’s use of the term
viridarium for his Tuscan estate seems to deliberately contrast with the hortus
presented in his Laurentine estate (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.38).^ Since viridarium literally
means a place of greenery the word has variously been translated as an arboretum, a
shrubbery, a container garden, or even a lawn.^' There is a tendency in studies of
Roman gardens to apply the term viridaria rather randomly to garden space,^ but the
literary evidence suggests that it was a special term, usually applied in contexts
suggesting artifice and luxury. Viridaria are mostly found in the context of
aristocratic and imperial gardens, such as the grounds and fishponds of Nero and his
freedmen (Pliny, HN 18.7).^^ Unlike the hortus, which could signify garden space
that ranged from a simple kitchen garden to formal villa grounds, viridaria seem to
be purely pleasure grounds. They are found at Tiberius’ retreat on Capri:

'‘’ There are two epigraphic instances in which viridarium is used to signify a tomb garden: AE 1986,
25 and 1973,433.
Fortsch 1993,65-67. See also Ch.5 p.257.
The occasional translation o f viridarium as a lawn is slightly tendentious. Lawns, such as they
appear in Roman literature, are more correctly termed virectum or viretum: see Lew is and Short s.v.
virectum\ AE 1975, 263. However, Vitruvius (6.10) seem s to imply that the viridarium is low-growing
space that does not impede the line o f sight, in which case ‘law n’ could be used.
” In Jashemski 1993 viridaria is only used to describe gardens without peristyles but throughout the
Enciclopedia Italiana series on Pompeii (Pugliese Carratelli and Baidassarre 1990-2003) it is used as
a general term for garden space. There is no basis for Farrar’s translation o f viridarium as “interior
garden”: see Farrar 1998, 19.
” See Ch.4 pp. 185-186 for this quotation.
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m ilitem praetorianum ob subreptum e viridiario pavonem capite puniit.

He punished a soldier o f the Praetorian guard for stealing a peacock from his pleasure
grounds. (Suet. Tib. 60)

and Elagabalus’ Norti in Rome:

montem nivium in viridiario domus aestate fecit advectis nivibus.

He made a mountain o f snow in the pleasure grounds attached to his residence, having
the snow brought to it. (SHA, £ /a g . 23)

In each case the viridarium is presented in conjunction with an item that signified
high living: fishponds, a peacock, a mountain of snow. More significantly, the
viridarium is introduced in a context where the natural order of things is inverted: ex
slaves who have grander homes than Roman aristocrats, a thieving praetorian guard,
a mountain of snow in summer. The pleasure aspect of the viridarium also seems to
translate into a sense of unnatural artifice, perhaps because of some heightened
formality in its appearance or perhaps because the viridarium does not seem to have
the productive aspect of the hortus. In the Digest viridarium is used to describe a
garden devoted purely to display, in opposition to the hortus olitorius (a rare
example of hortus used with a qualifying noun):

et si forte voluptarium fuit praedium, virdiaria vel gestationes vel deambulationes
arboribus infructuosis opacas atque amoenas habens, non debebit deicere, ut forte
hortos olitorios faciat vel aliud quid, quod ad reditum spectat.

If the estate should happen to be one used for pleasure and to have on it pleasure
gardens, drives, or pleasant and shady walks laid out under trees which do not bear fruit,
the usufructuary must not pull them down to make, for exam ple, a vegetable patch or
anything else designed to produce a profit. {Dig. 7.1.13.4)

Curiously, viridarium is later used in the same source to refer to plants in pots, a type
of gardening with much less grand associations {Dig. 33.7.26). However, container
gardens match the sense of artifice and arrangement found in viridaria since they
exist in places where the ground is paved over and otherwise unable to support
plants.
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Cognitive features of the hortus and related garden space
Although garden cognates such as topiarium and viridarium are not common, they
suggest an increased diversity of Roman garden space. This suggestion is borne out
by the number of cognitive features found in descriptions of horti that indicate how
widely they varied in appearance. These include a mixture of architectural and
natural features such as the maceria, apricus, fons, euripus, diaeta, pergula, xystus,
gestatio, pratum, silva and nemus that, while they could constitute independent
features, could also be used in descriptions of the hortus, particularly the hortus
attached to a suburban villa.
Cicero, listing the basic necessities for a hortus, expects to find it walled and
irrigated, with an open space for sunning one’s self and at least a small structure:

H elico nequissim us HS «> dabat, nullo aprico horto, nullo em issario, nulla m aceria,
nulla casa.

That rascal H elico used to pay HS 1000 for a garden w ith no sun trap, no drain, no wall
and no shed. (C ic. Ep. 16.18.2)

Cicero’s complaint indicates his expectation that these four elements, the open sunny
spot (apricus), a wall (maceria), water and a structure, were the minimum
requirements for any self-respecting owner of a hortus. A more sophisticated garden
refined these basic features into more elegant versions. Wilhelmina Jashemski’s
excavations at Pompeii have revealed many variations of pool, fountain and artificial
water channel that replaced Cicero’s simple mechanism for irrigation and drainage.^
Therefore it is not surprising that accounts of horti and related gardens almost always
Include some natural or man-made water feature such as fo n s (fountain or spring) or
euripus (channel).
The use of water elements was one of the cognitive features of Roman garden space,
another was the presence of some kind of structure. This too could be refined into a
variety of shapes and forms. Cicero’s casa (simple cottage or shed) was the simplest
expression of a variety of architectural forms found within a garden context. These
ranged from garden pavilions or rooms such as the diaeta, a room or structure

‘" 'See C h.2.2 pp. 1 33-138.
For exam ple. Sen. Ep. 5 5 .6 ; Mart. Ep. 12.31.1.
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somewhat analogous to a summerhouse, to the pergola (pergula), an open, vinecovered arbour used for dining.^
The scale and appearance of these features differed according to their physical
context. The features in Cicero’s description that articulate the relationship in a basic
hortus between enclosed and open space, the maceria and the apricus, evolve into
more complex spaces in the larger and more sophisticated villa gardens of Pliny the
Younger (Pliny, Ep. 2.17, 5.6). In addition to the features already mentioned — wall,
fountains and pergolas — the increased possibilities of space have allowed him to
scale Cicero’s modest apricus into a pratum (meadow) and to add two very unusual
garden features, the gestatio and the xystus)^. The gestatio, as Pliny describes it was
a curved or straight garden walk framed by low growth, while the xystus was an open
strip of ground in front of a portico, bordered by planting beds. These are features
unique to Pliny’s garden description, and the subject of much interest to garden
scholars.^ However, rather than being the defined garden types that Rheinhard
Fortsch describes, it is probably better to see the gestatio and xystus as complex
garden features unique to H orti.^ The gestatio described by Pliny morphs into the
hippodromus or stadium garden of his Tuscan villa. Fortsch admits that this is such
an unusual and elite form that it calls into question how far we can separate the
gestatio as a unique form of walkway garden from the more prosaic ambulatio, a
walkway in a garden.
Furthermore, although Fortsch is correct in noting that the xystus was originally a
feature of the Greek gymnasium, and therefore to be associated with colonnaded
portico and peristyle features, his extension of the term xystus as a general term to
describe a type of garden based around a portico or peristyle is more problematic.
Fortsch bases much of his decision on Vitruvian definitions (Vitr. 5.11.4), but
Vitruvius’ writing on architecture, while useful, has proved very restrictive when
applied to the realities of archaeological identification.'”^ For example, Vitruvius
recommended that in a domestic house the peristyle should lie crosswise to the
atrium and be wider than it was deep, yet almost every peristyle in Pompeii fails to

^ These features are discussed in more detail in the section on garden architecture: see Ch.2.2, pp.
114-116.
Gestatio: Pliny, Ep. 2.17.17, 5.6.17. Xystus: Pliny, Ep. 2.17.14, 5.6.16.
Particularly Fortsch 1993. For a more detailed description o f Pliny’s villa gardens see Ch.5 pp.249261.
Fortsch 1993,69.
‘“ Fortsch 1993,78-81.
Fortsch 1993,69-75.
'"-Allison 2001.
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meet these requirements (Vitr. 6.3.7).'°^ Fortsch also seems to overlook Pliny’s
predilection to scatter “words a-plenty around like confetti.”'®^ How far can one take
the xystus to be a definite garden type when its appearance is confined to the work of
a man who enjoys using obscure terminology? Nor is Fortsch entirely successful in
his choice of archaeological examples. When confronted with the peristyle garden
that is identified as a xystus by graffiti scratched on the pillars,’®^ he discounts it as
only aspiring to be a xystus because the cramped spatial arrangement of the garden
does not correspond to the porticus described by Pliny and cannot accommodate a
great deal of movement. Yet Fortsch identifies the complex garden design of the
House of Loreius Tiburtinus (2.2.2) as an example of a xystus on the basis of its
portico and walks. However, his collective categorisation of the portico and lower
gardens of the House of Loreius Tiburtinus as a xystus ignores the remarkable double
water channels (euripi) that are its most striking feature. Since nothing in Vitruvian
or Plinyan writings indicates that the water features were a part of xystus this
suggests that one might better consider the garden of the House of Loreius Tiburtinus
not as a xystus with water features, but as a garden (hortus) that includes a xystus and
water features. This is the case with Seneca’s description of the Horti Agrippinae
where both portico and xystus are described as being subsidiary features to the Horti
as a whole (Sen. Ira, 3.18.4).
All these elements, maceria, apricus, fans, euripus, diaeta, pergula, xystus and
gestatio, can be used as cognitive elements to suggest the presence of the hortus even
when the word itself is not explicitly used. All are architectural, man-made
constituents of garden design. However, the cognitive elements of the hortus and
related garden space can sometimes be extended to natural features, particularly
trees. A great deal of the emphasis in Roman garden design is on the use and
placement of trees and in larger gardens and especially Horti this can extend to
woodland features, the silva (wood) and nemus (grove). Part of the aesthetic appeal
of ancient gardens was the way in which they referenced the wild in the form of the
man-made grotto {nymphaeum), in garden paintings that depicted lush, overgrown
thickets behind delicate and fragile fences, and in the stands of regularly planted
t r e e s . T h e beautiful garden was one that, for all its careful cultivation, retained
some suggestion of idealised nature, the hortus could give the illusion of being a
silva. This is explicit in Longus’ description of the garden {Kfjuo^) of Philitas which.
‘“ Clarke 1991, 14.
'“ Henderson 2002a, 17.
The House o f the Tragic Poet (6.8.5): see Fortsch 1 9 93,73.
For grottos and nymphaea see Lavagne 1988, for garden paintings and the wild see Settis 2000, for
correspondence between stands o f trees in Roman garden spaces and silvae see Fortsch 1993.
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after enumerating the fruits and flowers grown there, concludes that if the garden had
no wall, an onlooker would think it was a wood (Long. 2.3).
Words that indicate woodland features, such as silva and nemus can therefore, under
certain circumstances, be read as cognitive features of horti and related Roman
garden space. These circumstances include the overall context in which the silva
appears and the features that are mentioned in conjunction with it. By itself the silva
is a wood, not a garden, but what if a description of a wood were to include cognitive
features also found in the context of Roman garden space? Varro gives a description
of a dinner that takes place in a wood:

nam silva erat, ut dicebat, supra quinquaginta iugera m aceria saepta, quod non
leporarium, sed therotrophium appellabat. ibi erat lo cu s e x c e lsu s, ubi trlclinio p osito
cenabam us.

He had a w oodland o f over fifty iu g era , en clo sed by a w a ll, w hich he called not his
gam e park, but his w ild ranch. T here w as a knoll there, w here a d in in g room had been
built and w here w e dined. (Varro, RR 3 .1 3 .2 -3 ).

Although the area is described as a leporarium, a rabbit warren, the purpose-built
dining hall (triclinium) and enclosing wall (maceria) indicate that the dinner takes
place not just in a wood, but a wood within a landscaped park. Aulus Gellius further
clarifies the matter:

Leporaria te accipere v o lo , non ea quae tritavi nostri dicebant, ubi soli lepores sint, sed
om nia saepta adificta v illa e quae sunt et habent inclusa an im alia quae pascuntur.

L ep o ra ria I w ish yo u understand not in the sen se in w hich our rem ote ancestors used
the w ord, o f places where on ly hares are kept, but o f en clo su res w hich are connected to
the farm house and contain liv e anim als w hich are fed. (A u l. G el. NA 2 .2 0 .2 )

Although, the silva was different from the hortus, it could be a part of related garden
space in the grounds of the villa, a space that had itself been known as a hortus back
in the early days of Rome (Pliny, HN 19.50). The inclusion of the woodland feature
in Roman garden space is congruent with the motif of the ideal landscape in
miniature, with trees, running water, grass and flowers, found in the poetic topes of
the locus ameonus, the pleasant place.'”’ Technically, a place is only truly a locus
'“’ Curtius 1953, 186.
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amoenus if it is not given over to cultivation as the hortus was, but ‘the locus
amoenus can also enter into the poetical description o f g a r d e n s .T h e r e f o r e , while
not every locus amoenus in poetry is a hortus, aspects of the locus amoenus can be
em bedded in the hortus and related Roman garden space. This is particularly true
when the poet wishes to describe a cultivated space that references the wild or when
playing on the garden’s association with the garden o f the H esperides or the Elysian
fields, associations also shared by the locus amoenus.''^

Associated contexts: caupona, porticus, cepotaphium, villa
Finally, we turn to the specialized Roman garden spaces that were found in particular
contexts and known either as horti or by another name. The associated contexts for
Roman gardens have included taverns, in which the garden space may have been
called a hortus, porticoes, where the garden space was not distinguished from the
overall architectural space of the porticus, tom bs, in which the garden spaces were
variously referred to as both cepotaphia and horti, and villas, which had such a close
relationship with the hortus that in the case of the villa urbana buildings and grounds
were collectively known as Horti.

W ine-shops (cauponae or popinae) and inns (tabernae) could both provided gardens
for drinking and dining. Not every drinking and dining establishm ent could offer
their patrons this ancient equivalent o f a beer garden but Jashem ski’s excavations in
Pompeii revealed that the majority d id ."” The largest tavern in Pompeii (7.11.11/14)
had two gardens. The first and sm aller garden contained the m asonry triclinium for
custom ers while the second, larger garden tow ards the back probably grew produce
and flow ers for the ta v ern .'" Since no graffiti survive that advertise these gardens, it
may be assum ed, in the absence o f evidence for a specialised term , that they were
also called horti, since that was the word most com m only applied to Roman garden
space by the Romans themselves. The tavern hortus usually took the appearance of
an open space with a few trees, an irrigation channel and a m asonry triclinium placed
under the shade o f a vine-covered pergola. The better quality establishm ents could be
decorated with pieces o f statuary, such as the figure o f Priapus protected by a
'“ Curtius 1953, 200; Nevvlands 2002, 130-137; Myers 2 000, 109.
'“^Curtius 1953, 195-200. Curtius sees the locus ameonus in V irgil’s Corcyrian garden (Vir. Geor.
4.125-146) and O vid’s garden o f Flora (Ovid, Fast. 5.311-324); both are horti. For the association
between garden space and the afterlife see C h.l pp. 15-17.
O f the 29 drinking and dining establishments excavated by Jashemski all but eight offered som e
kind o f garden amenity. These were 1.2.20, 1.2.24, 1.4.11, 1.9.11, 1.11.10-11 (H ouse o f Euxinus),
1.20.1,2.1.1 /13, 2.3.4-6, 2.3.7/9, 2.8.2, 2.8.5, 5 .2 .4 ,6 .1 .1 ,6 .2 .4 (House o f Sailust), 6 .9 .1 ,7 .1 1 .1 1 /1 4 ,
8.3.15, 8.5.20/17, 9 .5 .1 4 -1 6 ,9 .7 .2 6 , 9.9.1 -2a: see Jashemski 1979 and 1993.
For cauponae and their gardens see Jashemski 1979, 167-180; Farrar 1998, 176; Laurence 1994,
79-80 (7.11.11/14).
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gladiator in the Caupona of the Gladiators in Pompeii (1.20.1), or a garden painting
(1.12.5). Sometimes the al fresco arrangements were more luxurious, the House of
Sallust (6.2.4), a converted private house, offered its guests a triclinium located in an
alcove with garden paintings and a fountain to the north of a large garden of
120m^."^ This tavern garden was raised higher than the floor level of the house, and
since it was on a line of sight that led from the fauces (entrance hall-passage) through
the house, Jashemski concludes that this was to make it more visible to customers
and passers-by. The raised garden may be a feature of tavern gardens, since it is
found again in the modest garden space attached to a small tavern at 1.4.11.
The appeal of these commercial dining gardens can be seen in the barmaid’s call to a
customer in the pseudo-Virgilian poem, the Copa:"^

Quid iuvat aestivo defessum pulvere abesse?
quam potius bibulo decubuisse toro?
sunt topia et icaiybae, cyathi, rosa, tibia, chordae,
et triclia umbrosis frigida harundinibus.

What pleasure can be had from wearing yourself out in the summer’s dust when you can
lay yourself down on the thirsty pillow? Here there are arbours, m ixing cups and ladles,
roses, flutes, pipes and a cool couch covered by shady reeds. (Ps.-Vir. C opa, 5-8)

The word used for the garden space, topia, is one usually applied to larger landscape
projects of the elite."'' Since the rest of the wine-shop is otherwise described as
humble, mean and smoky, the use of the sophisticated topia in place of the more
prosaic hortus highlights the multi valence of garden space.

In poetry, the

essentially low character of the caupona cannot be altered, but its garden space has
the potential to be transformed into the locus amoenus of pastoral poetry.
Another type of specialised Roman garden space was the planted porticus. The
porticus, a colonnaded walkway covered by a roof, was a feature of Hellenic public
architecture, closely associated with the gymnasium."^ It was introduced to the
public architecture of Rome and Roman Italy, where the open area within the
"■ It is uncertain whether this triclinium was part o f the original house or whether it was installed after
the house became a commercial property: see Jashemski 1993, 121.
For commentary on the Copa see Goodyear 1977 and Tarrant 1992. Goodyear sees the use o f topia
as either poetic license or mocking social pretensions.
See above pp.75-76.
O f course, topia may also have been used instead o f hortus for metrical reasons.
"^Fortsch 1993,69-75.
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porticus came under cultivation. The earliest evidence for a planted portico dates
from the 1®‘ century B.C. on a relief from Capua showing a porticus with a statue and
two trees (Fig. 2.1). After Pompey’s development of the Porticus Pompeiana in
Rome in 54 B.C. into public garden, personal monument and m useum ,"’ the planted
porticus displaying statuary became a feature of urban Rome. The walkways of the
Porticus Liviae were shaded by a famous vine and the Porticus Vipsania was planted
with laurels (Pliny, HN 14.11; Mart. Ep. 1.108.3). Because the porticus was a
distinct architectural space before it came to be planted, and since not every portico
in Rome was planted,

the public portico garden continued to be referred to as a

porticus even when incorporated into larger Horti. For example, the Porticus Curva
stood as a garden feature of the Horti Commodiani (SHA, Pesc. 6.8).“ ’
Garden spaces were also found around tombs. Located on the edge of the city or
town, often along the main road, they offered rest to weary travelers and a suitable
location for commemorative feasts in honour of the dead.'^® Few physical examples
of tomb gardens have been discovered in Roman Italy, they are mainly known from
inscriptions.'^' In these inscriptions tomb gardens can be referred to as either hortus
or cepotaphium, with hortus the more popular of the two. Hortus appears twenty
times in Italian funerary inscriptions, cepotaphium thirteen times and in one case
both cepotaphia and hortus appear on the same inscription {AE 1985, 297).'^^ Since
the word used does not affect the basic formula of the inscriptions — which
stipulates that the garden space of the tomb is enclosed and must pass intact to heirs
and freedmen and their descendants — it does not seem that the tomb horti or
cepotaphia were radically different spaces. Instead, since cepotaphia is a Greek

"^T he Porticus Pompeiana is discusscd in more detail in Ch.3 p.167-168 and Ch.4 pp.190-191.
O f the 37 examples only seven are known to have been planted: these are the Porticus Curva,
Porticus Europae (this existence of site is a little dubious, it may be part of the Porticus Pompeiana or
Porticus Vipsania) Porticus Gordiani, Porticus Liviae, Porticus Pompeiana, Porticus Quirini, and
Porticus Vipsania; see Steinby 1993-2003, IV, 116-153. Another example of a public portico
enclosing a planted garden space was recently excavated in the grounds o f the Domus Augustana. It
was built by Domitian, and remodeled by Hadrian and later Commodus: see Villedieu 2001,54.
" ’ Steinby 1993-2003, IV, 120.
For more on Roman tombs and cepotaphia see Toynbee 1971,94-100; Purcell 1996, 123-126;
Jashemski 1979, 141-153; Hope, 1997,69-88.
Toynbee 1971,95-97. The most extensive epigraphical study on Roman tomb gardens is Gregori
1987-1988. See also D/g. 18.1.73.1.
Latin inscriptions in Italy that indicate a tomb garden by using hortus, horti or hortulus: CIL III
(Salonae) 2207, 2397; CIL VI (Rome) 1600,9681, 10237, 10876, 15593, 15640, 17992,22518,
26942, 29322, 29847,29961, 29964; AE 1993, 713; CIL IX (Beneventum) 1938; CIL XIV (Ostia)
396, 2139; A E 1980,505 (Altinum). Latin inscriptions with cepotaphium!cepotafium'. CIL VI (Rome)
2259, 2469, 3554, 10675, 13040, 13244/5, 19039 (this inscription has alternatively been read as
cenotaphium), 21020, 25250, 29135; AE 1973, 20; CIL X (Puteoli) 2066; AE 2000, 344b (Misenum).
See Fraser and Nicholas 1958, 117-118 for an Alexandrian cepotaphium that also follows this pattern.
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word,‘“ and only found outside o f Rome in the part of Italy that was once Magna
Graeca, the distinction between whether a tomb garden is a cepotaphium or a hortus
may lie with the regional origins of the dead, rather than its appearance.

Sometimes the tomb garden space is described in great detail, as in the following
inscription from Capena near Rome:

Huic monimento cedit rosarium cum viniola |e t| solajrio] suo, fine viniae, et e regione
piscinae et canalis usque ad arim et area cum |a|edificis et horreo et cisternae in
solarjioj et e regione eius usque <at> ad arundinetum cum itin|eribus| qu[a|e sunt
determinata; et collige iug|erum |.

With this monument is included the rose garden, with the small vineyard and the terrace
up to the vineyard, and everything from the area o f the fish pond and its culvert as far as
the yard; and the yard with its buildings and the storehouse and the reservoirs on the
terrace, and from the area of the terrace as far as the reedbed, including all the paths as
they are marked out: one iugerum all told. (C/L XI 3895)

This description is o f a very elaborate and possibly unique tomb garden, although the
plan o f a tomb garden found on the Via Labicana in Rome shows a round tomb
structure surrounded by rectangles and dots that have been interpreted as
representing plant beds and vines (Fig. 2.2)}^* Another, o f uncertain provenance but
now at Perugia, shows a tomb complex, but does not describe the garden in any
detail except to indicate its general area (Fig. 2.3).'^^ The excavation o f a tomb
garden at Scafati revealed a very modest arrangement o f six unidentified trees.
Clearly, there was considerable latitude for the form and content o f a tomb garden.
This is not altogether surprising since such a memorial would have required
substantial funds, especially if it was to be erected in an area where land was
expensive, such as the environs of Rome.'^^

Grimal identifies them with hero-shrines (jpqjoi^) but there is little evidence that Roman cepotaphia
were decorated with the kind of sculptural groups found in qpahw. see Grimal 1969,73-75.
Fraser and Nicholas 1958, 117-129; Gleason 1989, 202-206; Lloyd 1982,97-99.
'■^The dimensions given on the plan are 65 Roman feet by 70, and 65 by 72: see Jones 2000,51-52;
Jashemski 1979, 144-145; Toynbee 1971,98-99.
'■*The exact location and designation of this tomb is a bit of a mystery. Jashemski says only that it is
between the Circumvesuviana railway and the highway: see Jashemski 1979,148-149 and 1993,256.
Hopkins 1983,207-217 points out that the construction of even simple tombs was out of the reach
of Rom e’s urban poor. The custom of building a tomb for multiple use by the same family or
corporation may have had as much to do with economics as with the desire to maintain social ties.
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The last, and most important, associated context for Roman garden space is the villa.
The close historical connection between the hortus and the villa has already been
discussed, but it is worth emphasizing how close the conceptual links between the
two were. The Roman villa was an essential part of Roman life, both as a part of the
rural economy and as a cultural sym bol.'^ There were three types of Roman villa.
The villa that was a working farm was known as the villa rustica. Then there was the
villa located in a fashionable or desirable urban area, the villa urbana. Finally, there
was the villa located at the perimeter of or near the city, the villa suburbana. These
terms are essentially modern categories, since in most cases literary sources simply
use villa and rely on the context to suggest which aspect - rustic, urban, or suburban they are promoting.'^^ Although villa is often translated as farm, this is a general
consensus for the sake of convenience.'^® Villa can also be translated as ‘country
residence’ or ‘country seat’ but ‘farm ’ and the variations on ‘country residence’ have
modern, often antithetical, connotations of commercial productivity on the one hand
and social class on the other that are hard to disengage from, whereas the Roman
villa often embodied both a s p e c t s . A similar problem afflicts the hortus, polarizing
its conceptual space into kitchen gardens on the one hand, and villa parks on the
other, a constant awareness and recognition of the variability of Roman garden space
is necessary to offset this perception of the hortus as a binary space.
The conflation of the hortus with the villa has given the study of Roman garden
space an added complexity because whereas the hortus and it s related garden space
can be more clearly identified as such in an urban context, the landscaping of a villa
does not allow for such immediate distinctions between orchards, meadows, woods,
game parks and kitchen gardens. The hortus was such a quintessential part of the
villa that the Roman themselves had difficulty in distinguishing and categorizing the
two, especially in legal terms. On the one hand the hortus was part of the villa {Dig.
7.8.12.1), yet on the other hand rulings concerning the hortus indicate that cases did
arise where the hortus was considered a discrete space apart from the villa (Dig.
47.10.53, 49.4.1.9). An example of how the hortus could be considered as both
separate from and synonymous with the villa can be seen in Horace and M artial’s
descriptions of their respective villas. The opening lines of Horace Satire 2.6
describe his estate in plain terms:

Bergmann 2002; Wallace-Had rill 1998 and 1998a.
In fact, as far as Nicholas Purcell is concerned, to the Romans o f the late Republic “all villae are
villae urbanae": see Purcell 1995, 172.
See Lewis and Short s.v. villa.
Purcell 1995; Bergmann 2002.
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Hoc erat in votis: modus agri non ita magnus,
hortus ubi et tecto vicinus iugis aquae fons
et paulum siivae super his foret.

This is what 1 prayed for: a piece o f land not so very large, where there would be a
garden, and near the house a spring o f ever flow ing water and above these a bit o f
woodland. (Hor. Sat. 2.6.1-3)

Horace paints a very clear picture, his estate is com posed o f five distinct and separate
elements: the field (ager), the garden {hortus), the house (indicated by here by
tectum, or roof), running w ater {fons) and a stand o f trees (silva). Com pare this to
M artial’s description o f his estate in 12.31.'^^ The features that Horace considered
separate from the hortus, the woodland, water, field and house, are all grouped
together as part o f the overall space of the hortus. From P liny’s villas of antiquity
M artial’s hortus has com e full circle from its original meaning.

Conclusion
This study has discussed the range of diverse, often contradictory spaces, indicated
by the hortus. The hortus in Latin literature could signify a simple space o f vegetable
production or a com plex space of social interaction. Its appearance could vary from a
rural kitchen garden, to an urban back garden, to suburban parks known as Horti and
even villa estates. The hortus could be an elite space, but it was also associated with
com m onality. It could be used as a secluded space o f privacy and contem plation or a
space o f social com petition. The hortus in prose could be used as a space of tension
between aristocrat and em peror, between ideals of rural self-sufficiency and the
urban tem ptations of inappropriate surfeit. In poetry it set an em otional mood that
could accom m odate contem plation, celebration, rom ance and hum our both subtle
and crude. The hortus is not defined by its appearance or exact content, but by its
very versatility, its ability to accom m odate multiple and often contradictory
perceptions.

For this reason, the hortus was also closely related to other form s o f Roman garden
space. It grew the same plants found in the holerarium and the pomarium. Although
one can conclude that topiarium and viridarium were term s applied to elite gardens,
our record o f these elite gardens rarely use those w ords, preferring instead the
ubiquitous hortus (or Horti) to describe landscaped parks that could include garden
See above pp.69-70.
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pavilions, porticoed walkways, works of art, fountains, grottoes, even woodlands and
meadows. Paradoxically, the cultivated hortus of poetry is often on the verge of
being the uncultivated locus amoenus. A tomb garden could be known equally as
either hortus or cepotaphium. The hortus could be a part of the villa, and it could
also be used to signify the villa in its entirety. Even the planted porticus, although a
distinct form of Roman garden space, could be subsumed into imperial Horti.
The Roman perception of the hortus had to accommodate a constantly evolving
series of oppositions within itself and overlaps with other forms of garden space.
How then can the imago of such an ambiguous and amorphous subject be
understood? Three points need to be kept in mind. The first is that of all the Latin
terms that could signify urban or suburban green space, hortus is the one most often
used. The hortus is representative of most facets of Roman garden space. The second
is that the essential ambiguity of the hortus must be accepted. It would be needlessly
reductive to try and determine whether the hortus in Martial 12.31 is a hortus in the
sense of a country garden, an elegant suburban Horti or a locus amoenus, because
Martial is exploiting the ambiguity of the hortus to present all three options to the
reader. Finally, although the appearance of horti varies widely, the activities that
occur within the hortus and its related garden spaces serve the same essential
functions of encounter and display. Therefore the imago hortorum may ultimately be
understood through the activities related to these functions, rather than simply the
form and appearance of the garden space.

Beard 1998,24.
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CHAPTER 2. THE ROMAN HORTUS:
CABBAGES AND KINGS.
PART 2; HISTORY AND DESIGN

Introduction
The previous chapter established that Roman garden terminology saw the hortus as a
diverse space of oppositions and overlaps. This chapter presents a physical
impression of Roman gardens by following its historical development, architectural
form and horticultural content. In doing so it has two objects. The first is to highlight
how much of the literary and archaeological evidence for Roman gardens is biased
towards peristyle, aristocratic and imperial gardens. The second is to question the
accepted ‘top-down’ model of garden development that saw the introduction of
domestic gardens into an urban environment as an emulation of the aristocratic
lifestyle.
The evidence is presented as broadly and simply as possible. The historical context
for Roman gardens spans regal, republican and imperial eras, with the majority of the
evidence dating from before the death of Hadrian, although there are episodic
references into the reign of Elagabalus.' The following section discusses the
architectural integration of hortus and domus in terms of both garden form and
content to include garden sculpture and garden painting. Features common to Roman
gardens are described thematically according to the element they correspond to:
earth, water or air. The final section gives an account of the horticultural content of
the Roman garden, paying attention to regional and seasonal differences.

I - Historical Context
The account that follows gives an overview of the Roman hortus in its historical
context. This overview is subject to a number of severe limitations. The bulk of
literary evidence, dating as it does from the transitional period from the late Republic
to the early Principate, obscures any clear sense of historical development. The
fragmentary geographic evidence confuses the issue further, since it raises the
possibility of cultural drift. Very little of the archaeological evidence for Roman
' I include these references where applicable, for example when discussing Commodus’ activities in
the H orti Spes Veteris. From the mid 3"^ century A.D. references to the hortus begin a process of
association with Christian sensibilities (see TLL 6. 1. 3015. IIB2.46-70), with the hortus conclusus
(walled garden) particularly identified with the Virgin Mary: see Brown 1999, 322. For gardens of
late antiquity see Littlewood 1992.
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gardens comes from the city of Rome itself, the majority is from Pompeii and
Herculaneum, with some evidence from Spain, Tunisia and Britain. Then there is the
problem of divergent scales. Within the city of Rome the evidence for gardens is
drawn from aristocratic Horti and the monumental gardens depicted on the Severan
Forma Urbis Romae. These are different from the smaller Campanian gardens, and
this difference must be kept in mind when making any statement about the hortus.
Similarly, the literary tradition concerning gardens concentrates almost exclusively
on the large gardens of wealthy villa owners. This weights any study of Roman
gardens with the practices, preferences and prejudices of a small section of Roman
society instead of the society as a whole. Finally, within Rome itself there are
difficulties of identification and topology. Through literary evidence and epigraphy
Pierre Grimal identified 76 known horti of aristocratic families in Rome, but their
identification is confused by the fact that many of these gardens’ names changed
over time with different owners, as did their boundaries.^ Nevertheless, bearing these
factors in mind, the history of the hortus in Roman urban and domestic space, and of
the planted spaces related to the hortus, can be roughly traced.

Greek and Etruscan influences
In his seminal work on Roman gardens Pierre Grimal makes the claim that:

Sans rinfluence grecque, jam ais un art des jardin s digne d e ce nom ne sera it

a

Rome. Les quelques jardin s qui existaient dans le Latium: p o ta g ers d e ferm e, culture
« i n d u s t r i e l l e » de legumes ou de fleurs, etaient bien incapables de devenir, en se
de'veloppant p a r eux-memes, les jardin s d ’agrem ent et les p a res des gran des villas
romaines tels que nous les connaissons. (Grimal 1969, 63)

Grimal’s claim that direct Greek influence was a necessary prerequisite to the
development of Roman gardens cannot be denied; it is consistent with a process of
Hellenisation that long preceded Rome’s emergence as a Mediterranean power. But
his insistence on the mutual incompatibility between potagers and domestic
ornamental gardening is deeply flawed. Grimal places too much emphasis on Greek
gardens purely as jardins d ’agrement, downplaying the role of the ordinary lettucefenced KfjTTog mentioned by Theophrastus.^

■ Grimal, 1969, 107. The H orti Scapulani, for exam ple, were divided into four parts upon T. Quinctius
Scapula’s death and auctioned o ff between his heirs Otho, Mustela, Crispus and V ergilius (Cic. Att.
12.38.2, 12.40.4).
* See Ch.l p.40.
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Grimal is essentially correct in his assumption that aristocratic Roman villa gardens
drew heavily on Greek models, at least with regard to their architecture."* But, since
the archaeological evidence for Greek gardens has not survived in enough detail to
ascertain a definite line of descent, it is im portant to recognise that although the
Roman hortus bore some superficial similarities to the G reek Kfjnog there were also
some profound differences. The Greek KrfjTTo?, like the tem ple Tefieuo?, was
essentially a space set apart from Greek urban space.^ The Roman hortus on the other
hand was an integral part of Roman urban life. In Pom peii, over 520 cultivated sites
occupied 17.7% of the total land excavated.* In contrast, C arroll-Spillecke’s study
can find no sustained literary or archaeological evidence for G reek urban

kt] ttol

as

dom estic gardens until the foundation o f Roman veteran colonies.^ It is true that
circum stances have not allowed archaeological evidence fo r G reek gardens to
survive en m asse, far less would be known about Roman gardens were it not for the
extraordinary preservation of sites such as Pompeii, yet circum stances alone cannot
explain why gardens are so much more prom inent in Roman art and literature than in
Greek. The incorporation of gardens into Roman dom estic and urban space,
com bined with the frequent mention of horti in Latin literature, and the developm ent
of an entire sub-genre of decorative garden painting, suggests that gardens occupied
a far more prom inent conceptual category for the Romans than they did fo r the
Greeks.

This difference in cultural emphasis between G reek and Roman gardens was
attributed by Grimal to the influence of the Etruscans and their spiritual beliefs.® It is
true that Rome had more than its fair share of slightly abstract divinities such as
Flora, Pomona, Priapus and V ertum nus whose presence indicates a strong local
interest in agricultural and horticultural matters. These may indeed have their origins
in the

Etruscans whose

influence on

R om e’s religious

heritage

is widely

acknowledged.^ However, beyond these rather vague assertions we cannot go. Unlike
Egyptian tom b painting, the tom b paintings that form the majority o f Etruscan art

■*Grimal 1969,76-84. A lso see below pp. 106-111.
®See Ch.l p.40.
* Jashemski 1979, 24. Calculated by number the distribution is more or less even throughout each
region, calculated by area the distribution is heterogeneous, with Region 1 and 2 occupied by the
larger market-gardens. Ciarallo counts over 450 cultivated sites: see Ciarallo 2001, 38.
’ Carroll-Spillecke 1989, 24 “Es ist iweifelhaft, ob Ziergdrten m it Arrangem ents von Blumen und
anderen Pflanzen in der griechischen Polls uberhaupt existierten” and 87. She concludes that even
during the Hellenistic period, when city planning allowed for more spacious quarters, the emphasis on
urban green spaces seem s to have been confined to religious precincts, public parks or gym nasia
rather than domestic urban gardens.
* Grimal 1969, 31-56.
’ Cornell 1995, 160-163; Beard, North and Price 1 9 9 8 ,1, 10-12.
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show no particular interest in the depiction of plants and the excavation of Etruscan
houses has not yet revealed the presence of garden enclosures.

Grim al’s interest in

a Graeco-Etruscan transmission of garden science to Rome saw corroborating
evidence in Diodorus Siculus, who claimed that the Etruscans first introduced the
peristyle to Rome (Diod. 5.40.1)." Since peristyle gardens, Grimal’s jardins
d ’agrement, were the most archaeologically recognisable form of Roman garden,
Diodorus placed the Etruscans in the direct line of transmission whereby ancient
garden traditions of Greece took root in Rome. This is, at best, a tenuous connection
since Diodorus’ claim for the introduction of the peristyle says nothing about its
adaptation to horticulture. Therefore while the development of Roman hortus was
strongly influenced by Greek architecture, the exact level of this influence and the
source of the difference in emphasis between Greek and Roman gardens cannot be
determined.

Regal Rome
Little remains of Rome’s early regal period that might indicate the presence of urban
gardens.'^ Pliny gives a tantalising mention of Tarquinius Superbus working in his
hortus and deadheading the tall poppies within it and the anecdote would be more
useful for our purposes if it were not for the fact that it has clearly been cribbed from
Herodotus (Pliny, HN 19. 50; Hdt. 5.92).'^ Carandini’s excavation of a very large 6'*'
century house on the slopes of the Velia unearthed an open, enclosed and unpaved
space that he identified as a walled garden on its eastern edge (Fig. 2.4)'^'. If the
identification is correct (and to date no other uses for this space have been suggested)
it proves the existence of at least one domestic garden in early Rome. Later Romans
promoted an image of early Rome as a city with a strong naturalistic element to its
urban appearance through approved legends and traditions. Thus Romulus and
Remus were suckled beneath a venerable fig tree, the ficus ruminalis, Romulus
founded the temple of Jupiter Feretrius beneath a sacred oak and Rome was dotted
with sacred groves (Livy 1.4.5, 1.10; Pliny, HN 15.77).'^ This is an attractive image,
but the presence of trees and groves would not be unusual for a small city in an
agricultural society. More significant, in terms of evidence for early Roman gardens
Haynes 2 0 0 0 ,8 4 -9 0 , 114-117 (Poggio Civitate), 138-142 (Acquarossa), 188-192 (Marzabotto), 193195 (Spina), 195-195 (Pisa); Farrar 1998, 10-11.
" Grimal 1969, 204-207, discussed in more detail below pp. 109-111.
'■ For a summary o f the archaeological evidence for early (10“' to 6"' century) Rome see Smith 1996,
150-184 and 2000, 20-31.
Although the anecdote has no historical value in establishing a timeline for Roman gardens, it is
interesting, in terms o f a cultural and spatial perception, that the version Pliny gives changes the
location from a field outside a city to a garden inside the city.
'■’ Carandini 1990. The house measured 22m x 25m x 31m x 38m: see Cornell 1995, 96-99.
D eRose Evans 1991. For more on the arboreal folklore o f Rome see Ch.4 pp.202-207.
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are Varro and Pliny’s accounts of how Romulus allotted each citizen two iugera of
land, which formed their heredium (Varro, RR 1.10; Pliny, H N 18.7). Pliny tells us
that in the early records of Rome heredium was the word used where he and his
contemporaries would expect to find the word hortus (Pliny, HN 19.50).'^ Hortus
was conceptually close enough to the heredium to be able to replace it in common
use. Moreover, the given area, two iugera, was appreciably smaller than the
minimum one would need for a farm. Therefore it was M ommsen’s opinion that the
Romulan land parcels served as horti surrounding and supporting the houses of
individual families, a theory that corresponds to Pliny’s claim that in the early days
of Rome the hortus was the poor man’s farm (Pliny, H N 19.52).’’ If Mommsen is
correct regarding the function of these allotments, then these potagers, which Grimal
was so dismissive of, were considered by the Roman tradition to be part of their
urban history from the very start, sometime around the S'*" century B.C.
If these allotments were indeed horti then their attribution to Romulus supports
Pliny’s statement that the hortus was something more than just a plot of land, it was
the inalienable part of a citizen’s heredium (Pliny, HN 19. 50). The 4“' century
grammarian Nonius, citing Varro (who is in turn citing Fabius Pictor), records that
Servius Tullius performed a similar division of fields outside the city into 26 regions,
giving individual allotments to free citizens.'® This division of land is clearly meant
to correspond to the 26 new tribes created by the so-called ‘reforms of Servius
Tullius’ (Dion. Halic. AR 4.14-15). Although the attribution of these measures to
Romulus and Servius Tullius is almost certainly a post facto reconciliation of
historical events to existing traditions there is no reason to dismiss the creation of the
allotments themselves. Allotment of land was a standard feature of urban settlement,
both Greek and R o m a n , a n d similar plots of two iugera were distributed to settlers
in early Roman colonies such as Terracina in 329 B.C. (Livy, 8.21.11). The
implications of a tradition that links the hortus to the constitutional land allotments
of early Rome affects more than just their timeline. Land allotment not only
represents a practical expression of shareholding within the community, it represents
membership of the community with all the political rights that membership entails.

'*SeeC h.2.1 pp.50-53.
Mommsen 1887, 22-27 cited in Cornell 1995, 269 n .l0 4 . Further discussion o f the bina iugera as
early market gardens can be found in Ch.4 pp.219-220.
Nonius, 62.
Lykourgos was reputed to have performed a similar land redistribution in Sparta, with each citizen
allocated an area {KXqpog) that appears to have been inalienable property, like the Roman heredium
(Plut. Lyk. 8.3). Given the ambiguities regarding the Spartan KAfjpoi it would be rash to draw a direct
connection between the two: see Cartledge 2002, 142-146. For social and agrarian effects o f colonial
allotments in the early Mediterranean see Horden and Purcell 2 0 0 0 ,2 8 4 -2 8 6 .
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The emergence of this tradition, whether real or imagined, created a connection
between Roman gardens and Roman political life that was to have important
repercussions towards the end of the Republic.^®

Republican Rome to 44 B.C.
It is in the republican period that we begin to get more definite evidence for the
presence urban planting that indicates the presence of gardens not just in Rome, but
also in Roman colonies. Excavations of the Roman colony of Cosa have revealed
that provision was made at the foundation of the town in 273 B.C. for eight trees to
be planted at the southeast end of the forum, probably for shade.^' The concern
shown for the cultivation of public urban space is remarkable because C osa’s hilltop
geology was predominantly limestone and therefore short of readily accessible water.
The town needed to construct four reservoirs before it could be made habitable.^^ The
planting of trees at the forum was a visual reminder of these reservoirs, which in turn
made the establishement of urban gardens possible. Several enclosed gardens have
been identified at the back of houses in Cosa, seeming to date from the early
foundation of the town. “ That from from the House of the Skeleton was sectioned by
paths that formed a roughly isosceles triangle with a sheltered porticus at the
northern apex of the triangle and bedding pits at the wide base on the southern end
(Fig. 2.5).^"
In Rome, where water from the Tiber was readily available,^ maintenance of a
garden would have been much easier. In 182 B.C., as part of his programme of
reform against the private appropriation of public land and utilities, Cato the Censor
cut off pipes to houses that were using water for private gardens (Plut. Cat. Mai.
19.1).^* Cato’s action suggests that urban domestic gardens were both well
established and numerous enough to constitute a nuisance to a rapidly growing city
that had more pressing claims on its water supply.^^ In contrast to the early hortus,
seen by Pliny as the larder of the poor and signifier of rustic Romans virtue (Pliny,
-“ S eeC h .4 p p . 179-188.
Brown 1980, 22-24.
" B row n 1980, II.
“ Brown 1980,64-69.
Brown 1980,67-69.
For Rom e’s relationship with the Tiber see Purcell, 1996a.
■*’ Cato’s redistribution o f the water system away from private use was no doubt meant to revive
interest in orchards and vineyards which had becom e neglected, reinforcing the agrarian basis o f the
Roman political system: see Astin 1978,83-84.
See below p. 134. The problem only got worse over time. The late Republic sees a marked increase
in law suits over water-rights, and incidences o f water supplies being siphoned o ff by public officials
for private gardens: see Bannon 2 0 0 1 ,4 0 n.26. The problem persisted into late antiquity: see W ilson
1999, 315.
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HN 19.52), Cato perceived the encroaching suburban and urban hortus with its
greedy absorption of water as a private luxury.
This shift of perception was the result of historical factors that impacted on the
cultural, economic and political traditions of Rome.^® Rome’s emergence at the
conclusion of the Punic wars as a Mediterranean power was accompanied by an
increased adoption and adaptation of Hellenistic practices, especially in the fields of
architecture and art, both of which, as we shall see, had an impact on Roman
gardens.^® Rome’s military expansion had been accompanied by a general increase in
wealth while political life among the Roman elite took place in an increasingly
competitive atmosphere that depended on, among other things, the constant visual
advertisement of social status. It was inevitable that as those Romans who could
afford to do so developed gardens to their fullest potential, these gardens came to be
seen as sites of social display, advertising the wealth, rank and influence of their
owners. The most impressive were suburban and urban versions of the landscaping
found in elegant Hellenistic villas around fashionable resorts such as Tusculum and
Baiae. Because of their scale and connection to historical figures these Horti have
provided most of the evidence for gardens within the city of Rome.
The earliest Horti that warrant a special mention by name appear towards the end of
the 2"'* century B.C. and belonged to Scipio Africanus Minor (Cic. De Am. 7.25, Rep.
1.9.14). The exact location of these gardens is uncertain. Cicero mentions the Horti
Scipionis as being beyond the pomerium,^° possibly near the Saepta (Cic. ND 2.4.11;
AE 2000, 140) although the passage in De Republica could also refer to Scipio’s
estate at Liternum, near Naples.^' Scipio’s garden was not an isolated example; it was
part of a trend of aristocratic competition between peers that established large Horti
in the suburban area around Rome, on the Campus Martius and on the right bank of
“ This is a vast area o f study that has been, and will continue to be, exhaustively analysed. For an
introduction see Sym e 1939; Shotter 1994; Beard and Crawford 1999.
See below pp. 105-107.
^“ The pomerium marked the sacred boundary o f the city o f Rome: within its limits non-Roman cults
could not establish shrines, generals had to relinquish their imperium, and soldiers their arms. Its exact
dimensions are uncertain since, as Rome grew, these limits could be changed by a consul who
enlarged the boundaries o f Rome (Aul. Gel. NA 13.14.4-70; Dio, 43.50). Tacitus records that it
formed a rough trapezoid around the original settlement. The pom erium started at the Forum Boarium
and ran past the altar o f Hercules to the Altar o f Consus in the Circus Maximus. It then turned at the
top o f the via sacra to a point marked by the m eta sudans between the C olosseum and the Temple of
Venus and Rome. It follow ed the route o f the via sacra down the Forum Romanum to the shrine o f the
lares publici and the Curia and enclosed the Capitoline hill before com ing full circle to the Forum
Boarium (Tac. Ann. 12.23). See also Steinby 1993-2003, IV, 96-105.
Cicero also mentions the gardens o f Decim us Brutus in D e Am. 2.7. o f which we know nothing
more, and obliquely indicates that the whole o f D e Am icitia was narrated in the garden o f Q. Mucius
Scaevola som etim e between 90 and 88 B.C.
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the Tiber. Two generations after the Horti Scipionis, these areas can boast a series of
large private gardens attached to wealthy mansions (Fig. 2.6). Inscriptional and
literary evidence, mostly from Cicero, points to the existence of the following; the
Horti Ap[r]oniani, Horti Drusi, Horti Lamiani, Horti Cassiani, Horti Siliani, Horti
Damasippii, Horti Rebillii, Horti Scapulani, Horti Cusinii et Trebonii, Horti
Calyclani, Horti Clodiae, and Horti D. lunii^^ From the context of Cicero’s letters it
is clear that these gardens were privately owned by families of the equestrian order
and that they were desirable properties, but what they grew, and how they were
arranged and used cannot be determined since most of these gardens have little more
than the evidence of their names. For example, the Horti D. lunii are fleetingly
mentioned by Cicero and no mention of them is found anywhere else (Cic. Am. 1)}^
In contrast, we know that the Horti Clodiae lay on the right bank of the Tiber and
that their grounds stretched down to its banks (Cic. Cael. 15.36). It was also
sufficiently attractive to Cicero for him to rank it high in his list of preferences and
mention it no less than eight times in subsequent letters when he was searching for a
location for his daughter’s memorial in 45 B.C.^'*
Whatever their precise location and composition, the massed ranks of these gardens
must have had a verdant impact on urban Rome. In addition to these gardens there
were four gardens in particular that served as landmarks; the Horti Ljiculliani, Horti
Sallustiani, Horti Pompeiani and Horti Caesaris Transtiberum.^^ We know far more
about these four gardens than about any others from the same period for the simple
fact that they were built and owned by some of the most famous men of their times.
At the time of their creation, Rome was witnessing a general inflationary spiral of
display by prominent politicians that included gardens as well as games and

H orti A p[r]on ian i\C IL W 61 \. Horti Drusi: C\c. Att. 12.21.2, 12.22.3, 12.23.3, 12.25.2, 12.31.1,
12.37.2, 12.38.4, 12.41.3, 12.44.2. H orti Lamiani: There were tw o H orti Lamiani. One was located on
the right bank o f the Tiber: Cic. Att. 12.21.2, 12.22.3. The other, located near the H orti M aecenati on
the Esquiiine, was imperial property joined to the H orti Maiani: Philo, Leg. 2.597; Suet. CaL 59; CIL
VI 8668, 6152. Horti Cassiani: Cic. Att. 12.21.2. H orti Siliani: Cic. Att. 12.22.3, 12.25.1, 12.27.1,
12.30.1, 12.31.2, 12.33.1, 12.351, 12.41.3, 12.44.2, 12.52.2. H orti D am asippii: Cic. Att. 12.29.2,
12.33.1, H orti Rebillii: Cic. Att. 12.41.3. H orti Scapulani: Cic. Att. 12.37.2, 12.38.4, 12.40.4, 12.41.3,
12.52.2, 13.12.4, 13.33.4. Horti Cusinii et Trebonii: Cic. Att. 12.38.4, 12.41.3. H orti C alyclani CIL VI
29771 (may later have been known as the H orti Taurani: see AE 2 0 0 1 ,4 7 6 ) H orti Clodiae: Cic. Att.
12.38.4, 12.41.3, 12.43.2, 12.44.7, 12.47.1, 12.52.2, 13.26.1, 13.29.3; CaeL 36.48.49. Horti D. lu n ii:
Cic. De Am. 7. See also Grimal 1969, 108-112; Steinby 1993-2003, III, 51-88.
” Steinby 1993-2003,111,61.
Cic. Att. 12.38.4. The H orti C lodiae are also mentioned in Cic. Att. 12.41.3 (where they are C icero’s
second choice after the H orti Scapulani) 12.42.1 (if there is the possibility that Ciodia might not sell),
12.43.3 (his second choice after H orti Scapulani), 12.44.2 (his second choice after H orti Scapulani),
12.47.1 (how much would Ciodia want?), 12.52.2 (the sale is in doubt), 13.26.1 (reiterates that the
Horti Clodiae are his second choice after H orti Scapulani, Cicero really has his heart set on these),
13.29.3 (Cicero can pay cash for the H orti Clodiae since it is a cheaper property).
^’ Grimal 1969, 116-117 and 123-131.
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triumphs. The largest and most impressive, the Horti Luculliani, were built sometime
between the start of Lucullus’ campaign against Mithradates in 74 B.C. (the spoils of
which undoubtedly financed them)^^ and his retirement from public life in 66 B.C.
They were located on the Pincian Hill and well into the 2"*' century A.D. they were
considered to be among the most lavish and costly gardens of imperial Rome.^’
Lucullus’ Horti set a trend and Pincian hill became known as Collis Hortorum
because of the number of Horti upon it (Suet. Nero, 50).
Next in terms of size and luxuria were the Horti Sallustiani, probably built on the
money that Sallust made from apparently corrupt governership of Africa Nova. The
Horti Sallustiani extended over a large tract of land that covered part of the Quirinal
and Pincian hills.^® Their original basis were the Horti that had previously belonged
to Caesar near the Porta Collina, which gives them a foundation date of sometime
between 44 and 35 B.C. if they were bought after the death of Caesar and created
before Sallust’s death (Dio, 43). However, if they were bought from Caesar before
his death or, as has also been argued, if they were created not by Sallust the historian
but by his heir, the Epicurean Sallustius,^’ they could have come into existence any
time in the last half of the 1** century B.C.'“ Eventually the Horti Sallustiani passed
into imperial hands. After the death of Sallustius they were occupied by Tiberius
(Dig. 30.39.8) and remained part of the imperial fiscus and a landmark of the city
until they were destroyed by the Goths in A.D. 410 (Procop. Vand. 1.2.23-24).
Once Lucullus had built his showpiece gardens in Rome, Pompey was not long in
following suit. His Horti Pompeiani were built in about 55 B.C., abutting a relatively
modest urban villa on the Campus Martius."*' However, what these gardens may have
lacked in size they made up for in locality and amenities. Pompey augmented his
Horti with Rome’s first permanent theatre, the temple of Venus Victrix and a
porticus that became synonymous with the public part of the garden (Plut. Pomp.
40).“*^ On his death the house and gardens were appropriated, along with the their

See Plut. Luc. 34.3 for an account o f the wagon and camel loads o f his personal spoils, and 37.2-3
for an overview o f the quantity o f gold and silver that Lucullus brought into Rome.
” Plut. Luc. 39.2. By the end o f the 2"** century part o f the original H orti Luculliani had changed hands
and were now part o f the H orti Aciliani, Grimal 1969, 127; Steinby 1993-2003, III, 67-70. They are
discussed in further detail in Ch.4 pp. 18 6 -188 and Ch.5 pp.262-264.
“ Steinby 1993-2003, III, 79-83; Talamo 1998; Hartswick 2004, 1-8.
Both Sallust and his heir were named C. Sallustius Crispus. ‘Sallust’ and ‘Sallustius’ are used
respectively to avoid any confusion between the two; see Hartswick 2 0 0 4 ,8 -1 1 .
^ Syme 1964, 283 questions the universal attribution o f the H orti Sallustiani to the historian.
Steinby 1993-2003, III, 78-79.
For a more detailed discussion on the history and location o f Pom pey’s garden see Jolivet 1983. For
the form and content o f Pom pey’s Portico garden see Gleason 1994a and Ch.4 pp. 190-191.
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extremely valuable contents, by Marc Antony who already possessed Horti on the
other side of the Tiber.'*^ After Antony’s death in 31 B.C. the fate of the Horti
Pompeiani is uncertain. Coarelli is convinced that at least part of the site was
redeveloped by Agrippa to create the monumental complex that now includes the
Baths of Agrippa, the Pantheon, and the Saepta lulia."*^ Alternatively, an inscription
from the early I*" century AD from the columbarium of the Statilii suggests that the
Horti Pompeiani became the property of T. Statilius Taurus (C/L VI 6299)."^
The Horti Caesaris Transtiberum (to distinguish them from the Horti Caesaris ad
Portam Collinam) were among the last Horti to be developed in the republican
period."^ Not having the financial resources of Lucullus, Pompey or Sallust, Caesar
chose to build on the less fashionable Janiculum Hill across the Tiber where the
cheap cost of land allowed him larger scope than he would otherwise have been able
to afford (Suet. Caes. 83). The gardens were well established by 45 B.C. and Cicero
claimed that Cleopatra stayed there in 44 B.C. (Val. Max. 9.15.1; Cic. Att. 15.15.2;
Tac. Ann. 2.41). Upon his death, Caesar willed his gardens to the Roman people as
Rome’s first public park (Suet. Jul. 83; Tac. Ann. 2.41; Dio, 44.35).

Horti of imperial Rome
In the aftermath of Caesar’s death and the rise of the Augustan principate, Horti
entered a period of transition and uncertainty. The proscriptions of the second
triumvirate led to forced estate sales, with Horti making very desirable properties. As
they changed hands, they sometimes changed names. An example of this may be
found in the Horti Antoniani^^ located not far from the Horti Caesaris, on the lower
slopes of the Janiculum (C/L VI 9991). Given their location, they may have been a
part of the Horti Caesaris inherited by Antony after Caesar’s death. Alternatively,
they may have been the Horti Cassiani, appropriated by Antony after the death of
Cassius in much the same way as the Horti Pompeiani were by Agrippa.'*®
In this dangerous period of transition the only Horti built on a scale that could excite
envy were built by the one man who could politically afford to. As the friend and
political advisor of Octavian, Maecenas was protected from potentially lethal

Cic. Phil. 2. 67, 2 .7 1 ,2 .7 4 ; Plut. Ant. 10.3. See also Jolivet 1983, 120, and 130-131;
'^Coarelli 1977,816-817; Royo 1999,24-25.
‘‘^Jolivet 1983, 131-135.
^ Steinby 1993-2003, III, 55-56.
Grimal 1969, 117 refers to these as the H orti Antonii, but this name should really be reserved for the
short period when the H orti Pompeiani were owned by Antony, before his death and their
development by Agrippa.
'^Grimal 1969, 117-118; Steinby 1993-2003,111,53.
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covetousness. Built sometime in the 30s B.C. during Octavian’s ascendancy over
Marie Antony but before the final conclusive victory at Actium, the Horti Maecenatis
were located on the previously unfashionable Esquiline hill. Maecenas had cleared
the Esquiline of the paupers’ graves (puticuli) that had previously occupied the area
and in building the gardens created a new area of desirable real estate in Rome (Hor.
Sat. 1.8.14-16). On his death in 8 B.C. he left the estate to Augustus and the estate
formed a key part of later imperial developments such as the Domus Aurea and
Domus Augustana on the Palatine."*^
Maecenas could not have built his garden on the Esquiline without the water
provided by Agrippa’s aqueducts. From 33 B.C. to 12 B.C., amongst his other
projects, Agrippa worked tirelessly on Rome’s sewers and aqueducts, doubling
Rome’s water supply by repairing the existing water supply and adding two new
aqueducts {RG 20.2). He reworked the Aqua Tepula to supply private users in the
eastern district and built the Aqua Julia to supply the needs of the Augustan building
programme in the eastern and central regions of Rome and the Aqua Virgo to supply
water to the Campus Martius and across the Tiber (Dio, 48.32; Front. Aq. 9-10).^
With all this water at his disposal Agrippa was not slow to follow Maecenas’
example and build himself a garden, the Horti Agrippae, more commonly called the
Porticus Agrippae, after the part that was open to the public {CIL VI 39087).^' He
reworked most of the Horti Pompeiani, with the exception of the theatre complex,
into a showcase for his achievements with Rome’s water supply. The Porticus
Agrippae featured a swimming canal, the Euripus Virginis, that ran from his
monumental baths, the Thermae Agrippae, to the Tiber and an artificial lake
(stagnum) all of which were left to the Roman people upon his death (Dio, 54. 29;
Front. Aq. 98.2; Hor. Ep. 1.6).^^
The calming of the political climate at the end of the 1“ century A.D. encouraged a
spate of Horti around the Esquiline and Vatican hills.^^ No exact dates can be given
for their creation, but since the majority were situated near the new aqueducts their
inception must date from the installation of these aqueducts with their abundant and
For an exhaustive analysis o f the topography, history and architecture o f the H orti M aecenatis see
Hauber 1990.
* For more on Agrippa’s work on Rome’s water supply see Evans 1982,401-411 and Hodge 1992,
170-178. For an overview o f R om e’s water supply in general see Robinson 1 9 9 2 ,8 5 -1 0 5 and Purcell
1996a. For the detailed planning, engineering, hydraulics and distribution o f R om e’s water supply see
Hodge 1992 and Dodge 2000. The supply and use o f water in gardens is discussed below pp. 133-137.
AE 1992, 84.
Lloyd 1979.
For example the Horti Cocceiani (CIL VI 29772) and H orti Titiani (CIL VI 29772) near the Vatican
and the Horti Scatoniani near the Esquiline (CIL VI 6281).
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reliable water supply (Fig. 2.7). For example, the location of the Horti Torquatiani at
the south end of the Esq ui line at the juncture of the Aqua Appia and the Anio Vetus
dates them to sometime after 33 B.C. (Front. Aq. 1.5, 1.12). In some cases a rough
date can be ascribed to Horti that had originally been the property of prominent
families. So the Horti Lolliani were built on the Esquiline hill, after the introduction
of the new aqueducts, probably by M. Lollius, consul in 21 B.C. {PIR L 311), or his
son. They were inherited by his granddaughter, the stupendously wealthy Lollia
Paulina (Pliny, HN 9.117-118), and confiscated along with the rest of her property by
Claudius in A.D. 49 (Tac. Ann. 12.22; CIL VI 31284). Similarly, the Horti Lamiani
et M aiani,^ located next to the Horti Maecenatis, have been ascribed to Aelius
Lamia, consul in A.D. 3 (PIR A 200).
Under the Principate, as power became concentrated in the imperial family and
aristocratic competition became more circumspect, many prestigious Horti in Rome
gradually fell into the hands of the Julio-Claudians. Upon his death, Maecenas left
his Horti to Augustus in 8 B.C. (Dio, 55.7) and they became the residence of
Tiberius (Suet. Tib. 15). Caligula had possession of the Horti Lamiani et Maiani and
also of his mother’s gardens, the Horti Agrippinae.^^ The Horti Sallustiani were
imperial property by 43 A.D (Dig. 30.39.8; CIL VI 9005). Claudius confiscated the
Horti Luculliani in A.D. 47 (Tac. Ann. 11.1; Dio, 61.5) and the Horti Tauriani in
A.D. 53 (Tac. Ann. 12.59).
Initially, some of these imperial Horti were developed into public parks. Caesar’s
generous bequest of his Horti to the people of Rome left Octavian (soon to be
Augustus) with a legacy of public good will (Suet. Jul. 83). Augustus recognised that
garden space is an important and integral part of urban landscape. He was quick to
capitalise on the desirability of public parks for Rome and in the course of his
lifetime Augustus’ garden and residence on the Palatine, the Horti Pompeiani, the
groves of his mausoleum and the shrine and grove of his grandsons Lucius and Gaius
(the nemus Caesarum) were all either opened to the public or public property (Suet.
Aug. 50-51; Dio, 54.27.3, 54.29.4).

V I 8 6 6 8 ,6 1 5 2 .
H o rti L am ian i e t M aiani: P hilo, L eg. A d G aiu m 351; Suet. C a l. 59. H o rti A g ripp in a e: Sen. Ira,
3.18; T ac. Ann. 15.44. T o d isplay his im perial p ow er and largesse, C aligula a lso created an artificial
garden on the deck o f ship, in im itation o f a sim ilar floating garden o f H ieron o f Syracuse (Suet. Cal.
37, Ath. D eip . 207d -e).
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This policy of providing access to imperial grounds and Horti seems to have
declined as the I®" century A.D. progressed and the person of the emperor became
susceptible to the combined pressures of increased security and increased paranoia.
In A.D. 100 Pliny’s Pangyricus praises Trajan for making the imperial Horti
accessible again (Pliny, Pan. 50.6). Philo’s report of Caligula’s reception of an
embassy from Alexandria in the Horti Maiani indicates that the Embassy were
surprised and frightened by their induction into the gardens, suggesting that such
access was unusual (Philo, Leg. Ad Gaium, 351-368, Suet. Cal. 59).^ Nero’s
performances in his Horti were ostensibly private, since the citizens of Rome were
there at his express invitation (Suet. Nero, 21.1).^^ The concentration of Horti in
imperial hands became a focus of resentment among members of the Roman elite for
whom, instead of being an expression of aristocratic competition, Horti had become
an expression of imperial autocracy, with new Horti reflecting the prominent
position of the imperial household freedmen, such as the Horti Epaphroditiani.^
That it also rankled ordinary Romans can be seen from the antagonism that
surrounded Nero’s development of the Domus Aurea (Tac. Ann. 15.42; Mart. Spect.
2.4; Pliny, HN 36.111). The Domus Aurea was built on land that had long been
owned by the imperial family. Its grounds were comprised of the old Horti
Maecenatis, Lximiani and M aiani^ and its erection served as a focal point to call
attention to the quantity of prime urban land owned by the Emperor. Nero’s decision
to convert the heart of it into a private palace and park was perceived as a usurpation
of urban space to serve the demands of one individual (Suet. Nero, 39).“
Following Nero, the accession of the Flavians was accompanied by a surge in the
establishment of new Horti whose presence reflected the aristocratic alliances of the
new dynasty. For example, it is during this period that we hear of the Horti Domitiae
near the Vatican.*' These belonged to Corbulo’s daughter, Domitian’s wife and were
later the grounds for Hadrian’s mausoleum (SHA, AP 5.1; Dio, 69.23). Some, like
the Horti Atticiani were either sold or granted as reward for loyal service.^ It is
possible that some were redistributed back to aristocratic families from whom they
had been confiscated, as a gesture of reconciliation between imperial and aristocratic

^ T h is incident is discussed in more detail in C h.4 pp. 193-194.
®''See Ch.4 pp. 194-195.
'**The H orti E paphroditiani w ere ow ned by the N ero ’s freedm an o f the sam e nam e and located beyond
the Porta M aggiore: see Steinby 1993-2003, HI, 60.
* Suet. A'ez-o, 31.1
“ Eisner 1994, 120-122.
Not to be confused with the H orti D om itiae iM cillae (also know n as the H orti D om itiae Calvillae)
located on the Caelian hill and developed in the 2"“' century A.D. It w as the birthplace o f M arcus
A urelius (SH A , A//1 1.5-7).
CIL VI 8667, X 6640.
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(which also comprised senatorial) interests. Certainly it was part of Flavian policy to
signal the shift of power by reallocating land that had been sequestered by Nero; the
grounds of the Domus Aurea were turned into a public space and the Colosseum was
built on the site of the artificial lake that Nero had created (Suet. Vesp. 9; Mart.
Spect. 2.5).*^ It is more likely, however, that many of the Horti were sold to create
new properties such as the Horti Aciliorum^', this would be in keeping with
Vespasian’s tight fiscal policy (Suet. Vesp. 16). Vespasian reserved only the Horti
Domitiae and Horti Sallustiani for his own residence, possibly because the Horti
Sallustiani were one of the first Horti to come into the imperial fiscus and neither
suffered from the odium of being a once confiscated property.*^
Some recent archaeological evidence has shed more light on the gardens of Rome in
this period. In the late T' century A.D. Domitian built a palace, the Domus
Augustana, garden on a site that had previously been occupied by a large private
house and garden on the Palatine.^ Excavations of the Palatine and the Vigna
Barberini have revealed extensive garden landscaping in and around the Flavian
palace, consisting of a series of medium-sized peristyle gardens, accessible to
visitors to the palace, a stadium garden accessible only through the inner rooms of
the palace, and a public portico garden.

Stadium gardens were gardens that

followed a long narrow plan, curved at one or both ends. Because they need a lot of
space, they are not usually found in an urban context. Instead they are found in the
context of villa life (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.16-17).
The portico garden at the site offers a rare example of the continuity and adaptation
of garden space. Starting with a private peristyle garden in the late Republic, it was
redeveloped during the Flavian period into a portico garden, later replanted by
Hadrian (possibly as part of Antinous’ funerary monument)^ and eventually
absorbed into the gardens of the Temple of Sol Invictus. Although the topography
prevented a direct alignment of axes, the portico garden was clearly meant to be part
of the overall palace complex. The orientation of the palace, and particularly

“ V espasian’s Templum P a d s and its public gardens was probably created as a counterpart to the
Dom us Aurea: see Anderson 1982.
The H orti Aciliorum were carved out o f part o f the H orti Luculliani and sold to the Acilii
Glabriones: see Steinby 1993-2003, 111, 51.
*^The Horti Sallustiani later became the residence o f Nerva, who died in them (Jer. Chron. 193h).
“ Possibly the same one occupied by C. Licinius Mucianus during his brief occupation o f Rome (Tac.
Hist. 4.11): see Villedieu 2001, 54.
Royo 1999, 336-346. For the history o f the gardens excavated in the Vigna Barberini see Villedieu
2 0 0 1 ,6 0 -9 7 . For archaeological reports see: Morel 1996; Royo 1986;T om ei 1992; V illedieu 1995;
V illedieu 1998; Villedieu and Veltri 1999.
Grenier and Coarelli 1986.
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Domitian’s stadium garden, are in close communication: lines drawn from the centre
of the portico garden connect the central axis of the Domus Augustana and the
northwest corner of the stadium garden (Fig. 2.8).
Evidence for the redevelopment of Flavian gardens and the development of later
gardens is mostly drawn from the Forma Urbis Romae, a marble map dating from
the Severan dynasty of the late I"** to early 3'^ century A.D.®^ When the portico
garden of the Domus Augustana was destroyed by fire during the reign of
Commodus it seems to have been redeveloped into a garden of Adonis {Adonea)
marked on a fragment of the Forma Urbis Romae (Fig. 2.9) (Phil. Vita 7.32).^“ The
Adonea, if that is truly what occupied the space, was later levelled again to
accommodate the erection of the Temple of Sol Invictus by Elagabalus (later
dedicated to luppiter Ultor by Alexander Severus) sometime around A.D. 220.^‘
Archaeological evidence therefore seems to indicate that by the mid 2"^ century A.D.
the age of the imperial family owning and developing multiple Horti in the heart of
the city was long over. Where emperors did keep large estates, they were beyond the
bounds of the city. Hadrian preferred to create his residential and administrative villa
at Tivoli; the Horti Getae bought by Septimius Severus were located on the far side
of the Janiculum hill (SHA, SS 4.5)’^ and the Horti Spei Veteris of Elagabalus^^ were
southwest of the Porta Maggiore, along the Aqua Claudia.
The Horti of Rome were therefore well represented in Rome’s urban topography into
the mid

century A.D. Some account of non-imperial Roman Horti, usually villa

gardens located in the Italian countryside, also survives, mostly in the work of
Horace, Seneca, Martial, Statius and Pliny the Younger, and their descriptions appear
throughout this thesis. But what of the Roman horti, which tend to be eclipsed by the
imperial notoriety and literary fame of their larger kind? The fact the Horti of the
elite have left evidence for their existence does not mean that they comprised the
totality of gardens within Rome. Applying comparative evidence from Pompeii it
seems likely that Rome was a city full of garden spaces, but few of these plantings
were on a grand enough scale to have much of an individual impact on the urban
environment. In Pompeii, the gardens excavated range from small patches less than
9m^ to over 60m in length.^'* Many urban gardens were created with minimal use of

Rodriguez-Almeida 1977.
™ Lloyd 1982, 95-100.
Broise and Thebert 1999.
2000, 140.
Later the residence o f Constantine’s mother Helena: see Steinby 1993-2003, III, 85.
^'’ The gardens o f house 7.12.28, house 1.7.3 and the House o f Loreius Tiburtinus (2.2.2) respectively.
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space. Two examples from Pompeii illustrate how this could be done. House 7.12.28
had a small two-sided portico garden (2m x 2m) with a shallow pool and two
sizeable jars that held potted plants (possibly trees). House 1.7.3 had an equally small
garden (2.9m x 2m) with a raised bed that was fed by rainwater collected from the
roof.^^ Neither of these gardens would have been visible to anyone other than the
inhabitants of the house. Without the unique circumstances that allowed for their
preservation, neither garden would have left evidence of their existence for garden
historians because they made no impression on their wider urban surroundings that
would excite comment. This silence should by no means be taken as sign that the
urban domestic hortus ceased to exist in Rome. Instead, it seems likely that they
followed in the model set by Pompeian gardens of being, on the whole, unobtrusive
and unremarkable.

II - Garden Design: Architectural Elements
Having traced the historical development of Roman gardens the next issue to address
is what form these gardens took. The appearance of the Roman hortus changed from
Cato the Elder’ farm garden to something more decorative as Roman soldiers
returned from campaigns in Asia Minor, Egypt and Greece, having witnessed at first
hand their great royal gardens and game parks and the elegant estates of these lands.
In their wake came gardeners, landscape painters who could interpret these places to
suit Roman tastes and exotic flora and fauna to recreate them.
The first part of this section is concerned with the integration of gardens with
domestic architecture, in particular the development of the peristyle garden. Since
there was no such thing as a ‘typical’ Roman house, this part of the discussion is
broadly based on the identification of basic types rather than individual case studies.
The second part concerns the architectural details used to decorate the garden. The
final section examines how the elements of earth, water and air were used in Roman
garden design. In order to present a comprehensive account of Roman garden design
this section discusses features that appeared in large and sumptuous gardens, such as
Hadrian’s grounds at Tivoli, as well as more modest, everyday gardens. Although the
needs and functions of these gardens were based on the same essential resources and
aesthetic vocabulary their appearance differed widely, according to their use of
design features, and the scale in which they were executed.

’^Jashem ski 1979,47.
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T he R om an dom us and the peristyle garden
One cannot study Roman gardens without being aware of Roman domestic
architecture/^ The two are interdependent, the garden laid out to serve and
complement the house and the house deriving its architectural vocabulary from
nature. Thus the pillars and columns with acanthus leaf capitals of the Roman domus,
the impluvium in the atrium, and the vegetation motifs in mosaic and wall paintings
anticipate the trees, pools and flowers of the garden. Conversely, the garden
complements the house; to paraphrase the architect Norberg-Shulze, what we select
from nature to serve our purposes becomes architecture.^
Vitruvius is the natural starting point for any study of Roman architecture;
archaeologists of the 19"’ century applied the vocabulary of his treatise De
architectura when developing the basic typology of the Roman domus.^^ This
consists of an atrium house, where one enters through i\\t fa u ces (doorway and hall)
into a partially covered space (the atrium) centred by an impluvium (pool) that
collects the rainwater drained off the roof through a hole in the ceiling (Fig. 2.10).
The other rooms of the house are located behind the atrium and the hortus, if one is
present, is located at the back of the house. The atrium house is archaeologically well
represented in Rome from as early as the 6"' century B.C. Under Hellenistic influence
this atrium plan was augmented during the 3"* century B.C. by a peristyle: a
colonnaded open court towards the back of the house that in many instances replaced
the garden space at the rear of the house. Both of these models, while providing
useful genotypes for the study of the Roman domus, are only really applicable in an
Italian context.’^
The gardens associated with atrium, afr/wm/peristyle and peristyle houses are
generally assumed to have slightly different functions.*” Gardens found in atrium
houses are variously interpreted as being old-fashioned kitchen garden horti, less
oriented towards the display of wealth. Since the development of the peristyle
coincided with a period of increased wealth following the Punic and Macedonian
wars, planted peristyles are thought to be oriented more towards social display, less
For core works on Roman architecture see Boethius and Ward Perkins 1970 and Brown 1961. For
more recent studies see Clarke 1991 and Barton 1996.
^ Parker Pearson and Richards 1994, 2.
"^Allison, 2001, 183.
’‘'T h e houses o f Roman North Africa, for example, rarely have an atrium: see Thebert 1987, 325-326.
** Examples o f each o f these types can be found in Pompeii, often in near contiguity. In R egio 1 alone
one can see an atrium house with a garden (1.2.17) an atrium and peristyle house with a garden
(1.2.6), and a house with only a peristyle garden only (1.3.30) within 150 meters o f each other. See
Jashemski 1993 21-28; Mau 1873, 233-235 and 1874, 199, 264-266; N iccolini e / a / (1 8 5 4 -1 8 9 6 ), II,
76; V iola 1879, 11-12,76.
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towards growing food. This division has some practical basis. Atrium houses were
designed to collect rainwater for household use (via the impluvium to cisterns)
suggesting that water was in short supply. In this context the hortus that
accompanied an atrium house would be modestly planted to conserve water or might
be altogether omitted. In contrast, the development (or introduction) of the peristyle
into the domus usually coincided with an increased water supply from aqueducts.
Consequently peristyles were planted with a greater variety of plants and greater
ornamental impact.®' However, this assumption of a difference of function and
appearance between atrium and a/r/Mm/peristyle gardens does not stand up well to
close scrutiny. In Pompeii, the source for most of our archaeological evidence for
Roman gardens, planted peristyles were introduced to atrium houses 250 years
before the aqueduct was built and a distinction between ornamental and productive
plantings was not rigidly observed.*^
The peristyle garden is the most widely recognised form of Roman garden. This
gives it a prominence that is perhaps unrepresentative of Roman gardens as a whole,
not least because its incorporation into Roman domestic space has contributed to the
top-down model of garden development proposed by Paul Zanker.®^ In this model,
Roman gardens originate in the suburban villas of wealthy Hellenophiles, who took
Greek architectural models as the inspiration for their villa developments. These
aristocratic Horti are imitated by correspondingly less wealthy strata of society, with
the peristyle, demi-peristyles, or a truncated portico representing a compromise
between available space and social pretensions.^ In this model, the early hortus is
either ignored or regarded as a quaint relic, more suited to the rural context of a farm
rather than an urban or suburban garden.
Although one cannot deny Zanker’s identification of the influence of the aristocratic
Roman villa as the aspirational model for Pompeian gardens, one should resist
reading the development of the Roman urban garden as a purely top-down
phenomenon that excluded or marginalised the traditional hortus. Zanker’s model is
based on a sample that is both geographically and chronologically limited: the
Pompeian houses of the late 1®' century A.D. While the unique circumstances of

Jashemski 1979, 33; Farrar 1996,4.
For example, the House o f C. Junius Polybius (9.13.1-3). Many houses in Regiones I and II had no
access to the aqueduct, and yet had lavish gardens: see Jashemski 1979, 53-54.
“ Zanker 1979,460-523, reiterated and revised in 1998.
^ Demi- or pseudo-peristyles do not have a columned area open on all four sides. Instead, the columns
are arranged in a line, a J-, or a U-shape with the remaining sides occupied by a solid wall. They are
found in houses where space is in short supply, or in atrium houses that have been remodelled, such as
the House o f Sallust (6.2.4).
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Pompeii’s preservation maice it an exceptionally good source of archaeological
evidence for Roman gardens it should be borne in mind that Pompeii was situated in
one of the richest areas of Italy, the farmlands of Campania, in which nestled the
exclusive resorts of Baiae and Stabiae. Even though this area had a high
concentration of elite villas, the fact that no two gardens in Pompeii are the same deemphasises the idea that the motivating force behind the development of these
gardens took as their model the villas around them. Taking, as a random sample, the
garden spaces from insula X Regio VI and moving north to south one finds five very
different gardens (Fig. 2.11).®^
The garden of the Casa dei Cinque Scheletri is small (barely 4m x 4m) and faced by
a portico of four columns (6.10.2).^ The garden is carefully situated, most of the
rooms of the house are arranged to give some view of it and the triclinium is
completely open to the garden, allowing for the widest view possible. In the House
of Caprasia and Nymphius (6.10.4) the garden area is a narrow enclosed courtyard,
less carefully situated than its neighbour since no rooms open off it and only
viewable through a small offset window in the triclinium at the back of the house.
The garden at the House of Pomponius (6.10.6) was enclosed by a four-column
portico set in an L-shape on the corner of the house’s back wall. Many of the rooms
at the back of the house that look on to the garden also give direct access to the
atrium at the front of the house.®^ O f all the gardens in the insula, this was the only
one that was visually accessible from the street, all the other gardens are offset or
have the lines of sight blocked by walls. The House of the Anchor (6.10.7) enjoyed a
large (20m x 10m) and impressive full peristyle garden decorated with a series of
arched niches. Pediments in each niche indicate that they must once have displayed
statues. The south wall of the peristyle garden was dominated by a fountain fa 9 ade of
three niches decorated with mosaic. In the square, central niche was a miniature
pedimented temple and on either side the apsed niches displayed fountain statues.
Two busts were also found here, one of Sulla and one of a girl. The rooms that were
grouped around this garden were more exclusively focused on the garden than on
any other part of the house. One room in particular (marked ‘b’ on the plan) was
completely open on the south in order to give the most impressive view towards the
fountain fa 9 ade.^ Finally at the House of the Ship (6.10.11/8) a portico at the back of
the house opened out onto a large garden in the centre of which stood a masonry
triclinium. Unlike the other porticoes in the insula, the pillars and columns of this
J a sh em sk i 1 9 9 3 , 1 4 1 -1 4 2 ; N ic c o lin i 1 8 5 4 - 9 6 ,1 1 ,3 7 .
“ P u g lie s e C arrateili and B ald assarre 1 9 9 0 - 2 0 0 3 , IV , 1 0 2 9 -1 0 3 0 .
^

P u g lie se C arrateili and B ald assarre 1 9 9 0 - 2 0 0 3 , IV 1 0 4 4 -1 0 4 9 .

*** P u g lie s e C arrateili and B ald assarre 1 9 9 0 -2 0 0 3 , IV , 1 0 5 0 -1 0 5 1 , 1 0 6 6 -1 0 7 1 .
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portico were joined together by a low wall that was wide enough to support planters.
While the garden is relatively inaccessible from the front of the house, since coming
through the front doorway (11) one can only enter it from a narrow corridor, the
garden itself opened directly out on to the Via di Mercurio.®^
Each of these gardens share the recognisable features of garden space. They are
clearly enclosed or marked off from the surrounding space, they show signs of
having been cultivated, they are attached to a man-made structure and, whether
through the presence of a triclinium, the level of ornamentation, or their overall
context they are associated with activities that added a value to the space above their
productive potential. They also share much of the same architectural vocabulary,
mainly based around pillar and column. Yet they are each utterly different in terms
of size, accessibility with regard to the other rooms of the house, composition and
decoration. Only the House of the Anchor (6.10.7) with its full peristyle garden
decorated with statuary, fountains and mosaic approaches the idea of the villa. The
suggestion that the gardens of Pompeii as a whole reflected an aspiration villa life,
and that they downplayed their association with the traditional hortus that lay at the
back of the house cannot be sustained. Instead, the conflation of villa and hortus
among the Romans^ invites us to consider the peristyle garden as a hortus that
reflected an increasing awareness of the architectural and decorative potential of
garden space, and not simply a villa in miniature.
Nevertheless, the peristyle is important and should be accounted for. That the
peristyle was originally a Greek form of architecture can be demonstrated, not only
by archaeology, but also by the vocabulary used in domestic architecture. Latin
words were used to describe rooms around the atrium, while Greek words were used
to describe rooms around the peristyle and in the garden.^' Diodorus Siculus credited
the introduction of the peristyle into the Roman domus firmly to the Etruscans (Diod.
5.40.1) but this attribution is probably antiquarian romanticism: Rome partook of a
Hellenic cultural commonality (KOLi^ff) that did not rely on exclusive transmission via
the Etruscans.’^ The peristyle was a Hellenistic development that was exported to
Italy via this

k o l i ^t].

It was originally thought that the Roman peristyle garden had its

^ Pugliese Carratelli and Baldassarre 1990-2003, IV, 1072-1073, 1101.
‘^ S eeC h .2 .1 pp.86-88.
Leach 1997, 50-61 e.g. atrium: vestibulum, fauces, cubicilum, tablinium, culina\ peristyle: xystus,
exedra and oecus. Leach notes with interest that the Latin words describe the activity that takes place
with the room while the Greek terms describe the architectural form. However, she does warn that this
is a general rule and that the terms are not applied rigorously enough by Latin writers to make
archaeological identification o f a room ’s function by location alone certain.
’^Cornell 1995, 167.
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origins in the Hellenistic palaces of the 3 '‘* century B.C., but it now seems more
likely that it took its real origins from the public architecture of gymnasia and
palaestrae.^^ Certainly, it seems that the public colonnades of gymnasia and
palaestrae in Greek cities were more commonly planted than private domestic
peristyles.^ The custom of planting and cultivating the domestic peristyle to create a
garden seems to have been an adaptation of a grand style of Hellenistic public
architecture to suit the cultural needs of Roman private architecture.
The best examples of peristyle gardens can be found in Pompeii where the peristyle
was well established by the 2"‘‘ century B.C. O f the 116 houses studied by
Wilhelmina Jashemski, 64 had peristyle or pseudo-peristyle gardens, while some
houses, such as the House of the Faun (6.12.2-5) had two peristyles.^^ The first, large
peristyle (19.20m x 24m) lay just behind the atrium and at its centre was a basin
fountain (Fig. 2.12). The second, even larger peristyle (32m x 35m) lay at the back of
the house. A wooden fence attached to the outside of the columns ran around the
outside of the peristyle. So popular was the peristyle that by the 1“ century B.C.
some houses began to change their internal orientation from the atrium towards the
peristyle.^ In some later houses, the trend towards peristyles culminated in a
vestigial atrium such as the passageway found in the House of Fortuna Annonaria
(5.2.8) in Ostia. The peristyle offered more choices for the internal function of space,
in particular, it opened up the triclinium into the garden.^’ The owner of the House of
the Faun (6.12.2-5) laid out four different dining rooms around the first peristyle,
presumably to take best advantage of the changing seasons.^
The Roman peristyle garden is the most important feature of Roman garden
development for two reasons. First, in the absence of a clear soil stratigraphy the use
of the peristyle makes reconstruction of Roman gardens more than a matter of
speculation. The planted peristyle, with its columns arranged to form a square or
rectangular colonnade, uses architectural features that indicate the relative area
within a garden space that could be planted. The additional incorporation of stone
planters, raised masonry beds” or irrigation channels in the paving allows for a
®^Grimal, 1969,204-213; McKay 1975,45-46; Dlckmann 1997, 124.
“^ S e e Ch. I p.44.
Jashemski 1993, 145-146; Niccollni 1854-96,1, 8.
^ See Ch.3 p. 171-172. Dickmann 1997, 121-136 in particular cites the House o f the Faun (6.12.2-5),
also the House o f Arianna (7.4.30-33, 50-52) and the House o f the Citharist (1.4.5) as houses that
changed their internal spatial organisation with the adoption o f the peristyle.
Farrar 1998,40-42.
■^Jashemski 1979, 19-20.
Such as those found in the House o f the R elief o f Telephus at Herculaneum or House 7.4.7 in
Pompeii.
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closer approximation of the garden’s appearance. Secondly, the introduction of the
peristyle changed the articulation of garden space within the Roman domus and
consequently affected how that space was used.'°®
Although the peristyle is a recognisable feature of Roman garden space it was an
expensive feature that belonged to wealthy or aristocratic houses and villas.
Overreliance on the peristyle garden as the predominant Roman garden form
excludes gardens from many houses on the basis of their size. Some garden scholars
make the misleading assumption that only a house big enough to develop full
peristyle gardens could have a garden.'®' In his study of Pompeian houses, Andrew
Wallace-Hadrill observed that the full peristyle garden is in the minority of
peristyles'”^ in Regiones I and VI, and points out that partial peristyles also served as
garden spaces through letting in light and/or the use of nymphaea. However, his
emphasis on quantifying the colonnaded garden alone privileges the existence of
gardens to households that could afford this kind of architecture. In gardens where no
columns are found, he categorises the cultivatable area as ‘horticultural’, meaning by
this a market garden. But this kind of absolute distinction between luxury garden and
productive garden is not meaningful in the context of Roman gardens.'”^
The situation is further complicated by an unquestioning overreliance on a Latin
literary tradition that is almost exclusively concerned with the gardens of suburban
villas:

Cicero’s,

Pliny’s and

the grand

villas celebrated

by

Statius.

This

overidentification of Roman gardens with landscaped villas and full peristyles has
until

recently

eclipsed

evidence for the

study

of modest urban

gardens.

Contemporary sources were aware of the differences, not only in scale but also of
representation, between the gardens of the wealthy celebrated by poets and the
unsung gardens of the ordinary. Seneca bases one of his Controversiae on the legal
battle between the impoverished owner of a solitary tree and the spacious plantation
of his rich neighbour (Sen. Contr. 5.5).'°^ Martial uses a description of his small
garden to subvert poetic expectations in a clever inversion of grand scale villa-works
celebrated in the work of his contemporary Statius:

'“ S ee Ch.3 p .l7 1 .
Gothein 1928, 74 . G rim al’s fo cu s is taken up alm ost e x c lu siv e ly by the peristyle garden and grand
H orti, w h ile C arroll-S p illeck e bafflin gly asserts that a hou se at O lynthus w ou ld need at least 2 5 0 m ‘ to
support a garden: see C arroll-Spillecke 1 9 9 2 ,8 6 .
C om prising o n ly 10% o f available peristyle forms: see W allace-H adrill 1 9 9 4 ,8 0 -8 6 .
'“ S ee C h.4 p p .2 14-224.
S ee below pp. 1 3 8 -139.
'“ M yers 2 0 0 0 , 111- 115.

Ill

urucam m ale pascit hortus unam,
consum pto moritur cu lix salicto,
et talpa est mihi fo sso r atque arator.
non boletus hiare, non m ariscae
ridere aut v io la e patere possunt.

T he garden can barely feed a sin gle caterpillar,
the gnat, o n c e it has ingested the w illo w , curls up and d ies,
the m ole is my groundsm an and m y ploughm an.
N o m ushroom can w ax large, no fig s can beam with rip en ess,
not even a v io let can unfurl its petals. (Mart. Ep. 1 1 .1 8 .1 2 -1 6 )

Although they were not worth mentioning in literary terms, smaller houses without a
full peristyle could create the impression of garden space by using pot plants, raised
beds and light wells. These small gardens were no less cherished than a large
peristyle garden. The House of the Bread Merchant in Pompeii (1.12.16) had a light
well with a small L-shaped raised, planting bed (2.25m x 0.45m). This was very
modest garden space, more of a yard than a garden, yet the owner prized it enough to
adorn it with a garden painting that featured a basin fountain and a fence just as in
the grand peristyle gardens of the House of the Faun (Fig. 2 .13).‘“ Therefore the
same elements of garden decoration were used to create two completely different
gardens. In the House of the Faun the emphasis is on space, light and air, movement
and display. In the House of the Bread Merchant the emphasis is on enclosure and
illusion, merging pictorial elements with real by placing a narrow plant bed in
foreground. As a garden space it works best if seen from a fixed angle. Where,
through its garden ornamentation, the House of the Faun draws attention to the
parallels between the architectural vernacular of the villa and domus, the House of
the Bread Merchant uses the same basic elements of garden decoration to emphasise
the possession of a vestigial garden space.
Even when the ground space was not available, the poorer inhabitants of urban
insulae had some kind of access to gardens:

iam in fenestris suis plebs urbana im agine hortorum cotid ian a o cu lis rura praebebant

T he low er cla sses o f the city used to g iv e their e y e s a d aily v ie w o f country sce n e s by
m eans o f im ages o f gardens in their w in d ow s. (P lin y, H N 19.59)

'“ Jashem ski 1 9 7 9 ,6 0 -6 1 .
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Leaving aside the cultural connotations of the word imago discussed in the
in tr o d u c tio n ,P lin y ’s comment can literally be interpreted as a statement that
Rome’s urban poor used garden paintings, or cultivated window boxes. Container
gardens were a common form of urban garden, since Juvenal mentions that the
number of pots falling off balconies constituted a dangerous public nuisance (Juv.
3.270-271). Yet since, unlike the peristyle, they leave very little behind in the way of
archaeological evidence other than potshards their existence is rarely noted.'”*

Architectural and decorative detail
In addition to directing the overall form a garden could take with regard to being a
walled hortus conclusus, peristyle or container garden, architecture also affected the
individual appearance of each garden through a variety of decorative elements that
could be used on several levels. On a macro level, gardens could incorporate
architectural structures in the form of garden buildings. It is not always easy to
identify when a building is situated in a garden as opposed to just being part of the
landscape. The inclusion of separate structures within a large garden was a conscious
allusion to the collection of buildings that would be found in a villa."” Yet the villa’s
appearance as a loose conglomeration of buildings makes it hard to distinguish where
the boundaries between its interior, garden space begin and the exterior landscape
ends. Within the context of the villa, boundaries need to be very well established
before smaller structures can be identified specifically as garden buildings, as
opposed to o u tb u ild in g s .E v e n then, the exact function of the garden building can
be hard to determine, as is the case with the Diaetea Apollinis in the Horti
Maecenatis or the Temple of Minerva Medica in the Horti Lamiani. On a median
level these structures were abbreviated into garden rooms, diaeta and triclinia, that
were open to the garden and situated so as to give a good view of it. Finally, on a
micro level, the garden was adorned with decorative details derived from architecture
that included sculpture, painting and mosaics.
Garden buildings are most easily identified in villas with well-established
boundaries, such as the grounds of Hadrian’s Villa at Tivoli. There, in addition to the
villa structures that possessed internal gardens of their own (such as the main

See Introduction p.4.
Similarly, there is no comprehensive study of the Pompeian atria that were converted to container
gardens: see Jashemski 1993, 10.
Varro suggests at the very least a stable, cow-byrne, cellar and storage room, a separate kitchen,
equipment sheds, two middens, and a grain barn (Varro, RR 1.13).
Neudecker 1988,3.
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residence, the Piazza d ’Oro and the Poikile), the landscaped grounds included a
theatre, a Doric temple accompanied by a nymphaeum, and the ‘Serapeum’ dining
hall. Hadrian’s Villa is a superlative example, combining as it did the resources of a
wealthy and architecturally engaged owner with a large space, but even in the more
restricted area of the imperial Horti of Rome, large structures were present within the
grounds. The Horti Maecenatis contained a structure known as the Auditorium
(possibly a triclinium), a tower or belvedere from which Nero notoriously watched
Rome burn (Suet. Nero, 38.2), and a rotunda usually known as the Diaetea
ApollinisV^ The scale and number of villa structures was determined by the size of
the grounds and the wealth of the owner, so it is not surprising that the largest and
best-preserved examples are those found in imperial grounds. On a more quotidian
level these large garden structures were translated into more manageable examples of
garden pavilions.
Garden structures fall into two main categories; religious and alimentary. Sometimes
the difference between the two is not readily apparent; the so-called Temple of
Minerva Medica in the grounds of the Horti Lamiani was probably a banqueting hall.
Religious structures, which could range from full-size temples to small aedicular
shrines, were a common feature of Roman sacro-idyllic painting"^ and their
inclusion in gardens may have stemmed from the actual encroachment of large
estates on to once public areas. This seems to be the case with the temple of Ceres on
the grounds of Pliny’s Villa at Laurentum (Pliny, Ep. 9.39). In his laudatory poems
to Pollius Felix, Statius describes newly consecrated temples to Neptune and
Hercules in the grounds of the villa (Stat. Silv. 3.1.82). In addition to the genuine
temples, there were also structures that were built simply to add to the atmosphere,
such as the mock-temple that Cicero planned to build on the grounds of his garden
(Cic. Att. 13.29.1). It was also not uncommon for the owner of the garden to set up
personal shrines. Cicero’s desire to buy Horti in Rome was prompted by his desire to
build a shrine there to his daughter Tullia (Cic. Att. 12.18, 12.19, 12.12). At the most
basic level there were shrines to small gods and lares, present in every household.
Although these were not always separate structures, it was not unusual to find some
kind of shrine in a garden. In Pompeian gardens, Wilhelmina Jashemski identified
109 aedicular shrines."^

T he nom enclature o f these structures d o es not necessarily reflect their actual function. T he
A uditorium w as probably a large triclin iu m or banqueting hall and the fu n ction o f the D ia e te a
A poU inis has variously been g iv en as a prom enade, a riding ground, an aviary, a dining hall (p ossib ly
a water triclin iu m ), or a space to exhibit sculpture: se e Hauber 1990, 3 6 -9 6 .
" -L in g 1991, 143-146.
Jashem ski 1979, 115.
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Garden pavilions dedicated to eating are less am biguous in their function since they
are usually identified by the presence o f masonry triclinia, although occasionally a
biclinium or stibadium couch is found. Again, the grandest exam ple o f a dining
pavilion is to be found in H adrian’s villa at Tivoli, at the so-called ‘Serapeum ’ and
‘C anopus’ (Fig. 2.14). Here a scenic canal (euripus), 121.4m long and flanked by
planting pots, led to a crescent-shaped stibadium shaded by a half vault, surrounded
by w ater channels and backed by a narrow grotto com plete with w aterfall."" The
‘Serapeum ’ is, o f course, a unique exam ple of the kind o f dining pavilion that could
only be accommodated in a large villa. Far more com m on were vine-covered
pergolas such as the one described by Pliny at his villa in Tuscany:

In capite stibadium candido marmore vite protegitur; vitem quattuor columellae
Carystiae subeunt.

At the upper end o f the stadium garden a curved dining seat o f pure white marble is
shaded by a vine, which is trained over four slender pillars o f Carystian marble. (Pliny,
Ep. 5.6.36)

Pliny’s pergola is an exclusive model, built from Carystian marble over an elegant
stibadium. Pergolas were usually more modest structures, either made o f wood such
as the one at House 1.14.2 in Pompeii, or of more durable m asonry, such as the one
covering an outdoor triclinium at the House of the Ephebe (1.7.10-12/19).“ ^ Because
wood is so rarely preserved, garden structures with wooden pergolas and triclinia
can be difficult to identify.

The com m unication between gardens and architecture was maintained even in
houses that were too small to accom m odate additional structures, in the form of
rooms that opened out into the garden. Forem ost am ong these garden rooms were
triclinia, which were usually orientated to give an uninterrupted view and direct
access to the garden."^ In addition to the indoor triclinia, outdoor triclinia with
masonry or wooden couches were popular garden features; the House of the Ephebe
(1.7.10-12/19) had both impressive indoor and outdoor triclinia. Some 56 outdoor
triclinia have been discovered in Pompeii and the real num ber is likely to be much
higher, as the elusive im print of wooden triclinia were probably overlooked in the
MacDonald and Pinto 1995, 108-116; Lavagne 1988 ,6 0 3 -6 0 6 .
"^Jashemski 1979,92-96.
For example, the House o f the Faun (6.12.2-5), the House o f the Lovers (1.10.10-11), the House o f
Menander (1.10.4), and houses 1 .1 0 .7 ,9 .2 .17 and 9.2.26: see Foss 1997, 198-215.
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original excavations."’ O utdoor triclinia were either shaded by vine-covered
pergolas or simply took advantage of w hatever trees were already present. Virtual
triclinia could also be recreated in gardens simply by the use o f portable wood or
wicker couches and tables (Mart. Ep. 5.62; Stat. Silv. 3.1.86-8). Not all garden rooms
were devoted to dining. Some were used simply for rest and relaxation. These rest
rooms are sometimes called diaetae, although the term does not seem to have been
applied with any rigour.

Both pergolas and triclinia are good exam ples o f how, depending on their scale and
materials, similar elements of garden architecture produced differences both in
appearance and use. Excavation around the masonry triclinium and wooden pergola
from House 1.14.2 showed evidence of carbonized wood that indicated cooking fuel,
and plenty of bones and shells from the meals eaten there."® Four large trees,
including one olive and one fig stood in the vicinity, intercultivated with beans. A
shallow dish for water shows that pets, possibly even poultry were also kept in the
garden."^ In contrast, the triclinium of the House o f the Ephebe was elaborately
decorated with paintings depicting nilotic scenes. Bases for statues lay at the base of
the white marble colum ns of the pergola. The eponym ous and superb bronze statue
o f an ephebe may have stood on the larger base ju st behind the pergola, to provide
light for evening meals.'^“ Excavation around the triclinium revealed only the root
cavities of small plants, although furrow s in the soil indicate the presence of an
adjacent vegetable patch. The differences between the tw o pergolas and triclinia
indicate that while both gardens were used for same activity, eating, the way that
activity was carried out must have been perceived in different ways. The garden of
House 1.14.2 is a large backyard used for growing food and cooking, while the
garden o f the House of the Ephebe is an outdoor dining room with an em phasis on
the aesthetic display o f art.

If no garden structures were present to unite architecture and horticulture in the
garden, a similar effect could be achieved by the use o f elem ents from domestic
architecture and interior decoration, in particular sculpture and garden paintings.
Garden sculpture drew on the Greek tradition o f displaying statuary in temple
gardens, sacred groves, hero-shrines {i)pa)oi>) and fam ily shrines, as well as from its
use in interior decoration.'^' Many fine sculptural works that are now m useum pieces

"■'Jashemski 1979, 124-131 8 9 n .l.
'"^Jashemski 1 9 7 9 ,9 5 -9 7 .
‘‘‘^Jashem ski 1 9 9 3 ,5 9 -6 0 .
'■‘’ Jashem ski 1 9 9 3 ,3 8 -4 1 ; Maiuri 1926.
Ridgvvay 1 9 8 1 ,2 8 .
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were, in fact, displayed in imperial Horti. These include the Esquiline V enus from
the Horti Maecenatis, the Niobids from the Horti Sallustiani and w orks by Praxiteles
and Scopas displayed in the Horti Servilianii (Pliny, HN 36.23-25). However,
although these are virtuoso pieces, they are unrepresentative of garden sculpture as a
whole; most of the sculpture recovered from Roman gardens is far more modest in
scale and execution. The majority of garden sculpture tended to be small-scale
pieces. The garden from House of the Golden Cupids (6.16.7) in Pompeii contains 28
exam ples o f sculpture, none of which are li f e - s i z e d .T h e size, num ber and quality
o f sculpture displayed in a garden depended on the personal taste of the owner,
although personal wealth is not always a reliable indicator. The garden o f the House
o f the Citharist (1.4.5/25), for example, had fine bronze animal figures on display
whereas the numerous examples o f statuary from the prosperous House o f the Vettii
(6.15.1) were of poor to mediocre material and workmanship. H owever, the aesthetic
value o f a sculptural piece was not the only criterion for its inclusion in a garden,
many pieces of garden sculpture had a practical function as fountains.'^'*

Sculpture could be found in Roman gardens in a variety of form s including life-sized
three-dim ensional figures, busts, herms (busts on pillar-like shafts, sometimes used
to create an ornamental fence), altars, and carved tables or benches. Carved
decorative panels known as oscilla or pinakes were also a feature of garden
ornam ent, usually decorated with a theatrical or Dionysiac them e such as the
exam ple shown from the House o f the Citharist (1.4.5/25) that depicts a satyr bearing
a panther skin enacting a ritual scene (Fig. 2.15). Oscilla and pinakes were usually
displayed along paths or walks. Oscilla, as their name suggests, were suspended
panels marble and terracotta that hung from the architrave between the colum ns o f a
portico, whereas stone or wooden pinakes were supported by a wooden post or
m arble pillar.

The sculptural works displayed in Roman gardens were generally Hellenistic types
that had some direct connection to garden life. Thus the most popular subject for
both sculpture and painting in Cam panian gardens was V enus, the goddess of
One statueUe o f Omphale, three miniature animal figures (dog, rabbit and boar), nine herms, five
mask oscilla and two circular oscilla, four pinakes, three bases and a sundial: see Farrar 1998, 99-100;
Jashemski 1979, 38-40 and 1993, 159-163; Seiler 1992, 117-122.
Am ong the examples from the House o f the Citharist are a boar (Mus. Naz. Inv. no. 4900) attacked
by two dogs, (Mus. Naz. Inv. n o .4 8 9 9 ,4901), a leaping stag (Mus. Naz. Inv. no. 4902), a lion (Mus.
Naz. Inv. no. 4897), and a serpent (Mus. Naz. Inv. no. 4898). The House o f the Vettii boasted twelve
fountain statues, eight carved marble basins and two marble herms in its garden: see Jashemski 1979,
33-38 and 1993, 29-32 and 153-155.
For example, the statue o f Paris in the House o f the Vettii: see Jashemski 1979, 36; Hill 1981,89;
Jashemski and Ricotti 1992,584. See below pp. 136-137.
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gardens. Her popularity as a subject in this area may also stem from the fact that she
was the tutelary goddess of Pompeii and thus prominently displayed, as at the House
of the Venus Marina (2.3.3) where the birth of Venus rising triumphantly from the
sea was the focal point of the peristyle garden (Fig. 2.16a and b).'^^ Images of
mythological characters associated with Venus are also found in gardens, for
example an image of Eros was found in the Casa dei Cervi in Herculaneum (4.21),
Mars in his role as Venus’ lover and god of agriculture'^® and many putti.'^^
The principal function for sculptural subjects was to set an associative mood for the
garden. Images of Dionysus and members of his Bacchic entourage, such as Silenus,
Silvanus, satyrs and maenads, were often found in a garden context because
Dionysiac themes, with their scenes of drinking, revelling, sleeping and sexual
pursuit, evoked an atmosphere of sensuality.'^ So, for example, one finds child
satyrs playing with lion skins and dramatic masks, in addition to several statues of
Silenus in various stages of inebriation, Bacchantes awake and sleeping, and herms
and busts of Dionysus all together in the grounds of the Villa of the Quintilii.'^^ This
cheerful hedonism was tempered by elements such as oscillae of dramatic masks;
their origin as Bacchic dedications evoked associations with sacred space (Vir. Geor.
2.387-389). Statues of deities likewise encouraged the imaginative identification of
gardens with sacred reiieuoL. In addition to the gods already mentioned one finds
Priapus, fertility god and protector of the hortus against thieves, Diana, goddess of
the wild, the ever-popular Hercules, and Pan. Figures of the Muses and Apollo also
were suitable garden subjects as they suggested an Epicurean appreciation of music
and poetry performed within the garden.'^® All these figures are well represented in
the gardens of Pompeii. An image of Priapus was found in the garden vineyard of the
Caupona of the Gladiators (1.20.1), that of Diana at the House of the Ephebe (1.7.1012/19), an infant Hercules and the muse Polyhymnia were found together in the
House of Loreius Tiburtinus (2.2.2), a Pan with a thorn in his foot at the House of M.
Lucretius (9.3.5/24) and an Apollo leaning on his lyre in House 6.9.3-S.

'■’ E xam ples o f V en u s statuary were found in the gardens o f 1 .1 1 .1 2 ,7 .3 .6 , 7 .1 2 .2 3 : se e Jashem ski
1979, 125-131; Farrar 1998, T able I.
A dm ittedly Pom peii supplies on ly o n e im age o f Mars from a garden context: C asa d eg li Scienziati
(6 .1 4 .4 3 ).
P u tti are hard to categorise as a sculptural subject. I have included them here as a m o rin i, but the
im age o f the laughing playful child also appears as part o f D ion ysiac and b u co lic sculptural programs:
see N eudecker 1 9 8 8 ,4 8 -4 9 .
N eudecker 1 9 8 8 ,4 7 -5 1 .
'■* 19 p ieces in all, but lest on e think that the them e w as purely D io n y sia c, the sculptural program o f
the v illa also included 4 7 other im ages o f d eities, p h ilosop h ers and b u co lic p ieces: se e N eud eck er
1988, 192-195.
'^“ H ill 1 9 8 1 ,8 8 .
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Although the religiosity of these subjects conjured up the impression of sanctuary,
their inclusion in the garden did not literally identify the garden as a sacred space.
Instead, the Te^ieuog was not recreated but quoted, the pleasure of including
representations of sacred subjects in the garden lay in recognising the allusion to a
mythological golden age (aurea aetas) when the gods walked the earth and, instead
of toiling for a living, men ate and drank in carefree pleasure all the days of their
lives (Hes. WD 1 0 9 - 1 2 0 ) .This utopianism was also present in the bucolic subjects
of children, animals and rustic figures, whose presence reflected not a reality of
shepherds and geese in the garden, or even a close relationship between the owner
and rustic life, but an awareness of literary bucolic that required the presence of such
figures.'^^ Likewise, the presence of children, either putti or human, suggested an
innocent happiness in keeping with the bliss of Dionysiac revels and the joy of the
aurea aetas.^^^ Their carefree activities are well represented by the cheerfully chubby
fountain statue of a little boy playing with a hare from the House of Camillus
(7.12.23) (Fig. 2.17).
The orientation of garden sculpture was primarily a matter of personal taste and
topography. In the House of the Golden Cupids (6.16.7) all the examples face
inwards, demanding that the viewer walk out into the garden to fully appreciate
them. The examples from the House of Marcus Lucretius Fronto (5 .4 .a/ll), on the
other hand, face out from the gardens and enhance the view from the rooms of the
h o u s e . T h e situation of garden sculpture was an important concern, since the right
subject was needed for the right place. Cicero devotes some time and energy to
choosing works that would suit the ‘academy’ he was building in the grounds of his
gardens at Tusculum.'^^ This desire to match apposite subjects to their setting was to
resurface in the 18“’ century along principles articulated by Batty Langley in the New
Principles o f Gardening (1726):

There is nothing adds so much to the beauty and grandeur o f gardens, as fin e statues;
and nothing more disagreeable, than w hen w rongly p la c’d; as N eptune on a terrace
w alk, m ount, etc. or Pan, the god o f sheep, in a large basin, can al, or fountain. (L eon e
1984, 28)

N eudecker 1988, 3 6 - 3 7 ,4 7 and 5 2 -5 3 .
‘^ 'N eud ecker 1 9 8 8 ,5 4 -5 6 ; B ayer-N iem aier 1983, 189-195; Laubscher 1982.
N eudecker 1 9 9 8 ,5 6 -5 7 .
Farrar 1 9 9 8 ,9 9 .
'” C ic. Att. 1.6.2 (subjects for the ‘a ca d em y ’), 1.8.2 (herm s o f P entelic m arble), 1.9.2 (A cad em y
statues), 1.10.3 (H eracles for a gym nasium ), 1.4.3 (bust o f M inerva for acad em y).
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If a sim ilar prescription existed in Roman garden manuals it has been lost, but the
consistency with which certain subjects appear in certain locations suggests that a
rule o f thum b was com m only, although not exclusively observed. For example,
Priapus and Pomona were suitable for woody areas while figures o f Venus and
nymphs are usually associated with water features, especially if they are in the
process o f bathing.'^* This was the case with the bathing V enus from the House of
Cam illus (7.12.23) who was located in a courtyard garden surrounded by fountain
statues (Fig. 2.18).'^^

Sculpture was the medium ranked second only to architecture, through which nature
in a garden could be staged to reflect the self-im age o f the owner.'^® Therefore
Cicero, as a man of letters, is particularly concerned that A tticus find him busts of
philosophers and rejects a set o f Bacchantes in favour of the M uses (Cic. Fam. 7.23).
A sim ilar statem ent o f intellectual and philhellenistic leanings can be seen at the
Villa o f Cassio in Tivoli. Here the peristyle garden was decorated by a series of
fourteen herms of Greek poets and statesmen (im agines illustrium ), each identifiable
by their name and an appropriate inscription carved on the shaft, as illustrated by the
herm o f Periander (Fig. 2.19).'^^ Garden sculpture could also dem ostrate an interest
in theatre, as at the House of Golden Cupids where the peristyle garden was
decorated with two herms o f Dionysus and Dionysus/Ariadne, a bust o f M enander,
five oscilla in the shape of dramatic masks and medallion oscilla and pinakes
alluding to scenes from tragedies, com edies and satyr p l a y s . N o r was this kind of
sculptural display restricted to single them es; the series o f H ellenic imagines
illustrium at the Villa of Cassio were only a part o f the sculptural display in the
garden that also took in a series of Dionysian sculptures and an Egyptian group.

Garden sculpture could also have a political dim ension. The trophy and nikai found
in the Horti Sallustiani are public symbols of imperial power.''*' This aspect o f public
sculpture encouraged the reproduction of subjects associated with im perial projects
in a private context. For exam ple, C. Piso Frugi Pontifex copied the group of
Danaids from A ugustus’ Tem ple of A pollo and installed them in his villa at

'“ Hill 1981,89-93.
'^Jashem ski 1993, 193-196.
Neudecker 1 9 8 8 ,2 9 and 118-119; MacDonald and Pinto 1995, 268.
‘^’ Neudecker 1988,65-66.
Jashemski 1979, 38-40; Seiler 1992, 117-122.
Touchette 1998, 329; Bartman 1991,76; On Augustan promotion o f A pollo see Castriota 1995,8889; 110-112 and 134-140; Sauron 2000, 101-106 and Ch.4 p.204-205.
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Herculaneum.''*^ Similarly, two statuettes from Inatos on Crete of Niobe shielding a
daughter from an attacking Artemis may allude to the larger statue group of dying
Niobids in the Horti Lamiani}^^ These sculptural subjects have a dimension beyond
the display of educated taste; their known association with imperial sites means that
their visual quotation can be read as an articulation of loyalty to the emperor.
However, while the use of sculpture allowed the garden to be staged to reflect the
personality of its owner, it must be stressed that interpreting the character of an
individual through analysis of his sculpture collection is subject to two broad
caveats. The first is the desire to conform to cultural norms; although a sculpture
collection based around the busts of Greek philosophers indicates a high degree of
philhellenism and education, it should not necessarily be read as an indication of
personal reading tastes, but rather as the recognition of a literary canon. The second
is the influence of time. Sculptural decoration was included in legacies of property,'''^
so by the 4“’ century A.D. many gardens in villas and houses must have been
decorated with sculpture groups selected generations past.‘‘‘"^ Nevertheless, bearing
these caveats in mind, the programmatic role o f garden sculpture is not invalidated
since its retention at least indicates the cultural continuity of the ideas that underlay
its presence.
The other principal form of interior decoration applied to gardens was painting.
Garden paintings of the second and third styles were developed during the late
Republic, evolving from schematic glimpses through clearly delineated architecture
to a more diffuse, impressionistic effect. Grimal accepted Pliny’s statement that the
painter Spurius Studius'"*^ developed garden painting under the reign of Augustus
(Pliny, HN 35.116), but it is more likely that the type of painting referred to is the
sacro-idyllic and villa s c e n e .S a c r o - id y llic

scenes generally abbreviate the

landscape around them to a schematic tree, rock and perhaps a water element, as a
visual shorthand for the locus amoenus. An example from Pompeii shows Paris as a
shepherd, grazing his beasts on Mount Ida (visible in the background). The sacred
element of this bucolic scene is present in the image of the god of the mountain,
N eudecker 1988, 112; Zanker 1979, 199.
Bartman 1 9 9 1 ,7 6 .
Dig. 7 .1 .1 3 .7 , 18.1.34, 3 3 .7 .1 2 .2 3 .3 6 .
N eudecker 1988, 11 6 -1 2 0 , 123-124; Bartman 1 9 9 1 ,7 4 -7 5 .
S ee Settis 2 0 0 2 , 5 5 -6 7 ; Kuttner 1999; Jashem ski 1 9 9 3 , A pp. II; Jashem ski 1 9 7 9 ,5 5 -8 7 . Until
recently, garden paintings w ere rather m arginalised in stu d ie s on Rom an painting. A n essential
overview o f Roman garden painting within the con text o f R om an painting in general can be found in
Ling 1991, 149-152.
Or Spurius T adius or L udius, depending on w hich m anuscript reading is favoured.
'"^Grimal 1969, 3 5 4 , corrected by Ling 1977, 1-16.
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reclining on a rock on the right hand side of the picture and a statue of ArtemisHecate standing on a plinth left of centre (Fig. 2.20).

Villa scenes and architectural paintings show villas with some indication of a garden
or planting, usually the tops of cypress or plane trees waving from behind a high
wall, such as in the exam ple from the tablinium in the House o f M. Lucretius Fronto
(9.4.a) which shows a villa with two rectangular, enclosed green spaces in front o f it
and a line of mature trees behind it (Fig. 2.21). Villa paintings illuminate our
understanding of how the hortus worked in the more problem atic environm ent of the
villa, with its extended conglomerates of buildings, since they clarify the relationship
between the Roman villa and its surrounding vegetation. They give some hint to the
viewer as to how the visitor was meant to approach and circulate around the site,
approaching from the front with the sea or low terraced garden in the foreground,
and the larger garden and mountains behind it; a perspective very close to that
adopted by Pliny in his garden letters (Pliny, Ep. 2.17, 5.6) and found in the villa at
Oplontis.''*® Sacro-idyllic and villa scenes give some idea o f the basic landscaping
and activities that were expected to take place in rural areas and villas (usually
sailing, harvesting and shepherding) but they do not show these planted and
landscaped areas in any detail. In contrast, garden paintings as a genre are far more
detailed with regard to the presence of plants, anim als and sculpture but, with the
exception of mythological characters, exclude human fig u res.'^
In term s of material evidence, garden paintings are our m ost im portant source of
inform ation for the appearance of horti, at least as an ideal. It is im portant to
acknow ledge that garden paintings were, first and forem ost, an interpretation of the
natural world that gardens represented, and not necessarily a veristic record of the
garden in which they were f o u n d . B e a r i n g that in mind, garden paintings are an
invaluable source of information as to the general appearance o f domestic Roman
gardens. The typical subject of a garden painting was a collection of trees and shrubs
against a blue, gold or russet sky, with birds playing in a gushing fountain at the
centre of the picture and a fence or similar barrier at the base. The ubiquity of this
type of scene with fountain, greenery and low, w ickerw ork-style fencing can be

Bergmann 2 0 0 2 ,9 6 -1 0 7 .
'“ Jashemski 1979,84.
It is important to recognise the dangers o f taking pictorial representations o f gardens as an actual
view: such representations are influenced by the artist’s preconceptions about what a garden should
look like: see Halpern 1992, 183. For example, Roman garden paintings alw ays show the garden
without human activity that would suggest the passing o f the seasons, instead they show an eternal
spring/early summer. Literary references to gardens also tend towards idealising them, associating
them with a golden age, for example V irgil’s Corycian gardener (Vir. Gear. 4.125-146).
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discerned by the fact that it is found both in the luxurious villa at Oplontis (Fig. 2.22)
and the House of the Bread Merchant (1.12.16). There were variations, mythological
scenes could be included, as at the House of the Marine Venus (2.3.3) or the House
of Orpheus (6.14.20), while the painting of a great hunt in the House of Ceius
Secundus (1.6.15) seems to be evoking associations with the hunting preserves of the
wapdSeLaos'.
Unlike sculpture, paintings are found in situ, which allows some reconstruction as to
how the visitor was intended to view the garden. In some cases the garden painting is
located within the interior of the house to give the impression of looking out of a
window on to a garden, as at the House of the Fruit Orchard in Pompeii (1.9.5) and
the Villa of Poppea at Oplontis.'^^ In other cases the garden painting is located in the
garden itself to enhance the garden and create the illusion of increased size. The
majority of garden paintings excavated in Pompeii and Herculaneum are located on
the rear wall of the garden to facilitate this i l l u s i o n . T h e garden painting therefore,
was more than decoration, it was an interpretation of the garden’s appearance that
played off the real flora planted around the house. The fruit trees depicted in the
House of the Fruit Orchard grew in a real orchard across the road, in the House of C.
Junius Polybius (9.13.1-3).

The garden paintings on the exterior of the diaeta

(room 78) of the villa at Oplontis extended the view of the planted portico, while the
windows in the interior of the villa were arranged so that the viewer could gaze
through a series of internal apartments, each decorated with garden paintings and
connected by light wells in which stood the real fountains and plants represented in
the p a i n t i n g s . T h e s e unfolding vistas blurred the line between real and unreal
scenery; in addition, the representation of garden sculpture, pinakes and oscillae, that
were themselves painted objects, must be included in this layered interplay between
the pictorial and real garden.
Through their combination of nature and art garden paintings expressed a
relationship between the representation of garden space and the social and value
system of the Romans. Garden paintings were strongly invested with Augustan
ideology, being a pictorial expression of a rustic sensibility that reached its literary
apogee in Virgil’s Georgies and its sculptural apogee in the Ara Paeis Augustae.^^

Bergmann 2002, 112-118.
Jashemski 1979, 56.
'^^Jashemski 1993,249-252.
Bergmann 2002, 113-115.
Settis 2002; Sauron 2000; Wallace-Hadrill 1998, 10; Castriota 1995. For the influence of the
Georgies on the Ara Pacis see Castriota 1995, 135-136 and 144-146.
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The vegetative imagery of the Augustan age was used to illustrate the theme of
renovatio, a returning golden age that brought with it a renewal of the mos maiorum,
the customs of Rome’s upright ancestors and the bedrock of Roman government.'^’
The accompanying efflorescence of peace and justice would naturally bring with it a
period of growth and prosperity reflected in images of lush growth. It is not
surprising that one of the finest surviving examples of garden painting is that found
in the triclinium of the Villa of Livia at Prima Porta, which reproduces many of the
plants shown on the Ara P ads, such as pine, olive, cherry, ivy, acanthus and, above
all, laurel, growing in riotous profusion (Fig. 2.23).'“®
A spectacular illustration of the interplay between real garden and garden painting
can be found in the House of the Golden Bracelet (6. Ins. Occid. 4 2 ) . The garden at
the back of this house had an oval bed in the centre, triangular beds in each corner
and a path running along the four walls of the garden. When excavated, 117 planting
holes were found in the garden. Some 27 were grouped along the far wall at the
western end of the garden, a screen of climbers or vines. The remainder were
scattered throughout the formal arrangement of the beds and paths, and perhaps
constituted a low hedge. On the east side of the garden a water triclinium with an
apsed mosaic fountain emptied into a pool covered by a small pergola and containing
one large water jet in the centre of the pool and 28 smaller jets along the sides. Next
to the triclinium was a diaeta decorated with a sumptuous garden painting that
covered three of its walls, while the fourth, west wall was open to the garden.
The north wall, which is the most extant of the three, shows a lush, overgrown
garden with a wooden lattice fence in the foreground, pierced by open rectangles and
lozenges, behind which more foliage can be seen (Fig. 2.24). In the centre of the
picture is a bubbling fountain, flanked by two herms. One has the head of a girl or a
beardless youth the other is a bearded man, both are painted and surmounted by
pinakes of reclining women. A young plane tree stands directly behind the fountain.
To the right of the fountain are a dwarf palm and strawberry tree, between them
some variegated ivy grows. To the left are an oleander with pink flowers and a
viburnum with clusters of white flowers. Looking left from the base of the fountain
one can recognise yellow corn marigolds, roses and camomile. On the far right hand
side of the wall one can see the fat red fruit of the strawberry tree and (dimly) purple
'^"'Castriota 1995, 125-169; Sauron 2000, 30-35.
Castriota 1995, 31; Sauron 2 0 0 0 ,4 1 -4 3 ; Fortsch 1989, 342-345. See below pp. 143-144 and Ch.4
pp.205-206.
A lso known as the House o f the Wedding o f Alexander: See C onticello 1991, Jashemski 1993,
166-167, 348-358; Pugliese Carratelli and Baldassarre 1990-2003, VI, 44-145.
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opium poppies. The far left hand side of the wall shows another dw arf palm. The
background vegetation seems to be mostly com posed o f laurel trees. The painting is
alive with birds, including the ringed turtledove, two wood pigeons (one perched on
a pinax, the other just above the fountain), m agpies, a golden oriole and sparrows.
Tw o theatrical masks are suspended in the blue sky.

A sim ilar program of ornam ent and vegetation is seen in painting on the opposite
south wall (Fig. 2.25). This is far less extant that the north wall and most o f the right
hand side is missing. Nevertheless, one can see a fountain alm ost identical to that in
the north wall, with a similar, pinax surm ounted, herm. A gain, the head o f the herm
is a girl or beardless youth and the pinax shows a reclining woman. T o the left of the
herm is a strawberry tree, above which flies a fragm entary golden oriole, and to the
right one can see cam omile, marigolds, poppies and a rose tied to a stake. In the
centre of the painting, ju st behind the fountain, is a plane tree. In the background to
its left one can see a cypress and on the right, ju st behind the fragm ents of the second
pinax, a pine tree. Perched on the plane tree is a white cattle egret with a hooded
crow to its left. Again, two theatrical masks are suspended in the blue sky.

In the centre, between these two large panels is the east wall (Fig. 2.26). Unlike the
other two walls it depicts neither fountain nor herm, although a w ater elem ent is
present in the image of birds drinking from a golden basin in the lunette above the
painting. Instead a rectangular niche occupies the centre o f the wall. On the left hand
side is a dw arf palm behind which stand an oleander and a straw berry tree. A golden
oriole can be seen just above it. T o the left o f the palm are daisies. M adonna lilies,
and poppies and the right of the palm are white m orning glories and roses. A mynah
bird is perched on the top strawberry tree and stalking under the niche is an unusual,
long-legged bird with pink legs and a hooked bill, tentatively identified as a bustard.
To the right o f the niche is a strawberry tree with roses, cam om ile and variegated ivy
around it. Perched on the ground (or maybe the w icker fence) is a plum p rock
partridge. Next to it is another dw arf palm, upon which a male golden oriole is
perched, and above him a fem ale golden oriole perches on an oleander. Flying in the
sky, looking from left to right, is a brown bird, a pigeon with a dark head, a white
bird (possibly a pigeon). Instead of dramatic masks tw o oscillae are suspended from
the upper register o f the painting into the sky o f the garden painting.

The individual elements of the garden painting show a high degree o f internal
consistency with regard to decorative elem ents, flora and fauna. This is maintained
through the decorative context of the painting. The garden painting was ‘fram ed’ by
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the highest and lowest registers of the wall, which are decorated with images on a
black background. While ostensibly very different from the garden painting the
architectural elements and decorative elements depicted enhance the continuity
between the image of the garden and its ‘frame’ by repeating many of the motifs
found in the main garden painting. The lowest register, the dado, depicts a frieze of
iris and hart’s tongue ferns, regularly placed to complement the apertures in the
fence. The highest register has wickerwork arches similar to the garden fence that
encloses the painting. Each register is divided into three panels by red divisions, with
ivy and grape leaf garland swags between them. On the north and south walls the red
divisions are placed behind amphorae on tall stands, on the east wall these divisions
are narrower and the amphorae stand on the middle of the left and right panels.
Within every panel are pinakes depicting dramatic masks and rampant lions, and
both round, and pelta-shaped oscillae. On each wall, two round oscillae or dramatic
masks are suspended into the garden painting itself. Thus the garden painting has two
layers of trompe I ’oeil between the painting and its frame and between the garden in
the painting and the actual garden that constitutes the east wall. On the far right hand
of the south wall a blackbird flies off the wall and into the real garden. On the
lunettes of the east and west walls are the same turtledoves and woodpigeons found
in the garden painting (Fig. 2.27). The noise from the real fountain on the garden and
from the nymphaea in the water triclinium must have contributed to the illusionistic
effect. This was probably heightened by the contrast between the lush and abundant
flora and fauna of the painting and the very formal planting of the actual garden.
The surviving examples of garden painting are all from Rome and Campania. This
concentration may be due more to the exceptional circumstances of their
preservation in and around Pompeii than to local t a s t e . W h e r e wall paintings have
not survived, mosaics, their lapidary cousins, have. Mosaics are frequently found in
the decoration of Roman g a r d e n s . T h e y were usually present in conjunction with
water elements such as pools, fountains and nymphaea. Occasionally they were used
to line paths or columns. Mosaics rarely depict garden views but they do show
valuable details that most perishable and impressionistic garden paintings cannot,
such as the composition of garlands that hung in swags between the peristyle
columns. Unlike garden paintings, mosaics can occasionally show human activity
within a garden. Thus the 4"' century mosaic from the House of the Lord Julius in

O ne garden painting from E phesus w as covered by a painting in a later style, w hich su g g ests that
the proliferation o f garden paintings in Pom peii is an accid en t o f timing: se e G leason 1 9 8 7 ,4 6 n.20.
Grimal m entions o n e other exam ple o f a garden painting d iscov ered in H ou se o f the C onsul A ttalu s at
Pergamum: see Grimal 1 9 6 9 ,4 5 8 .
Farrar 1 9 9 8 ,4 3 and 69.
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Carthage shows a villa scene on three registers that illustrates the m arriage of
agriculture and garden in villa life; in it olives are harvested, grain is ripening, geese
and goats are herded and a man sets out with his dogs for the hunt (Fig. 2.28a). On
the lowest register on the right hand side is part o f a garden fence indicating that the
activities shown are within a garden enclosure (Fig. 2.28b). In the garden, the Lord
Julius, shaded by fruit trees, receives offerings from his slaves, while his wife rises
from her chair next to the rosebushes. A nother mosaic, also from Tunisia, shows a
woman gathering roses in an enclosed garden in a m anner very sim ilar to the
painting o f Flora from the Villa o f Varanus at Stabiae (Fig. 2.29a and b).

The effect o f using sculpture and frescoes in gardens was to blur the distinction
between interior architectural elements and exterior natural elements. The interplay
between interior and exterior can be seen in the cubiculum from the V illa o f P.
Fannius Sinistor at Boscoreale, where a closed interior space is decorated with
exterior scenes (Fig. 2.30). Nature and architecture were interconnected by their
transm orphic decorative elements. Colum ns and other architectural elem ents made
great use of decorative features drawn from nature, such as ivy-leaf friezes and the
acanthus leaf Corinthian c a p i ta l .V it r u v i u s speaks of contem porary (third-style)
wall paintings that took this conceit to a logical absurdity, showing reeds instead of
colum ns and pediments growing stalks and volutes (Vitr. 7.5.3). Panoramic garden
paintings such as the one from the Villa of Livia at Prima Porta created the illusion
o f being in an artificial grotto looking out on to a sum m er o r c h a r d .C o n v e r s e ly ,
plants were manipulated to imitate architecture. Trees, the original inspiration for
co lu m n s,'^ could be used to com plem ent them, as at the V illa o f Poppaea at O plontis
where plane trees by the piscina were planted in the same rhythm as the colum ns of
the portico that looked on to it.‘*^ Ars topiaria could clip shrubs into shapes, creating
pieces o f living sculpture and bedding plants could be arranged to resemble
tessellated pavements. Ivy was trained up in such profusion as to make it seem as if
buildings and statues were made of it (Cic. Q.Fr. 3.1.5). This artful m elange of
natural and architectural elem ents can best be found in an account from Pliny the
Y ounger o f his Tuscan villa. Here animal sculptures are cut out o f box, acanthus
beds imitate pools of water, and rooms that are decorated with garden paintings from
within are cam ouflaged by ivy from without (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.16-35). In the grandest
cases, nature and architecture com bined in one form , as ancient trees were adapted to
create an entire room. Pliny lists marvels such as a plane tree in Lycia with a hollow
Sauron 2000.
Lavagne 1988, 346-347.
'“ And occasionally confused with them, as on the Forma U rbis Romae: see Lloyd 1 9 82,97.
Purcell 1996, 144; Bergmann 2002, 115-118.
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trunk so large that the consul Licinius M ucianus held a banquet within it for him self
and eighteen others (Pliny, H N 12.9).'^ He then used the arboreal triclinium as a
diaeta for his post-prandial nap. Caligula also held a banquet in a plane tree on his
estate at Velletri, this time on a platform built on the boughs o f the tree (Pliny, H N
12.10). Rather than being a space outside the house, the garden, through its
architectural and decorative elements, had a closely reciprocal relationship with
dom estic architecture.

In addition to the architectural form s and decorative elem ents that contributed to the
appearance of Roman garden, natural elements o f earth, w ater and air also had an
im pact on the garden’s aspect.

Earthworks and enclosure: terraces, fences, beds, paths
Earth and w ater together make up the hard landscape elem ents o f a garden.

Recent

archaeology has allowed for garden features to berecovered with some accuracy.
Evidence of terraces, irrigation channels, raised beds, post holes for clim bing vines
and ‘som brero’ shaped planting spaces for trees can all be recovered.'^ In
exceptional conditions such as those found in Pompeii and Herculaneum the root
cavities can be filled with plaster of paris to attem pt identification o f the plant root.
Earth is the foundation of the garden and unsurprisingly it is the first item that
Colum ella chooses to discuss in his directions on how to create a hortus:

Principio sedem num eroso praebeat horto
pinguis ager, putres glebas resolutaque terga
qui gerit, et fo ssu s graciles imitatur arenas

First, if you w ould have a bounteous garden
let rich so il be its seat, with clo d s o f matter
w ell-d eca y ed , w hich loosen easily and,
w hen dug, are like in texture to fin e sand. (C ol. 10.6-8)

'“ T he con ceit o f arboreal room s survived into the 17"' century. There w as o n e in H untingdon, Dorset:
see Scham a 1995, 135.
For exam ple, C iarallo’s excavation o f the H ouse o f the Casti A m anti in P om p eii revealed
geom etrically shaped beds en closed by reed trellises. P ollen and w ood a n a ly sis revealed that the beds
contained juniper, rose and artem isium , with ferns along the outer perim eter w here the drains were:
see C iarallo 1993, 110-116.
See Jashem ski 1979, 2 5 -3 1 .
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Of course, Columella is not alone in prioritising earth. Cato, Varro and Palladius
(Gargilius Martialis)'^^ all place a great deal of emphasis on making sure that the
garden or farm is set in suitable ground because (as all gardeners past and present
know) the condition and quality of soil is the most important factor in a garden.
Yet even before the first seed is sown gardens use earth for structural and spatial
organisation. Roman gardens used earth in terraces, grottoes, and fenced enclosures
and the subdivision of internal space through paths and planting beds.
Terracing, whereby soil was removed or built up to form a level surface, is the most
ambitious and labour intensive of hard landscape e le m e n ts .B e c a u s e of the labour
involved it is expensive and thus usually associated with large-scale projects.
Excavations at the Herodian Palace near Jericho have revealed a level terrace of 113
X

37m with a partially sunken garden set with tiered plant beds to create the

impression of deep layers of g r e e n e r y . T h e large Horti of Rome also used terraces.
Since the Horti Maecanatis were laid out on the slopes of the Esquiline, terraces
were used to compensate for this drop in elevation and provide the occupants with
views over the city and towards Tivoli and Frascati (Hor. Carm. 3.29.6-10).'^^ The
highest terrace was occupied by the auditorium of Maecenas from which Nero
notoriously watched Rome burn (Suet. Nero, 38.2).'^'' The Horti Sallustiani that
covered both the Pincian and Quirinal hills included a monumental water complex
(either a nymphaeum or baths) on two staggered t e r r a c e s . T h e Horti Luculliani on
Pincian hill had a series of terraces that culminated in a curvilinear portico, believed
to be the remains of a monumental fountain to Jupiter.'^* The cumulative terracing
raised the ground in some points as high as 13m, this abrupt change in topography
created a natural defence that was incorporated into the Aurelian city walls and
survived into 17"' century maps of Pirro Ligorio (Fig. 2.31).’’’ Terracing was also

For the survival o f G argilius M artialis’ booic on gardening in P allad iu s’ see R iddle 1984.
™ C a to ,/ig . 1.1-7; Varro, RR 1.6.1; Pall. 1.34.7.
In term s o f labour involved it has been estim ated that to create 6 square kilom etres o f arable land
through terracing up until the 19"' century took 2 0 to 5 0 peop le 8 to 12 years: see Horden and Purcell
2 0 0 0 , 235. For terraces in the ancient world see F oxhall 1996.
G leason 1988, 3 3 -3 6 ; N etzer 1 9 7 5 ,9 9 and 1 9 7 7 ,8 -9 ; K elso and Baramki 1 9 4 9 -1 9 5 1 , 15-17
Hauber 1998, 3 0 -3 6 .
""•Hauber 1998, 15-18.
Steinby 1 9 9 3 -2 0 0 3 , IV, 82.
Steinby 1 9 9 3 -2 0 0 3 , IV, 69.
L ucullus is often credited with being the first to use terracing in R om e (e .g . Farrar 1 9 9 8 ,4 8 ). I can
find no ev id en ce to support this claim . Plutarch adm its that the sca le o f L u cu llu s’ building projects
w as enough to arouse censure and en vy, but d oes not say that terracing w as a L ucullan innovation
(Plut. Luc. 39).
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used extensively in the portico gardens o f R om e‘S® and was a popular feature of
Roman villas. Pliny’s villa on lake Com o was com posed o f tw o buildings that he
whim sically named Tragedy and Comedy, Tragedy because it sat on a raised
platform , recalling the high boots of tragic actors (Pliny, Ep. 5.7.16, 9.7). In spite of
their association with large-scale projects, the use o f terraces was not wholly
confined to large villa gardens: they could also be quite small (m icro-terraces) and
incorporated into urban gardens. For exam ple, the garden in the House o f Loreius
Tiburtinus (2.2.2) at Pompeii was terraced on tw o different levels as was the market
garden attached to the House of the Ship Europa (1.15.3).'^^ V arying the soil levels
within a garden has a practical as well as aesthetic application: terraces retain soil
m oisture and prevent waterlogging.

The use o f terraces is probably what allowed Polllus Felix to construct a colonnade
up a cliff to his villa at Surrentum (Stat. Silv. 2.2.33). This architectural feature, the
colonnade, could also be inverted, the terrace being supported by a cryptoporticus
(vaulted colonnade or covered gallery) as at H adrian’s Villa at T i v o l i . T h e entrance
to a cryptoporticus could be disguised to look like the entrance to a cave or grotto.'®'
G rottoes were occasionally natural features, adapted and enhanced to allow their
ow ners to enjoy them more fully, as in the case o f the spectacular w ater triclinium at
Sperlonga with Its Hellenistic statue group of O dysseus and the Cyclops.'*^ More
often, grottoes were artificial features, such as those on the estate o f Servillus Vatia
at Cumae:

speluncae sunt duae magni operis, cuivis laxo atrio pares, manu factae, quarum altera
solem non recipit, altera usque in occidentem tenet.

There are two grottoes, which cost a great deal o f labour, made by hand and as large as
the most spacious hall. One o f these does not admit the sun while the other holds the
rays o f the sun as it sets. (Sen. Ep. 55.6)

Ovid, Pont. 1.8.36. There was extensive terracing on the north eastern side o f the Palatine hill that
was occupied by gardens almost continuously from the late Republic to the 4*'' century A.D.; see
Villedieu 2001.
"'’ Jashemski 1979, 234-237.
MacDonald and Pinto 1 9 9 5 ,4 2 and 56.
For exam ple, the cryptoporticus at the Villa o f Domitian at Castelgandolfo: see Lavagne 1988.
'“ Ricotti 1987, 138. Lavagne 1988,515-558.
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Artificial grottoes, sometimes called nymphaea after the nym phs who were believed
to haunt natural g ro tto es,'^ were lined with pumice to make them appear more rough
hewn and natural (Pliny, HN 36.154). In more ornate exam ples, such as the House of
the Mosaic of Neptune and Am phitrite in H erculaneum (5.6/7), the pumice is
replaced by pebble or glass mosaic, or som etim es shells. It was not unusual to
include water features in the form of artificial springs and waterfalls.'*^ The grotto in
the fresco from The Villa of P. Fannius Sinistor at Boscoreale show s a spring, natural
or artificial, running into a two-tiered w ater basin to create a small waterfall (Fig.
2.32).'*"

Terracing was not the only method by which gardens could be established on steep
slopes. Gardens could also be sunken. Sunken gardens are found throughout the
Roman Empire spanning all periods. In Italy, early houses with sunken gardens have
been excavated in Cosa and later in Pompeii.'®^ Sunken gardens were particularly
appropriate in Roman North Africa and the Near East because they conserved
moisture and provided some protection against the withering sun. In Tunisia, the
paved peristyle in the House o f the Trifolium in Dougga was replaced by a garden
5m below street level to accom m odate the slope o f the hill and house, and in El
Djem the garden of the Domus Sollertiana is 80cm below street level. Bulla Regia
also has several exam ples of deeply sunken peristyles although it is not certain if
these peristyles were planted (Fig. 2.33).'®^

Not only did terraces create arable land, they also marked boundaries. Boundaries
were signified in Roman gardens by the use of walls and fences. A t their most
modest, fences were made of woven reeds or the spines o f overblow n lettuce plants
(Pliny, HN 19.125). These form s o f fencing are the m ost ephem eral and hardest to
recover, although an exam ple of reed fencing has been found in Pompeii at the
House of the Casti Amanti.'*® M oving up the scale were latticew ork fences made of
withies or wood. This kind o f fencing can be seen in the garden paintings from the
Villa of Livia at Prima Porta and the House o f the G olden Bracelet (6. Ins. Occid.
42). Physical evidence in the form o f vertical cuts or holes in peristyle colum ns that
would have held a wooden fence has been found in Pompeii in the House o f the Faun

N ym phaea were not necessarily restricted to their grotto-like origins. In large gardens this term
could be applied to a building or apsidial room with a com plex water feature as its main focus: see
Lavagne 1988, 16-18 and 284-302
See below pp. 136-137.
Lavagne 1988,337-343
Cosa: Square VD, see Brown 1980, fig.83; Pompeii: House o f Ancora Nera (6.10.7).
Dougga; Poinssot 1983, 55; El Djem: Farrar 1998,45; Bulla Regia: Thebert 1987, 343-345.
'**^Ciarallo 1993, 111.
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(6.12.2-5), the House of the Silver W edding (5.2.1) and the House o f the Ephebe
(1.7.10-12/19). Finally, on particularly high terraces, stone barriers (low walls or
balustrades) were needed to protect guests from falling. An exam ple o f this kind of
fencing can be seen in the grotto fresco from the villa of P. Fannius Sinistor at
Boscoreale, next to the vine-covered pergola that is in itself a nice exam ple o f mixed
wood and masonry construction. The fences shown in garden paintings were
generally low (on average 0.5m to Im high) and could be either attached to the
peristyle or used as free-standing borders to protect plant beds.'®^ The majority of
Roman fences depicted show a diam ond-lattice or scallop m otif that recalled their
origins from woven reeds or withies. Some frescoes show wooden fences that are
painted or gilded.

A lesser form of ground m odification that can be recovered through careful
archaeology are raised planting beds, such as the one found in House 5.4.1-2 in
Pompeii. Pliny recom mended that plant beds should be slightly raised and easily
accessible by paths (Pliny, H N 19.60). The depth of soil in the bed depended on what
was being grown there. Small plants with shallow roots such as violets only needed a
depth of about 30cm, while roses needed about 90cm and deep-rooted plants such as
trees needed a depth o f about 122cm (Pliny, H N 19.60, 17.81). Planting beds were
usually rectilinear, as this allowed for the most efficient irrigation system (Col.
11.13). W here plants were bedded singly they were enclosed by a circle o f raised
earth (the so-called ‘som brero’) to attract and conserve m oisture. Jashem ski’s
excavations in Pompeii supported Pliny the E lder’s observation that trees and shrubs
within beds should planted in a quincunx style (like the pattern o f dots on the fifth
side o f a die) (Pliny, H N 17.78).'^

A nother form o f ground modification, and one that necessarily accom panied planting
beds, were paths. These were usually com posed o f hard packed earth and are
recoverable through careful archaeology. Sometimes the task is made easier when
the ow ners o f the garden used sand, a different coloured earth, crushed pottery or
gravel to line the paths (Vitr. 5.9.7).'^' Some paths are bordered with small holes that
indicate the presence o f either post-holes for a fence, or the planting o f a low hedge.
M ost Roman gardens have straight paths but curved and serpentine paths were also
found, especially in larger gardens. Pliny’s villa at Laurentium had one wide path

"*''Jashemski 1 9 7 9 ,4 9 -5 1 ; Farrar 1 9 9 8 ,3 2 -3 5 .
"“ Jashem ski 1 9 8 1 ,3 3 ; Farrar 1998, 169-171.
For exam ple, gravel w as used to line the paths in the garden o f Frocester Court, Britain: see Farrar
1 9 9 8 ,3 2 .
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that made a circle around a central bed while his stadium garden in Tuscany held
both winding and straight paths (Pliny, Ep. 2.17.14, 5.6.34).

Water power: fountains, pools, channels
The regulation o f water, ensuring its presence in tim es of need and safely disposing
of excess in times of flood, is the eternal struggle o f all agricultural and horticultural
p r o je c ts .R o m a n gardens were not guaranteed a dependable w ater supply unless
they were connected to the mains or situated near a river or a spring (and even then it
is not unusual in the M editerranean for small rivers to dry up during the sum m er).'”
The quality and disposition of the water supply was o f param ount concern to
agricultural writers (Cato, Ag. 1.1-7; Col. 10.23-26; Pall. 1.34. 1-2), w hile the issue
o f which households deserved access to w ater sources was a thorny legal q u estio n .'^
Pliny took it for granted that a villa would possess access to enough w ater to
maintain its grounds:

Hortos villae iungendos non e st dubium riguosque m axim e habendos, si contingat,
praefluo am ne, si m inus, e puteo rota organ isve pneum aticis vel toiien on u m haustu
rigatos.

There is no doubt that gardens should be attached to a villa , and esp ecia lly that they
should be kept irrigated - watered if possib le by a flo w in g stream , but o th erw ise from a
w ell with a w heel or valve-pum ps, or by draw ing with sh ad ou fs. (P lin y, H N 19.60)

But this was not always the case for urban gardens. Unless they had access to w ater
carried by an aqueduct, urban gardens were mainly dependent on rainw ater that was
collected from the roof and channelled beneath the atrium to a household cistern. It is
more than likely that this water was only used in the garden after it had been used for
household tasks o f cooking and cleaning. This m eant that the w ater available needed
to be used as efficiently as possible, thus the sym m etrical aspect and geom etric form
o f early gardens reflect the practicalities o f irrigation. The House o f Pansa in
Pompeii (6.6.1) illustrates this vividly. There, the rear garden was sym m etrically laid
out into rectangular plots separated by paths that also served as irrigation channels.'’^

Horden and Purcell 2 0 0 0 , 2 3 7 -2 5 5 .
For exam ple, Pliny is proud to report that the springs in his Laurentine v illa are not o n ly plentiful
and con ven ien tly near the surface, but also that they are alm ost alw a y s pure in spite o f the property
being so near the sea (P lin y, Ep. 2 .1 7 .2 5 ).
''^B annon 2 0 0 1 ,4 0 -5 1 .
Jashem ski 1979, 19.
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The hortus' dependence upon its water supply was alleviated by the construction of
aqueducts. Prior to the Augustan building programme only four aqueducts watered
Rome. These were the Aqua Appia (begun in 312 B.C.), the Anio Vetus (started in
273 B.C.), the Aqua Tepula (125 B.C.), and the Aqua Marcia (144 B.C.). These
aqueducts and Rome’s wealth of smaller springs'^ had supplied Rome until the
addition of no fewer than five aqueducts in the years of the Augustan principate and
Julio-Claudian dynasty. These were the Aqua Julia and Aqua Virgo by Agrippa, the
Aqua Alsietina by Augustus, the Aqua Claudia and Anio Novus by Caligula and
Claudius.'^^ These aqueducts not only aided the development of gardens in Rome;
they also

carried water to oudying towns such as Pompeii and N aples.'^ It is

uncertain

whether the construction of aqueducts encouraged the widespread

proliferation of gardens in provincial areas. Aqueduct water for the estates and
gardens of Roman North Africa seems to have mainly benefited the wealthier
elements of society.'^ This may also be the case with the gardens of Spain, where
recovered examples are clustered around the prestigious towns of Italica and Merida,
which were supplied with water from aqueducts.^**
Aqueducts not only allowed an increase in the number and types of plants that could
be maintained but also introduced a great variety of water features;

ToaouTou S ’ e a r i to eiaayojyifioi^ fjSojp S ia toji' vSpayaiyeioji^

axTTe noTajiov^

Sid Trjs- noAeojs- icai Twi> unordfiaii' p eiK anaaai^ Si oiidai' crxeSot^ Se^afiei’ds
Kai

aL<t>com? icai Kpoui'oiig e'x^Li' d<p96i>oiS'

And water is brought into the City through the aqueducts in such quantities that
veritable rivers flow through the city and its sewers; alm ost every house has cisterns and
service pipes and copious fountains. (Strabo, 5.3.8)

Water could now be used not only for irrigation, but also for dramatic display in the
form of pools, channels and garden fountains. Pools were probably the first water
features to be developed in a garden, as they are both simple and practical. The

Such as the Juturnan spring by the Temple o f Castor and Pollux (Front. Aq. 4).
‘^ R obinson 1992,95-104.
Wilson 1999,315-318.
Hodge 1992, 50-51 (although Wilson 1999, 318-320 questions his conclusions). W hile the
Zaghouan-Carthage aqueduct undoubtedly influenced the later production o f roses as a cash crop in
the 9"’ century A .D ., the greater part o f water resources in Roman North Africa were managed at a
local level, without state intervention; see Horden and Purcell 2000, 250. Tunisian gardens as a result
are heavily planted with trees, which can withstand drought well; see Jashemski 1995, 564-566.
-“ Farrar 1998,202.
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original hortus pool was probably a fishpond {piscina) that provided fresh fish for
the table. Pliny credits the invention of the piscina to Licinius Murena (Pliny, HN
9.170).^°' However, since the presence of a stockpond is a fairly simple idea,
common to farms from all areas and periods, what Pliny is probably referring to is
the development of a pond that renews or circulates salt water where saltwater fish
can live and breed. This is a far more technically ambitious and expensive project
than a freshwater pond (Varro, RR, 3.17.2). Fishponds are identified by the presence
of niches cut into the side of the pool, or jars {amphorae) that provided refuge for the
fish. Examples can be found in Pompeii at the House of Meleager (6.9.2) and the
House of M. Gavius Rufus (7.2.16). Where these niches are not provided the pool
was simply ornamental.
Ornamental pools came in a wide variety of designs and ranged in depth from Im to
3m (Fig. 2.34).^“ At their simplest they were square, rectangular or demi-lune in
shape and undecorated. Variations on the form included the rectangular shape with
one semicircular recess, such as the examples found at the Schola of Trajan in Ostia
and House of the Amphitheatre in Merida, or several, as at La Malena in Spain and
the House of the Cortege of Venus in Volubilis. A more complex type of pool had a
simple rectangular frame but an inner lining with elaborate, articulated recesses,
examples of this type can be found in the Domus Augustana on the Palatine hill in
Rome and cap Tizerine in Cherchel, Tunisia. In the mid 2"‘‘ century B.C. an even
more sophisticated version of this type of pool became fashionable. Here planted
watertight caissons were establisged between the inner and outer linings to
spectacular effect, as the House of the Water Jets, Conimbriga (Fig. 2.35). Finally
pools could be combined into complex, interconnecting designs, as they were in
Piazza Amerina and the House of the Dionysus mosaic, Cologne.
Pools were usually lined with blue plaster, as at the House of Meleager at Pompeii
(6.9.2). A more sumptuous effect could be obtained by lining the pool with marble
(an example is found at the House of the Round Temple at Ostia) or mosaic. Mosaic
lined pools usually depicted aquatic themes, such as the one at the House of the
Cascade, Utica that shows men in a boat, fishing in a teeming sea (Fig. 2.36). Pools
were often located in the centre of the peristyle garden, as at the House of Meleager,
although there was a variant called a gutter basin where the water ran in a narrow

A s his name suggests, he specialised in breeding eels. Other popular fish for fishponds were grey
mullet, red mullet, gilthead and parrot wrasse; see Higginbotham, 1 9 9 7 ,4 2 -5 3 .
■“ Higginbotham 1997, 22.
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channel around the peristyle, a good example was found in the House of the
Amphitheatre, Merida.
A variation on the pool, and one that deserves particular attention, is the rectangular
channel, or euripus. These channels became popular garden features after Agrippa
included one on a monumental scale in his portico park. The Euripus Virginis was
wide enough and deep enough to act as a public swimming channel, although at 1.6
km long, 91.5cm wide and 1.7m deep it was more of an extended plunge pool (Front.
Aq. 98.2). The euripus was associated with the famously sybaritic Canopus canal in
Alexandria (Cic. De Leg. 2.1.2, Q.Fr. 3.9.7). Smaller scale examples of euripi can be
found in the House of Julia Felix (2.4) and the House of Loreius Tiburtinus (2.2.2) in
Pompeii, where in both cases they were used as fish ponds.
Fountains are both the most technically difficult and the most impressive water
features of the Roman garden. Their existence is well documented from garden
paintings and material remains. Fountains usually took the form of a waterspout
placed at the centre of a wide bowl or narrow urn to mimic the effect of a gushing
spring with a basin beneath it:

fonticulus in hoc, in fonte crater; circa sipunculi plures m iscen t iucundissim um murmur.

Here is a sm all fountain with a bow l surrounded by tiny jets w hich together m ake the
m ost cheerful m urm urming sound. (P lin y, Ep. 5 .6 .2 3 )

In some cases the waterspout was set in a wall with the basin beneath it: this is the
case in the House of the Small Fountain at Pompeii (6.8.23), where the spout is
concealed behind a mask of Silenus.^” Occasionally, the basin was allowed to
overflow to create a waterfall effect. This idea could be expanded so that the water
fell over a set of stairs. These water-stairs could be set in a niche, as at the House of
Cupid and Psyche at Ostia, or freestanding, as at the House of Loreius Tiburtinus
(2.2.2). Alternatively, a fountain could be set in an aedicular niche and decorated
with pumice, shells or mosaic as at the House of the Great Fountain in Pompeii
(6.8.22), which stood at the rear wall of the garden.^”^ Each of these individual water
features could be adapted to any number of combinations, the House of Loreius

Jashem ski 1993, 136; P u gliese Carratelli and Baldassarre 1 9 9 0 -2 0 0 3 , IV, 6 4 1 -6 4 6 .
Jashem ski 1993, 135; P u gliese Carratelli and Baldassarre 1 9 9 0 -2 0 0 3 , IV, 6 1 6 -6 2 0 .
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Tiburtinus, for example, had a nymphaeum with water stairs leading to a euripus
channel, with three pools, water jets and fountains.^®^
Despite the variety of water features available to gardens their presence was never to
be taken for granted. Water features were not only an aesthetic expression of
practical necessity; they were also status symbois.^®^ Although the type and number
of fountains used in any given household was probably ultimately determined by
technical rather than economic considerations, access to a municipal water supply
had to be paid for, so financial issues could not be ignored. Fountains were
pressurised by gravity, by placing the water tank above the fountain. To save money
this tank was probably topped up with water for special occasions, rather than
constantly being refilled.^®’ Even when water was plentiful the jets of water were
fairly modest as lead piping cannot take much pressure and is prone to leakage. Most
private houses could not afford to have water gushing constantly from the fountains.
In Pompeii, where the same branch of the aqueduct supplied both public amenities
and private homes, many fountains had channels beneath them to lead the overflow
of water away to irrigate the garden and reduce wastage. In the garden of the wealthy
House of the Vettii (6.15.1), the plumbing for the fountains had stopcocks so that
they could be turned off when their display was not r e q u i r e d . I t is possible that
water from the Pompeian aqueduct could only be used for gardens on certain days of
the week. Only in Rome, with its nine aqueducts, was the display of water constantly
ensured. Frontinus counts an impressive 95 public works {opera publico.) supplied
with water and this does not include ornamental fountains {munera) or public basins
(lacus) (Front. Aq. 84.3). The evocative power that Rome drew from its control of
water is embodied by the painful longing inspired by Ovid’s memories of the
monumental euripus in the portico of Agrippa (Ovid, Pont. 1.8.37-38), an amenity
that used nearly 20% of the capacity of the Aqua Virgo.^^

=“ See Ch.5 pp.239-241.
A s shown by the use o f cistern collected water in the House o f C. Junius Polybius (9.13.1-3) and
aqueduct supplied water in the House o f the Bracelet (6.17.42-44): see Jashemski 1996, 51-57.
Farrar 1998,86.
Hodge 1996, 275 suggests that the Pompeian system o f taps was a local practice brought on by a
shortfall in the water supply and not indicative o f Roman urban practice as a whole. Although this
conclusion is broadly accepted, his methodology is criticised by Koloski-Ostrow e ta l 1997, 184 n.5.
A rationalised use o f water does not necessarily indicate its scarcity. The ancient, but still operative,
Quanaye o f Hailaan in Syria is supplied by generous springs but throughout its history only distributes
water to the market gardens o f Aleppo four days a week: Horden and Purcell 2000, 248.
460 quinaria out o f a total capacity o f 2304 quinaria, see Evans 1 9 8 2 ,4 0 9 and 1994, 105-109, also
D odge 2000, 170-180. Frontinus’ quinaria cannot be converted to a modern volumetric equivalent,
see Evans 1994, 5 and Dodge 2000, 184-185.
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Air and light
Before moving on to soft landscape elements some note should be made of how
Roman gardens used light and air, two Intangible but essential elements. The urban
garden played a crucial role in Roman architecture by helping to regulate the light
and air within its accompanying structures. According to Seneca, the houses of
wealthy men were situated to take every advantage so that they were warm in the
winter and cool in the summer and thus the passage of the seasons was not felt as it
was in normal houses (Sen. Contr. 5.5).^'° Urban houses, which as a whole were
oriented inwards, not outwards, were not always so well situated with the result that
light and air supply was precious.^" When Pliny comments that the urban poor were
forced to do away with their window boxes to bar the window with shutters against
burglary, he uses the legal term praefigo instead of the more common obstruo (Pliny,
HN 19.59). This suggests that this measure entailed the loss of a basic civic amenity
rather than simply being an Inconvenience.^'^ Just as a house or estate could be
burdened with a servitude that owed an uninterrupted water supply to another house,
so the regulation of air and light could also become the subject of a legal battle
between neighbours:

Liceat et pauperem gaudere prospectu. v o s p ossid etis agros, urbium fin es, urbesque
d om ibus itnpletis; intra a ed ificia vestra undas ac nem ora co n p re h e n d itis...e x c ita ti in
im m ensam altitudinem parietes lucem non im p ed iu n t?...

Pars altera. Pestilentem mihi faciebat dom um arbor: caelum om n e per quod salubris
spiritus venire p osset obduxerat.

Let a poor man too be allow ed to enjoy the view . Y o u rich men p o sse ss field s that have
the territory o f citie s and cram citie s with your houses. W ithin your buildings yo u trap
w aters and g r o v e s ...D o not w alls, raised im m en sely h igh , im pede the lig h t? ...

T he disputant: T he tree w as m aking my house unhealthy. It had shut out all the sky and
with it the healthy air. (S en . C on tr. 5 .5)

A nd indeed this is the case w ith V io ie n tilia ’s villa: hie S iriu s a l g e t j b ru m a te p e t, versu tn qu e dom u s
sib i te m p e ra t annum , Stat. S ilv. 1 .2 .1 5 6 -1 5 7 .
Brothers 1996, 34.
Linderski 2 0 0 1 , 3 0 7 notes that p ra e fig o is a legal term m ore co m m o n ly fou n d in con n ection with
cases in volvin g servitudes.
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Larger houses and villas had access to various architectural measures to make the
best of the available light and air. Pliny’s description of his Laurentine villa is full of
information in this regard. His cryptoporticus has windows facing both sea and
garden that can be shut against an adverse wind; it also acts as a sun trap for the
terrace and protects the violet terrace from both northeast and southw est wind. The
cryptoporticus is orientated to circulate west wind, softest and healthiest o f the winds
(Pliny, Ep. 2.17.16-20). His Tuscan villa is equipped with both a shady indoor pool
and an outdoor pool in the sun, a cool courtyard garden shaded by four plane trees,
and a stadium garden designed to provide alternate bands o f sun and shade to its
inhabitants (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.34).

Villa gardens had much more latitude with regard to light and air than urban gardens,
but there were ways that urban gardens could enhance the light and air com ing into
the domus. Small houses in particular were dependent on their gardens to provide
them with light and purify the air by fixing carbon dioxide, screening pollution and
providing valuable sum m er shade. Peristyle gardens allow ed light and air into the
rooms arranged around it, but not every house could accom m odate such a feature.
Where the internal arrangem ent o f space did not accom m odate a full peristyle, a
demi-peristyle or light well could be used. In Pom peii, the extrem ely modest house
of Fabius A m andio (1.7.3) used a small light well behind the atrium to cultivate a
tiny garden (less than 5m^) on a raised bed with a small pool fed by rainwater
collected from the roof. Three internal rooms opened o ff from this light well.^'^ If the
garden was unable to support a full-grown tree, the worst o f the sun could be blocked
out by means of artificial shades made o f linen or woven straw. Some houses
cultivated moss gardens in their inner courtyards to give a fresh and cool impression,
these needed to be kept shaded by awnings dyed red which blocked out harmful
sunlight (Pliny, HN 19.24).^'^

These then, were the ways in which Romans used the elem ents o f earth, water and
air in garden design. But while architectural elements com prise the backbone of the
garden, plants are its main focus and it is to these that we now turn.

Jashemski 1979,49.
■'“The awnings act as a red filter, encouraging the growth o f shade-loving m oss and affecting
photosynthesis in plants that might compete with moss.
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I ll - Garden Design: Horticultural Content
This section will consider the trees and shrubs, herbs and flowers cultivated in a
Roman garden. Many of them will already be familiar from literary descriptions of
horti and images from garden paintings.^'^ These plants were used for the preparation
of food, medicines and cordials, beekeeping, the production of perfumes and
garlands.^'* Some considerations must be taken into account when discussing the
horticultural content of a Roman garden. The content of Roman gardens varies with
the passage of time, depending on regional, climatic and personal preferences, and
for this reason garden plants are described as ‘soft’ landscape elements. An account
of what was grown in Roman gardens can give a detailed overview, but certain
variables must be borne in mind when considering individual gardens.
The first variable to consider is the type of garden. The horticultural content of a
garden varied according to its purpose and space available. The overall content
differed depending on whether the garden was a domestic hortus, grand Horti,
sophisticated viridarium, container garden or market garden. Gardens that had access
to aqueducts, wells and rivers could support a greater variety of plants than those that
did not. Then there is the seasonal differentiation: certain plants flourish at different
times of the year. An indication of how the hortus changed in appearance throughout
the year can be found in the work of Palladius, where it is suggested that the garden
be planned so that the southern part contains plants that may be cultivated in the
winter and the northern half plants that can be cultivated in the summer (Pall.
1.34.3). There is also geographic differentiation. Most of our evidence for the content
of Roman gardens comes from Italy and especially C a m p a n i a , b u t it should be
borne in mind thatr not all of these are plants that would thrive in the Roman gardens
found in the wider parts of the Empire, such as Britain, Spain, Judaea or Africa.
Modern gardeners tend to categorise garden plants as productive, ornamental, and
exotic, but these categories overlap in the Roman garden. Tiberius’ Horti contained
cucumber beds in addition to avenues and nymphaea (Pliny, HN 19.64). Columella,
praising the versatility of the cabbage, notes that it graces the gardens of plebeians
and kings (Col. 10.128). In the Georgies, Virgil’s enumeration of what grows within
a hortus includes a mixture of ornamental and orchard trees such as plane and apple,
ornamental bedding such as the acanthus, narcissus and hyacinth and the green herbs
See above pp. 122-126.
For a com prehensive list o f Roman garden plants and their uses see Ryley 1998; Farrar 1998, 130155; Jashemski 1979, 55-87 and 267-279; White 1970, 246-261. An excellent guide to identifying
Roman plants from garden paintings can be found in the beautifully illustrated guide by Ciarallo 2001.
A comprehensive guide to these can be found in Jashemski 2002.
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normally associated with the kitchen garden (Vir. Gear. 4.119-146).^'® The
concentration and fertility of the Corycian’s garden can be seen as correlating to a
fictional ideal, rather than a demonstrable reality.^’’ However, although the plants
that Virgil mentions have symbolic connotations (for example the narcissus and
hyacinth, with their eponymous youths, emphasise the passage of time and age)^^°
they also appear in this context because they were already part of an established
Mediterranean

tradition

of intense

intercultivation

within

the

garden.

The

combination of productive and ornamental plants can be seen in garden paintings,
and has been confirmed by Jashemski’s excavations at Pompeii.^^'
Finally, there is the problem with botanical terms used by Latin writers. Many of the
plants named and described by Pliny do not correspond to modern equivalents. The
rhododenron mentioned by Pliny is in all probability an oleander, while it is
uncertain whether the white narcissus that blooms in the autumn is the same as
modern spring narcissus (Pliny, HN. 19.79, 21.25). Although these variables have to
be considered, it is possible to achieve a reasonably comprehensive idea of what
trees and shrubs, herbs and vegetables, and flowers grew in the hortus and related
garden space.

Trees and shrubs
There is perhaps more evidence concerning trees than any other plant in a Roman
garden. Pliny the Elder, who devoted the whole of Books 12 through 17 to the
subject of trees, considered them Nature’s supreme gift to man (Pliny, HN 12.1), and
they are well represented not only in Latin agricultural literature but also in history
and poetry.^^^ They are the most recognisable group of plants in Roman paintings and
mosaics. Due to their large root boles, nuts and fruit kernels, trees were the first
plants to be identified through archaeological excavation in Pompeii.^^ Trees are the
most consistent features of Roman gardens, present from generation to generation.
Early Roman gardens, especially those that were cistern-fed, were more likely to
have trees than rose bushes or tender annual or perennial flowers because once
established trees need little watering and can withstand drought. Trees increased the
value of the house (Hor. Ep. 1.10.22; Stat. Silv. 1.3.59). Pliny tells us that Crassus’

See Ch.2.1 pp.60-62 and Mynors 1990, 273-278.
Thomas 1988, 167.
-“ Thibodeau 2001, 177-178.
Jashemski 1979, 25. See also Ch.4 p.224.
"■ For an overview o f trees in the Roman garden see M eiggs 1982, 262-278. N ew archaeological
evidence for the variety and use o f trees in Roman Campania can be found in M ols 2002.
Jashemski 1979, 25-30.
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modest mansion fetched a price of a million sesterces on the basis of six fine trees,
species unidentified (Pliny, HN 17.1-5).
Of all the fruit trees, the first to find their way into the garden were probably the
olive and the fig {ficus carica), the oldest cultivated fruits of the Mediterranean.^^'*
Jashemski found evidence for a young olive tree in the peristyle garden in the House
of C. Junius Polybius (9.13.1-3), a mature specimen in the House of the Ship Europa
(1.15.3) and in the Garden of the Fugitives (1.21.1). She found evidence for fig trees
in House 1.12.8 and a group of three fig or olive trees again in the House of the Ship
Europa?^^ A fine example of a fig tree can be found in the garden painting in the
House of the Fruit Orchard, along with other images of fruit trees such as apple,
cherry, lemon, pear, yellow and blue plum and a fruit-bearing tree that was either a
peach or pomegranate (1.11.5). Lest the viewer be misled into thinking that what is
being depicted is a rural orchard the lower register of the painting shows the now
familial garden features of a fountain standing in front of a trellis fence and flanked
by ornamental urns (Fig. 2.37). The popularity of figs can be gauged from the fact
that Columella lists no less than nine varieties of fig in his hortus}^^ Fig, apple and
pear seem to have formed an early triumvirate mentioned in both the garden of
Alcinous and the orchard of Odysseus (Homer, Od. 7.114-116, 24.336-344).
Archaeological evidence indicates that the apple {Malus domestica) was cultivated in
the Mediterranean certainly from the 10“’ century B.C., and possibly as early as the
3'‘* millennium B.C. A starting date for pear (Pyrus communis) cultivation is less
clear but since both fruits thrive in similar environments and require similar methods
of propagation its introduction into the Mediterranean diet is generally accepted as
dating from about the 10"’ century B.C.

In addition to their productive function,

pear and apple trees could be espaliered to create screens and add structure to a
garden, this is the effect reconstructed at Fishbourne (Fig. 2.38).
In addition to the figs. Columella also mentions mulberries (Morus nigra),
pomegranates (Punica granatum), plum (Prunus domestica), and peach (Prunus
persica) (Col. 10.400-413). The garden paintings from the House of the Fruit
Orchard and the Villa of Livia at Prima Porta show evidence for cherry {Prunus

■■‘‘ Zohary and H op f 2 0 0 0 , 145-164; Horden and Purcell 2 0 0 0 , 2 1 0 .
■■^Jashemski 1979, 2 9 and 2 4 5 -2 6 1 . Theophrastus claim s that the citron w as native to M edia and
Persia (4 .4 .2 ). Its introduction to Italy probably fo llo w e d R om an cam paigns in the region from the late
2"** century B.C.
“ * C o l. 10. 414-421 lists the Livian, C halcidian, Caunian, C hian, C h elid on ian , M ariscan,
Cailistruthian, Lybian and Lydian. C o lu m ella ’s list is restrained, Pliny records as m any as 2 9 cultivars
( P li n y ,// A '15.68-80).
Zohary and H op f 2 0 0 0 , 174-177.
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avium and P. cerasus), pomegranate, citron {Citrus medico) and quince trees
{Cydonia oblonga)}^ The Garden of Hercules and the Garden of the Fugitives in
Pompeii held both citron and cherry trees.^^^ In the House of Bacchus and Ariadne at
Thuburbo Maius the remains of an apricot tree were discovered.^® Most of these
trees were comparatively recent introductions to Italy, having returned with soldiers
who campaigned in Greece and Asia Minor. The citron is thought to have reached
Greece in 300 B.C. and introduced to Rome not much later.^' The mulberry must
have been familiar enough by the late 2"^ century B.C. to inspire a comparison
between it and Sulla’s complexion (Plut. Sulla, 2). Pliny tells us that apricots,
peaches and cherries were introduced to Rome by Lucullus in 73 B.C. (Pliny, HN
18.32).
The Roman garden also contained nut trees. Cato mentions filberts, and Jashemski
tentatively identified filberts the lower garden of the House of the Ship Europa,
along with almond trees (Amygdalus communis) (Cato, Ag. 8.2).“ ^ The strawberry
tree {Arbutus unedo) is sometimes depicted in garden paintings, its fruit is edible but
not particularly palatable.^^ One fruit that has yet to be mentioned, although along
with the olive and the fig it forms the earliest triumvirate of cultivated fruits, is the
grape. Vine garlands are a popular decorative motif for third- and fourth-style
paintings and wine was as much a staple of the Roman diet as bread and olive oil. It
is not surprising, therefore, to find it included in the Roman garden. The majority of
wine production still occurred in urban and rural vineyards^"* but the grapevine could
also be found in urban gardens trained up tree trunks and pergolas: that in the
Porticus Liviae was particularly famous and fruitful (Pliny, HN 14.11).“ ^
Other garden trees included the lime {Tilia sp.), the pine (either Pinus maritima or
Pinus pinea, the umbrella pine)^^ and the elm {Ulmus campestris) (Vir. Geor. 4.141146; Mar. Ep. 3.58.3; Hor. Ode. 2.15,4-5). The most popular garden trees, to judge
from garden paintings, seem to have been the cypress {Cupressus sempervirens) and
Farrar 1998, 145.
Jashem ski 1 9 7 9 ,2 4 9 and 2 8 5 .
“ “ Jashem ski 1 9 9 5 ,5 6 4 .
M orton 1987, 179-182.
“ ■Jashem ski 1 9 7 9 ,2 4 1 and 261.
It has som e uses. V irgil recom m ended the b lossom as a g o o d source o f nectar for bees, w hile
C olu m ella says that the fruit could be used as fish or pig fo o d (V ir. G e o r. 4 .1 8 1 ; C ol. 7 .9 .6 , 8 .1 7 .1 3 ).
“ “ Jashem ski found no less than three vineyards in sid e the w a lls o f P om p eii, and ev id en ce for
vineyards at Torre A nnunziata. T he Campanian countryside, n eed less to say, is rich w ith vineyards:
see Jashem ski 1979, 2 0 1 -2 1 8 and 320.
Pliny in particular m entions vin es trained up w hite poplar and elm (P lin y , H N 17.266).
A lternatively, this part o f the passage could be read as tinus (w ild laurel, or viburnum ), both are
found in garden paintings.
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the pine, but these are trees that require a great deal of space. Sim ilarly, the oak and
the plane (Platanus orientalis) are not trees that one would expect to find in a garden
because they grow to such a great size (up to 50m in the case of the plane) but there
is some evidence for their presence in larger gardens. A dubiously identified grove of
holm oak (Quercus ilex L.) was planted by Spano around the Doric temple in
Pompeii^^ and a young oak is shown am ong the trees from L ivia’s garden room.
(Fig. 2.39) Four plane trees are mentioned as standing in Pliny’s courtyard garden,
which if they grew to full size must have taken over the entire space, as nothing else
could grow in the thick shade that they cast (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.20). M artial mentions
seeing planes surrounded by a box hedge in a villa garden (M art. 3. 58.1-3). Root
casts of what were probably plane trees have been found at O plontis, while the Villa
of San Marco at Stabiae had two plane trees by the pool.^* Perhaps the presence of
these larger trees is not as unusual as one might think. O ur perception of the trees in
Roman gardens is influenced by modern reconstructions that keep trees small so that
their greenery does not interfere with the architecture.^^ But there is som e evidence
to suggest that trees were allowed to grow much larger than the reconstructions
would lead us to believe. Although the relative scales in Roman frescoes and mosaics
are often idiosyncratic, they frequently show treetops peeping over walls, as in the
architectural cityscape in the cubiculum of P. Fannius Sinistor at Boscoreale (Fig.
2.40).

Planted among the trees in garden paintings are the shrubs, com m onest o f which are
laurel {Laurus n o b ilis f^ and myrtle (M yrtus communis) and both Cato and Virgil
mention laurel and myrtle growing in their horti (Cato, Ag. 8.2; Vir. Gear. 4.124,
141). Laurel shrubs were an extremely popular choice for gardens. Pliny calls
attention to the Thasian laurel as the variety used for topiary, and a ‘gelded’ laureP'"
which does particularly well in heavy shade (Pliny, HN. 15. 130-132). M yrtle, which
Pliny believed to have been venerated even earlier than the laurel, was also used in
gardens (Pliny, H N 15. 120, 122). M yrtle and laurel leaves are superficially similar
plants but can be identified in garden paintings by both the position o f their leaves on
the stem (laurel leaves alternate and myrtle are in opposition). Other popular shrubs
were viburnum {Viburnum tinus), oleander (Nerium oleander) and box (Buxus
sempervirens). V iburnum and box were evergreens. V iburnum was particularly

Jashemski 1979, 156.
Jashemski 1979, 300-31.
For example, as at the Villa o f the Papyri reconstructed at the Getty museum in Malibu.
These are the most common laurels in garden paintings. Pliny records four other laurel tree
varieties that grew well in gardens: Delphic, Cyprian, Mustax, and Augustan (Pliny, HN. 15.127-130).
Tentatively identified as cherry laurel (Prunus laurocerasus L.) by Farrar 1998, 131.
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valued for its part in making evergreen garlands for the winter (Pliny, HN 21.68).
The oleander, though rarely mentioned, was often shown in pictures as part of the
background where lusher, wilder plants (oleander was commonly wild) formed a
background to the more the formal plantings. Plentiful oleander remains were found
in the sculpture garden at Oplontis.^"'^ Box was used for ornamental hedges and
topiary (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.35). An articulated example has been recreated from the
planting pattern at Fishbourne, although there was no botanical evidence to confirm
that the original hedge was box (Fig. 2.42).^“*^ Pliny also mentions southernwood
{Artemesia abrotanum) as an attractive garden shrub (Pliny, HN. 21.60).
Garden painting is a very useful tool for identifying garden plants but their focus is
on plants that are common to and thrive in Campania. What of the gardens outside
Italy? Certain plants (the rose, the laurel and the vine) could survive in most regions
of the Empire. Some grew differently in different regions. The date palm {Phoenix
dactylifera), for example, while present as an ornamental tree in Italy also grew in
Egypt and Tunisia.^"*^ Yet a comparison of the date palms in the fresco from the Villa
of Livia, House 1.11.16 in Pompeii, and the Lord Julius mosaic from North Africa
indicate that the palm could to grow to a much greater height in African gardens than
it could in Italian gardens. This is confirmed by Pliny’s comment that while the palm
would grow in Italy, it was usually stunted (Pliny, HN 13.26). The popular sycamore
fig (Ficus sycomorus) grew only in Judaea and Egypt^'*”' while Kathryn Gleason has
tentatively suggested that balsam (Balsamodendron myrrha) was grown in the
garden of Herod in J u d a e a . H o w e v e r , it is unlikely that the garden in Roman
Britain could have cultivated citrons, olives, or the palm, even in its ornamental

form.^"^

Greenery: herbs and vegetables
In addition to trees, the Roman hortus cultivated herbs (both culinary and medicinal)
and vegetables. Columella’s description of garden produce is a feast in itself. There
are vegetables such as onion {Allium cepa), leeks {Allium ampeloprasum var
porrum), cucumber {Cucumis sativus), cabbage {Brassica sp.), and lettuce {Lactuca

Jashemski and Ricotti 1992, 593-595; Bergmann 2002, 118.
-'‘^Cunliffe 1971, 105.
■‘'^Virgil recommends its use as shade for beehives, not for its fruit (Vir. Geor. 4.20).
-'’^Zohary and Hopf 2000, 165.
Gleason 1988,30-32.
^''"Cunliffe 1971, 98-99; Farrar 1998, 153-155.
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sativd)}'^ There are herbs for cooking, such as fennel {Foeniculum vulgare), mint
{Mentha sp.) and dill {Anethum graveolens) and herbs fo r m edicine such as squill
(Scilla bifolia) and elecam pane (Inula helenium) and some that were both such as
parsley (Petroselinum crispum)}'^'^ C olum ella’s garden m entions no less than forty
plants, excluding fruit trees, and his list is by no means exhaustive. Pliny
recom m ends a wide variety o f plants suitable fo r cultivation in the hortus including
anise {Pimpinella anisum), beans (V id a faba), lavender (Lavandula sp.), saffron
crocus (Crocus sativa), sage (Salvia sp.), thym e (Thymus sp.) and rosemary
(Rosmarinus officinalis).^^

C olum ella’s account meets C ato’s criterion o f a garden as a space planted with
diverse products to include flowers, vegetables, shrubs and trees (Cato, Ag. 8.2).
Diverse and intensive planting is the distinguishing feature o f the M editerranean
garden,

although the best account from the ancient world describes not an Italian

garden but one in Gabes, Tunisia. There the vine is planted beneath the pomegranate,
which is planted beneath the fig, which is beneath an olive, which in turn is beneath a
date-palm , the soil between being sown with rows o f w heat between which
vegetables and lettuce are planted (Pliny, HN 18.188-9). Even M artial’s garden
poem , where he com plains of the ludicrous paucity o f what his garden can produce,
m entions that he expects to grow rue, pepper, a grapevine, cucum bers, m ushroom s,
figs, roses and violets in a small garden that already contains a willow tree (Mart.
11.18). M artial’s picture may be closer to the truth o f the average urban and
suburban garden than C olum ella’s. Many of the herbs m entioned by Colum ella do
not need to be grown in large quantities to supply a household, if they are harvested
carefully. The small kitchen garden in Pompeii House 1.12.16^^^ could have
produced quite a wide variety o f plants while the kitchen garden at O plontis was also
quite small in proportion to the rest o f the villa.^^^

Five different icinds: two called Caecilian (one green, one varigated), Cappadocian (close leaved
and pale green), Tartessian (pale green curly lettuce with a white stalk) and Paphian (purple with a
white stalk) (Col. 10.179-193).
Parsley was used both in food and as a contraceptive (Jashemski 1999, 76). Most o f the plants
mentioned had medicinal applications. Laurel treated bowels and liver com plaints (Pliny, HN22>.\52158), while myrtle was good for colic (Cato, Ag. 125).
Other garden herbs and vegetables recommended by Columella and Pliny include brussel sprouts,
caraway, carrot, catmint, chives, cress, cunila, endive, valerian, heliotrope, hemp, horehound, hyssop,
lovage, pennyroyal, pepperwort, and rape: see Ryley 1998; Jashemski 1999 and 2002; Ciarallo 2001.
Horden and Purcell 200 0 ,2 2 0 -2 2 1 .
2.25m X 0.45m .
IOm‘: see Jashemski 1979, 306 and 1993, 293-297 (marked as area 58).
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Gardens could also include ornamental greenery such as ivy (Hedera helix), smilax
{Smilax aspera), hart’s tongue fern {Scolopendrium vulgare) and acanthus {Acanthus
mollis). These could be used to good ornamental effect. Ivy was trained up statues
and trees and acanthus was used as lush ground cover where nothing else would
grow. The ornamental effect of practical plants should also not be ignored.
Rosemary, for example, could be used to create a fine and fragrant hedge, as well as
for its culinary and medical properties. The non-productive emphasis of garden
painting may have more to do with reflecting an idealised image of the garden as a
viridarium than with defining whether the contents of the garden were predominantly
edible or ornamental. It seems probable that Roman gardens were a combination of
both, rather than one or the other. Even Pliny’s stylish hippodrome garden in
Tuscany grew fruit trees (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.35).

Flowers
The most ornamental of all plants are flowers. The flowers grown in the Roman
garden were appreciated not only for their colour and their scent but also used for
perfumes and chaplets. Many of what we consider herbs were valued for their
flowers. Parsley, for example, was encouraged to attain its frothy white inflorescence
so as to be used in chaplets, in which use it was mentioned in the same breath as the
rose and the violet (Ath. Deip. 14.629e). Conversely, some flowers that we admire
for their colour were considered to be no more than a by-product. The iris (Iris sp.)
for example, although recognised as being as multicoloured as the rainbow for which
it was named, was prized only for its root (Pliny, HN 21.40-42). The most valued and
prized of all flowers were the rose (Rosa sp.), lily (Lilium candidum and L.
martagon) and the violet which, not coincidentally, were also the most strongly
scented flowers of the ancient world. Roses came in many varieties (Pliny records
thirteen) and were predominantly red or white (Pliny, HN 21.14-21). Not all of these
can be identified, however the three main types of roses cultivated by the Romans
are believed to be Rosa gallica, Rosa damascena (probably the Paestum rose of
Pliny, HN 21.20), and Rosa centifolia (Fig. 2.36a, b and c).^^ To these can be added
Rosa phoenicea, Rosa moschata, Rosa canina, (not the dog rose [cynorrhodon]
mentioned by Pliny HN 21.24, which was actually a type of lily) and possibly Rosa
alba?^^ Red and white lilies were of no use in chaplets but were prized for their
scented oils (Pliny, HN 21.21-26). Violets came in purple, yellow and white and did
well in poor soils, making them invaluable for a gardener in need of ground cover
(Pliny, HN 21.27). Although the purple violet is probably the modern Viola odorata
-^C hristopher 1989, 166-7.
-"F a rra r 1998, 140.
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found today growing wild in such appropriate sites as Hadrian’s villa (Fig. 2.43), the
yellow and white violets mentioned by Pliny may actually be wallflowers
{Cheiranthus cheiri) or stocks {Matthiola incana)}^
Since flowers are the most evanescent garden element they are the most difficult to
recover by archaeological means unless their pollen or seeds are preserved in the
soil.^^’ In exceptional cases the flower itself is preserved: this is the case with the
carbonised wild violet (Viola arvensis) found in the Villa of L. Crassus Tertius at
Torre Annunziata.^^ Fortunately paintings from Pompeii give a good indication as to
the variety of flowers found within the house. The flower ceiling from the cubiculum
off the east side of the atrium in house 1.6.11 shows a partly erased Venus
surrounded by roses, madonna lilies, daisies and bachelor’s buttons (Fig. 2.44). In
addition to the flowers already mentioned, the garden painting from the Villa of
Livia at Prima Porta shows daisy chrysanthemums, periwinkle and poppies. In the
House of the Golden Bracelet (6. Ins. Occid. 42), a rose is shown tied to a stake and
surrounded by marigolds, daisies and unique examples of purple opium poppies (Fig.
2.45).
Garden paintings depict the garden primarily as a viridarium, a place of greenery, but
an artistic impression of a garden is not necessarily veristic. Painting nature has its
limitations, Pliny was well aware of this in his discussion on botanical illustrations:

verum et pictura fallax est coloribus tarn numerosis, praesertim in aemuiationem
naturae, multumque degenerat transcribentium fors varia. praeterea parum est singulas
earum aetates pingi, cum quadripertitis varietatibus anni faciem mutent.

Not only is a picture misleading when the colours are so many, particularly as the aim is
to copy Nature, but in addition to this, much imperfection arises from the manifold
hazards o f the accuracy o f the copyists. In addition, it is not enough for each plant to be
painted at one period only o f its life, since it alters its appearance with the fourfold
changes o f the year. (Pliny, HN. 25.8).

Jashemski 1979, 271. Y ellow and white violets are relatively modern cultivars.
Jashemski was able to identify geranium (Geranium rotundifolium ), pinks (Silene italica L. Pers.
and Caryophyllaceae) and poppy (P apaver rhoeas) from pollen in the carbonised material from Torre
Annunziata, Jashemski 1979, 321-325. However, pollen analysis is subject to technical problems (see
Ch.3 p. 125 n .5 l) and recent attempts to apply it to Campanian gardens has provided only limited
results: see Dimbleby and Griiger 2002, 189.
Jashemski, 1979, 322
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The appearance of the Roman garden

has

been

generally

accepted

as a

predominantly green space with only a limited colour palette, red roses, white lilies,
blue violets.^^^ This impression is primarily due to Pliny’s comment that Roman
gardeners knew very few kinds o f flowers apart from the lily and the rose (Pliny, HN
21.14). But the idea that the Roman gardener had only a limited range o f flowers is
misleading. Pliny was only talking about flowers suitable for chaplets. When the
focus is not primarily on chaplet flowers, the spectrum o f colour present in the
Roman garden increases dramatically. Careful reading o f Columella’s hortus reveals
a garden rich with colour throughout the year. In addition to the Paestum rose (Rosa
damascena) Columella advises the gardener:

p in g ite tunc varios, terrestria sidera, flores
Candida le u c o ia , et fla v e n tia lu m in a c a lth a e,

narcissique com as, et hianti saeva leonis
ora feri, calathisque virentia lilia canis,
nec non vel niveos vel caeruleos hyacinthos.
turn quae pallet hum i, quae frondens purpurat auro,
ponatur viola, et nim ium rosa plena pudoris.
nunc m edica panacem lacrim a succoque salubri
glaucea, et profugos vinctura papavera som nos
spargite

Now paint the flow ers, earth’s ow n stars, in all hues,
W hite snow -drops, m arigolds glow ing yellow -bright,
fair narcissus, and snarling, savage lionsm aw ,’“
and the silver-w hite cups o f lilies in bloom ,
hyacinths too, either snow -w hite or sky-blue.
Then plant the violet, w hich lies so pale upon the ground,
or garlands it with gold and purple blossom s,
and, last but not least, the fully blushing rose.
Next, sow heal-all for its rem edic tears,
blue celandines, for its ju ic e is a tonic,
and poppies that will bind elusive sleep. (Col. 10.97-104)

=®"Jashemski 1995,572.
Probably snapdragon {Antirrhinum maius).
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The flowers mentioned by Columella provide a palette of white, gold, variegated
white and red, fiery red, soft blue, white, yellow, gold and purple, royal purple, blue
and bright red.^^' But colour is not only the province of flowers. In addition to the
flowers listed by Columella, colour was also provided by the rest of the garden’s
vegetation. The plum and pear bear rose-white and green-white blossoms, the myrtle
flowers white, the oleander red, while southernwood has golden blossoms. The
colour of the herbs grown in the garden should not be overlooked. There is purple
crocus with its saffron stamen, blue lavender, yellow rue, fennel and elecampane,
pink valerian and the palest pink from the flowers of mint and marjoram. There is
also colour from the vegetables, the distinctive blue, yellow or white spheres of
allium flower, the purple crown of artichokes, and the red and white flowering bean
would all have contributed colour to the garden. Finally, there is a wide variation in
colour among what are generically termed ‘green vegetables’. The species of lettuce
mentioned by Columella range from pale green to purple in colour, while the orach
leaf is a dark purplish-red. Columella’s garden is alive with colour all year round for,
although most of the flowers bloom in the spring, herbs will flower in late summer if
well maintained, while the blood red amaranth flowers in the early autumn (Col.
10.174-6; Pliny, H N 2 \A 1 ). Columella’s garden is indeed ‘thousand-coloured’.

Conclusion
The form and content of the Roman hortus, its physical image, varied widely
according to individual circumstances. It was a space where cabbages were as likely
to be found as kings. Yet despite this variety of available forms, gardens possessed a
spatial cohesion that was reflected in the predominance of the word hortus as a
signifier over any other option such as pomarium, viridarium, holerarium and
topiarium. Although literary and archaeological evidence concentrates on the large
Horti of villa owners and peristyle gardens, the top-down model of garden
development should not be accepted without question. The use of the hortus as a
citizen allotment was enshrined in Roman folklore, gardens were incorporated into
urban dwellings from as early as the 6"' century B.C. and not predicated on imitating
the Horti of the aristocratic elite. Evidence from Pompeii and references to window
boxes suggests that smaller houses, and even apartment insula, had modest gardens
of their own.
Although the dominant form of the urban domestic Roman garden was the peristyle
garden, it is only recognised as a dominant form because its architectural structure
allows the details of the garden form to be recovered through careful excavation.
The colour o f these flowers can also be found in Pliny, H N 2 1.25.
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while less complex gardens might not necessarily be recognised. The development of
the peristyle garden was coeval with the introduction of aqueducts and the increased
availability of water inspired the common use of a water feature such as a pool or
fountain. The availability of a reliable water supply also determined the horticultural
content of the garden. Horti that relied on cistern-fed gardens preferred trees that,
once established, could withstand drought. Aqueduct-fed gardens could indulge in
the wide variety of trees, shrubs, flowers and herbs that were reflected in the garden
paintings of the 1“ century A.D.
The Horti evolved from the hortus but their close physical relationship to the
aristocratic elite of the late Republic made them spaces of aristocratic competition,
and later imperial euergetism, that was not shared by the ordinary hortus. In their
most extreme form the hortus and Horti must have looked very different. The hortus
was a kitchen garden at the back of the domus or villa rustica, located in the
countryside or on the fringes of the city. It was a marginal space, squeezed in where
nothing else would fit and undecorated, apart from a statue of Priapus. The Horti, in
contrast were expansive settings for the villa urbana and villa suburbana. They
incorporated architectural features that references great sanctuaries and elegant,
allegorical sculptural groups that attested to the wealth and education of their owner.
Yet in actuality we know that, despite their physical differences, in practice the
hortus and Horti shared many of the same features. Regardless of scale or location
the hortus continued to be a desirable asset, and there are very few urban gardens
from Pompeii that do not exhibit variations on the architectural and decorative
features also found in villa Horti. These include the use of the peristyle, the display
of a wide range of statuary and the presence of garden paintings. In both hortus and
Horti painting and sculpture were used to set a mood that could range from bucolic
pleasure to intellectual appeal. This combination of diversity and congruity is
germane to the impact that the hortus and its related garden space had on the Roman
cultural imagination, and with its conception as both an abstract and a social space. It
is to this subject that we now turn.
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CHAPTER 3. CRITICAL ANALYSIS: TOWARDS A
SPATIAL THEORY OF ROMAN GARDENS

Introduction
In 1989, Kathryn Gleason introduced the subject o f a need for the development of an
interdisciplinary study of landscape architecture that could co-ordinate, identify and
interpret the wealth of evidence that we have for Roman gardens, the main elements
of which were outlined in the last chapter.' Archaeological data had, by this time,
established the physical appearance of the Roman garden with its fences, fountains
and pergolas, but while its image could be recovered, its cultural content, its imago,
was largely unexplored.^ It is clear from the attention paid towards gardens in
literature that the Romans regarded their horti as special spaces. To understand how
and why that should be, the study of the garden has to move on from purely
teleological analysis and consider how the garden was perceived in the larger
framework of conceptual space. Gardens are cultural constructions, and there is
limited sense in recording the form and content of Roman gardens if we do not
understand their social and spatial function. This chapter applies modern theories of
space to classical archaeology in order to ask: what was the spatial logic of the
Roman garden? How did these spaces work and, most importantly, can the way in
which the hortus and its related garden spaces were perceived as loci inform our
understanding of the way they were experienced as imagines!
This chapter will start with an overview of space theory, its developments and
models before addressing how the theory applies to architecture. This will be
followed by a study of how spatial analysis can be applied to domestic archaeology
and how developments in landscape archaeology provide new ways of looking at the
Roman garden. Finally, there will be a discussion of the social and spatial logic of
the Roman garden with reference to public and private permeability and permeability
according to gender, status and class.

' Gleason 1989, 12-35.
■The last decade alone has seen a rise in excavations throughout the Roman empire that recognised
gardens among their finds. They include gardens in the Herodian palaces in Judea, (Gleason 19871988), Tunisia (Jashemski 1995), the Villa o f Livia at Prima Porta (Klynne and Liljenstoipe 2000;
Pinto-Guillaume 2000) the sanctuary o f A pollo at Pompeii (Carroll and Godden 2000), the Palatine
hill in Rome (Villedieu 2001) and the city o f Petra (Bedal 2001).
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I - Space Theory
It is by no means the case that the study of space in the ancient world has been
overlooked. Far from it — the Roman conception of geophysical, socio-political,
rhetorical, rural and urban space has received a great deal of attention/ The problem,
as it relates to the study of the Roman gardens, is that the concept of space in the
ancient world has almost always imposed a binary conceptualisation of city and
landscape. This is largely because studies of ancient space are predominantly based
on theories of urban space that are predicated on a more pronounced division
between the modern city and its surrounding countryside.'' Partaking of both city and
landscape, the garden has fallen between the two, ending up as a footnote to studies
of either domestic housing or subsumed under the larger rubric of villa architecture.^
Yet, as the previous chapter has demonstrated, the literary interest in the hortus and
related garden spaces, their historical prominence, and the effort expended in their
architectural and horticultural design indicates that the Romans recognised the
garden as being a distinct space in its own right. But what kind of space and how was
it perceived? An interdisciplinary approach can help to explore how the Roman
garden was perceived in this respect, by applying the study of social attitudes
towards space in general, and constructed space in particular.

Development and models of space theory
It is a general rule that the simpler the concept, the more complex its analysis. The
study of space as an abstract concept involves a combination of philosophy, natural
sciences and mathematics. In addition to being defined through its location and
content, space is also a function of time and therefore of history. This was the
conclusion of Michel Foucault who, when considering the nature of space, concluded
that the study of space defies the rationality of linear time and instead becomes the
subjective study of utopias and heterotopias that exist within the perceived spatial
orthodoxies of society. Foucault defines a utopia as a fundamentally unreal space and
a heterotopia as a real space that shares a mythic dimension. Heterotopias can be
sacred or forbidden spaces reserved for individuals or groups who are in a state of
crisis (heterotopias of crisis) or spaces that diverge from the norm (heterotopias of
deviation). Boarding schools and maternity wards are heterotopias of crisis;
fairgrounds and jails are heterotopias of deviation.* The study of the production of
^ In Leach 1988; N icolet 1991; Rich and W allace-H adrill 1991; L aurence 1994; L aurence and
W allace-H adrill, 1997; Bon and Jones 1997.
''W h itta k er 1995, 10.
’ For exam ple in L aurence 1994, 64-68; Purcell 1995, 163.
* Foucault 1986 and below p. 156.
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space therefore becom es the study of the society that creates that space. This was a
fact recognised early by Karl Marx, who was prim arily interested in how control of
space by capitalist interests affected the w ider industrial society. M arx’s interest in
space was limited and subsidiary to his main thesis, but his ideas essentially inspired
the whole field o f sociological space theory, w hose most influential proponents have
been Henri Lefebvre and JUrgen Habermas.^ Lefebvre’s thesis that space can
function as a dialectical medium to encourage a plurality o f experiences, and
H aberm as’ concern with questions of public, private and gendered space are, as we
shall see, germane to the Roman perception of gardens.

T he theories concerning the relationship between space and society were originally
fairly simple. The first theory, called territory theory, was based on the prem ise that
all human organisation of space originates from a universal biological im pulse to
claim and defend personal territory. This principle is then extended to all levels of
human grouping, such as the family home, village, tow n, city and country. Territory
theory was followed by cognitive theory, where individual mental m odels o f space
became recognised as having just as much im pact on human perception of it as the
actual geographic layout.® Differences in perception, not differences in social
structure were taken to be the important signifiers. The most influential proponent of
cognitive theory was Lynch’s cognitive ordering system fo r cities, w hich perceived
the space o f the city as a series o f edges, districts, landm arks, nodes and paths.^
Cognitive theory was eventually supplanted by object theory, which em phasised the
spatial environm ent as an object, over the human perception o f it. The social content
o f space was correspondingly

downgraded.

Finally, structuralism

introduced

semiotics to space theory, whereby the environm ent was described in term s o f a
system o f signs and symbols, a language through which the space could be read .'”

In each o f these models space is predominantly addressed as a purely urban concept.
W ithin this context of urban studies gardens as a whole are m arginalised because
they are seen as being in opposition to urbanisation rather than a part o f it. Yet
gardens are necessarily defined by their proximity to buildings, w ithout which they
are just another part o f the managed agricultural landscape, or degenerate into
wilderness. The study o f garden space, therefore, can benefit from the ideas that are

^ L ebfevre 1991; H aberm as 1962.
* A fine exam ple o f this can be found in w orld m aps and atlases w here the m ore accurate P ete r’s
Projection is repeatedly sidelined in favour o f the traditional M ercator representation.
®Lynch 1960,47-48. Lynch later adapted his fram ew ork fo r the perception o f the city to include
sem iotics: see Lynch 1981, 138-143.
For a more detailed account o f the developm ent o f space theory see H illier and H anson 1 9 8 4 ,6 -8 .
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more usually applied to an urban environm ent. Gardens share many o f the same
features that allow cities to be read. G ardens, like cities are experienced through a
series o f edges, nodes'" and landmarks; gardens represent territories to be defended;
gardens are a collection of signs that can be read. G ardens too, are created through
the com bination o f “willed and random elem ents, im perfectly controlled”'^ that are
the basic feature o f all com plex space, be it garden or town.

W hile each o f these models have validity none o f them can com prehensively address
the elusive interconnection between space and how it is used by society. A more
flexible system of spatial analysis, and one that lends itself readily to the analysis of
garden space, is Edward Soja’s tripartite system o f ‘thirdspace’.'^ As a refinem ent of
the pluralities o f Lebfevre’s ‘lived space’, Soja identifies three form s of space,
described as follows. Firstspace encom passes geophysical realities as they are
perceived. Secondspace is the mapped reality as it is presented. Thirdspace is the
reality as it is lived and practiced. A pplying these concepts to the material reality of a
garden we can say the firstspace of a garden is where it is perceived to be by its
occupants. For exam ple, the inhabitants of a garden with a lawn, flow erbeds and
orchard

would

perceive their

garden

as containing

all

three.

H owever in

secondspace, the garden as it is represented has excluded the com post-heap and the
shed full of rusting tools, even though they occupy the sam e geophysical area.
Finally, thirdspace encom passes the activities that are unique to the garden such as
resting, eating and playing and their cultural significance.

S oja’s tripartite system is particularly well-suited to the study o f Roman gardens
because the difference between perception, presentation and practice can readily be
seen in literary evidence, in particular P liny’s account o f his gardens at his Tuscan
and Laurentine villas.'"* Soja’s approach em phasises space as a medium fo r actions
and relationships, which in turn recognises the dynam ic and reflexive relationship
between architecture and psyche.'^ More significantly, thirdspace is also a dialectical
(Soja coins the term ‘trialectical’) perception o f space that em phasises the role of
‘otherness’ in interstitial space and by extension, influences the cultural significance
o f activities that take place within the context of that space.'* T hus the old dialectics
between spatiality and sociality (or spatiality and historicity) becom es a triad of
" Nodes, according to Lynch 196 0 ,7 2 , are “strategic foci into which the observer can enter, typically
either junctions o f paths, or concentrations o f som e characteristic.”
'-R ykw ert 1976, 24.
Soja 1996.
''‘ See Ch.5 pp.249-261.
Parker Pearson and Richards 1994,2-3.
Soja 1996, 53-82; Berquist 1999,6.
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spatial, social, and historical interaction — the more liminal the space, the more
pronounced its interstitiality, the greater the dialectical potential. The physical
situation of the garden, as a space that mediates between the outside and the inside,
allows it to be considered as a liminal and interstitial space. However, just because a
space is liminal it does not follow that it is negligible, or even unobtrusive. Despite
their size, the great Horti of Rome were interstitial spaces that mediated between
Roman ideals of rural life and the attraction of civilised urban living.'^
By recognising time (history) as a factor, Soja’s thirdspace can be combined with
Foucault’s heterotopias of deviation and applied to gardens, with fruitful results.
Within a Foucauldian framework gardens (both ancient and modern) are heterotopias
being real space that shares a mythic dimension. That ancient garden had a mythic
dimension can be seen by its prominence in representations of the Egyptian afterlife,
the continuing influence of Homer’s garden of Alcinous in literary descriptions, the
presence of shrines in Roman gardens, and the use of architectural and decorative
elements that

referenced

classical

myths.'® More

specifically,

gardens

are

heterotopias of deviation, since they encourage encounters that diverge from the
social norm; not for nothing do Plautus and Horace make their horti the gateway to
sexual access and the meeting place of witches.'^ As a mediating, interstitial space
the hortus is repeatedly used in situations where there is a need to address the ‘other’.
In this sense, to name but two examples, Pliny uses horti to illustrate the exotic
‘otherness’ of Syrians and Egyptains and Caligula receives a delegation of
Alexandrian Jews in the Horti Lamiani et Maiani}°
The concepts of interstitiality and ‘otherness’ in Roman garden space are well
represented in the description of the hortus by Virgil, and Columella who follows
Virgil very closely. Both accounts emphasise the hortus as being a product of limited
space and limited time, something created on the margins of normal agricultural
space that is slightly different. Since it is not a central part of Roman agriculture, the
hortus must be accommodated wherever there is room for it left.

Virgil makes the

hortus something carved out of the margins, it is ground that is not useful enough for
ploughing or viticulture, while Columella sees it as an unused patch that must be
cleared before it can be cultivated (Vir. Geor. 4.127-129; Col. 10.6-22). This spatial
limitation is reflected in the temporal concerns of both poems, which share an urgent
"'Purcell 1987, 203.
"‘ S e e C h .l pp. 15-17 and 30-34, Ch.2.2 pp.117-119.
"'See C h .4 p p .2 3 1-233.
Pliny, HN 1.36, 19.44, 36.94; Philo, Leg. Ad Gaium 351.
■' Mynors 1990, 273.
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sense of pressing time. In both accounts the hortus is a space that reifies the passage
of time in its changing seasons. As a consequence, every month that the old man
worics in his garden is another month in which he is confronted with his own
mortality.^^ Meanwhile, Columella inundates his reader with a series of monthly
tasks that are only barely finished at the close of the year. It is the hortus that is
threatened by the passage of time, not the gardener, although the gardener will no
doubt suffer if he cannot count on the preserved garden produce to see him through
the winter. The physical and temporal constrictions of Virgil’s and Columella’s horti
are mirrored in their respective texts. Virgil’s account is an interlude that gives the
reader a break from demands of agriculture, but an interlude cut short by lack of
space (Vir. Gear. 4.147-148).“ Columella’s hortus occupies an entire book, but one
segregated from the rest of the work by his shift from prose to verse, a shift that
emphasises how different, how ‘other’ the hortus is from agricultural space.
Therefore, by applying Foucald’s and Soja’s ideas about space to gardens, one
begins to perceive the hortus and its associated garden spaces as being interstitial,
liminal spaces suited to the representation of the ‘other’. This encouraged their
potential as a medium for dialectic within Roman society. Many of the literary
references to the hortus and related garden space discussed in the following chapters
occur within a context of dialectical engagement concerning the emergence of new
political stability, between self and other, or between modes of social behaviour.

Architecture, boundaries and society
But how can a space encourage dialectic? By establishing, enforcing and then
breaking boundaries. We move now from considerations of space as an abstract
concept to its material reality as constructed, architectural space. Architecture is the
art of spatial division and, by extension, social organisation; buildings, including
their gardens, are a physical expression of social organisation.^'^ Architecture creates
spatial division through the organisation of interior space, so-called because it is
within an encompassing global system. So, for example, a building is designated
interior space within the global system of a town. Interior space is created by discrete
events that expressly and explicitly disconnect a certain space from the global
system. This disconnection is achieved by boundaries: a fence, wall, ditch or curtain.
In gardens further disconnection within the space can be achieved by using trees and
■■Thibodeau sees the icy winter at Tarentum (Vir. Gear. 4.134-138) which Horace characterises as
pleasantly mild (Hor. Od. 2.6.17-18) as emblematic of the gardener’s age: see Thibodeau 2001, 177.
“ Mynors 1990, 274.
Hillier and Hanson 1984, 184.
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shrubs as a hedging screen, or flowerbeds among the paths to discourage free-form
movement. Paradoxically, it is the boundary that defines the original global space.
This change in the function of boundaries (inclusion rather than exclusion) is termed
the reversal effect.^^ Reversal effect can readily be seen in the function of the garden
wall. Ostensibly, the garden wall is a boundary that serves to set the garden apart
from exterior space, yet the garden wall also defines the garden, without it the garden
is not clearly disconnected from the surrounding area. In the case of Roman gardens,
the reversal effect takes on even greater resonance when the interior space of the wall
is decorated with a garden painting. Here, the exterior of the wall excludes urban
space, but the interior is decorated with an image that not only makes the garden
seem larger, but also connects the viewer to imaginary landscapes bound by neither
time nor space.
Spatial theory affects architecture because it recognises that architecture sets the
boundaries that will structure relationships between people by controlling the
location of bodies and restricting their movement through space.^’ It follows that an
increased specialisation and segmentation in architectural space will have its parallel
in increased socio-economic complexity. The idea that architecture can be read to
further our understanding of how a society works has produced a neologism:
archisemiotics.^® Correspondingly, studies of the Roman domus have shifted their
focus from architectural reconstruction to investigating the interrelation of physical
and social s p a c e . I t has been accepted that patterns of social behaviour can be
retraced in sites for which we have no epigraphic or literary evidence by applying
mathematical models of spatial analysis.^®
Since cultural behaviour and cultural material are interrelated,^* one might assume
that Roman architecture increased its boundaries to differentiate between freeman
and slave, client and patron, Roman and foreigner, man and woman. It is true that
these boundaries did exist. The fauces of the Roman domus divided the visitor from
the inhabitant, and the pomerium divided non-Roman legations from the political
centre of the city. Yet for a society to function, spatial solidarity also must stress the
continuity of interior and exterior and weaken their boundaries, instead of
strengthening them. Weakened boundaries generate encounters with the ‘other’ and
H illier and Hanson 1 9 8 4 ,5 5 -1 4 4 .
“ W allace-H adrill 1 9 8 8 ,8 3 .
-■'Grahame 1997, 146.
D avis 1990, 231.
■’ S ee W allace-H adrill 1994; Laurence 1994; B on and Jones 1997.
“ Kent 1990a, 3.
Kent 1990b, 128-150.
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it is encounters, not segregation, that generate s ta b ility .R o m a n society was
encounter-rich, with spaces like the forum, baths and porticoes acting as public loci
for social interaction, while the atrium of the domus, used for the ritual of salutatio,
acknowledged and cemented social ties and obligations.
How encounter-rich a designated space is can be assessed through the creation of
accessibility maps (also called gamma- or Y-maps), developed by Bill Hillier and
Judith Hanson.^^ Access analysis (gamma- or Y-analysis) assumes that an inhabitant
(I) occupies each building. ‘Inhabitant’ is a categoric concept that does not assume
any concepts of gender, age or class.^"* A building is a domain of unitary control (yspace) where a continuous outer boundary subjects the outer world to control and
continuous internal permeability allows the inhabitant (I) to access every part of the
building without going outside the boundary. Within this definition gardens are part
of y-space. A gamma map takes a given space, here the ground plan of a house, and
sections the interior of that space into the greatest possible number of convex spaces
(rooms). The movement of the inhabitant is then traced through the house with a line
to represent each door, a dot to represent a corridor, a circle (point) to mark each
room and a crossed circle to mark the space outside of the house (Fig. 3.1). The maps
can then be justified, which means that all spaces that have the same depth from the
exterior are aligned on the same level of the map (Fig.

A room that is only at

one remove from the exterior is shown on the first level of the map, the rooms that
are at two removes from the exterior are shown on the second level, and so on. The
overall configuration of the justified map reveals something of how the space is used
in terms of social access. Shallow and symmetrical gamma maps (also known as
distributed maps) show a tendency towards integration of social categories and
diffusion of spatial control. In other words, they generate encounters. Deeper,
asymmetrical forms (nondistributed) show a tendency towards segregation of social
categories and unitary, superordinate control on the part of the inhabitant (Fig. 3.3).^*
The purpose of drawing the map is to calculate the relative asymmetry for any given
point (any room) within the system (the house). Once the map has been drawn, the
points are numbered and values are calculated to determine their relative asymmetry
to each other. This is based on the number of neighbouring spaces relative to any

H illier and H anson 1984, 145.
” H illier and H anson 1984.
^“ T he opposite o f the inhabitant is the visitor (V). V isitors have tem porary and legitim ate access to yspace but no control.
” Justification can also be applied from any given point.
“ H illieran d H anson 1984, 146-155.
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given space, the number of boundaries that need to be crossed (as opposed to metric
distance travelled) between each point, and the mean depth of each point from the
system as a whole.^^ The mathematical results of access analysis are most helpful
when operating within a large-scale study, as in Pompeii, or considering specific
spaces within the house, such as the peristyle.^® In the case of the latter, the value of
the mathematical data produced is subordinate to the creation of access maps
(justified and unjustified) that schematise levels of integration and control within the
structure. To date, with the exception of the case study in chapter 5, gardens have not
benefited from access analysis.
Although access analysis can be a useful tool in determining how a given space
worked within its architectural context it has certain limitations. One limitation of
access analysis is that inhabitant and visitor are modern, non-categoric terms that
become liabilities when applied to societies where class and gender divisions are
strong. The other is that it requires complete ground plans; it is not surprising that
access analysis of Roman houses has mainly been confined to Pompeii.^’ Finally, its
focus on static architectural space alone ignores the wider context of landscape, and
the question of how a given space might change over time. When considering the
Roman garden, access analysis, while informative, can only provide part of the
picture. It is necessary to apply an archaeological perspective to understand more
about Roman garden space.

II - Archaeology and Garden Space
Having addressed the issue of how space is viewed and constructed in theory, the
question to be asked is can space theory be applied to archaeological evidence to
gain greater understanding of the cultural role of the hortus and related garden
spaces? The answer to the question is a qualified yes. Spatial theory and archaeology
have been combined and constructively applied in cultural and site-specific contexts
by Lisa Nevett and Penelope Allison in their studies of the Greek house and domestic
space.'*” More specifically, access analysis has been applied (with mixed results) to
urban and domestic space in Pompeii in the work of Ray Laurence and Mark
Grahame."*' Space theory can outline the general conceptual role of gardens in
I have greatly sim plified the m athem atics in the account above, w hich can be found in A ppendix I
and in G raham e 1997, 147-150.
Laurence 1994; G raham e 1997.
For exam ple G raham e 1997.
““ A llison 1999; N eveu 1999.
See Laurence 1994, 104-121; G raham e 1997, 146-164.
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Roman society and access analysis is a useful tool in making the relationships
between spaces more understandable, at least in terms of physical access. Yet to
understand hortus and related garden space one must also consider how they
functioned within both a domestic setting and in the wider landscape, and how that
function might be Influenced by the passage of time. For this one must turn to
archaeology.

Archaeology and domestic architecture
An analysis of gardens in Roman domestic space takes its lead primarily from
domestic architecture. Archaeological analysis of architecture recognises seven
determinates that influence the form and use of domestic space. These are climate,
topography, available materials, technological level, economic resources, function
and cultural conventions. Variations in climate and topography are dependant on
nature. A combination of natural and human factors determine the available
materials, economic resources and technological level that combine to create a
domestic space. The function of a domestic space and the cultural conventions that
operate within it are culture-specific. Space theory and access analysis have proved
very useful in exploring these last two determinates, since both function and cultural
convention can be perceived in domestic space by identifying areas of personal
space, levels of territoriality, levels of privacy and boundaries.'*^ Archaeology can
also be applied with positive results to issues of function and cultural convention.
Archaeology is particularly helpful with respect to determining the structure and
composition of boundaries within a space that suggest physical relationships, for
example walls, doors, windows and even the placement of furniture. It can augment
two-dimensional access analysis with a three-dimensional awareness of spatial
volume and it can improve our understanding of what lines of sight were present
within a given space.'*^ The visual access promoted by lines of sight can augment our
understanding of the relative permeability of a space. For example, excavations of
the Domus Augustana have revealed a staircase that led to the Emperor’s private
suite that allowed a panoptic view, with all its associations of surveillance and
control, of the garden court b e l o w O n a more prosaic level, garden paintings can
identify possible viewpoints and approaches for both inhabitant and visitor, giving
static ‘ground plan’ space a sense of movement and itinerary for both inhabitant and
visitor.'*^
Sanders 1990,44-47.
“^Gleason 1994,5.
'^B arton 1996, 105.
Kuttner 1999,7.
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The general principle of archisemiotics is that an increase in social complexity is
reflected

by an increased

segmentation

of space through

boundaries. The

development of the domus in the mid to late Republic did encourage such spatial
specialisation; Vitruvius comments that architecture should reflect social status
(6.5.2)."'^ Yet social

complexity

does

not necessarily

translate

into

social

stratification. The Roman house was extremely flexible in terms of size and
composition. According to Andrew Wallace-Hadrill, individual movement within the
house was based on social status, which could change over time. Access to areas
within the house was therefore determined by where the individual stood in relation
to conceptual axes of differentiation that defined domestic space (Fig. 3.4)."^ Given
this flexibility, the domus can be viewed as a series of thresholds, rather than
boundaries, reflecting a society based on participation and passage."*® This flexibility
in Roman domestic composition was further expressed in architecture. Not only was
the spatial interrelation between the domus and the garden area set aside within the
domus (either in the form of a peristyle garden or as potted plants in the atrium)
subject to alteration, but also the spatial relations between each domus within an
insula. When households altered or retained a garden space this affected both the
internal arrangement of the household and relations with neighbours, for the reason
that ownership of a garden space, however small, must compete with other garden
spaces within an insula for common resources such as light and water."*^
The fact that the spatial relationship between domus and insula was variable rather
than static highlights another connection

between the concepts that unite

architecture, landscape and gardens, which is the passage of time. The establishment
and maintenance of a garden requires frequent seasonal and occasional spatial
adjustments. Certain Roman architectural forms also required similar adjustments.
Until 55 B.C. theatres in Rome were purely temporary structures. Structures that we
consider permanent and immutable, such as temples, changed more than we think.
For example, Sulla rebuilt the temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus after it was
destroyed by fire (not an uncommon fate for buildings in Rome). Cicero reports that
he financed the restoration of the Temple of Tellus (Cic. Q.Fr. 3.1.4). On the site of
what is now the Vigna Barberini, a domus of the late Republic (itself the possible site
Foss 1997, 217; Kent 1990, 150.
See Wallace-Hadrill 1994, 10-14 (axes o f differentiation), 92 -9 6 (variations in size and com position
o f households) and 177-182 (social mobility).
'“ Knights 1994, 113-146.
Jashemski notes that in Pompeii, small houses and shops frequently made room for gardens, even
though space was at a premium. For example, the garden o f a tw o room shop-house (7.1.27) occupied
over half the groundspace o f the house: see Jashemski 1979, 183-190.
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of an earlier temple) gave way to a palace complex with internal features that were
rearranged at least twice (once by Domitian, once by Hadrian). This palace complex
then became a religious complex dedicated to Sol Invictus and rededicated ten years
later to luppiter Ultor.^ On a more individual level, Roman domestic design,
focusing as it did on hangings and portable furniture emphasised what F*urcell has
called “the architecture of the mutable”.^' This mutability found a complement in the
flexible dimensions of the garden, where seasonal changes altered the space and light
available to the occupants of the house.
So far the discussion of gardens in domestic archaeology has referred to available
architectural evidence. What kind of archaeological evidence is there for gardens
when architectural guidelines are minimal or non-existent? As interest in garden
studies grows the techniques whereby gardens are identified and excavated have
become increasingly sophisticated and not simply limited to sifting through a site for
material evidence, such as planting pots {olla perforata). Enclosures that were
previously interpreted as fields now have the possibility of being reconsidered as
gardens, especially if there is no evidence of ploughing.^^ Aerial photography and
remote sensing can identify garden boundaries.^ This is followed by the excavation
and interpretation of earthworks (path and terraces) that constitute the hard landscape
elements of the garden. Soil stratigraphy can identify planting pits, postholes and
irrigation contours. In some cases, planting beds that have been cut into clay and
gravel subsoil and filled with richer soil can reveal information as to their contents.^
One way that garden areas are marked is by an increase in organic debris, especially
fertiliser, and this can refine our image of a relict garden still further.^^ Pollen
analysis, carbonised remains and phytoliths (silica deposits in plant tissue that
fossilise to record the shape of the plant cell) can all be used by archaeobotanists to
identify the specific contents of a garden, although each method has its limitations.^
^ V illed ieu 2001.
Purcell 1996, 143.
Fields are ploughed, gardens are not: see Taylor 1983, 26.
The importance o f aerial photography to archaeology is well established. Remote sensing can finetune what aerial photography has identified, but is rarely successful at locating features in and o f
itself: see Bevan 1994,85.
^ A s at Fishbourne in Sussex: see Taylor 1983, 31.
’^Allison 1999,88-89; Gleason 1994,27-28.
* Gleason 1994a, 13-17. Pollen analysis is ideally suited to anaerobic lake and bog sedim ents rather
than gardens because earthworms usually eat pollen. The mechanics o f pollen dispersal and deposition
vary widely between species. Therefore, the discovery o f pollen in itself is no indication o f where
exactly the pollinating plant was and in what quantities: see Fish 1 9 9 4 ,6 1 ; Dim bleby and Griiger
2002. The integrity o f carbonised remains is susceptible to moisture and abrasion, two conditions that
a working garden can supply all too readily through digging and watering. Finally, phytoliths are as
likely to be present in the soil through the inclusion o f fertiliser as through cultivation: see Miller and
Gleason 1994a, 33-36.
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However, although the means by which field archaeology can identify and recover
gardens has improved, when interpreting the results o f inform ation gained from
landscape archaeology it is im portant to rem em ber that every culture perceives
landscapes differently.^^ O ur perceived environm ent is created through a synthesis of
nature, culture and self-perception.^ Landscape is part o f the environm ent; gardens
are part of the landscape. Questions about perception bring us, inevitably, to the
question of aesthetics. The perceptual appreciation o f landscapes is especially
concerned with the production o f pleasure and pleasure is a sustained aesthetic
response. In gardens and landscapes all senses are utilised in their perception,
therefore they produce a powerful synaesthetic experience, endlessly reproduced in
art and literature. However, the aesthetics o f landscape are often considered in terms
o f detached artistic appreciation, segregated from the dem ands o f everyday life.^
Such detachm ent can be restrictive when the object o f perception is, like the Roman
garden, both functional and beautiful. As Bettina Bergm ann has dem onstrated, the
villa and gardens at Oplontis can only be fully appreciated if their pictorial and
sculptural decoration is considered in the light o f the larger issue o f how Romans
related to the land as a source of wealth, as well as beauty, and as a space to move
through, as well as look at.®”

Landscape architecture and memory
This chapter is prim arily concerned with the concrete architectural and physical
features that can articulate the social value o f garden space. H owever space, as
Foucault concluded, is a function of time as well as content, therefore the role of
gardens must also be considered in term s o f m em ory, which is a function o f time.*'
All gardens have a peculiar relationship to tim e and memory. Gardens are never
finished, they are constantly evolving by nature of the changing seasons, the lifespan
o f their plants and the am bitions and intent o f the gardener. G ardens are future
oriented spaces. Janus-faced, they not only evoke associations with the past, but also
look forw ard to the future. They are a rationalisation o f time that offset the transience
of nature. In spite of every appearance to the contrary, gardens are not natural
features. Rather, they are organic monuments, and like other m onum ents they have
been deliberately designed, or agreed upon, to produce or contain shared memories.
For example, the defensive Iron A ge ramparts o f Stanwick Park are reinterpreted in the 18'*' century
as a ha-ha and carriage drive: see Bowden 1998,23-25.
**Bell 1 9 9 9 ,6 5 -6 6 ,7 2 -7 7 .
^ Porteous 19 9 6 ,8 -2 2 , 31-41; Bell 1999,63.
“ Bergmann 2002.
Landscape, memory and national identity have long been interdependent; see Schama 1995, 10-18.
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Since social memory is a volatile phenomenon, affected by politics, gender^ and
economics the most enduring monuments are those that can represent themselves
anew to each generation without losing their sense of continuity with the past.
Monuments that lose continuity with the past, or that become too intrinsically
associated with a past that wants to be forgotten, are obliterated in a process of
damnatio memoriae. In this sense, gardens are an effective monument because they
bridge the gap between past, present and future.
Some conception of how time and memory could be factors in the formation and
perception of garden space can be seen in their general application to rural, urban
and domestic space in the Roman world. Susan Alcock used techniques of landscape
archaeology to study the role of memory in ancient Greek communities, namely
Messenia, and how imperial Rome ‘remembered’ Greece. Alcock noted that the
early imperial period saw the creation of what she termed ‘memory theatres’ —
monuments, centres, spaces and shrines — that promoted and controlled specific
memories and ideas.“ In part, these ‘memory theatres’ were created to encourage
early tourism. Pericles’ tomb became a site of pilgrimage, as did Plato’s hortus (Cic.
Fin. 5.2, 5.5). These memory theatres were not just monuments of rigid nostalgia for
bygone days; they were dynamic expressions of memory as shared social
communication.^ Cicero placed particular emphasis on location in his speeches,
using it to manipulate the emotions and perception of his audience.^^ Cicero’s
technique was effective because it presented his audience with familiar places that
allowed them to insert their own experience in accord with a shared set of values.^
In this way the Pro Roscio becomes an extended exercise on the virtues of country
life and, by extension, the virtues of the defendant. The topography of Rome was
particularly rich in associative potential, which was exploited in both literary and
aedificial constructions. Thus the representation of Romulus’ hut on Aeneas’ shield
in the Aeneid evoked not only the ancient history of the community, but also the
Augustan palace that occupied the same site (Vir. Aen. 8.652-654).^’ Villas were not
only productive loci or expressions of conspicuous consumption, they were

“ Alcock 2002, 11-13 discusses how the accounts of the Kalymnian ‘Rock W ar’ differ according to
the gender of the teller.
“ Alcock 1983; Alcock 2002,54 n. 2 9 .1 was also very fortunate to have attended Susan A lcock’s
Stanford Memorial Lectures, titled ‘Making Memory: Monuments, Landscapes and the Greek Past’ in
Trinity College Dublin, 1998, now published as Alcock 2002.
“ Alcock 2002,96-98.
•"^Vasaly 1993, 131.
“ Vasaly 1993, 170-171.
Edwards 1996,41-43; Royo 1999,43-44, 57-58,87-90, 155-157.
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monuments to the family that owned them, embodying the virtues and vices of their
owner and encompassing ancestral tombs and lares.^
If architecture could be used to evoke memories, memory could use architecture as a
structure for memory retrieval. The art of mnemotechnics (ars memoria) employed
moving through a house as a blueprint for calling up memories. Ars memoria
Illustrates how close the connection was between architecture, memory and
movement. This can be seen in the garden spaces of the Roman elite, whose literary
and decorative legacy in villas and richly ornamented houses illustrate how, as a
space that mediated between nature and culture, elite Horti were a locus for the
construction of both historical and personal memory. Cicero’s efforts to procure
appropriate statuary for his ‘Academy’ in his villa at Tusculum draws attention to
how patterns of association with the figures represented in the garden would
reinforce the visitor’s awareness of the owner’s literary eminence (Cic. Att. 1.6.2).*’
Cicero himself closely associated the hortus with reading and clearly expected others
to do the same (Cic. Fam. 9.3). His Amaltheum on the same estate impresses the
viewer with an allusion to pastoral wealth and plenty.’” Cicero also mentions that
Brutus gave landmarks in his villa garden names that recalled Spartan topography, a
choice that evoked the virtues of military honour, fiscal probity and general
conservatism also associated with the early Republic (Cic. Att. 15.9.1).^' More
poignantly, Cicero’s desire to erect a shrine to his dead daughter Tullia can be seen
as not just as a memorial, but as a cathartic expression of grief. Similarly, the
splendid use of water at Hadrian’s ‘Canopus’ garden at Tivoli can be interpreted as
an attempt to create a landscape of catharsis and a memorial to Hadrian’s drowned
lover Antinous, addressing Roman anxieties about travelling by water by eroticising
its dangers.’^ The effectiveness of such a ‘landscape of allusion’ can be seen today in
the 18“’ century garden at Rousham in Oxfordshire. There, the articulation of visual
meaning and landscape architecture draws the visitor into a web of classical allusion
that drew its inspiration from references to Roman Horti that were in turn interpreted
in the light of 18“’ century landscape design.’^

**Bodel 1997.
^ Full correspondence reported in Ch.2.2 p.97 n.34.
™Cicero first mentions an Amaltheum on A tticus’ estate. It seem s to have impressed him to such a
degree that he built one him self (Cic. Att, 1.13.1, 1.16.15-18, 2.1.11). This Amaltheum is usually
considered to be a small temple or shrine. However it may also be an outdoor triclinium, given that
Amalthea’s horns fed and watered Zeus. Either way, the association is with wealth and plenty.
Pinto 1980, 104.
Kuttner 2003, 145-146.
Complete with a ‘Praeneste’ that alluded to both the temple and the structure identified by Ligorio
in the Horti Luculliani: see Dixon Hunt 1992a, 165-175.
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The conscious use of garden design to evoke a certain shared set of responses, shared
memories, invites us to see the ancient gardens as a teaching medium, one that
clarified individual and collective social roles and relationships/'* In the light of
Cicero’s concern that his ‘Academy’ adequately reflect his literary credentials, and
Brutus’ Spartan fancies it would be hard to ignore the intentionalist agenda of these
gardens. But the matter is more complex than that. The ancient garden and its
contents can be used to consciously transmit meaning but the interstilitality of the
garden, and the dialectical engagement that it promotes, involve the presence of an
active audience that have the ability to resist preferred meanings and construct their
own. The evocation of memory in the garden highlights this tension between
intention and reception because memory is an elusive and ambiguous process. It can
operate on a national and global level but it is the result of personal, individual
mental activity. Whether by deliberate design or consensual agreement, gardens
mean something, but not necessarily the same thing, to all the people who use them.
Furthermore, because of the mutable and temporal nature of gardens their role as
environments for repositories of social memory cannot be assessed in the same way
as more durable architectural monuments. The very fluidity of gardens, their fidelity
to seasonal change means that their meaning cannot become, as it were, set in stone.
Despite the presence of garden painting and statuary that intend to anchor meaning
gardens, ancient and modern, are polysemic spaces. Their meaning can be recognised
and internalised or resisted and rerouted.
The degree to which a visitor to any given hortus and related garden space accepted
or resisted its meaning can only be reconstructed with limited accuracy. Pliny’s
comment about the imago hortorum being instantly recognisable to the plebs of
Rome suggests that a general consensus did exist of what the hortus, in abstract, was
supposed to convey (Pliny, HN 19.59). But the wide variation in appearance of
individual gardens, in their placement, construction, decoration and usage, indicates
that different kinds of garden must have expressed different kinds of meaning. In
general, it is easier to reconstruct the intention of a garden rather than its reception
but some instances of the latter can be found, although again only in the gardens of
the elite. An example of resistant reception can be seen in the portico garden of
Pompey. The Porticus Pompeiana was consciously designed by Pompey to evoke
the recollection of his military victories in the East.^^ In that respect it was successful
since this aspect of the Porticus Pompeiana is still recognised today.’* Yet Catullus,

"“ Tuan 1977, 102; A lcock 1993,93.
"^This is discussed in much greater detail in Ch.4 pp. 190-191.
"'’ Gleason 1994b; Kuttner 1999.
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Propertius and Ovid, having all recognised the triumphal associations of Pompey’s
garden monument, rerouted its meaning to suit their poetic theme of militia amoris.
In their works the intentional remembrance of military victory triggered by the
Porticus Pompeiana is subverted to evoke an amorous playground where the only
wars are the wars between lovers/^ Similarly, if different gardens must have had
different meanings these meanings must also have changed over time. Such changes
are most easily seen in the great Horti of the late Republic. These spaces of
aristocratic competition cannot have been perceived in the same way under Augustus
and his successors. Augustus’ opening up of what had hitherto been primarily private
gardens into public parks must have associated large Horti with imperial power and
largesse. It is noticeable that under Domitian literary accounts of privately-owned
villa gardens and Horti are presented in overtly Epicurean language, emphasising the
political innocuousness of the owner.^® However, retirement from public life did not
guarantee that one could rely on grand Horti being read this way. In Tacitus’ account
of Seneca’s death, Seneca’s accusers point out that Seneca is a potential focus for
dissent against the Emperor by describing his estates and Horti to Nero, while
Seneca represent his Horti as proof of the Emperor’s favour and a site of political
retirement (Tac./twz. 14.52-54).

Ill - The Social and Spatial Logic of the Roman Garden
In general, garden space can be understood as being an interstitial, mediating locus
between space and society, time and memory. These ideas about the interrelation
between space, time and gardens are physically reflected in the permeability of the
Roman hortus and related garden spaces. Permeability, the degree to which a given
space can generate encounters, is the key by which the social logic of a space can be
assessed. Roman domestic space was designed to generate encounters in certain
areas, the garden being one of these areas. While this conclusion may seem
counterintuitive when applied to a space that was usually located towards the back of
the house, it becomes more understandable when one considers how markedly
different from modern society was the Roman conception of public and private.^’
This brings us to the concerns, first raised by Habermas, of how the production and
use of public and private space intersected with issues of gender status and class.*®

"^Cat. 55.6-8; Prop. 2.32.11-16; O v id ,/tri. Am. 1.67, Pont. 1.8.36.
^*See Ch.4 pp.209-211.
^ Purcell 1987, 198. The modern concept o f private space that places it in direct opposition to public
space is a 19“' century construction: see Grahame 1997, 138-9; Riggsby 1 9 9 7 ,4 8 -5 0 .
“ Habermas 1962.
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Permeability - public and private
In his study of the social space of the domus Wallace Hadrill asserts that the domus
was not private in the modern sense of the word because the owner of the house used
it as part of his public persona.®' This use of what would now be considered private
space as a stage for public display is well documented in Roman culture:

Cn. O ctavio, qui prim us ex ilia fam ilia con su l factus est, honori fu isse a ccep im u s, quod
praeclaram a ed ifica sset in Palatio et plenam dignitatis dom um ; quae cum vu lg o
viseretur, suffragata dom in o, n o v o hom ini, ad consulatum putabatur

W e are told that G naeus O ctavius, w h o w as the first o f his fa m ily to be elected con su l,
distinguished h im self by building an attractive and im p o sin g h ou se on the Palatine hill.
E veryone w ent to se e it and it w as thought to gain v o tes for its ow n er, a new man, in his
drive for the C onsulship. (C ic. Off. 1.138)

The key word here is vulgus. By setting himself up to the public gaze, Octavius
literally raised his profile and got himself elected Consul.®^ A man who wished to
play a role in public life had to make part of his house public. This could also apply
to the gardens of the house. Cicero demanded that the site of his Horti have some
degree of public visibility {celebritas) (Cic. Att. 12.37.2). Pliny built a portico to
shelter worshippers visiting the temple of Ceres located on his grounds (Pliny, Ep.
9.39).®^ In spite of the fact that the Horti Agrippae were marked by boundary stones
inscribed 'privatum (sc.iter)', they played a role in Roman public life.^ The Horti
Agrippae were renowned for their public amenities, especially its public displays of
art (Dio, 54.29). It is not even the case that private, intimate gardens were within a
domestic space and public, formal gardens outside of it.*^ Seneca, commenting on
what is viewable from the road of the gardens of Vatia gives a very detailed account;

de ipsa v illa nihil tibi possum certi scribere. frontem enim e iu s tantum n ovi et exp osita,
quae ostendit etiam transeuntibus. speluncae sunt duae m agni op eris, c u lv is laxo atrio
pares, manu factae, quarum altera solem non recipit, altera usque in o ccid en tem tenet.

W allace-H adrill 1 9 8 8 ,4 6 .
L ivius D rusus also desired that his house be open to the public g a ze (V e il. Pat. 2 .1 4 .2 -4 ).
® P lin y’s case w as not unusual; m any H o rti in R om e had tem p les that encou raged public visits. For
exam ple the tem ples o f F ortu n a S eia n i, T res F ortu n ae and Venus E rycin a on the E squiline in the
H orti M a ecen a tis and H o rti S allu stian i: see Hauber 1998, 9 0 -9 7 ; T alam o 1998, 13 9 -1 4 1 .
“ / / . A grippae: C IL VI 2 9 7 8 1 , see D ’A rm s 1998, 34.
Jashem ski 1979, 339.
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platanona medius rivus et a mari et ab Acherusio lacu receptus euripi modo dividit,
alendis piscibus, etiam si adsidue exhauriatur, sufficiens.

I could not describe tiie villa accurately, for I am familiar only with the front o f the
house, and with the parts that are in public view and can be seen by the mere passer-by.
There are two grottoes, which cost a great deal o f labour, made by hand and as large as
the m ost spacious hall. One o f these does not admit the sun while the other holds the
rays o f the sun as it sets. There is also a stream running through a grove o f plane-trees,
which draws for its supply both the sea and Lake Acheron, it intersects the grove in the
form o f a swift euripus and can support fish, even though its water are continually being
drawn off. (Sen. Ep. 55.6).

This description indicates that the passer-by has quite a wide visual access to Vatia’s
grounds, which although private were still on public display.®* V atia’s villa does not
seem to have been an isolated example; painted perspectives of villas emphasise their
approach that included highly visible front gardens.®^ It may be that these villas are
located in areas where the vulgar are less likely to be found. The gaze of the lone
farmer about his business is not as invasive as the massed gaze of the urban crowd.
Yet the principle remains the same, in Roman life being seen was a reaffirmation of
social status. Even though the hortus and related garden space were ostensibly
private spaces at a certain level they needed to be publicly visible and accessible to at
least a limited degree.
Even in houses where the pursuit of a political career was not a determining factor,
the public permeability of private space was underpinned by domestic architecture.
In his study of the Roman cubiculum, Andrew Riggsby concluded that the
expectation of privacy within the cubiculum was articulated not as a social right, but
as a mandate to restrict potentially anti-social behaviour from normative public
space.^ Outside the cubiculum, even if the inhabitant was still within his house,
public standards of behaviour were expected to be maintained. The cubiculum was
therefore a space associated with intimate activities such as rest, sex, and death, as
well as less intimate activities such as receiving guests. These activities are identical

“ A similar tension between the concept o f a private garden and public display can be found in the
villa o f Q. D ellius (Hor. Od. 2.3): see Leach 1996, 284-5.
^ Bergmann 1991, 4, especially view s o f the style o f villa that Vitruvius calls ‘C yzicene’ (6.3.10).
Bergmann also notes that Statius praises P ollio’s villa in terms o f transparency (light and sound), a
technique that indirectly associates the permeability o f the property with the visitor’s access: see
Bergmann 1991,57-65. It is interesting to note that P ollio’s status is reaffirmed in terms o f gaze and
gazing in the extended nautical metaphor at the end o f the poem (Stat. Silv. 2.2.129-142).
** Riggsby 1997.
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to those associated with the hortus and its related garden spaces discussed in the next
chapter. In terms of experience then, the hortus shared a similar conceptual category
as an intimate private room. Yet, unlike the cubiculum, it was part of its surrounding
city or landscape by virtue of its being outside. Through its associations with
religious and civic space, garden space occupied an ambiguous position between
public and private space.
Domestic space did not have a strict demarcation between public and private; instead
the degree of relative permeability within a house was individually determined.
These varying degrees of permeability can be traced in the houses of Pompeii,
particularly with regard to the peristyle garden and its relation to the atrium. The
atrium was the architectural space most often associated with being open to the
public, since it was the space where clients gathered for the ritual of salutatio.
Technically the atrium was the core of all activity in the house as it generated
encounters that shored up the social structure, but this may have changed with the
introduction of the peristyle. The peristyle, which had originally been developed as a
set of public walkways, when introduced to the domus created a kinetic, ambulatory
space that complemented the static space of the atrium.^^ The result was to create
more gradations of permeability between categories of not only public and private
but also invited and uninvited.^ The atrium was designed to hold and contain
clientes, the peristyle was a place to entertain and forge bonds with am id.
Vitruvius described the peristyle in general as a common area of the house where
even the uninvited could wander (Vitr. 6.5.1) and it is true that the House of Sibyl
(2.1.12) in Pompeii had a very public peristyle garden.^' However, a garden’s degree
of permeability varied according to individual tastes. In the House of the Faun access
to both peristyles was highly controlled, with one peristyle not integrated spatially
into the house, but kept apart, possibly to emphasise social hierarchy and client
relationships.^ In the House of the Mosaic Atrium in Herculaneum (4.1-2) the
peristyle garden is on a lower level than the rest of the house and only accessible by
descending two steps in the right hand corner of the atrium.

Permeability is further

restricted by the fact that the intercolumnations of the peristyle garden have been

Dickmann 1997, 123-136.
^W allace-H adrill 1988,84.
” Jashemski 1979,31.
Dickmann 1997, 132-136. The access analysis o f the House o f the Faun concluded that both its
peristyle gardens were restricted areas used relatively infrequently for gatherings or assemblies.
Although the back entrance to the second peristyle garden raises intriguing possibilities for casual
encounters: see Grahame 1997, 156-160.
” McKay 1975,51-53.
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walled in, restricting the line of sight and restricting entrance to the garden through
apertures on the left hand side and the back of the peristyle, not directly from the
atrium. This garden is very private indeed. The social logic behind the use of
peristyle space seems to be that privileged visitors and friends have access to the
peristyle, while lowly clients get no farther than the atrium. But even here there are
different degrees of public access since many atria looked directly into the peristyle
garden.^ Lines of sight indicate permeability, and are used even in houses without
peristyle gardens. In the House of the Bread Merchant in Pompeii (1.12.16) the
garden itself may have been too small to make much of an impact, so the eye is
drawn through the fauces to the garden painting that indicated its presence (Fig. 3.5).
The garden of the shop 7.27/40-41 is visible to the passerby, as is the garden of
House 6.2.4 in Pompeii.®^ It may be argued that this latter house, as a hotel, offered a
view of its gardens as a form of advertising, but this line of sight seems to have
existed even when the house was a private residence.^ This elision between public
and private space may indicate a desire for social mobility. Wallace Hadrill notes
that humble houses lack public space. But when a house lacks a space that does not
mean that it has no ambition towards one. Perhaps in small houses, the lines of sight
that allowed passers by to view a garden created the illusion, if only briefly, of public
space and corresponding social importance.’^

Permeability - gender, status and class
In addition to considering the permeability of the garden according to categories of
public and private access, permeability according to gender, status and class should
be taken into account. In Roman literature, gardens were not gender-specific areas in
the sense that women were restricted to, or men were excluded from them ,^ but they
were a space whose care was associated with women. Pliny states that the horti are
the responsibility of the matrona and Columella follows his garden book with
admonitions for the vilica whose duty it is to safeguard and preserve (literally as well
as figuratively) the produce from the hortus (Pliny, HN 19.57; Col. 12.1-12.3).^
Archaeology has produced evidence for the presence of women in gardens involved
‘^W allace-H adrill 1997, 239.
’^Jashemskl 1979, 168, 183.
*®The inverse was also true, the tavern garden in the House of Euxinus (1.11.12) was accessible to a
neighbouring house, even though it already had a private garden: see Purcell 1996, 123.
^ W allace-Hadrill 1997,56.
Vitruvius’ description of a Roman house repeatedly contrasts it against the gendered Greek house
(6.7.2-5), leading to the conclusion that the domus was not organised around areas of gender
differentiation. Instead social status determined how one moved along the axes of differentiation: see
Wallace-Hadrill 1994,9.
^H enderson 2002, 123.
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in activities such as open-air cooking, weaving and child mi n d i n g . S t u d i e s on the
gendering of space have shown that where common space has shared uses gender
divisions within the space will be temporal rather than structural.'®' This may also be
the case with status and class. The access of lower status clientes into the domus, for
example, was restricted to the early part of the morning. As far as access of slaves to
the garden is concerned it is logical that slave gardeners had to have access to the
space where they worked. In addition, the vilicus (housekeeper or bailiff) had to have
access to the garden,'®^ as did any cooks who wished to collect fresh herbs and nurses
who cared for the children. These activities were probably confined to times of the
day when the garden was not in demand by higher-ranking free-born family
members, for example at times suitable for dining, as it seems likely that diners in
garden triclinia would have desired an unimpeded view.
Applying concepts of gender and class to garden space somewhat modifies our
understanding of the relative public or private permeability of the hortus and its
related garden spaces. The concept of public and private is essentially subordinate to
the wider subject of social surveillance and control. Virgil, Columella and Pliny all
confidently assume in their garden writing that they are addressing the dominus and
paterfamilias. Although these authority figures have the final control over their
domestic space, on a quotidian level it was delegated to women and slaves in the
persons either of the matrona, the vilicus or vilica, or perhaps the topiarius. Yet
delegation always entails some loss of control and the strong emphasis on duty in
their narratives suggests that these delegates are not always following instructions.'”
Awareness of this lack of complete control is indicated by the figure of the stranger
whose access to the garden is not predicated on an invitation from the dominus. The
stranger has only quasi- or illegitimate access to the garden and is usually
represented as a thief, but he or she can also be a lover, or a w i t c h . T h e liminal
nature of garden space means that it can never be controlled absolutely.

‘“ There have also been finds o f w om en’s hairpins in the garden site at Frocester Court, in Pompeii
(1.20.5) and in the garden sites on the Vigna Barberini: see Jashemski 1979, 190-193; Farrar 1998, 12;
Villedieu 2 0 0 1 ,8 1 .
Bon 1997,57; Lefebvre 1991,244.
T w o inscriptions from the Hermaeum, the diaeta o f a garden pavilion in the Domus Tiberiana,
commemorate imperial slaves who worked there: a vilicus {CIL VI 8655) and a topiarius (CIL VI
9949): see Villedieu 2 0 0 1 ,3 2 .
Cic. Fam. 16.18.2 complains that it took his direct intervention to make his gardener in Tusculum
improve the garden.
For thieves see Vir. G eor. 4.110; Pliny, HN 19.59; Col. 10.28 and for w itches see Hor. Sat. 1.8.1720. Juvenal also makes a connection between w ives taking lovers and thieves entering the gardens in
6.15-20.
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This brings us to the issue of private transcript: the sequestering of publicly
unacceptable speech and actions to a site that was relatively free from social control
and surveillance, for example a private room.'°^ As a permeable, encountergenerating space the Roman garden, whether domestic hortus or grand Horti, would
have been subject to some variable degree of surveillance. It is notable that Roman
garden spaces with their web of hedges, walkways, fences, gates and espaliered trees
did not encourage freeform interaction, contributing to an overall impression that this
was a defensible space that could be c o n tr o lle d .T h is would lead one to conclude
that hortus and its related garden spaces were not suitable for private transcript since
it was subject to a variable degree of social surveillance and control. This conclusion
would be incorrect, for the reason that it does not take into account the fact that
gender, status and class could all be affected by the reversal effect instituted by
boundaries.'”^ For members of a society who were themselves perceived as marginal
beings, gardens could act as heterotopias of deviation, mixing genders and classes to
allow the transgression of boundaries as a form of social safety v a l v e . P r i v a t e
transcript was permitted in the context of a garden, which is why Nero chose to fill
his Horti with slaves and the public mob to watch his theatrical performances.
It is within the context of class and gender that opportunities arise in the hortus and
its related garden spaces for private transcript, encouraged by its liminal, interstitial
spatiality. Gendered studies of space are concerned with how a given space can be
used to articulate the politics of difference and identity. This is something to which
gardens, in their creation of ‘other’ space, are ideally suited."® The interstitiality of
gardens made them fluid, shifting spaces and fluidity and mutability are qualities that
have long been associated with female characteristics. For Columella the field and
the vineyard are spaces so intrinsically masculine that to leave them threatens a loss
of masculinity; in contrast the hortus is passively female (Col. l.pref. 15 and 10.4170). On the other hand, the active male figures working in Virgil’s hortus, in the
hortus of the pseudo-Virgilian Moretum and in Columella’s hortus do not suffer a
loss of masculinity, though they work neither in garden nor field. The reason for this
discrepancy may lie with the prophylactic effect of labour and with a perceived
difference between the hortus and Horti. It was when Pompey dallied too long with

‘“^Riggsby 1997,47.
Lynch 1981,213.
Status being used here to denote variations within groups o f freeborn and freed, class is used to
differentiate between free men and slaves.
"“ This indeed was the thinking behind Olm stead’s creation o f Central Park: see Cranz 1982.
See Tac. Ann. 15.33; Suet. N ero, 22.2; Pliny, HN7>1.\9\ Dio 62.15.1. This aspect o f gardens is
discussed in more detail in Ch.4 pp.194-196.
See Soja 1996, 107-125 for an overview o f gendered studies o f urban space.
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his wife in his Horti, neglecting his affairs, that he laid him self open to charges of
effem inacy (Plut. Pomp. 48.5-7). It seems that unless counterbalanced by a genderappropriate activity such as digging, planting, exercising or discussing philosophy
and politics for men, weaving and child-m inding for women, spending idle tim e in
the hortus or simply spending time in Horti could threaten clear-cut gender
differences. Nero and Com m odus, the most effem inate o f the Em perors, w ere all
noted for the time spent idly in their Horti. Conversely, A grippina and M essalina,
women characterised as possessing overw eening m asculine am bitions, are the two
imperial women most associated with Horti. Finally, herm aphrodite statues have
been found in the gardens of O plontis and the House o f Loreius Tiburtinus in
Pompeii (2.2.2) and where sexually am biguous busts have been found, their location
suggests that they originally were intended for display in //o r r /.'" The conclusion
one draws is that the hortus and its related garden spaces could be perceived as
potentially herm aphrodising space, since they blurred the distinction between
m asculine and fem inine ju st as they blurred the distinction between interior and
exterior and between public and private.

Conclusion
This chapter explored how modern theories about the relationship between space and
society could further our understanding o f the hortus and its related garden spaces.
Critical theory for the production and use o f Roman garden space rests on a tripod of
abstract space theory, applied access analysis and an archaeological aw areness o f the
influence of tim e (and therefore memory) on the social and architectural context o f a
space. The chapter began by outlining the general philosophy, form ulated by
Foucault, that space as an abstract concept is really a historical product o f tim e, and
therefore o f society. This made space a subject o f study by social scientists and
social geographers such as Lynch, Lefebvre, Soja and Habermas. A fter briefly
tracing the four main chronological m ovem ents of space theory it w as established
that the ideas articulated by Foucault and Soja were the m ost applicable to the study
o f the hortus and its related garden spaces because both were connected by their
recognition of tim e as a key factor. All space is dependant on tim e, but gardens are
more dependant than most. Their respective proposals, that social space could be
understood as heterotopias o f crisis and deviation, or as a tripartite accom m odation
of the shifts between perception, presentation and practice, provided a theoretical
basis with which to accom m odate the diversity of Roman garden spaces and the
Boatwright 1998,77-82.
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pluralities of experience that they promoted within Roman society. The multiple, and
sometimes bewilderingly contradictory, aspects of the hortus and its related garden
spaces presented in literature become easier to understand if one considers them as
the interstitial, dialectical spaces suggested by Foucault and Soja.
While this theoretical framework gives an insight into gardens in general, the relation
of specific horti and related garden space to Roman society can be expressed through
applied space theory, namely the mathematical model of access analysis developed
by social geographers Hillier and Hanson. Access analysis is useful to the study of
the garden because it measures the permeability of a given space. Permeability is the
yardstick by which the degree of privacy and control exhibited by any given space
can be measured. Access analysis can be applied to a Roman garden to assess how
permeable the space was within its domestic context and how readily it could
encourage encounters. The access maps produced by such analysis have great
potential to provide an edifying insight into the function of a garden space within its
immediate social context by schematising spatial relationships that might not be
readily apparent on the ground-level. To date, there are not enough comparative
studies of Roman gardens that would allow the mathematical data produced by
individual studies to be quantified, but the tool is there.
Space theory can outline the general conceptual role of the hortus and related garden
space in Roman society, while access analysis is a useful tool in making the social
significance of the physical relationships between spaces more comprehendible.
However, access analysis is subject to certain limitations, it can only articulate
planimetric and static space and it cannot accommodate variations of accessibility
introduced by lines of sight, mutable boundaries and architectural change. Nor can it
shed much light on the degree to which permeability was affected by individual
social status, gender or class. To understand how these factors could influence the
perception of the hortus and related garden spaces one must reintroduce an
archaeological perspective. Archaeology can fill in the gaps as to lines of sight,
movable boundaries, and mutable architecture. Landscape archaeology in particular
has lately taken an interest in how landscape space was perceived over time. This
integration of time and place introduces the issue of memory and social
communication. Certain gardens could be used as monuments or memory theatres,
advertising literary or military achievements, representing philosophical positions, or
commemorating the dead. The use of the these gardens as memory theatres
emphasises the role that gardens could play as teaching mediums and raises tensions
between the level of intentionality and the degree to which it could be resisted and
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rerouted to create individual meaning. If gardens are to act as dialectical spaces, this
is predicated on a dynamic relationship between the occupant and the ‘other’ that
must, at least for a while, involve two points of view between designer and viewer.
The mediating role of the hortus and related gardens between concepts of public and
private, and categories of gender, status and class, is particularly evident in garden
space with a high degree of permeability. The idea that private transcript could take
place in specifically designated spaces demonstrates how interior space in the Roman
world was managed according to societal expectations of appropriate and
inappropriate activity. Gardens, as marginal, mediating spaces, were suitable for
private transcript when occupied by, or used for, activities that diverged from
expectations of societal norms. The variable level of permeability within the hortus
and related garden space supports the view that they occupied an ambiguous position
within both private and public sphere as loci of social control and licensed deviation.
The ambiguity of garden space invested its cultural content, its imago, with a
dialectical potential that can be seen in the accounts of power struggles, transgressive
activities and social reconciliation within the hortus and related garden spaces
discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIENTIAL PERSPECTIVES OF
THE ROMAN GARDEN

Introduction
The last chapter examined how the spatiality of the Roman garden was invested with
dialectical potential. The hortus, and particularly Horti, became a locus for
contention between public and private, aristocrat and emperor, leisure and pleasure.
This affected the way the cultural content of the hortus, its imago, was experienced.
This chapter is concerned with that experiential perspective.
Experiential perspectives are created through activities that produce stimuli, which
are experienced and ordered according to both personal and cultural preferences.'
Activities within the garden can be divided into four experiential categories: power,
awe, productivity and pleasure. The first category, power, is concerned with the use
of Horti as a locus for political display. The second, awe, looks at the religious
associations and activities within the hortus and related garden space. Productivity
examines Roman attitudes towards nature and cultivation and asks how distinct
ornamental Horti were from the humble hortus described by Columella and other
agricultural writers. Finally, pleasure looks at the legitimate and illegitimate leisure
activities that were associated with the hortus and related garden space. These
categories are artificial divisions and many activities that took place within gardens
can be placed in two or more categories. Nevertheless they provide a necessary
structure to examine the wide variety of ways in which a Roman garden could be
experienced.

I - Power and Influence
This section is concerned with how Roman garden space was experienced in terms of
power and influence. It examines how the emergence of the Horti as a locus for
social and political display coincided with land crises of the late Republic so that
certain gardens were experienced as manifestations of power. Horti in the late
Republic acted as dialectical spaces in the creation of a new political stability. The
size and location of these gardens directly correlated to the military and political
might of the owner. The increase in political unrest led to these gardens being

‘ Tuan 1977, 8-18.
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designed to influence contemporary perceptions and future memories. Finally, this
section looks at how the liminal nature of garden space was used for experiments in
public and private self-representation.

Size and might
It is difficult, when studying the history of the Roman garden, not to see a connection
between the emergence of large Horti at the end of the 2"*^ century B.C. and the land
crises of the period. According to some scholars, notably Grimal,^ a direct causal
relationship can be traced: Rome’s military successes in Italy during the Hannibalic
Wars (and later during the Social Wars) had increased its holdings of publicly owned
state land {ager publicus). These were leased to wealthy entrepreneurs who used the
cheap slave labour provided by Rome’s overseas military conflicts to run large
agricultural estates (latifundia). The depopulation of small rural farms by successive
conscriptions and competition from slave-driven latifundia resulted in consolidation
of their land in the hands of the wealthy and solvent few, who created more
latifundia, which forced more farms to close. The acquisition and enlargement of
desirable estates allowed new scope for villas modelled on Hellenistic architecture,
and adapted these models to include planted porticoes and peristyle gardens.
Grim al’s theory makes superficial sense but does not tell the whole story, a
combination of protracted civil unrest and the eternal attraction of an easier life to be
had within the city also significantly contributed to rural depopulation.^
Nevertheless, Grimal is not wholly wrong in identifying the late 2"‘‘ century B.C. and
the accompanying land-crises as a critical period in the development of the Roman
garden. However, the impact of these crises had less effect on the physical
development of peristyle and park gardens than on how these gardens were
perceived. Depopulation of rural farms had resulted in an increase of urban citizens
who fell below the property qualification necessary for bearing arms. Known as
proletarii or capitecensi, these citizens were ineligible for the draft and unless the
distribution of the ager publicus was reformed Rome could not reliably draw on this
ever-increasing body of men for its military campaigns. Since military and political
careers were inextricably linked in the Roman political system, land reform became a
hot topic and the use and display of land by generals and politicians acquired a new
resonance beyond its agricultural potential. In a culture where land and political

-G rim al 1969,25-26.
^M orley 1996, 50-52.
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enfranchisement went hand in hand, ownership o f a large garden could be used as a
political tool.'*

Cicero’s eager desire to purchase Horti in 45 B.C. indicates how they had become a
status symbol among his peers.^ However, in some cases ambitious individuals,
namely Lucullus, Pompey and Caesar, saw the opportunity to make their villas and
Horti that accompanied them into political statements. In this, they took their lead
from Gaius Marius’ villa at Misenum, o f which Pliny gives an account:

novissimus villam in Misenensi posuit C. Marius VII cos. sed peritia castra metandi, sic
ut conparatos ei ceteros etiam Sulla Felix caecos fuisse diceret.

Recently Gaius Marius, seven times consul, built a villa in the region of Misenum. Yet
he relied so on his experience in planning and building camps that even Sulla the
Fortunate declared that in comparison with Marius all others were blind men. (Pliny,
H N 18.32)

Marius consciously built his villa along the same principles as a military camp
(castra). Pliny does not go into detail about what this implied* but Seneca supplies a
better description;

C. Marius et Cn. Pompeius et Caesar extruxerunt quidem villas in regione Baiana, sed
illas inposuerunt summis iugis montium. videbatur hoc magis militare, ex edito
speculari late longeque subiecta. aspice, quam positionem elegerint, quibus aedificia
excitaverint locis et qualia; scies non villas esse, sed castra.

Gaius Marius, Gnaeus Pompey, and Caesar did indeed erect villas in the vicinity of
Baiae, but they placed them on the very tops of the mountains. This seemed more
soldier-like, to look down from a lofty height upon the lands spread far and wide below.
Note the situation, position and type of building that they chose, you will realise that
these were not country places, but camps. (Sen. Ep. 51.11).

■*Finley 1999, 101 and Ch.2.2 pp.94-95.
* See Ch.2.2 pp.96-97.
®If Marius based the structural layout of his villa, as well as its situation, on military principles then
analogy suggests that Marius’ villa may have had specific and separate administrative and residential
centres based on the principia and praetorium of the castra. The praetorium in any case would have
been the part of the camp that most lent itself to domestic architecture as it had its antecedents in the
standard Roman domus and took the form of roughly four groups of rooms grouped around a central
courtyard. Other elements of camp architecture that Marius may have included were the characteristic
T-shape of the via praetoria and via principalis as the principal form of layout: see Davison 1996,
153-181.
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Marius’ villa was located on the highest ground he could find with the widest view
of the surrounding countryside. This principle, when applied to camps in hostile
territory, protects them from sudden attacks; when applied to territory where no
attack is expected, the result is to dominate the landscape. The villas and lands below
lay supine beneath Marius. This effect was not unintentional, Marius was a novus
homo and had a strong interest in advertising what he had achieved for himself.
Misenum, in the region of Baiae, was heavily settled with impressive villas. While
any rich man could build a lavish villa, what Marius built was the concrete
embodiment of how he had attained his prestigious offices in the first place.
Marius owed the success of his military career in large part to the fact that he opened
careers in the army up to the hitherto ineligible proletariiJ Without land or army
pensions these troops were dependant on their general to provide them campaigns
rich in spoils for the duration of their career and allot them land upon retirement.
Marius was particularly known for making his men carry their own entrenchment
tools, thus streamlining Roman military practice that demanded a camp be dug every
night. Known as muli Mariani, the mules of Marius, this body of loyal veterans
could not help but be recalled by anyone viewing Marius’ castralvilla (Front. Strat.
4.1.7). Therefore Marius’ villa was an exercise in psychological subjugation: it
served to remind and warn spectators of his military influence, and even Marius’
rival Sulla was forced to concede his expertise. Indeed it was so potent as a symbol
that something of a literary tradition arose whereby exceptional villas came to be
described in terms of military domination.®
The design of Marius’ villa was a deliberate exercise in advertising its owner’s
military and political power and its example did not go unheeded. Pompey and
Caesar’s villas in Baiae and Rome were built upon the same guidelines of visibility
and surveillance.^ Yet Pompey and Caesar both expanded on M arius’ example by
placing considerable emphasis on the gardens. In contrast to M arius’ villa, where
nothing concrete is known of its appearance, the villas of Pompey and Caesar in
Rome were both accompanied by notable and extensive grounds.

’ For Marius’ political and military career see Evans 1994.
**Myers 2000, 113-114. An excellent account o f the villa’s role as a monument to its owner can be
found in Bodel 1997.
’ Their villas in Rome were built to be seen. Pom pey’s villa on the Campus Martius was relatively
modest but highly visible due to his inclusion o f the temple o f Venus Victrix and a permanent theatre
in the garden portico that abutted it (Plut. Pomp. 40). Caesar picked a site on the less fashionable
Janiculum Hill across the Tiber where the cheap cost o f land allowed him larger scope (Suet. Caes.
83).
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Pompey and Caesar’s interest in displaying their gardens was an indirect result of
Marius’ innovations regarding the proletarii. What Marius had started as part of a
desperate measure to raise troops for the Jugurthan War was, by the end of the
Republic, a destructive political cycle that bound the loyalty of troops to individual
generals, to the detriment of the state. Significantly, much of their loyalty stemmed
from the fact that truly successful generals were men like Sulla who, once a
campaign was over, managed to pass a lex agraria that allotted land for their soldiers
(Cic. Ag. 2.28, 3.2.3). In this context Horti acquired a new significance. The breadth
of Pompey’s and Caesar’s gardens recalled the farms they had granted to veterans,
financed by their own successful military campaigns.'” These campaigns were
consciously alluded to in the decoration of their gardens. Pompey’s portico was
decorated with cloth of gold from Pergamon and statues that represented the nations
he had conquered (Pliny, HN 36.4.41)." Ownership of a large garden now became a
political tool, a fact capitalised upon by Pompey and Caesar who encouraged voters
and dependants to visit them there. Pompey made a point of paying off voters in his
gardens (Plut. Pomp. 44). To celebrate his Spanish triumph and inaugurate his
Transtiber Horti Caesar invited the plebs urbana to a feast in his gardens (Val. Max.
9.15.1).'^ Since Caesar had reformed the corn dole earlier in 46 B.C. with the lex
lulia frumentaria, the plebs urbana gathered in his Horti would have been those who
he had already declared eligible for the dole.‘^ The feast symbolically emphasised
how Caesar had filled the bellies of the plebs urbana, not just once, but regularly.
What Pompey and Caesar recognised was that gardens were a popular and palatable
medium to advertise their political and military power. Unlike other assembly areas
such as the Forum where generations of monuments competed against each other,
everything that a visitor to the garden saw and experienced focused on one man and
one man alone, the owner.
By letting strangers into their gardens Pompey and Caesar were breaking with social
norms that made gardens physically accessible to select guests, not to the public at
large even if they were invited.‘'*The Horti of great families were spatially exclusive,
‘“ The land seulem ent obtained by Caesar in 59 B.C. (D io, 38.1) was for P om pey’s veterans, but
would not have lessened the impact o f the message. The position o f both men was strengthened,
Pompey for being able to grant his veterans land, and Caesar for having obtained the settlement.
According to Cicero, Antony made the connection explicit by promising his follow ers horti (Cic. Phil.
8.9).
" Gleason 1994a, 19; Kuttner 1999, 345-349; Coleman 2000, 222.
'■ |C. lulius C aesar dictator ex\! H is[pania triumphum egit\! et popu l[o in h ortis trans Ti]/berium
[duo prandia dedit\, AE 1950, 93.
'^D ’Arms 1998, 40-42.
'^'See Ch.3 pp. 169-172.
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either bordered by the Tiber (the Horti Clodiae) or made inaccessible through high
terraces (the Horti Luculliani). To see how unusual Pompey and Caesar’s garden
gatherings were, we have only to look at Clodia’s open invitation to any young men
who could swim the width of the Tiber and join her in the Horti Clodiae (Cic. Cael.
15.36). While this was a shocking event because she was a matrona making an open
sexual invitation, it is interesting to note that Clodia’s invitation only applied to those
with the strength and stamina to overcome physical barriers. Conceptual barriers
maintained their integrity: Cicero mentions no socially inferior lover invited in
through the normal channels. Clodia’s invitation did not open her garden to social
inferiors; it merely sanctioned illicit ingress under her terms and conditions.'^
Pompey and Caesar, in contrast, invited the public to enter their gardens legitimately,
to create spaces of social inclusion where their political success could build on their
military success in a purely private context. For the majority of urban Romans their
experience of a garden was limited to small urban or suburban gardens, or modest
collections of pot plants in the atrium or on the windowsill. Public parks, while
common in the monarchies of Asia Minor, had as yet no place in Rome. Admittance
to Horti created an atmosphere of social inclusion that generated political goodwill.
The eventual result of this policy, Caesar’s bequest of his gardens to the Roman
people, transferred their goodwill and political support to his adopted son and heir,
Octavian (Suet. Jul. 83).
By using their gardens as a locus for political activity and display Pompey and
Caesar were also alluding to the Roman cultural ideal of the citizen soldier as farmer.
This archetype was embodied by the figure of the folk-hero Cincinnatus who
accepted the mandate of Dictator while ploughing his land, held it for sixteen days
and retired to his farm once the crisis was over (Livy, 3.26-29). Cincinnatus, and
subsequent generals Gaius Fabricius and Curius Dentatus, were articulations of an
ideal Roman self-image whereby agricultural commitment directly contributed to the
martial vigour of the state:

ipsorum tunc manibus imperatorum colebantur a g ri...siv e illi eadem cura semina
tractabant qua bella eademque diligentia arva disponebant qua castra

The fields were tilled in those days by the generals them selves...these men treated their
seed with the same care that they managed their wars and marked out their fields with
the same attention to detail as when they arranged a camp. (Pliny, H N 18. 19-20)

See below p.232.
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cum tot alios Rom ani generis intuear m em orabiles duces hoc sem per duplici studio
floruisse vel defendendi vel colendi patrios quaesitosve fines

I observe that many other renow ned captains o f R om an stock w ere invariably
distinguished in the double pursuit o f either defending o r tilling their ancestral or
additional estates. (Col. 1. P re f.\4 )

The figure o f the general/farmer was the embodiment o f civic responsibility. Yet the
contrast between the Cincinnatus o f the 5“' century who relinquished his dictatorship
and the ambitious generals o f the 2"‘‘ and I®* centuries B.C. could not be ignored. It
could, however, be adapted and so care of the ancestral estate came to symbolise care
o f the state itself. In Virgil’s Georgies, Augustus is both husbandman and
conqueror:'*

tuque adeo, quem mox quae sint habitura deorum
concilia incertum est, urbesne invisere, C aesar,
terrarum que velis curam , et te m axim us orbis
auctorem frugum tem pestatum que fKjtenlem
accipiat, cingens m aterna tem pora m yrto;
an deus im m ensi venias m aris ac tua nautae
num ina sola colant, tibi serviat ultim a T hule

A nd above all com e you, Caesar! T hough we know not in w hich aspect the gods will
soon claim you am ong their com pany: w hether you choose to w atch o ver o u r cities and
care fo r our lands, so that that great globe may receive you as the bringer o f bounty and
the lord o f all seasons, w reathing your brow s w ith y o u r m o th er’s m yrtle or w hether you
com e as god o f the vast sea and sailors w orship y o u r godhead alone, w hile farth est
T hule acknow ledges your dom inion. (Vir. Gear. 1.24-30)

Virgil takes this idea even further in Book 2 when he lists all the rich produce of
Italy, presenting the hardy men o f Italy as a product o f the land, with Augustus the
cream of the crop (Vir. Geor. 2.136-174). The Augustan programme o f political
renewal presented itself explicitly through the language and imagery o f cultivation
and husbandry,'^ and this included care and cultivation o f the hortus}^ This was
expressed not only through literature, but also through the topography o f Rome when
‘'’ Leach 1988, 147.
” H aarhof 1 9 5 8 ,7 1 ; Z anker 1990, 172-183,279-29 0 ; K uttner 1999, 349-350; C astriota 1 9 9 5 ,4 8 and
136-144.
H enderson 2004, 3-5.
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Augustus expanded Caesar’s original bequest of the Horti Caesaris Transtiberum to
create paries for tlie Roman people.” Parks are public landscapes that act as social
safety valves, mixing classes and ethnicities. Their creation requires both a high
degree of social stability and the vertical integration of power.^° Augustus
transformation of Horti into public parks was a euergetistic act that confirmed
Augustus’ position at the top of the political system because the only precedent for
public parks in the ancient world were those provided by the monarchies of Asia
Minor and Hellenistic Greece. The association of gardens with imperial might came
full circle as they became an expression of Romanisation, of which both the gardens
of the palace at Fishbourne, Sussex and the garden planted by Herod the Great at his
palace near Jericho are examples.^'
Even when they were not linked to a particular public figure, gardens could carry a
political meaning. In a sense, the hortus had always been a political space. Romulus’
allotment of two iugera, the basis for the original hortus, was both a prerequisite and
a privilege of Roman citizenship.^^ These holdings originally acted as allotments and
a man who could feed his family from his allotments was a free man, beholden to no
one (Pliny, HN 19. 52). But as the centuries passed these allotments were bought up
or absorbed by the growing suburbs. Urban Romans did not need to be selfsufficient; they had markets and money. By the time the great Horti were being built
few, if any, of the original allotments survived in their original form.“ The Roman
garden tradition, based on subdivision of land and sharing within the community,
became severely eroded and by the middle of the 1^ century A.D. was seen as being
completely moribund; the rustic ideal of the hortus had been inflated into the
artificial viridarium:

bina tunc iugera p. R. satis erant, nuliique maiorem modum adtribuit, quo servorum
paulo ante principis Neronis contento huius spatii viridiaris? piscinas iuvat maiores
habere

See Ch.2.2 pp.99-102.
-"D avis 1990, 227.
■' Farrar 1998,47; Cunliffe 1971, 142-144 sees the formal garden as a clear show piece of
Romanisation. Gleason 1989,265 sees Herod the Great’s creation o f a garden in the inhospitable
Jericho desert as one o f a series o f ‘im possible’ structures that acted as an expression o f temporal
power over nature, glossing over his own weak claim to the throne. The others were the creation o f a
boating pool at land-locked Herodium and the fresh water pool on the salt water site o f Caesarea
Maritima: see Roller 1998,43-53, 133-144 and 164-168.
■■ Purcell 1996, 122. See Ch.2.1 pp.50-53 and 2.2 pp.93-95. This allotment seem s to have been
increased to seven iugera under the Republic (Pliny, HNA8. IS).
“ Although they may have persisted in marginal areas o f the city, see below p.220.
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In those days two acres o f land each was enough for the Roman people, w ho assigned
to no one a larger amount. Which o f the persons who but a short time ago were the
slaves o f the Emperor Nero would ever have been satisfied with an ornamental garden
o f that extent? They like to have fishponds larger than that. (Pliny, H N 18.7)

A citizen who wandered through a pleasaunce liice this, where the fishponds were
larger than the original civic allotment, partook of a blunt political message: the
sheer acreage of the Horti, owned by and dedicated to one individual, dwarfed the
collective power of the Republic. As a result, Horti within Rome became social and
physical vantage points for which there was intense aristocratic competition.^** In
imperial Rome those Horti not already owned by the Emperor became contested
spaces between the imperial family and the aristocracy sometimes, as in the case of
Valerius Asiaticus, with fatal results (Tac. Ann. 11.1).^^
One particularly famous Roman garden has yet to be mentioned. The Horti
Luculliani, which proceeded the Horti Pompeiani and Horti Caesaris Transtiberum,
were the largest and most lavish^® gardens within Rome and were exceptionally well
placed for the kind of politically advantageous display used by Pompey and Caesar.
Yet unlike Pompey and Caesar, Plutarch records that Lucullus had no interest in
cultivating the loyalty of his soldiers (Plut. Luc. 33.1). Instead, Lucullus’ gardens
make a different statement.^’
It is intriguing to note that the most visible Horti of the late Republic were those that
innovated with garden space and its imago. The Horti Luculliani, Horti Pompeiani,
Horti

Caesaris

and

Horti

Clodiae

caught

the

attention

of contemporary

commentators because they were being used in unexpected ways that focused
attention on their owners, who were all connected through a tight (though not
untypical web) of family alliance and political rivalry. Lucullus was Pompey’s rival
and Clodia’s brother-in-law; Pompey was Caesar’s fellow triumvir and son-in-law;
the Tribune Clodius, Clodia’s brother, was Caesar’s ally and Pompey’s opponent. In
the space of a decade, one can see how the idea of using a garden to focus public

Beard 1998,26.
See below p.234. Seneca’s downfall also involved the accusation that his gardens were even greater
than N ero’s (Tac. Ann. 14.52.2-4). Other exam ples o f aristocratic and imperial competition for
gardens occur between Caecina, Valens, Mucianus and V itellius (Tac. Hist. 2.92, 3 .1 1 -1 3 ,4 .1 1 ).
Plut. Luc. 39.2. The H orti Caesaris may arguably have been larger, but since they were located on
the far side o f the Tiber they were not quite as desirably situated.
For Lucullus see Pauly-W issowa XIII.i s.v. Licinius 104; Keaveney 1992, 142-165. For the H orti
Luculliani see Steinby 1993-2003, III, 67-70.
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attention on one’s social or political power spread within this small group, each
utilising a different aspect of the garden’s imago to highlight their own interests and
ambitions.
The Horti Luculliani conformed to the traditional role of the garden as a nominally
private space that was accessible to Lucullus’ peers. It was walled but highly visible.
Located on the summit of the Pincian Hill, on what are now part of the grounds of
the Villa Medici and the convent of Trinita dei Monti, they commanded an excellent
view of the Campus Martius and were in turn, subject to the public gaze. However,
where Pompey and Caesar used their gardens as a public stage to further their
political careers, Lucullus used his gardens for lavish private entertainments and a
grand Epicurean retirement (Plut. Luc. 39.1-40.6). The pleasures of Epicureanism
being thought to be incompatible with the rigours of political activity, Lucullus’
interest in his gardens ostensibly eschewed politics. Yet the creation of the Horti
Luculliani was not without a political dimension. When Lucullus’ campaign against
Mithradates collapsed in 68 B.C. it was his political opponent Pompey who
eventually benefited from Lucullus’ labours. Lucullus was kept waiting for his
triumph outside the pomerium of Rome until 63 B.C. (Plut. Luc. 37),“ and it is
probably during this interim period that the gardens were built.^^
Historically, Lucullus’ residence in his gardens has been perceived as a descent into
indolence (Plut. Luc. 39-40; Mor. 785F).^° Yet this was not necessarily the case.
While Lucullus occupied his Pincian gardens he was still politically active. He was
Proconsul in 63 B.C., Consul in 62 B.C., influential in quashing Pompey’s veterans’
bill in 60 B.C., busy a year later supporting Bibulus against Pompey and Caesar, and
tried to persuade Cicero to face Clodius, rather than go into exile (Plut. Luc. 42.47).^’ Lucullus only truly withdrew from public life in early 58 and died very shortly
thereafter, in December 57 or January 56, from a degenerative mental disease. He
was barely 50.
Whether his retirement in 58 B.C. was motivated by disinterest, pique, or
pragmatism, his residence in the Horti Luculliani until that date embodied a political
statement, that emphasised Lucullus’ deliberate yet showy absence from the public
stage (Plut. Luc. 38.2). Lucullus occupied his gardens when he was still in the prime
of life and his gardens were visual statement that he was still a power to be reckoned
Broughton 1 9 5 1-19 52 , II, 169; Keaveney 1992, 129-135
-’ Keaveney 1992, 144-151
^®Syme 1939, 23.
^'Broughton 1951-1952,11, 169 and 172; K eaveney 1992, 161-163.
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with. Although he held no political position Lucullus was not necessarily a man
without influence, since not all power is political. Lucullus’ retirement was anything
but retiring: on the contrary it was highly visible. It is significant that Pompey
mocked Lucullus’ luxurious retirement (Plut. Luc. 38.4). Since one does not mock
those who are considered to be no threat, was Lucullus in his withdrawal from
political life in some way showing his opposition to or asserting his superiority over
Pompey and his associated triumvirsl Ancient commentators, namely Plutarch,
repeatedly mention Lucullus’ grand building projects. Usually these projects are
taken as an indication of his great wealth and left at that. And indeed wealth is one of
the hallmarks of power. Yet Lucullus’ gardens are not simply a testament to his
wealth, they are also a manifestation of his power over his environment. If the
division of land is the basic guarantor of economic and social position,^^ then those
who had the power to change the landscape are men to be watched. And Lucullus
had the means to alter the landscape on a grand scale. In his Campanian estates:
Ao^oi/s" di'aKpenaui^vmos' airrov fieydAoi^ opuyfiaai Kai Tpoxov^ daXdaarj^ icai
SiaSpo/ids' ixdvoTp64>ois Tots' oiKqrqpioi^ TrepieXi'aaoi^TOS' Kai S tm r a s em X iovs
KTL^oin-og,

6

ZTMKdg

Tou^'poji'

Geaadpeuos

:Eep(qi^ a&rou €k

rq^ei^uov

npoarjydpeiKjei'.

He suspended hills over vast tunnels, girdled his residences with moats linked to the sea
and with streams for the breeding of fish - when Tubero the Stoic saw them he called
him Xerxes in a toga. (Plut. Luc. 39.3)

His soubriquet, ‘Xerxes’, says it all. The scale of Lucullus’ gardens was seen as a
paradaiza, the garden enclosure of the great Persian kings. Just as the inclusive
gardens of Pompey and Caesar alluded to land settlement, Lucullus’ exclusive
gardens could not help but suggest his eastern campaigns. They were a statement of
lasting fame and also, through this association with eastern despots, a statement of
power and influence that transcended peer politics and subverted its expectations.
Yet, Horti disseminated messages of power and influence not only in a passive
sense, through their size and content, but also in an active sense. Through the
language of allusion and through the activities that took place within them Horti and
related garden space functioned as a medium through which public perception could
be controlled.

Alcock 1993,7.
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Controlling perceptions: memory theatres
No one who reads the accounts of Roman history, especially Roman imperial history
and in particular the reign of the Julio-Claudians, can fail to be impressed by the
sheer drama of it. This impression is received through Tacitus’ work in particular,
although Suetonius and Dio both contribute to the overall effect. In the Annals
however, murder, marriages, plots, poison, war, riots, fire, madness and incest are all
presented as variations of comic or tragic plots.” And in the midst of all these
dramas it is notable how often Horti are mentioned as either important locations
within the drama, or else the stage on which they are set. Caligula’s frosty reception
of the Alexandrian embassy takes place in the Horti Lamiani et Maiani (Philo, Leg.
Ad Gaium, 351-368; Suet. Cal. 59), the death of Messalina is set in the Horti
Luculliani, while the Horti Serviliani figure in the both Pisonian conspiracy and the
death of Nero (Tac. Ann. 15.55.1; Suet. Nero, 47). The presence of characters,
especially Emperors, in gardens, is usually interpreted as a negative comment on
their character, a literary shorthand for idleness and self-indulgence, and it is true
that gardens could be perceived in this w ay.^ Yet it is not the only way that gardens
can be read. As the case of Lucullus has shown, retirement to the garden does not
mean invisibility. The recurrence of Horti in Roman histories is not the result of
random chance. Implausible as some events might be (for example the death of
Messalina)’’^ they are historically factual and their location in Horti reflects the
dialectical role that gardens played as theatres of self-representation, of confrontation
between self and other, especially during the first two centuries A.D.
Some mention has already been made of the way Roman gardens could be used for
self-representation through careful use of architectural, sculptural and landscape
elements.^^ Through this language of allusion Roman garden owners used memory to
present a desired image of themselves to their visitors. Thus Brutus’ choice of
Spartan place-names for landmarks within his garden (for example naming a
prominent water feature ‘Eurotas’) hints at his desire to be seen within a stoic
tradition that associated itself with the virtues of ancient Laconia (Cic. Att. 15.9.1).
Meanwhile, Cicero was concerned that his garden adequately reflected his
impressive literary interests and credentials. How could this kind of desire for the
garden to reflect the interests and character of the owner be seen in terms of power
” For the influence o f dramatic conventions on Tacitus’ histories see in particular W oodman 1998a
where he draws attention to the way Tacitus presents elem ents o f N ero’s reign in accordance with a
consciously dramatic literary model. For the theatricality o f imperial history in general see Bartsch
1994.
See below pp.229-231.
^^To paraphrase Woodman 1998b, 187 n.79.
See Ch.2.2 pp. 105-150 and Ch.3 pp. 165-167.
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and influence? The answer lies in the blurred distinction between public and private
that occurred within the garden and also in the way gardens, as future-oriented
spaces, were ideal cognitive aids for shaping and transferring memory. Roman
gardens could function as a teaching medium to advertise particular messages about
how the owner wanted to be seen. By using gardens as a medium for self
representation the owner controlled the public perception of his self and, by
extension, could control social memory. The larger the scale of the garden, the more
visitors to it, the greater chance at control. One of the first serious attempts at using
garden space to create desired social was the Porticus Pompeiana.
Pompey chose his site on the Campus Martius well. The two main public activities
that took place on the Campus Martius were the assembly of triumphal processions
and the casting of votes for consular and other magisterial elections. In other words,
at one time or another most of the citizen population of Rome would have some
reason to go to the Campus Martius. To this place Pompey provided an additional
draw in the form of a theatre and public garden planted with avenues of trees and
cooled by fountains (Prop. 2.32.11-12).^^ The portico that enclosed the complex was
decorated to emphasise Pompey’s achievements in the East. It was decorated with
painted and sculptural works of art taken during his campaign, draped with cloth of
gold from Pergamon, and even the plane trees were native to the East (Pliny, HN
12.111, 36.41).^* Access to the Portico was through one entrance only and therefore
highly controlled. The visitor’s line of sight was led from the Curia up the central
axis through the avenue of plane trees, possibly interspersed with military trophies,
and continued in a line that brought it straight to the central door of the theatre’s
scaena, the regia. Gleason’s study of the garden’s perspectives concluded that it was
deliberately designed to guide the eye of the visitor through the portico garden
directly to the heart of the theatre that was surmounted by Pompey’s Temple of
Venus Victrix.^’ The function of the Porticus Pompeiana was therefore not only to
generate goodwill during his lifetime but also to ensure that the subsequent military
and political apogees of other men would always be held in a space controlled by
Pompey and the monuments of his achievements. However, history being written by
the winners, Augustus had no Intention of allowing Pompey to influence social
memory through his monuments. In 32 B.C. Augustus disrupted the unity of the view
by constructing a permanent stone scaena that divided the temple and theatre from
the gardens and Curia.'^ The Curia, which had In any case already been moved by
For details o f theatre capacity and appearance see Coleman 2000, 221-222.
Kuttner 1999, 345-349.
^’ Gleason 1994a, 19-21.
'“’ Gleason 1994a, 22-24.
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Caesar to the imperial Forum, was filled in and converted to latrines, while the statue
of Pompey that had stood there was removed to the scaena. The unique impact of
Pompey’s garden space and their advertisement of his glories was further weakened
in 19 B.C. when Agrippa built his bath complex nearby, complete with gardens and
both an artificial lake (stagnum) for boating and a euripus canal for swimming."”
Nevertheless the juxtaposition of theatre to garden space reflects the way in which
the image of a garden could be used to influence public perceptions.
Pompey’s development of a garden with a theatre attached may have been a novel
idea for Rome of the 1** century B.C. but it was not an unprecedented innovation.
Instead, it articulated and reflected concepts that had probably been accreting around
the idea of the garden ever since Scipio Africanus succumbed to the charms of
Hellenism. The philhellenism originally espoused by Scipio Africanus and his circle,
and subsequently taken up by other aristocrats, is reflected in Varro’s comment on
the fashion for incorporating Greek architectural features into villas and associating
certain landscape elements of the grounds with those found in Greece:"'^

nec putant se habere villam, si non multis vocabulis retinniat Graecis

They do not think they have a real villa unless it resounds with many Greek names
(Varro, R R 2.2)

Yet it can also be read as oblique comment on how, through this inflation of villa
architecture, the quintessentially Roman garden space, the hortus, was coming to be
perceived as an alien, un-Roman space, the large Horti. Gardens had always been
interstitial spaces, incorporating aspects of both exterior outdoor space and interior
domestic space, but the conflicting perceptions of the hortus as both quintessentially
Roman and yet a vehicle for Hellenising trends created a new dialectical tension
between concepts of personal and national self-identification. Horti became liminal
spaces, pregnant with potential for self-expression and self-presentation. The
perceived difference of garden space can be seen in Columella’s ‘garden book’. The
De Re Rustica is a didactic text, written in didactic prose. Yet, when Columella
reaches Book 10, his book on creating and maintaining a hortus, he makes a startling
and abrupt switch from prose to verse. Columella’s change of style is not just a
desire to follow in Virgil’s footsteps. It reflects the Roman perception of the garden
as an ‘other’ space, where things happened differently and the normal rules did not
Lloyd 1979, 195-197.
“^Grimal 1969, 21-24; Beard and Crawford 1999, 18.
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always apply. Just as the physical garden is enclosed from the wider space of the
landscape or city by a wall, so the literary garden is enclosed from the prosaic text of
life on the farm by the meters of poetry.'*^
To this sense of otherness in the garden the awareness of artifice should be added.
The nature that is cultivated in a garden is not that which is to be found in the
unlovely wild, nor in the fields of agriculture, but an idealised representation of
nature. As such it is an illusion, and has a connection with other forms of illusion,
painting and the theatre: all three are conceptually linked together by Vitruvius.'^
When describing the painting of scaenae Vitruvius comments that natural, landscape
scenes of trees, caverns and mountains are categorised as being in the satyric style
(Vitr. 5.6.9). Then, when discussing the colonnades that should abut a good theatre
Vitruvius recommends that the open space be planted as a garden {viridibus) (Vitr.
5.9.5). It seems likely that he had the Porticus Pompeiana in mind. This connecting
theme of artifice and illusion may be one reason why theatre masks and Dionysiac
imagery were popular garden ornaments.'*^ Usually credited as the god of wine,
Dionysus is also the god of theatre, masks, and otherness.
All these things then — the conflict of perceptions, the idea of otherness, the
cultivation of artifice, the association with the theatre — made gardens into ideal
stages for self-representation. The Julio-Claudian dynasty showed a sustained
interest in the possibilities for role-playing and large-scale emotional manipulation
that the theatre can supply and the media through which public personae could be
staged.'** Gardens were one of those media and many of the interesting examples of
their use in this context occurred during the reign of Caligula and the reign of Nero.

Henderson 2002, 113-116, 121.
See also Leach 1996,212-219 on the connections between the development of sacro-idyllic style
and theatre motifs in Roman domestic paintings and subsequent implications for how the interior
decoration of the Palatine House of Augustus can be interpreted as an expression of public self
representation or private symbolism.
See Grimal 1969, 317-330 for Dionysiac imagery, especially statuary, in gardens. Unlike Grimal, I
consider the Dionysiac presence to be an indication of pragmatic self-expression, rather than
reflecting a mystical, cultic sensibility. See also Ch.2.2 pp.l 17-118.
It is interesting the degree to which Virgil plays with theatrical props in the Aeneid. Note the use of
scaena at Aen. 1.164 and 1.427-9. Venus, tutelary goddess of the Julio-Claudians, presents herself to
Aeneas wearing cothurnae, the high boots worn by tragic actors (1.337). In general on Virgil and
tragedy see Hardie 1997.
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In A.D. 40, a Jewish delegation from Alexandria arrived in Rome to petition the
Emperor Caligula to exempt Alexandrian Jews from his worship. Caligula received
them in the Horti Lamiani et Maiani and what follows is an illuminating account of
how garden space and theatrical performance converged:

fieTanenilid^ei'os’ Toils' Sveiu fcijncoi' em Tponovs to v re Mmiaji^a Kai Aa^iia—

nAr/aioi' Se eim i' dAAtjXcot' re Kai Tfjs- noXeas, eu olg €K rpioji' rj TeTTapoju
qfiepaii' SieTpifie' KeWi yap erri napovaLi^ fjp.ii'

Kara naurd^ to v eOi^ou^

epeXXe aKTjuoPoTeiaOaL SpapaTonoiia.

He (Caligula) sent for the stewards o f the two gardens belonging to Maecenas and
Lamia near each other and the city, in which gardens he had been spending three or four
days. For this was the stage where the tragedy which was aimed against our whole
nation was to be performed with us who were present as the immediate victim s. (Philo,
Leg. A d Gaium, 351)

Nor does the convergence of garden space and theatre space stop there. Caligula’s
speech and gestures are those of an actor, and he is even surrounded by a chorus:
KOI owretVas' ras"
dKoueii^ GepiToi', ovx

ft?
o tl

t 6i ’

ovpai'OL' enecprj^iCe upoaprpiu, i)u ovSe

Siepfxrji^ueii' auToXe^ei. noarj^ e M is di^TrXrjadqaai^

qSoi'fjs oi Tfjs' ei'ai'TLa^ pepi'So^ npeaPeis. qSq mTojpGcjKeuai Sid Tfj^ TTpcoTqs'
di'acpOey^eciK Faiov tiji' n p ea ^i'a r i^opi'Com-es" enexeipoi^opovi', ducopxovTO, Tag
OeojL' dndin'cji' enaji^vpias' enecpqpiCou airrw.

And stretching out his hands towards heaven he gave an utterance to an invocatory
address which it was a sin even to listen to, much more to repeat its actual words. How
vast was the delight which at once filled the envoys on the other side! They thought that
Gaius’ first utterance had secured the success o f their m ission. They gesticulated, they
danced about and invoked blessings on him under the names o f all the gods. (Philo, Leg.
Ad Gaium, 353-355)

The interview is a peripatetic one. Caligula gives orders that the villas on the site of
the gardens be left open so that he can inspect them. As he moves through the
gardens and their buildings he orders buildings to be changed, some torn town, some
to be erected (Philo, Leg. Ad Gaium, 352-366). As he enters rooms he orders them
redecorated, entering them again and finding them redecorated he wants them back
the way they were before. The scenery around the Emperor is constantly shifting and
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the impression from Philo’s description is of a lost and terrified group, alternately
hectored, bullied, mocked and ignored, harried in and out of innumerable pavilions,
walkways, and corridors, thoroughly lost in a grand alien space:

e tr a

jfie is '

eAaui'Ofiei'oi

KaTOKepTo^iovfiei^oi npds

napqKoXovOovfiei^

twu

ducj

k c ito j,

x ^ ^ ^ o C o fie i^ o L

K ai

dynndAoji^ ws* ei' OeaTpiKolg fii'fiois”

Then, driven along, we follow ed him up and down, mocked and reviled by our
adversaries, as they do the mimes at the theatres. For indeed this business was a sort o f
mime. (Philo, Leg. A d Gaium, 359)

Caligula’s behaviour to the delegation therefore becomes a performance where the
Emperor is concerned with presenting himself not only in complete control of his
surroundings, but with the power to alter them at will. The garden is a microcosm of
the Empire, subject to the will of the Emperor. By receiving the delegation in his
gardens Caligula physically articulates his absolute power and the terror of the
delegation increases as they realise this:

T o lo v t o i ' din-'i S iK a a r q p L o v d e a r p o i ' o ^o D K ai SeapcoTrjpLO i' e ic (p v y 6 irre s’

Such was the combination o f a theatre and a prison in place o f a tribunal (Philo, Leg. A d
Gaium, 368)

Philo’s account is also a rare example of how the intentionality behind a garden
space was rerouted by the visiting viewer. Caligula’s intention was to use his Horti
to cow the delegation, and in this it succeeded. Philo, however, resisted initial impact
of the Horti and crafted his account so that the connection between garden space,
theatrics and tyrannical government were overtly apparent. By emphasising this
Philo presents Caligula less as an omnipotent ruler and more as ludicrous, if no less
dangerous figure. The account hovers on the edge of tragedy, but resolves into a
farce.
The Julio-Claudian interest in garden theatre and self-representation reached its
apogee with Nero, the scaenicus imperator (Pliny, Paneg. 46.4; Tac. Ann. 15.59.2).
The theatricality of Nero’s reign, of which Tacitus is the most dramatic narrator, is
usually set in the context of Nero’s environment. Nero’s ‘environment’ is usually
thought of in human terms: meaning people, the courtiers and contemporaries who
engaged in a tour deforce of dissimulation, praise and flattery, with the result that no
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public (and few private) events were as they appeared to be. The Emperor who
played an actor performing the roles of kings and heroes watched his audience for
signs of disapproval and discontent. The spectators became the spectacle.'*^ Only
occasionally is the dramatic environment that Nero operated within addressed in
terms of its location, and then the emphasis is usually upon the Greek cities that
played host to Nero during his tour in A.D. 68. In Rome the focus is usually upon the
Domus Aurea, rightly seen as the mise en scene for Nero’s most ambitious act of
self-presentation.'^ Yet the role that gardens played in Nero’s artistic self
representation should also be noted.
The distinction between garden space and theatre space vanished completely during
Nero’s reign. The conceptual elimination of their difference was articulated by
staging a forest in the hypogaeum (vaulted substructure) of Nero’s wooden
amphitheatre in the Campus Martius in A.D. 57.'*'* Two years later Nero hosted his
debut at the Juvenalia on a private stage built within his H orti.^ By doing this Nero
was acting within a conceptual framework where the garden had already been long
associated with the theatre. Gardens provided transgressive space in which to explore
self-representation

and

Nero

was

interested

in

playing

with

identity

as

transgression.^' The Juvenalia may have been a private festival but the elision
between public and private space that occurred in Roman gardens meant that Nero
could perform in public, while respecting the customs of propriety and the laws of
Rome that rendered a Roman citizen infamis.^^ The recurrence of gardens in Nero’s
reign is precisely because gardens were multi-use, multivalent, marginal spaces, with
a potential for eliding gender differentiation that made them ideally suited to the
activities of an Emperor who was interested in the idea of taking on ‘other’ roles.
Therefore, when Nero was confronted with the news of the Pisonlan conspiracy In
the Horti Serviliani his presence there was not just a comment on his Idle and
exclusive behaviour (Tac. Ann. 15.55.1).^^ Nero was In the garden because gardens
were associated with theatre and the theatre had become a medium associated with

Bartsch 1994, 3-10; Boatwright 1998,71 and 78-79.
^C ham plln 1998,335.
Tac. Ann. 13.31.1; Suet. N ero, 12.1; Calp. Sic. 7.69-72.
* T a c . Ann. 14.15; Suet. N ero, 11.1; Dio, 61.19. Iff, Pliny, HN 37.19. N ero’s first lyric composition
was a suitably Dionysiac piece titled Attis, or The Bacchantes (D io, 60.20.1).
Edwards 1994,87-88.
The public nature o f these ostensibly private performances is highlighted again at the second
N eronia (A .D . 65-66) when, urged by the crowd to favour them with a performance, Nero promises to
give them one in his private gardens (Suet. Nero, 21.1).
Gardens having an association with both retirement and sloth: see below pp.229-230.
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his display of power.^ In his Horti Nero was safe, yet powerful. Yet, as with all
theatre, the suspension of disbelief must end and with it the performance. At the end
of his reign Nero staged one final performance as he tried to rally the Guards in the
Horti Serviliani yet it failed, collapsing under the weight of conflicting roles (suicide,
exile, abdicate) that Nero could not choose between. In the end the Guards
themselves trumped Nero with a performance of their own, quoting V irgil’s lines
from the climactic battle of the Aeneid:

usque adeone mori miserum est?

Then is it such a terrible thing to die? (Suet. Nero, 47;Vir. Aen. 12.646).

Following Nero, evidence for the use of gardens as stages for self-representation and
controlling public perception grows sk etc h y .A lth o u g h archaeological evidence for
Domitian’s Domus Augustana reveals the existence of carefully planned, elegant
gardens, they do not seem to have excited much contemporary comment.^
Meanwhile, in Statius’ Silvae the landscapes of prominent villa owners reflected the
kind of aesthetic self-representation that had probably been going on since Cicero’s
time.^^ In Pompeii, the aspirational power of villa life inspired some inhabitants to
design their gardens in such a way that they present fragmentary glimpses into what
their particular ideal of self-representation may have been: discerning collector,
gourmet, philosopher or patron of the arts.^ The garden of Loreius Tiburtinus, for
example, has a markedly Egyptianising element, while that of the House of
Menander displays a clearly theatrical bent. Pliny the Younger alludes to the concept
of using one’s personal environment as a stage when he named his twin villas at
Como ‘Tragedy’ and ‘Comedy’ (Pliny, Ep. 5.7.16, 9.7). Yet large-scale examples of
imperial self-representation, insofar as they apply to gardens, seem to lose their
appeal following the fate of Nero. Only one truly interesting report comes to the
attention of Roman biographers, and it is in an account of Hadrian’s Villa at Tivoli:

^ Putting on a performance (e.g. murder of Britannicus) and watching the response o f the
|un)witting/willing participants is “symptomatic of an unequal distribution of power”: see Bartsch
1994, 12.
Elagabalus is recorded as practicing chariot racing in the Horti Spei Veteris (SHA, Elag. 14.5). It is
unclear whether this is the same location where he hitched camels to a chariot to race (SHA, Elag. 23.
1) and it is equally opaque as to what degree this was a private hobby or an act o f public presentation.
^ S e e Ch.2.2 p. 102-105.
In particular Silv. 1.2 (Violentilla’s villa reflects control over her body), 1.3 (M anilius V opiscus’
villa embodies his literary tastes) 2.2 (Pollius Felix Villa result of his control over nature), 3.1.
(Pollius Felix again). See Myers 2000, 106-108; Newlands 2002, 88-198.
**Zanker 1998,21-23.
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Tiburtinam V iliam mire exaedificavit, ita ut in ea et provinciarum et locorum
celeberrima nomina inscriberet, velut Lyceum, Academian, Prytaneum, Canopum,
Poicilen, Tempe vocaret.

His villa at Tibur was marvellously constructed, and he actually gave to parts o f it the
names o f the provinces and places o f greatest renown, calling them, for example,
Lyceum, Academ ia, Prytaneum, Canopus, Poecile and Tempe. (SH A , Had. 26.5)

Consequently, during the excavation of Hadrian’s Villa, efforts were made to
reconcile the topography to the literature, with mixed success. With a high degree of
confidence one may say that the valley that lies under the structure identified as a
Temple of Venus may be ‘Tempe’ and the scenic triclinium with its great water
channel may allude to the Canopus. Unfortunately, every other identification can be
disputed. It does not help that the Scriptores can be unreliable and that the source for
this description of Hadrian’s Villa is unattributable and undated.^ Yet even without
material identification the passage is significant. Hadrian’s travels in the provinces
were unprecedented, and the passage is essentially concerned with his panhellenism.
But the landscape of allusion in Hadrian’s Villa was not only there as a topographic
fantaisie to grace the Emperor with nostalgic memories of his travels.*” Hadrian’s
accession to the throne was marked by conspiracy and executions and his reign was
characterised by poor relations with the Senate. Those who came to the villa were
confronted

in its grounds with a memory theatre that delineated a little

Mediterranean,*' whereby the Emperor brought his Empire into the heart of Italy, and
kept a close eye on it.
Through their size and location, and through their association of their imago with
theatrical spaces, gardens could be used to influence public perception. Yet the
gardens could also influence perceptions through their association with sacred space
and this too was part of their imago.

” Macdonald and Pinto 1995,8; Pinto 1980, 104-105.
“ Grimal 1969,315.
Particularly the ‘Canopus’ complex: see Kuttner 2003, 151.
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II - Awe
It has already been noted how gardens in the ancient world had a profoundly spiritual
dimension.®^ From the happy orchards of the afterlife in New Kingdom Egypt to the
TTapdSeLaog of Eden and the planted Kfjnos' of Greek temples, gardens long

associated with sacred spaces had the capacity to elicit awe and reverence. Roman
gardens were no different. Pliny, upon introducing the rather prosaic subject of
garden care, immediately succumbs to romantic digressions concerning the gardens
of the Hesperides and Adonis, and the venerable history of Roman gardens, before
concluding that gardens had an aura of sanctity (Pliny, HN 19.49-50).“ His catalogue
of trees opens with a list of which trees were sacred to which gods while the subject
of cultivation in general immediately turns to sacerdotal matters (Pliny, HN 12.3,
18.6). This section is concerned with the ways in which the hortus and related garden
space referenced sacred space, the spiritual and sacred activities that took place
within gardens in daily life and the wider political ramifications of the associations
between gods, vegetative imagery and garden space.

Garden rituals and sacred groves
That gardens should partake of the sacred is hardly surprising. In many cultures the
domestic space articulated by the house was also an embodiment of cosmological
principles.*^ These principles were also drawn on for town planning; in Rome both
augur and surveyor shared the same technical framework when practicing their
craft.*^ As part of the domestic space gardens could reflect religious and ethical
ideas.^ Spatially this connection between sacred and garden space could be
expressed in Roman gardens by the emphasis on axiality and symmetry, each garden
neatly bounded by walls and crossed by paths to create a Roma quadrata in
“ Ch.l pp. 16-20.
® Beard 1998 ,2 8 -2 9 focuses on the same passage as an exam ple o f the Roman’s lack o f distinction
between ‘high’ and Mow’ gardens
^ T h e yurt o f the Turko-Tartars, for example, is a microcosm ic reflection o f the vault o f heaven (tent)
that revolves around the axis o f the pole star (central post): see Tuan 1974, 131. A lso Parker Pearson
and Richards 1994, 10-23.
Rykwert 1976 ,4 5 -5 7 compares the work o f augur and surveyor and notes their shared focus on
delineating limits to a given space to create a place, the division o f said space into four parts
{conrectio) via the intersection o f the pricincipal lines o f cardo and decumanus. He even suggests that
the lituus o f the augur could be affixed with a Stella (a cross with plumb lines attached to each o f its
four arms) as was the groma (or gnomon) o f the surveyor. A less spiritual and more practical guide to
the mechanics o f Roman surveying can be found in Campbell 1996.
“ For exam ple, Olm stead’s design o f Central Park, N ew York was based around the theory that its
serpentine paths, clear spaces and lack o f conspicious entertainment could engender moral order, a
concept that was taken up by other 19"’ century park designers such as W illiam Hammond Hall: see
Young 1994; Cranz 1982. This reflection o f moral and ethical principles need not be a conscious
attempt: a case has been made for the unconscious reflection o f African cosm ology in AfricanAmerican yard gardens: see Gundaker 1994.
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miniature.®^ Linguistically it was expressed by the Latin verb colere meaning both ‘to
cultivate’ or ‘to worship’ and from which we derive both ‘cult’ and ‘cultivate’ with
their double meaning intact. That the Romans were not insensible to this pun on
cult'.cultivation can be seen in Pliny’s description of divine nature of the Earth:

tellure quae parens appellaturcolique dicitur

Earth, who is called our mother and whose cultivation is spoken of as worship.
(P lin y ,//N 18.21)

It can also be seen in the preface to Book 11 of Columella’s De Re Rustica that
dedicates the creation of the work concerned with cultus hortorum (cultivating a
garden) to a Claudius Augustalis, a priest of the imperial cult (Col. 11.1.1). This
interplay between sacred and profane was not just confined to wordplay and
symbolism. On an everyday level the stones and bones of cultivation were
accompanied by their rituals, be they thinning a grove or tilling a field (Cato, Ag.
139-141).
This association of cultivated space with sacred space was extended to the hortus and
related gardens. Ritual practices were performed within the hortus. Cicero gives an
account of Scaevola and Fannius practising their augury in the urban hortus of D.
Brutus (Cic. Am. 2.7). This was not a common activity because few men were ever in
a position to become augurs. Far more common was the offering of fruits and cakes
in garden lararia. Jashemski’s excavations found plenty of evidence for garden
altars, mostly dedicated to the worship of the Lares and P enates.^ The everyday
nature of garden worship is attested by the high visibility of these shrines, which are
located in places where they were most easily seen and visited.*’ The al fresco
location for these altars is both practical and apt. Sacrifice involved burning and
sometimes bloodshed,™ both of which were better off done outdoors, while the Lares
were originally either agricultural spirits, or associated with the dead, who already
had their own association with gardens through cepotaphia.
” Roma quadrata refers both to the fourfold division of Rome by Servius Tullius and the Etruscan
augural tradition of dividing the land and sky of a designated area into four quarters: see Smith 2000,
31 and 1996,207-208; Rykwert 1976,91-93.
** Approximately one-fifth of recorded lararia in Pompeii were located in gardens or peristyles.
Herculaneum produces a lower percentage (one-seventh) but there is less of Herculaneum uncovered
(Jashemski 1979, 115). Examples of Pompeian garden altars can be found in houses \ .\\.\Q {la ra riu m
and altar), 1.16.3, 2.1.12, 2.3.4-6 and 2.8.2.
“'F o ss 1997,217.
™Witness the bronze brazier and sacrificial knife Jashemski found in the garden of Pinarius Cerealis
(3.4.b): see Jashemski 1979, 122.
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Roman gardens also referenced sacred space through their use of divine statuary,
although this kind of sculptural quotation did not necessarily transform the garden
into a literal sanctuary/' Karl Schefold felt that Roman art was suffused with
spiritual qualities, but the presence of a statue of a deity alone does not transform a
hortus into a

Was the statue of Diana found in the garden of the House of

the Moralist (3.4.3) with trees planted around it an indication that the garden was a
sacred space or was it referencing the wild which the hortus held up an ordered
mirror to?^^ Was the garden a sanctuary or a staged representation of a sanctuary? In
fact, since sacred and theatrical motifs could be combined together in garden space,
any attempt to draw a distinction between them may impose difference where the
Romans saw unity. The peristyle garden of the House of the Golden Cupids (6.16.7)
incorporated an intense mixture of theatrical and scared motifs.^”* On the north wall
of the peristyle garden and altar stood in front of a lararium aedicula which held six
statuettes of Jupiter, Juno, Minerva, Mercury and two Lares. In the south east corner
of the garden was a painted shrine with an Egyptian statue and an image of Fortuna.
Yet the garden also contained several representations of theatrical masks that hung
from the architrave of the peristyle, a bust of Dionysus and a double-faced herm of
Dionysus and Ariadne. No simple division between sacred and profane space can be
applied to this p>eristyle garden, it Incorporates both states at the same time.
In gardens the presence of altars or libations dishes (patera) can indicate an active
ritual presence. For example, in Pomeii an altar in front of a fine archaic figure of
Diana in the peristyle garden of House 7.6.3 and an altar in front of an image of
Hercules in the garden shrine of House 2.8.6 indicate active worship. Nor was
worship in the garden restricted to Roman gods. House 2.1.12 in Pompeii was
dedicated to the worship of Phrygian Sabazius.^^ Sabazius was sometimes
worshipped as Dionysus Sabazius, and Dionysus is a god strongly associated with
gardens. Curiously, despite the popularity of Dionysiac imagery in garden pinakes,
oscillae and masks, little hard evidence exists for the practice of his worship in
Pompeian gardens. Jashemski accounts for its popularity as a decorative theme in the
connection between Dionysus as the god of wine and the convivial opportunities for
eating and drinking that gardens offered.’* This is true, with the addition that
See Ch.2.2 pp.118-119.
Schefold 1964; Dohl and Zanker 1979.
■^Fdrtsch 1993,78
'"‘ Seller 1992, 117-122.
I omit reference to the worship of Isis in a garden because the example Jashemski identifies is a
Kqnos around a temple, not a private garden.
^'’Grimal 1969, 317-330; Jashemski, 1979, 123 n.51.
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Dionysiac imagery, especially theatre imagery, may indicate an awareness of garden
space as ‘other’ from the norms of interior domestic space, with its attendant
potential for self-representation/^
Garden space also referenced sacred space through the associative power of
vegetation, particularly trees. Groups of trees in a garden had the potential to suggest
sacred groves (luci).^^ Rome was particularly rich in sacred groves, counting sixteen
among its number including a grove of Libitina on the Esquiline that later abutted the
Horti Maecenatis and the Horti Calyclani et Taurani7^ Nor did trees in a garden
need to be groups to take on a numinous quality. Exceptionally fine examples of
single trees could also be revered:

Haec fuere numinum templa, priscoque ritu sim plicia rura etiam nunc deo praecellentem
arborem dicant; nec magis auro fulgentia atque ebore simulacra quam lucos et in iis
silentia ipsa adoramus.

Once upon a time, trees were the temples o f the gods, and in keeping with most ancient
ritual, simple country places even now dedicate a tree o f exceptional height to a god.
Nor do we pay greater worship to images shining with gold and ivory than to the forests
and to the very silences that they contain. (Pliny, HN 12.3)

Trees did not only indicate a sacred space, as the Greek Kfjnog did, in some
circumstances they embodied it. For Pliny, tree and temple are one and the same.
Pliny goes on to describe which trees were associated with particular gods, the winter
oak (aesculus) with Jupiter, the bay laurel with Apollo, the olive with Minerva, the
poplar with Hercules, the myrtle with Venus. Venus and her myrtle were closely
associated with the folklore and topography of Rome. Pliny claims that the myrtle
was the first tree to be planted in a public place and that two venerable examples
featured in the porch of the Temple of Quirinus. Known as the patrician myrtle and
the plebeian myrtle the health of the trees was said to act as a barometer of the
fortunes of both classes (Pliny, HN 15.119-121).
■^See Ch.3 pp. 165-168.
^ T h e word nemus is also used to describe sacred w oods but unlike lucus, which was only used to
designate sacred groves, a nemus could indicate a profane as well as a sacred space. Nemus, from the
Greek nf/iw (I pasture), indicated a wood with open glades for pasturage. Whereas a lucus always
indicates a sacred grove, a nemus may be sacred or profane, depending on its context. TLL sv. lucus
and nemus. W hile both terms were used with equal frequency in Latin literature, Roman topology
distinctly favours lucus over nemus, with the only recorded exam ple o f the latter being the Nemus
Caesarum.
See also Steinby 1993-2003, III, 193-195. For Roman luci in general and the lucus Libitinae in
particular see Bodel 1994.
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The myrtle was not alone in being attributed with quasi-historical totemic powers. A
fig tree located near the lacus Curtius in the Forum Romanum was worshipped
because it stood as a monument to the sacred fig, the ficu s ruminalis and objects
struck by lightning were buried beneath it. The ficus ruminalis itself stood on the
Lupercal, and marked the spot underneath which Romulus and Remus were suckled
(Pliny, HN 15.77; Varro, RR 2.11.5). Yet another sacred fig, located in the
Comitium, was associated with the augur Attus Navius or Nevius, who performed
wonders during the reign of Tarquinius Superbus.^ In both cases the fig trees
embodied the memory (not always accurately)*' of quasi-historical events and may
also have marked a temporally sacred space, the route run during the Lupercal.*^ Nor
was this marriage of vegetation to history a fossilised remnant of arboreal cults in
archaic Rome: the reigns of Augustus and Nero saw the creation of new arboreal
folklore that combined social memory with religiosity.

Green politics, totemic trees
Without doubt, the greater part of the spiritual sensibilities invested in the Roman
garden were homely, centering around domestic worship of the Lares, the apotropaic
figure of Priapus and the general sense of well-being and peace that being in a
garden inspires. To identify these quiet, everyday examples with the capacity to elicit
awe is bathetic to modern sensibilities that associate awe with the grandeur of
wilderness spaces.*^ Yet Pliny was not alone in thinking that awe and reverence were
part of the experience of the garden: canny politicians too exploited this experience
for their activities. The late Republic saw the increased adoption of sacred
architecture and iconography into the building projects of the Roman elite for the
enhancement of their personal status.®^ In the Porticus Pompeiana for example,
Pompey’s juxtaposition of a garden with his temple of Venus Victrix brought with it
an association of the garden as a sacred

KrrjTrog

to a goddess who herself was the

goddess of gardens. With Pompey’s residence nearby, the site has parallels with the
unified complexes of temple, garden and palace of the Hellenistic kings in
Alexandria and Pergamon, a clear expression of temporal power.*^ Meanwhile,

“ Fest. 172.25-174.20; Cic. Div. 1.17; Livy, \3 6 ; Dion. Halic M/? 3.71.
Both the ficu s Curtius and the ficu s N avia, which are located in the forum, have been confused with
the ficu s ruminalis, which is not (Tac. Ann. 13.58): see D eR ose Evans 1991 ,7 9 9 -8 0 2 .
'*■ De Rose Evans 1991, 808.
For the developm ent o f the perception o f the wilderness as a spiritually pure place see Schama
1 9 95 ,2 2 6 -2 3 9 (forest wilderness), 411-442 (mountains) and Porteous 19 9 6 ,7 5 -7 9 .
*^Coarelli 1983.
“ Gleason 1994, 19.
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Caesar’s Horti on the Janiculum can be seen as yet another aspect of his building
programme in Rome that promoted Venus as the mother of the gens Juiia.®^ The
hortus and Roman garden space could reference the divine through the associative
power of its decorative program and vegetation. Augustus capitalised on this
association through a building program that wherever possible incorporated
cultivated green spaces. Not only did Augustus provide the people of Rome with
public parks in the form of the Horti Caesaris Transtiberum and the nemus
Caesarum, references to gardens and groves are also found at his residence on the
Palatine, in his porticoes and his public monuments.
Much has been written of Augustus’ great facility for exploiting the propagandist
potential of architecture and his acute grasp of the programmatic possibilities
available in religious iconography and its associations, of which the Ara P a d s is the
finest example.®^ The proliferation of vegetation motifs, especially the laurel, in
public and private architecture of the same period has also been commented on and is
generally thought to tie in with the spirit of social, religious and economic renewal
that Augustus fostered throughout his reign. The architectural and decorative use of
vegetation imagery was also a means whereby Augustus promoted his connection to
his deified father. Julius Caesar had promoted the descent of the Julian line from
Venus, the goddess of gardens, his successor Augustus promoted the associations
between divinities, urban green space and gardens to reinforce his claim to power.^
In 27 B.C. Octavian was awarded the title ‘Augustus’ and had his imperium renewed
for a further ten years. At the same session the Senate awarded him another right:
icai ya p t o t€ r a g Sdcpi'ag np6 rtdu paaiXeia)i> a v r o v npoTiOeaOai, icai t o to u
aTe'<pai^oi^ toi^ S p v ii^ u im ep avTUJi^ dpTaaOai,
iroAefii'ovs' uiKoim-i Kai

t o v s ttoXi t g s

to ts

ol

Kai d el

Taos' Te

cra^oin-i eipr/cpi'crOri.

For the right to place laurel trees in front o f the royal residence and to hang the crow n o f
oak above them w as then voted to him to sym bolise that he w as alw ays victor o v er his
enem ies and the saviour o f the citizens. (D io, 53.16.4)

“ T he focus o f the Forum Julium w as a show piece tem ple o f V enus G enetrix, constructed entirely out
of w hite m arble. In case that m essage w as som ehow lost on the public, A ugustus follow ed this up
with the T em ple o f M ars U ltor in the Forum A ugustum w here M ars, the soi d isa n t consort o f V en u s.
was flanked by representations o f V enus and Divus lulius. In the Forum itself statues o f the A lban
kings and Julii w ere centred on a statue o f A eneas: see Favro 1 9 9 6 ,6 8 -7 3 ,9 5 -9 8 .
" Particularly Z anker 1990; Favro 1996; W alker 2000; Sauron 2000.
**Kellum 1994.
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A coin minted fifteen years later (Fig. 4.1) shows the doors of A ugustus’ house on
the Palatine, flanked by two laurels, with an oak wreath hanging over the doors, just
as Dio describes it. Both trees, the oak and the laurel, had strong social and religious
significance. The oak crown, the corona civica, was awarded to one who had saved a
fellow citizen in battle (Pliny, HN 16.7-13) while laurels traditionally flanked
priestly buildings including the regia, the temple of Vesta, and the seat of the
flam ines and p o n tific e s^ In one leafy display Augustus could publicly proclaim that
he was both a hero of the Republic and sacrosanct person.
In addition to its civic meaning, the oak was also significant to A ugustus’ private
ambitions. Augustus promoted his identification as the saviour of Rome through
associations with Romulus, the founder of Rome who had long been associated with
the oak. To this end he revived the ludi saeculares, ostensibly founded by Romulus
and when the Senate were considering what name to award him he considered
‘Romulus’ before rejecting it in favour of ‘Augustus’ (Dio, 53.16.5-8). He also
restored the temple of Jupiter Feretrius, which had been founded by Romulus
beneath a sacred oak tree (Livy, 1.10; Nep. An. 20.3; RG 4.19). Augustus’ residence
on the Palatine was ostensibly a private and modest building in all but location. It
was a particularly sacred site, adjacent to the hut of Romulus and the precincts of the
Temple of Victory and the Temple of Cybele. The ancient walls of Roma Quadrata,
reputedly built by Romulus, lay directly beneath it. And next to his residence,
Augustus, like Pompey, built a temple to his own tutelary god, Apollo (Dio, 49.15.5;
Suet. Aug. 29).^
Oak was significant to Augustus, but it was around the laurel that the greater part of
Augustan arboreal iconography was constructed.” Originally chosen by Caesar as
one of his personal symbols, the laurel was adopted by Augustus for his triumphs
(Pliny, HN 15.129-130; Dio 43.43). The laurel branch, as a token of armistice and
victory, was dedicated to Jupiter Optimus Maximus. It was also used as a fumigatory
in purification rituals and was thought to protect houses from lightning (Pliny, HN
15.133-136). The laurel was the tree of Augustus’ tutelary god Apollo, whom
Augustus credited with his victory at Actium^ He dedicated a shrine at Antium to
Apollo Agyieus and a representation of the aniconic betylos of Apollo Agyieus was

*’ Favro 1996, 105.
* R o y o 1999, 144-154, 160-171.
^'Castriota 1995, 16-19, 112-115, 121-122 and 134-140; Sauron 2 0 0 0 ,8 4 and 179-181.
Vlr. Aen. 8.704-705; Suet. Aug. 18; Ovid, Trist. 3.1.40-41. Augustus also credited his victory over
Sextus Pompeius in 36 B.C. to A pollo (Veil. 2.81.3; Dio, 49.15.5). See also Gurval 1995,87-136.
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found in the House of Augustus on the Palatine.” Apollo Agyieus was the protector
of cities and roads, and laurel trees placed in front of temples and dwellings were
specifically associated with him. Apollo was also the god of healing, and laurels
were often used for the purpose of purification and healing. This complemented
Augustus’ presentation of himself as a man whose policy of clemency and
establishment of peace had purified and healed the Republic.
Laurels are also found carved on the Temple of Apollo Sosianus and the Ara Pads.
Excavations at the Temple of Divus Julius have revealed sizeable planters containing
roots of Laurus n o b ilis^ Laurel trees were planted around no less than three other
landmark Augustan projects: the Porticus Vipsania, the house of Augustus himself
and his Mausoleum. Nor was this use of laurel imagery confined to public
architecture. The private and domestic use of laurel imagery in connection with
Julio-Claudian mythmaking can be seen at Livia’s villa at Prima Porta in the famous
‘Garden Room’ mural that decorates all four walls of the triclinium^^ Many of the
plants depicted in this mural were used for triumphal crowns - laurel, myrtle, oak,
ivy and pine. But it is laurel that predominates, represented as tree, shrub, domestic
and wild varieties. There is no angle within the room from which some type of laurel
in the garden is not visible to evoke secular and sacred associations.^
As a result of this public and private programme of association the presence of
laurels in the urban landscape of Rome became identified with the figure of
Augustus, as did green spaces in general and public parks in particular. The reign of
Augustus saw the consolidation of the largest and most notable gardens into the
hands of the imperial family.^’ This was an expression of the kind of topographical,
military and political power exemplified in the Horti Pompeiani, Horti Caesaris
Transtiberum and Horti Lucutliani, yet Augustus’ adoption of vegetative imagery
and his creation of public garden space also emphasised his relationship with the
divine. The trees that were once a reliable indicator of a deity now indicated a private
individual who had power over the natural, social and political space of the city; that
that individual should in turn achieve apotheosis was both logical and natural. Upon
his death Augustus was deified and interred in his mausoleum, the public groves of
which were planted with laurels.^

"'^Kellum 1994,212.
"^Kellum 1994,213.
Now displayed in the Palazzo Massimo.
®*Castriota 1995, 168.
'"C h.2.2 p.lO l.
** Favro 1996, 224.
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But the association o f Julio-Claudians with garden space and vegetative im agery did
not end with A ugustus’ death, nor did its cultural significance w ane.^ If anything, it
Intensified with the creation o f an arboreal folklore, sim ilar to that concerning the
patrician and plebeian myrtles, whereby the health o f the state, em bodied in the
person o f the Emperor, was reflected in the sacred grove o f laurel found in the villa
at Prima Porta.'°” This grove was established by Livia, w ho had already made
vegetative donations to the city o f Rom e that were invested with sym bolic
associations tied to the Augustan regime. She had donated a giant grapevine to the
garden in the P orticus Liviae that evoked concepts o f fertility and prosperity. At the
dedication o f the Tem ple o f D ivus Augustus she had dedicated a giant cinnam on root,
a plant associated with the phoenix, to plant in the tem ple grounds (Pliny, H N 14.11,
12.94).‘°‘ The establishment o f the laurel grove was accom panied by an aetiological
myth:

namque Livia Dmsillae, quae postea Augustam matrimonii nomen accepit, cum pacta
esset ilia Caesari, gallinam conspicui candoris sedenti aquila ex alto abiecit in gremium
inlaesam, intrepideque miranti accessit miraculum, quoniam teneret in rostro laureum
ramum onustum suis bacis; conservari alitem et suboiem iussere haruspices ramumque
eum seri ac rite custodiri; quod factum est in villa Caesarum fluvio Tiberi inposita iuxta
nonum lapidem Flaminiae viae, quae ob id vocatur ad gallinas; mireque silva ea
provenit: ex ea triumphans postea Caesar laurum in manu tenuit coronamque capite
gessit, ac deinde imperatores Caesares cuncti; traditusque mos est ramos quos tenuerant
serendi, et durant silvae nominibus suis discretae.

For when Livia Drusilla (who afterwards received the name Augusta on her marriage)
had plighted her troth to Caesar, was seated an eagle dropped a hen of remarkable
whiteness into her lap from the sky, and yet it was unhurt. She regarded it with wonder
but was undismayed, and there was a further miracle: it was holding in its beak a laurel
branch bearing its berries. So the augurs ordered that the bird and any chickens it
produced should be preserved and that the branch should be planted in the ground and
tended with religious care. This was done at the villa of the Caesars standing on the

^ Pliny, H N 15.127 bears witness to the fact that later Emperors kept the custom.
A recent archaeological report on the villa revealed several gardens, including a small peristyle
garden, a space behind the atrium with plant pots that probably held small trees and a larger terraced
garden with a euripus but no laurel grove; see Klynne and Liljenstolpe 2000.
Livia’s interest in finding ways to promote Augustan vegetative imagery has raised the intriguing
possibility that there is a conceptual connection between the representation of young trees bearing
mature fruit that decorate the garden mural at Prima Porta and the adoption of a style of imperial
portraiture that combined a youthful head with a mature torso: see Kuttner 1999, 10.
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banks o f the river Tiber about nine m iles out on the Flam inlan road; as a result the
house is now called T h e Poultry, and the laurel grove s o begun has thrived in a
m arvellous w ay. A fterw ards the Emperor, w hen g o in g on a trium ph, held a laurel
branch from this very tree in his hand and w ore a w reath o f its lea v es o n his head and
subsequently every on e o f the ruling C aesars did the sam e. A n d the cu sto m w as
established o f planting the branches w hich they had held, and g ro v e s o f laurels
distinguished by their nam es still survive (P lin y , H N 1 5 .1 3 6 -1 3 7 ).

The symbolism here is clear: the chicks from the hen, the berries from the bough and
the descendants of Augustus are all gifts from heaven and are due veneration and
respect. Each new cutting taicen from that tree was associated with a particular
Emperor and would obligingly wilt as an omen of their death. The death of Nero, last
of the line, was allegedly marked by the death of the entire laurel grove and, for good
measure, all the hens (Suet. Galba, I; Dio, 63.29.3). Nor was this the only vegetable
portent attending Nero’s downfall. His matricide, where Agrippina demanded that
her assassins strike at the womb that bore her son, is marked by the death of the ficus
ruminalis, the tree under which Romulus and Remus were suckled (Tac. Ann. 13.58,
14.8; Dio, 6 1 . 1 3 . 5 ) . The crimes of Nero poisoned the rustic heart and well-being of
the state; the new spring of Augustus heralded by Virgil’s Georgies had withered
away.
A new tradition arose whereby Vespasian and his line became associated with a
cypress on the Flavian estate that throve and withered according to their fortunes
(Tac. Hist. 2.78.2; Suet. Vesp. 5.4, Dom. 15.2). This tradition would seem to reflect a
popular feeling of a Rome reborn, but on the whole the religious symbolism of
gardens was not exploited in any programmatic way.'°^ Instead, the focus was to turn
back towards the private interests of private men, the opportunities for productivity
and leisure that have always been the main appeal of the garden.

M cC ulloch 1980, 2 3 8. T he fact that T acitus is alm ost certainly co n fu sin g the fic u s ru m in a lis with
the fic u s C u rtius d o es not detract from the them e o f nurturing and death. Indeed T a citu s’
m isidentification is an e x cellen t exam p le o f how popular m em ory can b ecom e stronger than the actual
fact.
M cC ullough 1 9 8 0 ,2 3 9 -1 4 0 . O nly D om itian and E lagabalus sh ow an interest in relig io u s a ctivities
within a garden setting by spending tim e in the A d on ea gardens and fou n d in g parks in the precincts o f
the T em p le o f S ol Invictus resp ectively. It may be no co in cid en ce that both b rief in cid en ts involved
Emperors w h o were more concerned with their putative d ivin ity than an effe c tiv e head o f state should
be.
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I ll - Productivity
Literary, artistic and archaeological evidence have between them built up a detailed
picture o f the variety o f plants that were grown in the Roman g a r d e n . F o r the sake
o f clarity,

studies

usually

divide

Roman

garden

plants

into

categories

of

‘kitchen/m edicinal’ and ‘decorative’.'”^ However, helpful such a division is to
modern readers who wish to recreate the impression o f a Roman garden in their own
gardens (indeed this is the principle aim o f Farrar’s w ork) it is, in fact, obstructive to
the form ulation o f the cultural role o f Roman gardens. It has becom e increasingly
clear that Roman garden space was not seen in term s o f high and low (that is
productive and non-productive) by its inhabitants and v i s i t o r s . W h e n Grimal
criticises Pliny for his failure to give an account of the aesthetic principles by which
flow ers were introduced into the garden, choosing instead to focus on their utilitarian
function in crowns and garlands, he is missing the point.‘°^ As far as the horticultural
content o f gardens was concerned Romans rarely made the distinction between
beauty and utility one finds in modern gardens. W here the distinction is made it is
applied less to individual plants than it is to the interrelation between man and
nature. This section looks at the productivity o f gardens in term s of cultivating and
abusing nature as a whole, and at m odes o f production and consum ption in the
private garden.

Cultivating Nature: amoenitas v luxuria
Modern sensibilities concerning the aesthetics o f nature adm ire the wild, the
unspoilt, the uninhabited landscape.'”®Not so the Roman where, unless im proved by
the hand o f man, nature in its intrinsic state was seen as tiresom ely unpleasant;'”®

inde per obliquas erepit porticus arces,
urbis opus, longoque domat saxa aspera dorso.
'“ See Ch.2.2 pp. 140-150.
'“^Grimal 1969, 274-287 is only interested in the decorative function o f garden plants and seem s to
find any mention o f their utilitarian function an unwelcom e and pedestrian intrusion. A s a result o f his
focus on plants that can only serve a decorative purpose e.g. acanthus, box topiary, he sees the choice
o f plants available to the Roman garden as far more limited than it really was. Jashemski 1979
introduced a far broader awareness o f horticultural variety but perpetuated this division by organising
her work into chapters entitled ‘Ornamental Gardens’, ‘Shop-house Gardens’ and ‘The Flower
Industry in Pom peii’, even though the content o f these gardens was not exclusively limited to each
category. Farrar 1998, 132-141 also maintains these distinctions.
'“ Beard 1998,28-29.
'“■'Grimal 1969,274.
Indeed, so entrenched is this view that the inhabitants o f the rural potato fields o f Riverhead, Long
Island eventually had to go to court to make a case for their landscape to be considered beautiful: see
Porteous 1996, 173-175.
'“'B eagon 1996, 286-292.
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qua prius obscuro permixti pulvere soles
etferitas inamoena viae, nunc ire voluptas

There a colonnade undulates up a cliff, vast as a city, and the long line o f its roof
dominates the rugged rocks. Where once the sun shone through clouds o f dust, and the
way was wild and unlovely, now it is a pleasure to go. (Stat. Silv. 2.2.30-33)

Nowhere can this dislike of unmanaged nature be seen more clearly than in Tacitus’
description of the hostile and bristling forests (silvis horrida) that contribute to the
shapeless and dismal (informem terris) landscape of Germany (Tac. Ger. 5.1, 2.2).
These forests were the antitheses of Rome: uncultivated, unregulated, boundless and
i r r a t i o n a l . I n contrast, the cultivated landscape epitomised beauty, civilisation and
order, with Italy the most cultivated landscape of all (Varro, RR 1.2.3-7).
The imposition of order on landscape was of paramount importance to Roman
environmental aesthetics. Roman landscape painting is principally concerned with
man-made features and the activities of man within the landscape, while nature just
provides a green background, usually in the form of a sketchy tree or group of
rocks.'" The relative position of man in the landscape indicates it was the idea of
man imposing order on nature that appealed as an artistic, and therefore attractive,
subject."^ Garden space, enclosed on its boundaries and controlled by hedges, fences
and paths within, were a supreme expression of how wild space was controlled for
the benefit of man. This control was particularly evident in the context of villa
gardens. Villas were often situated to contrast their architectural order and beauty
with a wild or inaccessible landscape to create the greatest impact on the
approaching visitor. Conversely, the villa itself would face the nearest town to
emphasise its distance and separation."^ Thus the visitor to Pliny’s Tuscan villa
approaches the foothills of the Apennine mountains, while his Laurentian villa relies
upon the sea for its contrast to wild nature.
In both cases the natural landscape is closely controlled: the sea is viewed from a
safe distance and the mountains, upon closer examination, are so well farmed that
little ruggedness can be discerned (Pliny, Ep. 2.17.7, 5.6.7-11). Yet the illusion of
wilderness was an essential foil to villas and their grounds. It not only allowed villa

"“ Schama 1995,83.
'" S e e Ch.2.2 pp.121-122.
"-Purcell 1987, 196 and 202.
"^Purcell 1996, 127 and 138.
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owners to steal a view for their enclosed g a r d e n s ,b u t also emphasised the distance
o f the villa from the urban centre of power. After the foundation o f the Principate,
the villa was one o f the few places left available for aristocratic self-expression. With
the control o f public space predominantly the Emperor’s privilege, the only spaces
available for wealthy citizens to safely exhibit control over their environment were
their villas and gardens and only as long as the activities within them remained
determinedly apolitical and Epicurean."^ Villa gardens became notable for their
highly groomed grounds whereby the natural landscape was conquered, tamed or
sometimes obliterated by the architectural vision of the owner:

his favit natura iocis, hie victa colenti
cessit et ignotos dociiis mansuevit in usus.
mons erat hie, ubi plana vides; et lustra fuerunt,
quae nunc tecta subis; ubi nunc nemora ardua cernis,
hie nec terra fuit: domuit possessor, et ilium
formantem rupes expugnantemque secuta
gaudet humus, nunc cerne iugum discentia saxa
intrantesque domos iussumque recedere montem.

Here are spots that nature has favoured, here she has been outdone and given way to the
settler and learnt gentleness in ways not known before. Here where you now see a level
ground was a hill, the halls you enter were wild country; where even now tall groves
appear once there was not even soil: its owner has tamed the place, and as he shaped
and conquered the rocks the earth gladly gave way before him. See how the cliffs learn
to bear the yoke, how the dwellings force their entry and the mountain is bidden to
withdraw. (Stat. Silv. 2.2.52-59)

The tone of this passage is noticeably militaristic: domuit possesor, expugnantem and
iugum discentia are all part o f the language o f domination and subjugation."* That
the legacy of Marius lived on in Statius’ martial imagery may seem slightly
incongruous, applied as it is to the villa o f the Epicurean Pollius F e l i x . Y e t within
its historical context it is perfectly apt. The metaphor is as close to a military

Such as Pliny does with the natural meadow and woods beyond his enclosed garden (Pliny, Ep.
5.6.17-19). See also Ch.5 pp.251-252.
Wallace-Hadrill 1998, 53; W alker 2000,62; Myers 2000, 123.
And not only in this passage. Statius also describes the villa as a speculatrix (watchman or spy, line
3) and the villa buildings are collectively termed praetoria (camp headquarters, line 49). The latter
was not uncommon in villa descriptions of the late first century: see Newlands 2002, 178-180.
For the application of military metaphors to villas see Bergmann 1991,57 and Myers 2000, 113114.
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campaign as one can aspire to without becom ing dangerously involved in public life;
conquering nature is a far safer campaign and one unlikely to attract unw elcom e
attention.

From conquering nature, Statius m oves on to taming nature, presenting P ollio as
Orpheus who has charmed the very rocks and soil to follow his lead (Stat. Silv.
1.2.60- 62). The figure o f Orpheus is a recurring theme in Roman garden space. A
garden painting found in Pompeii showed an im age o f Orpheus playing his lyre and
surrounded by wild beasts was large enough to be seen from the street."® The
popularity o f wild and dom estic animal statues in Pompeian gardens can be seen not
only as a reference to the natural world but also as an oblique reference to the
Orpheus myth."^ Garden space was a mediating space between nature and culture.
The presence o f Orpheus in dom estic garden space reinforced this perception, with
the inhabitant taking the part o f a civilising influence that brought order to the natural
world. This aspect o f garden space can also be seen in the landscape park o f Quintus
Hortensius:

nam silva erat, ut dicebat, supra quinquaginta iugera maceria saepta, quod non
leporarium, sed therotrophium appellabat. ibi erat locus excelsus, ubi tricllnio posito
cenabamus. quo Orphea vocari iusset. qui cun\ eo venisset cum slola et cilhara cantare
esset iussus, bucina inflauit, ut tanta circumfluxerit nos cervorum aprorum et ceterarum
quadripedum multitudo, ut non minus formosum mihi visum sit spectaculum, quam in
Circo Maximo aedilium sine Africanis bestiis cum fiunt venationes.

He had a woodland of over fifty iugera, enclosed by a wall, which he called not his
game park, but his wild ranch. There was a knoll there, where a dining room had been
built and where we dined. He bade that Orpheus be called. He appeared wearing his
long stola and was instructed to sing with his harp. Whereupon he blew a horn, and
straightaway we were inundated by such a crowd of stags, boars and other four-footed
beasts that it seemed to me to be no less delightful a display than when the hunts of the
aediles are held in the Circus Maximus, although without the African beasts. (Varro, RR
3.13.2-3)

"**The House of Orpheus, also known as the House of Vesonius Primus 6. 14. 20; see Jashemski
1979,72.
"''F arrar 1998, 115.
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The landscape park that this performance takes place in shows many cognitive
features of garden space: the wood is enclosed by a wall and displays a pavilion at
the top of the knoll. Through staging this tableau Quintus Hortensius not only evokes
associations between his leporarium and the napdSeiaog of Persian and Hellenic
royalty, he also makes a statement about his literary and artistic tastes and his control
over nature and his environment.'^”
The cultivation and control of nature in the garden for the benefit of man recreated
the locus amoenus, a place of water, trees and Epicurean detachment from the
ambitions of public life.'^' Nature in the abstract existed to provide man with all he
needed, be it material wealth or symbolic status. Within this framework gardens
should have been the ultimate expression of order and beauty. And yet gardens
contained a tension within themselves. In addition to occupying the marginal space
between interior and exterior, public and private, gardens occupied the conceptual
space between nature and artifice. Pollio’s villa was also an example of the kind of
control over nature that could be condemned as well as respected. M an’s cultivation
of nature could step over into the bounds of hubris and the cultivation of amoenitas
could become subversive luxuria.
Determining what exactly constituted Roman luxuria is problematic and depends to a
great extent on the class and status of the person thought to be indulging in it.'^^
Nevertheless, it is a major factor in the Romans’ ambivalent attitude towards gardens
and gardening. To a certain extent the Romans expected to exert a strong degree of
control over their environment; it was man’s role to organise nature (Cic. ND
2.39.98-100). Yet when too much control was exerted over the landscape, nature
instead of being controlled, was seen as being perverted. Nature, as presented by
Pliny, was truly perfect; man’s interference with nature could be tolerated as long as
it was in a spirit of friendly competition, such as grafting (Pliny, HN 17.58). When
this interference went too far it produced something that was unnatural. Thus Pliny
condemns breeding dwarf cultivars and topiary as abortions because they retard
growth (Pliny, HN 12.13). There may also be a sense in which Pliny’s choice of
words is reflecting the perceived hermaphrodising effect of garden space. Seneca,

Indeed, Statius’ Silvae poems with their Epicurean and H ellenistic imagery may be follow ing up
Varro’s original association o f silva with the Hellenic paradeisos: see Delarue 19 9 6 ,2 8 4 -2 8 6 .
For more on the tradition that linked the locus amoenus with Epicureanism see Newlands 2002,
118 and 130-137.
Edwards 1993, 153-154 points out that what is for patricians a justifiable display o f social status is
for freedmen a vulgar display o f social climbing. Condemnations o f luxuria do not seem to have
follow ed a prescribed set o f criteria, instead they depended upon context: see Edwards 1993, 137-153;
Beagon 1992,56-81.
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speaking of forced roses, equates this kind of out-of-season gardening with artificial
immaturity

(an

association

that

directly

contradicts

the

modern

sense

of

‘hothousing’) and transvestism (Sen. Ep. 122.7-8). In both cases men are following
their desires contrary to the dictates of nature and this perversion is reflected in
garden space:

ex hoc litoribus quoque moles iniungunt congestisque in alto terris exaggerant sinus, alii
fossis inducunt mare: adeo nullis gaudere veris sciunt, sed adversum naturam alieno
loco aut terra aut mare mentita aegris oblectamenta sunt

They pile up great buildings on the seashore and block o ff bays by filling the deep sea
with earth; others divert the sea into ditches and artificial lakes. These people are
incapable o f enjoying what is real. Their minds are so twisted they obtain pleasure only
from the unnatural and misplaced imitations o f land and sea. (Sen. Contr. 2.1.13)

Such virulence is perhaps partly the result of the Elder Seneca’s own Stoic principles
and prejudices, condemnation of large-scale landscaping and showcase gardening
being a favourite theme of both him and his son (Sen. Contr. 5.5, Tranq. 3.6-8; Ep.
122. 8 ).'^ It may also reflect an older, more conservative set of attitudes: Horace too
spoke out against large villas and their grounds (Hor. Carm. 2.15.1-5). Yet Agrippa
created an artificial lake {stagnum) in the Campus Martius, and Maecenas swallowed
up a good chunk of the Esquiline with his Horti to no apparent condemnation. What
therefore lies at the root of Seneca’s highly rhetoricised anxiety? The answer lies in
the fact that the agricultural landscape not only reflected aesthetic values, it was also
the embodiment of the moral and military values discussed at the start of this
chapter.'^'' Presenting gardens as expressions of luxuria indicated that there was
something wrong with the moral calibre of their owners. Thus Seneca equates
ambitious horticulture with avoiding the responsibilities of adulthood (Sen. Ep. 122.
8). The ultimate results of such pursuits are men who are not fit to govern either
themselves or others. Roman agriculture shored up both political and military ideals:
wealth that was perceived as honestum came from land not t r a d e . A l t h o u g h not all
landowners were senators, all senators had to be landowners with villas whose
gardens were material affirmations of Roman aristocratic identity.'^* But if these
villas and gardens were perceived as displaying not amoenitas and utilitas but
Rosenmeyer 2000.
See above pp. 183-184.
Moral differentiation is made between town and country: agriculture is characterised as good,
commerce as morally ambiguous at best: see Beagon 1992, 181.
'-'"Percival 1996,65-66.
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luxuria they could undermine the social order instead of promoting it. In Seneca the
Elder’s case-study,'^^ the large, obstructive garden tree that symbolises the disparity
between two neighbours is synecdochic of luxury housing:

infinitis porrectae spatiis ambulationes et urbium solo aedificatae domus non nos
prope a publico excludunt?

Promenades stretching over vast distances, houses covering the space occupied by
whole cities, don’t these effectively keep us out of public spaces? (Sen. Contr. 5.5)

The conceptual framework that made analogies between nature and man’s body saw
the same evils in land expansion that it saw in gluttony, indeed one often literally fed
the o t h e r . Y e t to what extent was production and consumption in the Roman
garden really curtailed by displays of luxurial How different were the Horti of Pollio
from the hortus of Columella?

Garden production and consumption
Garden studies have generally divided into two types: pleasure gardens and
vegetable gardens. This division probably stems from the English Landscape gardens
of the 17“' century that provided the original impetus for garden studies.'^’ Within
this anglocentric framework, nationalist tendencies relegated gardens that could be
both productive and ornamental, such as the formal IS"* century vegetable gardens of
Villandry in France, to be marginalised, overlooked, or simply f o r g o tte n .T h e s e
attitudes were projected onto Roman gardens. Roman gardens were believed to have
had two distinct phases. The first was the productive farm garden advocated by Cato
and Varro that formed the backbone of the Roman domus from the time of Romulus.
The second was the unproductive, specimen or pleasure garden that was derived
from an alien, Hellenistic tradition and could be found in peristyles and villas from
the late 1“ century B.C. In this context. Columella’s account of a productive garden,
coming as it does from the mid 1^ century A.D., is sometimes seen as an eulogy for a
way of life that has passed, rather than a descriptive, didactic text.‘^‘ It was believed
that fashion demanded aristocratic garden owners make their gardens into a space of
conspicuous consumption by eschewing any productive aspect, a belief supported by

'-’ See Ch.2.2 pp. 138-139.
Beagon 1992, 3 6 .4 0 and 163.
Taylor 1983,5.
'“ Dixon Hunt 1999, 84.
Littlewood 1987, 19.
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descriptions of what appeared to be just this type of garden in Horace in Ode 2.15
and Martial Epigram 3.58:

Baiana nostri v illa , B asse, Faustini
non o tio sis ordinata m yrtetis
viduaque platano tonsiilque buxeto
ingrata lati spatia d etinet cam pi,
sed rure vero barbaroque laetatur.

The Baian villa o f our friend Faustinas, B assus, is not kept unfruitful w ith w id e sw athes
o f field laid out w ith idle beds o f m yrtle, and w id o w ed planes, and tonsured b ox, but
delights in being an honest, w ell-groom ed farm. (Mart. Ep. 3 .5 8 .1 -4 )

Yet, as far as Roman gardens are concerned, this division is wholly artificial and
unhelpful. It imposes a two-tiered hierarchy that did not exist on ancient gardens. An
example of how pervasive this binary perception of Roman gardens is can be seen in
W allace-Hadrill’s reclassification of the garden of house 1.9.3/4 in Pompeii from a
horticultural garden to a leisure garden on the basis that it incorporates a
c o l o n n a d e . T h e unconscious assumption is that a productive garden would simply
have no need of such features and a garden with these features would not wish to
spoil the prospect with cabbages. Yet the fact that a Roman garden had a functional
aspect does not cancel its potential for aesthetic value, nor do aesthetic and
architectural features preclude productivity.'^^
Essentially the problem here is one of modern perception. The features that later
commentators have seen as being evidence of unproductive pleasure gardening, most
notably the peristyle, have for a greater part been filtered through their own
prejudices. These have been influenced by a concept of garden aesthetics that derive
from the fashions of the British landed gentry of the 17“' and 18"' centuries and the
bourgeois values of the

19“' century, whereby the appreciation of natural

surroundings was increasingly divorced from labour and productivity.'^'* The
W allace-H adrill 1994, 158.
S ee G leason 1994, 2 n.2 “ in many cultures fertility, utility and abundance are sy n o n y m o u s with
beauty, and the structure o f a field or vegetab le garden holds potential for readings other than the
purely fun ction al.”
A p rocess that has continued into the 2 0 “'’ and 2 T ' centuries w here, notw ithstanding the
revitalisation o f allotm ent gardening (galvan ised by both the First and S eco n d W orld W ars), the selfsu fficien cy drive o f the 1960s and 7 0 s, the rising interest in organ ic production o f the 9 0 s and the
em ergin g fashion for the incorporation o f v eg eta b les and ed ib le flo w e r s in the m odern garden, the
overall percentage o f the earth’s arable land that is d evoted to fo o d production is, accord in g to som e
statistics, steadily shrinking: see Crouch and Ward 1 9 9 7 ,7 0 -7 6 ; A n ath asw am y 2 0 0 2 .
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association o f peristyle with aristocratic space has obscured the recognition o f the
peristyle garden as a productive space that had a continuing relationship with the
traditional hortus.'^^ H owever, the categorisation o f Roman gardens as either
architectural, ornamental and urban spaces, or productive and rural spaces, is not
w holly

the

result

of

anachronistic

attitudes

towards

garden

space.

Latin

com m entators too have contributed to the creation o f this artificial division. Horace,
Pliny and Seneca promoted a contemporary perception o f certain H orti as being non
productive exam ples o f luxuria. This does not mean, how ever, that what they say
should be taken at face value. Observing the rise o f villas with lavish H orti, Horace
comm ented:

iam pauca aratro iugera regiae
m oles relinquent, undique latius
extenta visentur Lucrino
stagna lacu, platanusque caelebs

evincet ulm os; turn violaria et
m yrtus et om nis copia narium
spargent olivetis odorem
fertilibus dom ino priori.

turn spissa ram is laurea fervidos
excludet ictus, non ita Romuli
praescriptum et intonsi C atonis
auspiciis veterum que norm a.

privatus illis census erat brevis,
com m une m agnum

It w o n ’t be long before our regal residences will leave only a few acres fo r the plough;
on all sides our fishponds will be seen spreading w ider than the L ucrine lake, and the
barren plane will drive o u t the elm , then beds o f violets and m yrtle copses and the
w hole com pany o f sw eet perfum es will show er their scent through the olive groves that
once burgeoned with fruit for their form er ow ner. T hen will laurel thickets shut o ut the
hot rays o f the sun. T his w as not how it was prescribed under R om ulus, nor under

'” T he presence o f fruit trees in Pom peian peristyles was noted by Jashem ski in 1979 but the
productive aspect o f the Rom an garden w as not really com m ented on until quite recently: see Farrar
2001, 19; E llis 2000, 163.
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ungroomed Cato, nor by the standards of our forefathers. With them private estates were
small and that which was held in common was great. (Horace, Od. 2.15.1-14).

This passage has long been taken as evidence of the introduction to Rome of a ‘new’
style of gardening in the late T‘ century B.C., one that emphasised the ornamental
(the violet) over the productive (the o l iv e ) .H o r a c e ’s account has been read as
proof that the purpose of these new horti was to be as conspicuously non-productive
as possible. The presence of elm trees was an indication that the soil was good for
viticulture, but it is not vines that grow here but ‘barren’ planes (Vir. Geor. 2.221).'^^
Plane trees were considered barren since they could only produce shade (Vir. Geor.
2.70, 4.146; Pliny, HN 12.6), unlike elms, which could be also used for shipbuilding,
toolmaking, and training vines (Vir. Geor. 1.170, 2.446; Thphr. 5.7.3). In addition,
the elm was native to Italy, while the plane was an alien intruder.'^® Valuable water
was frittered away in fountains and fishponds instead of being used quietly, for
irrigation. The evanescent product of plants, their scent, is now favoured over the
versatile and marketable product of the olive. The owner of this Horti can afford not
to exploit the land for agricultural profit.
This contemporary view that placed non-productive Horti in opposition to the
productive hortus was taken up by Pliny the Elder, who claimed that the food
produced in Horti was carefully differentiated from the produce grown in the
ordinary market-garden hortus either by its size or variety. According to Pliny, fruit
and vegetables grown in Horti were often exotic varieties that needed special
attention such as cold f r a m e s .A n o t h e r feature of this new style of luxury
gardening was that it took plants that were previously wild and cultivated them into
luxury crops. Asparagus, artichokes and certain varieties of cabbage, previously the
food of the poor, were now so popular as to be u n a ffo rd a b le .A sp a ra g u s in
particular was singled out because its cultivation was unnecessary; it was, after all, a
wild plant.''*' From hortus to Horti, the farm er’s vegetable garden had become the
hothouse of the sybarite with clipped and unproductive box, myrtle and plane trees.
Grimal, 279, 355 and 395.
‘^’ The shade of the elm tree was believed to nourish the plants that it fell on (Pliny, H N 17. 90).
Platanus orientalis L., as the Linnean name makes clear, was not native to Italy, although it is
common enough now. Ulmus carpinifolia Gleditsch, U. glabra Mill, and U. nitens Moench are
varieties native to Italy: see Abbe 1965,91 and 99. For the economic value o f trees see Meiggs 1982.
This kind of specialist treatment was famously epitomised by the emperor Tiberius, who was so
fond of cucumbers that his gardeners planted them in wheeled beds that could be moved to follow the
sun (Pliny, H N 19.23.64).
P liny,//A ' 19.19.53-55, 19.42.145, 19.43.152, 19.23.139.
Beagon 1992, 88.
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Yet the picture drawn by these contemporary accounts of social malaise signified by
the increasing uselessness of the once productive hortus space must be challenged.
The descriptions of the luxury, non-productive Horti described by Horace, Pliny and
Seneca do not correspond to one another. Horace and Seneca claim that Horti are
non-productive but this is contradicted by Pliny’s statement that they have taken on
the cultivation of previously wild or low-status vegetables as cash crops. Pliny’s
luxury gardeners, instead of revelling in exotic and unnatural cultivation, are simply
acting as direct descendants of Cato’s original canny husbandman should. Similarly,
Tiberius’ Horti contained cucumber beds in addition to its avenues and nymphaea
(Pliny, HN 19.64). The cold frames used may have been expensive, but cucumbers
were a common crop, and evidence of production in a supposedly non-productive
imperial Horti. Columella himself gives a detailed account of how the cold frames
were built in his didactic text, just in case some reader might want to try and
duplicate the feat (Col. 11.3.51-53).
Nor do the horticultural practices condemned in these descriptions of H orti— lavish
earthworks and terracing, topiary hedges and water features — deviate substantially
from the practices found in Columella’s hortus.'*^ Terracing was and is a standard
feature of farms throughout the M e d ite rra n e a n .T h e opera toplaria that 17* and
18“’ century garden writers and classicists took as examples of the decadence and
fashion for the unnatural in Roman gardens are, in fact, referred to without
condemnation by Pliny (HN 35.116, 15.1130, 16.70). Ars topiaria may have been
aestehically pleasing, but it also performed a useful function by providing shelter
against the wind and shade against the sun. Water features, instead of squandering
water, usually collected it for use in irrigation or other projects.'"*^ All the practices
condemned in Horti were in fact just large-scale versions of perfectly normal
horticultural practices.
Since the horticultural activities practised within the Horti are essentially the same as
those practiced within the hortus, what is the difference that causes Horace, Seneca,
Pliny and Martial to write such pejorative descriptions? The answer lies in the
perception of the Roman garden as a space for personal and national self
representation. The interchangeable values and disciplines of the agricultural and
military life were at the root of Rome’s success, as can be seen in Pliny the Elder’s
Col. 10.150 (terracing on steep ground), 3.20, 3,21.7, 3.21.9 (paths and planting beds)), 1.24, 10.24
(water features), 11.6.24, 10.362 (fencing and hedges).
Horden and Purcell 2000, 234-237.
See Ch.2.2 pp. 133-134.
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listing of venerable agricultural cognomina and customs (Pliny HN 18.3.10-14).
Therefore, the theme of degenerate, non-productive horticulture suited any account
condemning the degeneration of Roman society and its moral standards. It is not the
Horti that are different, it is the character of the men who own them.
Horace’s essential point is that the ‘new’ style of gardening marginalises agricultural
production contrary to the ‘old’ style of gardening advocated by Cato and popularly
associated with the land grants of Romulus. The role of the land grant of two iugera
in establishing communality in Rome has already been d i s c u s s e d , b u t its
productive role has yet to be emphasised. Indeed the productive aspect of this two
acre grant throughout its existence is not always recognised for two reasons: the
small size of the plot, and lack of clear evidence for its survival into the urban
expansion of Rome. On the basis that two iugera is a small area, which fell far below
the minimum needed to support a family according to agricultural methods of the
day, Theodor Mommsen believed that these plots were garden.'"^ Mommsen’s
evaluation of the two iugera plots as being far too small to be usefully productive is
supported by Peter Garnsey’s later assertion that even the average peasant farm,
between five and ten iugera (1.25-2.55 hectares), was not enough to support a
f a m i l y . H o w e v e r , Garnsey and Mommsen both focus on productivity in terms of
staples, olive oil and grain. Their evaluation ignores cultural practice within the
Mediterranean whereby small domestic garden spaces are intensely and diversely
planted with the intention of offsetting possible agrarian failure from larger
producers and also to participate in the local market e c o n o m y . I n addition, modern
experience with allotments has shown that families can be well supported on
equivalent, or even smaller, parcels of land.'^'^ Statistically speaking, the size of these
ancient and modern h o u s e h o l d s , a s opposed to family, are widely divergent,
but the essential point remains: size is no bar to production capacity if the given area
of land is properly cultivated.

See Ch.2.1 pp.50-53 and 2.2 pp.93-95.
Mommsen 1887, 22-7 in Cornell 1995, 269.
Garnsey 1988,43-46.
Horden and Purcell 2000, 221 on the necessity of productivity for the Mediterranean garden, urban
or rural.
See “To the [late 19“' century | labourer’s diet of 441b of bread and 251b of potatoes, the farm
labourer who had an allotment was able to have 401b of bread, 401b of potatoes and to add 20 lb of
fresh vegetables” (Crouch and Ward 1997, 159). No statistical studies were taken of the overall effect
of allotments on family diet betweeen the turn of the 19"' and 20“' centuries but anecdotal evidence
indicates that it was profound, with families of up to 15 children fed on half an acre or less. And
although vegetable production was the main focus of cultivation, flowers were grown alongside them,
for aesthetic and monetary gain: see Crouch and Ward 1997, 82-87.
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The question remains: could the productive hortus survive Rome’s urban expansion?
It has long been thought that small, productive gardens, could not and did not survive
the increasing demand for land to build houses on. Rome’s increasing urbanisation
meant that small gardens were squeezed out of existence as property prices
encouraged the maximum number of homes in the minimum amount of space.
However, this assumption is based on the idea that the Roman production of space
followed the same principals as modern capitalist production of space whereby non
productive green spaces such as trees and parks are replaced by productive structures
such as housing, roads and s h o p s . I t overlooks the fact that the greatest factor in
the crush to create productive space is a 20"' century phenomenon: the rise of the car,
its adoption as a vehicle of personal space and the increasing necessity for a
widening gyre of roads in and around urban centres. There exists a possibility for the
existence of garden spaces detached from urban structures and existing in abandoned
or contested spaces within or on the periphery of the city, a pattern familiar to
students of medieval urban s t u d i e s . T h e legal position of the bina iugera meant
that they were spaces that were likely to survive within the urban infrastructure as
domestic gardens, or as allotments or market gardens on the periphery. An example
of such peripheral space were the allotment-style vineyards that were cultivated
around the Esquiline puticuli, or pauper’s graves, before Maecenas developed the
area with his Horti}^^
The presence of makeshift or allotment gardens is inevitable when cultural practice
meets economic imperative. Given that the transportation of perishable foodstuffs
was limited to the ox-pulled cart on the road (slow but reliable) or navigation by sea
and river (faster but potentially risky) the supply of fresh produce was never going to
reach a saturation point. So far, studies of this kind of luxury production have
focused on villas (pastio villaticd)^^^ but the ability to cultivate a garden, no matter
how small, would always turn a profit. It was well within the scope of domestic
gardens to produce specialised food for the individual household with the surplus
sold at the town or city market. This production, while not affecting the
macroeconomy of the Republic or Empire one whit, nevertheless provided garden
owners with a handy source of income that safeguarded their microeconomy. Given
the repeated emphasis on cultivation within Roman culture and the customary
maintenance

of small-scale

productive

urban

garden

areas throughout the

Mediterranean in general, one can conclude that cultural practice maintained the
‘* L efeb vre 1991,359.
Crouch and Ward 1997,64.
‘“ Wiseman 1998, 16.
Purcell 1995; Morley 1996,88-93.
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presence of gardens that were simultaneously productive and ornamental within
urban Rome and its environs.
Since the importance placed on the productive nature of a garden is inversely
proportional to the social visibility of the ow ners'^ it is axiomatic that this kind of
small-scale and peripheral gardening would not excite any sustained comment from
Latin poets, historians, or orators. Yet there is some indication that it was recognised
in the spatial positioning of gardens. Many of the gardens excavated in Pompeii by
Jashemski are not the spacious and well-proportioned peristyle gardens of the House
of the Faun, but gardens with small demi-peristyles, or no peristyle at all, squeezed
into awkward corners, narrow borders and light w e l l s . I n other words it is space
nothing else could really be made of. This utilisation of otherwise useless or
unwanted space as a garden is mirrored in modern experience by the allotment, a
cultivated space that is also marginal and that exists as long as no more profitable use
of the space appears to displace it.'^ Although ancient gardens were desirable
spaces, they were also marginal spaces compared to more prestigious forms of
cultivation. For Virgil horticulture, as useful and pleasant as it is, comes a poor
fourth to more prestigious acts of cultivation:'^’
cui pauca relicti
iugera ruris erant, nec fertilis ilia iuvencis
nec pecori opportuna seges nec commoda Baccho.

He had a liuie plot of unwanted land, not rich enough for cattle, no use for sheep,
unsuitable for vines. (Vir. Geor. 4. 127-129)

The pauca iugera of Horace’s Horti therefore allude to those of Virgil’s hortus. As
unlikely as it may appear at first glance, there is a connection between the two
gardens: they are mirror images of each other. The Corycian who cultivates his
hortus is poor, elderly, and possibly a foreigner, someone who is himself a person at
the margins of his society. Horace’s Horti is an expansive park that threatens to
absorb the city, owned by the upper echelons of society. One garden is marginal,the

Modern evidence from marginal social groups such as low or no-income families and pensioners,
for example, places great stress on the importance of the allotment garden in raising their standard of
living: see Crouch and Ward 1997, 99-100.
'^^e.g. House 1.7.2-4, 1.7.10-12/19, 1.11.6.
Crouch and Ward 1997,7-12.
Similarly, when singing the praises of Italy, Virgil lays almost the entire stress of Italian
productivity on viticulture, olive-production and pasturage, mentioning fruit trees only once at the
conclusion of the passage (Vir. Geor. 2. 136-150).
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other all-encompassing, one owned by a literal outsider described purely in terms of
the land he cultivated, and the other owned by wealthy members of society
represented by their grand houses: literal insiders.
Horace’s opening lines therefore take on a new meaning. His claim is not that large
Horti are non-productive. Instead, his warning is concerned with the fact that
horticulture is no longer relegated to the pauca iugera, it has expanded into space
that should be occupied by more central and prestigious forms of agriculture. In other
words, the cultural norms established since the days of Romulus have been inverted.
What Horace is describing is not the spread of pleasure gardens per se, but the
inversion of a hierarchy of production whereby an area of prime land was given over
to a use previously thought better suited to marginal land. The novelty of this kind of
gardening lies not in a question of display over productivity, but of prioritising
horticulture over agriculture. Horace’s Horti may have displaced agricultural fields,
but that does not make them purely ornamental spaces. In fact, their potential for
profit has increased because what Horace is describing in these gardens is their key
role in pastio villatica.
Pastio villatica was a form of villa production geared towards luxury items, flowers,
fruit, game birds, song birds, dormice and whatever else took Rome’s gastronomic
f a n c y .H o r a c e ’s luxury garden of plane, laurel, myrtle and violets is as potentially
profitable as raising olives and grain. Although trees such as the plane or the laurel
may not indicated the presence of vineyards as the elm did, they provided an
important amenity in the form of shade and shelter for tender flowers which,
according to Cato, were a valuable cash cro p .'^ Nor did the entire Horti have to be
given over to regular plots for vegetable and flower production, high profits could be
gained from small areas. Pliny records that in Cordova a small plot of cardoons could
earn 6000 sesterces (Pliny, HN 19.152).'“ The animals that one found in a garden
could also increase a household’s productivity. Aviaries provided a source of birds
for both song and food while villas kept dormice in specialised hutches (gliraria).

Purcell 1995; Morley 1996,86-95. For Roman food see Gowers 1993; Slater 1991; Wilkins,
Harvey and Dobson 1995; von Stackelberg 1996.
'^'They are also useful in terms of controlling permeable space by delineating paths o f movement and
opening or blocking lines of sight.
Cardoons are edible thistles, ancestor of the artichoke. Lest they be thought of purely as a vegetable
crop it should be noted that both the cardoon and artichoke are enjoying a resurgence of interest in
modern ornamental gardens as plants whose upright and spiky habit offer both architectural and
winter interest. It seems unlikely that the Romans could have appreciated the architectural interest of
the acanthus in the garden and overlooked the cardoon (Pliny, H N 22.76).
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and also rabbits and game in warrens or hunting preserves (leporaria), not to
mention the ever-popular fishpond.
This diversity of garden produce has the advantage of appealing to a potentially
broader market. When Pliny advises on buying a villa his concern focuses not only
on the amenities offered for leisure but also on how the grounds of potential villas
can broaden his horticultural and agricultural portfolio (Pliny, Ep. 3.19). His
Laurentine villa, although it would seem from his account to be wholly devoted to
the pleasures of reading, bathing and dining is also a productive concern, and
practically self-sufficient (Pliny, Ep. 2.17.15, 28). Even if the produce of these
estates was not sold, it introduced luxuries into the household for very little cost, and
became part of social display and competition. Varro describes the estates of Gn.
Tremelius Scrofa as being as much of a draw in their own right as those of Lucullus:

fundi enim eius propter culturam iucundiore spectaculo sunt m uitis, quam regie polita
aedificia aiiorum , cum huius spectatum veniant villas, non, ut apud Lucullum , ut
videant pinacothecas, sed oporothecas.

For his estates, because o f their high cultivation, are a m ore pleasing sight to many than
the country seats o f others, furnished in a princely style. W hen people com e to inspect
his farm steads it is not to see picture gallery, as at L u cullus’, but the fruit gallery.
(V arro, R R 1.2.10)

Oporotheca is a highly unusual word, coined and used only by Varro.‘“ It is clear,
however, from his later description (RR 1.59.2) that oporothecae were not
uncommon structures. In fact they were simply an elaborate version of the apple
cellars found on all fruit-producing farms. These cool, dark rooms stored the autumn
harvest and, since they were north facing to prevent the fruit from shrivelling, also
served as pleasant dining rooms in the summer heat. The fact that Varro disapproves
of the practice of buying up fruit from the country specifically to display in
oporothecae is an indication of the fact that garden produce possessed a socially
competitive display value. It follows then that if the display of produce was both
aesthetically pleasing and socially competitive then productivity as well as luxury
were part of aristocratic gardens as much as they were a necessity for poorer classes.

See Farrar 1996 ,4 4 -4 6 for the presence and use o f anim als in Rom an gardens. For the welldocum ented Rom an passion o f keeping fish for pleasure and profit see H igginbotham 1 9 97,55-64.
'*■ A ccording to Liddle and Scott (8"’ ed) this is true for the G reek dncjpodrjicr) as w ell as the Latinised
version o f the word.
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Once one discards the artificial division between Roman garden space as having to
be either productive or ornamental, the evidence for a contemporary Roman lack of
distinction between ‘pleasure’ and ‘working’ gardens mounts. The Porticus Liviae
was shaded by a famous vine that produced twelve amphorae of wine every year
(Suet. Aug. 29.4; Dio, 54.23.5; Pliny, HN 14.11). In Pompeii, the elegant garden of
Albucius Celsus in the House of the Silver Wedding incorporated a vegetable plot,
while the peristyle garden in the House of Pansa also seems to have been laid out for
vegetable p ro d u c tio n .T h e peristyle garden of the House of C. Junius Polybius was
designed for utility as well as beauty and planted with fruit trees.'*^ Seneca implies
that the viridarium that surrounded Scipio’s villa was, in fact, so productive that it
could supply a small army if need be (Sen. Ep. 86.4). And if gardens that were
previously thought to be pleasure gardens can now be seen as having a productive
element, the converse can be said for gardens that were previously thought to be
purely utilitarian. The kitchen garden described by Virgil in the Georgies has its
share of ornamental lilies interplanted among the cabbage (Vir. Geor. 4.130-132)
while Columella’s garden is alive with colour from plants that contribute as much to
the visual impact of the garden as its productivity.'*^ Finally, among the honest
geese, swine and sheep of Faustinus’ farm that Martial described in such glowing
contrast to Bassus’ avenues of plane and myrtle, lurk peacocks and flamingos that
contribute both visual delight and command a good price as table luxuries (Mart. Ep.
3.58.13-14). This intermixture of utilitas and ameonitas was integral to the Roman
experience of otium, leisure and pleasure.

IV - Leisure and Pleasure
The activities discussed so far have been those which could be applied to garden
space to make it a vehicle for public or private display, both secular and religious, or
which focused on the horticultural aspect of garden space. What has yet to be
addressed is the way in which garden space was used for leisure activities. In this
Roman gardens might be thought to have the greatest points of correspondence with
modern gardens. Modern gardens do not share the overt traditional and spiritual
associations of Roman gardens, and they do not share the same interstitial role
between public and private, yet the pursuit of leisure and pleasure is thought by

Jashemski 1979,91 (House o f the Silver Wedding) and 2 3 5 -236 (H ouse o f Pansa).
Jashemski 1979, 28-29, cherry, pear or apple. A small olive, a filbert and a citron may also have
been planted.
'“ See Ch.2.2 pp. 145-150.
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many to be the entire raison d ’etre for having a g a r d e n . Y e t this initial similarity is
deceptive. Although Roman gardens were seen as spaces where one could pursue
leisure activities that would not look out of place in a modern garden, such as eating
and sleeping, the liminal nature of Roman gardens also made them a locus for
activities that were perceived as either quasi-legitimate, immoral or downright
illegal.

Legitimate otium: health and leisure
To enjoy leisure time one needs leisure space, and ever since the days of Epicurus
the garden had been seen as the quintessential place for rest and repose.'*^ Amongst
the legitimate activities that Romans could indulge in during their moments of otium
were those associated with health and wellbeing, intellectual and philosophical
activities, and social exchanges. Gardens provided an ideal locus for all these
activities. Time spent in the garden was good for your health. Seneca recognised the
role gardens played in purifying polluted air, calling them the lungs of a city (Sen.
Ep. 104.6). Walking, talking, eating and sleeping, all activities recommended by
physicians, were considered particularly efficacious within a garden context.
Vitruvius described how walking in a porticus park could add to clarity of vision:

Media vero spatia quae erunt subdiu inter porticus, adornanda viridibus videntur, quod
hypaethroe ambuiationes habent magnam salubritatem. et primum oculorum, quod ex
viridibus subtilis et extenuatus aer propter motionem corporis influens periimat speciem
et ita auferens ex oculis umorem crassum, aciem tenuem et acutam speciem relinquit

The open spaces which are between the colonnades under the open sky are to be
arranged with green plots; because walks in the open are very healthy, first for the eyes,
because the air from the green plantations, being subtle and rarified, flow s into the body
as it m oves and by removing the thick humour from the eyes clears the vision, leaving
the glance defined and the image clearly marked. (Vitr. 5.9.5)

For Vitruvius at least, gardens were primarily for walking in and looking at. In larger
gardens, however, the owner and guests could indulge in physical activities such as
riding along special ‘hippodrome’ tracks (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.32) or swimming in the

Bhatti and Church 2001, 372 claim that 67% o f the adult British garden owners categorise their
gardening as a leisure activity along with an overall perception o f the garden as an extra ‘leisure
room ’ for the house.
‘" S e e Ch.l p.45.
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euripus channel or local stream. A ruling from the Digest describes how a doctor
converted his hortus to a sanatorium for a wealthy customer (Dig. 17.1.16).‘“
The post-prandial walk (ambulatio) also had an intellectual dimension. The
peripatetic school of Aristotle, with its gymnasia, had long established a connection
between leisurely walks and discussing philosophy in the shade of the peristyle.'*’
Cicero’s discussion on the nature of friendship is set in the garden of Scaevola (Cic.
Am. 1.2). Gardens may have been considered suitable locations for philosophical
discussion because they reflected the question of what a man should be and what was
his relationship with nature, but they may also have been simply amenable spots.'™
Whatever the case, gardens are frequently associated with philosophy, particularly
Epicureanism, although a Stoic garden tradition was not u n k n o w n . S t a t i u s in
particular presents his descriptions of the grounds of Pollio’s and Vospicius’ villas as
an embodiment of their Epicurean ethics and literary achievements.’’^ Literary
activities, especially reading, followed on from this association with philosophy and
the gardens of Lucullus and Hadrian were famed for the libraries built within their
grounds (Plut. Luc. 42.2).'^^
Gardens were also places of play for both adults and children, as discoveries of dice
in the gardens of the Vigna Barberini and children’s toys in Pompeian gardens have
shown.’’'' Play was not only restricted to games; musical and poetic recitations,
dramatic presentations and tableaux of the kind presented by Quintus Hortensius to
his guests were also popular.” ^ The auditorium of Maecenas in the grounds of his
Horti was a banqueting hall also designed with a view to literary recitations.
Maecenas’ combination of performance and dining space leads us to another popular
activity in gardens: eating.
That gardens were considered to be a key part of the pleasure of dining can be seen
by the number of outdoor triclinia found in Pompeii and the fact that indoor triclinia
often orientated their main door or opening to provide guests with an unobstructed
view of the garden.” * The popularity of eating in a garden extended from the purpose

Roman Salerno also had a hortus that served as both medical herbarium and spa: see Bracco 2003.
‘“ Morford 1987, 154-155.
"'"Purcell 1987, 188.
Morford 1987, 156-159.
Newlands 2002, 127-138, 150-153, 170-174.
Farrar 1998,53-54.
'■"'Villedieu 2001,81; Jashemski 1979, 102.
See above pp.211-212.
Ellis 1997,43.
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built banqueting rooms of Maecenas and Hadrian to the inns that offered gardens and
the wooden triclinia found in orchards and vineyards.'^ Sometimes the distinction
between elements that contributed to the garden and elements that contributed to the
meal was blurred entirely. This was the case when dishes were floated on the pool in
front of Pliny’s stibadium (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.37)'^* or when Licinius Mucianus, and later
Caligula, held banquets in a particularly large and venerable plane tree (Pliny, HN
12.9-10).
Gardens were also places to rest and take revivifying naps either in rooms that
looked onto the garden or in purpose built diaetae (Stat. Silv. 1.3.40-44; Pliny, Ep.
5.6.20-23). Pliny recounts that Licinius Mucianus, after banqueting with his eighteen
guests in a tree, retired for a nap on the same tree (Pliny, HN 12.9).'^^ The association
between gardens and sleep, however, could also be extended to include death. Sleep
is but a little death and it is not surprising, given the interstitial nature of garden
space, that death, the ultimate process of transition, was accepted as being a
legitimate activity within that space.'*® The existence of tomb gardens (cepotaphia)
has already been discussed but there were more connections between garden space
and death than simply cepotaphia}^^ Gardens were practical spaces for remembering
the dead. They were already interstitial spaces that were not quite part of interior
domestic or exterior public space. They had religious and sacred associations that
made the erection of shrines or tombs within their grounds appropriate. They were
favoured dining areas and thus ideal spaces in which to hold ritual banquets in
remembrance of the dead (rosalia).'^^ Valerius Asiaticus was cremated in his garden
and Caligula, Nero, Galba and Hadrian were all buried in their gardens.'^ Maecenas’
Horti were founded on the pauper’s graves of the Esquiline while the description of
Hadrian’s garden at Tivoli makes reference to the presence of a ‘Hades’, perhaps a
cryptoporticus or series of underground passages that alluded to the kingdom of
death (SHA, Had. 26.5).'^

'■"See Ch.2.2 pp.113-117.
"'**Ricotti 1987, 135-174.
Not everyone found sleeping in garden rooms restful. The consul Lepidus was so annoyed at the
sound o f birds in the trees that his hosts com m issioned a painting o f a snake on a strip o f parchment to
be wound around one tree to frighten the birds into silence (Pliny, //A '35.121).
Myers 2000, 119n .72.
SeeC h.2.1 pp.85-86.
'“ Grimal 1969,335-337.
Tac. Ann. 11.3 (Valerius Asiaticus), 12.59.1 (Statilius Taurus). Caligula was buried in the H orti
Lamiani (Suet. Cat. 59), Nero on Pincio probably in the H orti Luculliani, (Suet. N ero, 50), Galba in
his gardens off the Aurelian Road (Suet. Galba 20.2), Hadrian in the H orti D om itiae (SH A , A P 5 . 1;
Dio 69.23).
'“ Pinto 1980, 109.
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However beneficial gardens were to ones health, they were supposed to be places
where one retired after a public career, as Lucullus or Scipio Africanus did,‘*^ not
where one noticeably spent time during it. For this reason, Seneca scorned Vatia’s
villa with its lovely grounds as a place where its master hid from life’s
responsibilities. In a nice conflation of the garden’s associations between rest and
death, he calls it a tomb:

iln hac ille praetorius dives, nulla alia re quam otio notus, consenuit et ob hoc unum
felix h abebatur...exclam abant hom ines: “O V atia, solus scis vivere.” at ille latere
sciebat, non vivere. m ultum autem interest, utrum v ita tua otio sa sit an ignava.
num quam aliter hanc villam V atia vivo praeteribam , quam ut dicerem : “V atia hie situs
est.”

So this w as the place w here that fam ous praetorian m illionaire grew old. He was
fam ed for nothing else than his life o f leisure and w as regarded as lucky only for that
reaso n ...p eo p le used to cry out “O V atia, you alone know how to live!” B ut w hat he
knew was how to hide, not how to live. It m akes a great deal if difference w hether
your life was one o f leisure or idleness. So I never d rove past his villa w hile he was
alive w ithout saying to m yself “here lies V atia.” (Sen. Ep. 55.4)

These contradictory perceptions of otium in the garden as either the just fruits of
retirement or a weak-minded shirking of responsibilities continued to conflict until
the Domitianic period. With the erection of public monuments in Rome the privilege
of the Emperor, and military careers as likely to lead to assassination as promotion
(as with Corbulo), wealthy and aristocratic citizens had little to turn their energies to
other than their villas and g a r d e n s . A s the opportunities for social competition
decreased attitudes towards luxury had to be re-evaluated (Tac. Ann. 3.55). Spending
time in the garden became an encourageable act of self-preservation, with otium
taking on a new aspect of political quietism.'*’ Yet the enjoyment of otium itself was
not entirely unproblematic. The line between respectable pleasure and self-indulgent
and extravagant leisure was a thin one, and gardens by their nature were spaces
where this borderline could very easily be crossed.

Sen. Ep. 86.3 presents S cipio’s retirem ent as an act that preserved the state, n ot the self.
W allace H adrill 199 8 ,5 3 ; Z anker 199 8 ,2 3 ; W alker 2 0 0 0 ,6 2 .
M yers 2000, 120-123.
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Crossing the boundaries: inappropriate and illegitimate activities
So far the discussion of leisure activities pursued in the garden has focused on those
that were socially acceptable. For the Romans, leisure (otium) was both predicated
on, and the result of, peace. Under Augustus, otium was the bounty harvested from
the pax Romana and its enjoyment in the garden was a celebration of luxury. Yet the
pursuit of leisure in the garden could also be perceived in a negative light. The line
between leisure and idleness could be easily crossed, unless they were officially
retired, public figures who spent too much of their time in a garden laid themselves
open to public criticism:

Taxi) fiem-oi Kai airros efiaAdaaero rqi rfjs' KoprjS' epcoTi Kai n p o a e ix e i^ CKeiur)
TO noXXa Kai avi^Siqfiepeuei' ei^ d y p o ls Kai KijnoiS', nfjteAei Se Tuju K a r’ dyopdu
rrpaTTopei'(oi',...TeAos' Se, npoeAOdm-os' airroO rrpo^ riua SiKrju, exuji' 0(p’ avTui
nXfjOo^ di£p(jjrr(t)i^ daeAyei'a? Kai oXiyojpias' p e a r o f auro? peu els' emcpai'fi
Tonoi'

K a ra a rd s

epwrrjpaTa

ro ia vra

dKoAaoTos", n's' durjp di'Spa Cn'^el\
oxjrrep

xopdg

e is

dpoi^aia

npovPaXXe-

“ Ti's' e a riu

avTOKpdrtop

efi SaKTvXu) Ki^drai rfju Ke<f>a\rjir," oi Se,
crvyKeKporripei'OS',

eKei'wu

tt]u

dvaaeCoin-os e4>’ eKdarui p e y a fioajyres' dneKpLi'ain-o- “nopTrrjios'”

Soon however, Pompey himself weakly succumbed to his passion for his young wife,
devoting himself almost exclusively to her, spending his time with her in villas and
gardens and neglecting affairs of the forum...so when Pompey finally did appear at a
public trial, Clodius, accompanied by a gang of the lewdest and most arrogant ruffians,
stationed himself in a prominent position and put to them following questions; “Who is
the intemperate imperator?”, “Who is the man who cruises for men?”, “Who scratches
his head with one finger?” And as he shook his toga, they, like a chorus trained to
respond would answer each question with by shouting out “Pompey!” (Plut. Pomp.

48 . 5- 7 )

Pompey’s sidelining of political life in favour of an extended honeymoon, his
excessive devotion to his wife must naturally be expressed in spatial terms that
correspond to his lack of self-control. Similarly, Tiberius’ rejection of Rome in
favour of Capri, Caligula’s farcical reception of the Alexandrian embassy and Nero’s
theatricals were all perceived in a negative light because their location in Horti
allowed them to indulge in extravagance, sloth and luxury. Roman garden space was
concerned with boundaries, their establishment and permeability, so it is not
surprising that the activities within them could also cross the bounds of acceptable
behaviour. In rhetorical arguments, Horti were spaces for gluttony, drunkenness,
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sloth and sex as much as they were spaces for the healthy, w holesom e and
intellectual activities discussed above:

V obis voluptas et inertis otii facere corpusculum et securitatem sopitis sim illim am
appetere et sub densa um bra latitare tenerrim isque cogitationibus, quas tranquillitatem
vocatis, anim i m arcentis oblectare torporem et cibis potionibusque intra hortorum
latebram copora ignavia pallentia saginare

Y ou count it as a pleasure to surrender your m iserable body to sluggish ease, to co u rt a
repose that differs not much from sleep, to lurk in thick shade and beguile the lethargy
o f a languid mind with the m ost delicate thoughts, w hich you call tranquillity, and in the
secret retreats o f your gardens you stuff bodies that are pallid w ith inaction w ith food
and drink. (Sen. Ben. 4.13.1)

In his P hilippics, Cicero repeatedly highlights A ntony’s profligacy with reference to
his H o r ti}^ N ero’s improper activities (yoluptates) are all set within a garden
context (Tac. Ann. 13.2-3). V itellius’ occupation o f his gardens is evid en ce o f his
moral and mental torpor and physical sloth:

non parare arm a, non adloquio exercitioque m ilitem firm are, non in ore vulgi agere, sed
um braculis hortorum abditus, ut ignava anim alia, quibus si cibum suggeras, iacent
torpentque

He did not provide w eapons, he m ade no attem pt to rouse his troops by addressing
them , nor did he appear before the people. Instead, he kept him self hidden in the shade
o f his gardens, like those lazy anim als that, as long as you give them plenty o f food, lie
still and never move. (Tac. H ist. 3.36)

The hortus and related garden spaces were places where immoderate activity could
thrive because they were spaces that encouraged marginal activities. Because
gardens were marginal spaces, activities that were considered only marginally
acceptable could take place within them. Thus Nero staged his private performances
within a garden setting, while Elagabalus could indulge in his passion for chariot
racing by com peting in a private circus in the H orti Spei Veteris (SH A , Elag. 14.5).
Although these were not w holly appropriate interests for the Emperor, they were a
legitim ate leisure activity within the context o f the garden, being sim ply a large scale
"* C ic. Phil. 2.67, 2.71, 2.109, 3 .3 0 ,8 .9 , 13.11.
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extension of the dramatic or poetic performances and physical activity that were
already associated with gardens.
Another way in which gardens encouraged transgressive behaviour was that they
were spaces where gender boundaries could be loosened. Pompey’s excessive
loitering in his garden laid him open to charges of effeminacy because the hortus was
perceived as being female, or gender inverted, space in contrast to the sturdy
masculinity of the forum (Plut. Pomp. 48.5-7).‘*^ This aspect of the hortus could lead
to activities that, while tolerated, were not wholly legitimate. In the 2'*' century B.C.
Plautus couched a woman’s innate potential for sexual deception in garden terms:

Nam mulier holitori numquam supplicat, si quast mala:
domi habet hortum et condimenta ad om nis mores maleficos.

For a woman never has to beg the grocer, if she wants to be devious:
she has her own garden at home to season every icind o f devilry. (Plaut. Mil. 191-194)

The sexual aspect of the Roman hortus was obliquely referred to by its protection
under Venus and reflected in the predominance of nude or partially nude Venus
statuettes in gardens. Statues of Priapus with his erect penis, in addition to having an
apotropaic function, also contributed to the eroticisation of garden space. Gardens
were erotic spaces in a tradition that reached back to the gardens of A phrodite.'^
Gardens were used as the locus for key moments of erotic education in Longus’
Daphnis and Chloe.'^' In structuralist terms, the nymph of Greek legend was usually
presented as being in a garden in her move from virgin {TrapOeuog) to wife {yvurf)
because gardens were recognised as being transitional spaces.'^ Indeed the Greeks
used KfjTTog as a euphemism for the pubic area and jiauLOKriTTog, ‘garden-mad’, was
the slang for s e x - m a d . T h i s sexualisation of the garden was reflected in the Latin,
with hortus or hortulus colloquially used to mean female genitalia.'^ A poetic
tradition reaching back to Anacreon locates erotic encounters in g a r d e n s . H o r a c e
writes of Pyrrha, clasping her lover in a grotto among the roses, and of hearing

'***See Ch.3 pp. 174-175.
Lxx:ated, in the H om eric Hymn to Aphrodite, at Paphos. For an overview o f Greek tradition o f
locating mythical couplings in m eadows, orchards and gardens see Calame 1999, 153-164.
Zeitlin 1994, 160.
Calame 1999, 164.
'’"Osborne 1992, 388.
Anth. 712.8 and 885, 2. In addition to the play between hortuslcunnus, hortus could also signify
cuius (Priap. 5.4): see Adams 198 2 ,8 4 , 96, 113 and 228-229.
A n a c.^ a ^ 346.1: see Calame 1999, 165-174.
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lovers’ sighs in the gardens of Pompey (or perhaps A grippa) (Hor. Od. 1.5 1-3,
1.9.18). Propertius, Catullus and Ovid speak of trysts within Portico gardens of
Pompey and Agrippa, while Martial notes that these gardens are good places for idle
behaviour and loose w o m e n . W h e n Calpurnius Siculus has two young men, a
shepherd and a gardener, wooing a girl, it is the gardener who wins her with a lush
description of the pleasures his hortus can offer her (Cal. Sic. Ec. 2.32-35).

Sexual encounters within hortus and H orti are not only confined to poetry.
Historically, garden space was a locus for overt sexual behaviour. W hen Clodia
invited her lovers to cross the Tiber to her, they were received in her H orti, not her
villa. Gardens, unlike domestic interiors, were spaces w here a stranger could enter,
as well as inhabitant and visitor. C lodia’s scandal was that she was m aking public a
penetration of personal and domestic space that was previously only tacitly
acknowledged, as when Cicero could imply that Clodia and Caelius had a sexual
relationship simply be being seen together in the same garden (Cic. Cael. 15. 3 6 ).'^
C lodia’s use of her H orti as a transgressive space w orks on two levels; she
encourages her lovers to break both physical boundaries through their trespass and
sexual boundaries through her status as a sexually available m atrona. Cicero further
implies that she is a prostitute by intim ating that she uses w ater like a prostitute, for
douching (Cic. Cael. 34). The water referred to is that brought by the Aqua A ppia to
Rome by her venerable ancestor A ppius Claudius, but her use of the T iber to procure
her lovers could also be Implied. C lodia’s affairs however, while looked at askance,
were not necessarily illegitimate activities within the erotic space o f the garden.
When sexual encounters were combined with overt prostitution however, the
boundary between legitimate and illegitimate activity was crossed. One way in which
the erotic aspect o f garden space could lead to prostitution or licentiousness was
through its associations with the theatre. At N ero's Juvenilia games, which were held
in gardens:

non nobilitas cuiquam , non aetas aut acti honores im pedim ento, quo m inus Graeci
L atinive histrionis artem exercerent usque ad g estu s m od osq u e haud virilis. quin et
fem inae inlustres deform ia meditari; exstructaque apud nem us, quod navali stagno
circum posuit A u gu stu s, conventicula et cauponae et posita v en o inritam enta luxui.

N either rank, nor age, nor an o fficia l career debarred a man from practicing the art o f a
Greek or Latin actor, w hich included striking p oses that were never m anly. Even

‘‘“ Prop. 2 .3 2 .2 0 ; Cat. 55.6; O vid, A r iA m 1.67, P ont. 1.8.36; Mart. E p . \ \ . \ . \ \ , \ 1.47.3.
'■” Butrica 1 9 9 9 ,3 3 6 .
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women o f distinction studied indecent parts; and in the grove with which Augustus
fringed his Naval l a g o o n , l i t t l e trysting places and drinking dens sprang up, and every
incentive to voluptuousness was exposed for sale. (Tac. Ann. 14.15)

The erotic meadows of Anacreon were now the equivalent of the 18“' century
Vauxhall gardens, in which not only were sexual encounters encouraged, gendered
behaviour was weakened. A further, large-scale loosening of social and sexual roles
occurred during Nero’s grand boat trip on the Stagnum Agrippae when Nero staged
erotic encounters by placing sexually available matronae in garden pavilions and
nude prostitutes in grottoes on both banks. The journey culminated with Nero
contracting a homosexual marriage with one of the revellers, Pythagoras, where the
Emperor took the pathic part of the bride (Tac. Ann. 15.37.2-4).'^
If the marginal space of gardens encouraged a loosening of gender roles, it also
attracted activities that were completely illegitimate: the practice of magic, rape and
murder. Pliny identifies the Forum and gardens as being particularly vulnerable to
sorcery, both as a location and a target:

hortoque et foro tantum contra invidentium effascinationes dicari videm us in remedio
saturica signa

Only in a garden and the Forum do w e see statues o f Satyrs dedicated as a charm
against the sorcery o f the envious. (Pliny, HN 19.50)

Pliny’s statues of satyrs are probably statues of Priapus, whose presence in the hortus
warded off thieves and witches. As interstitial spaces the gardens were places of
potential power, hence their association with the transitional processes of sex and
death. Horace’s witches, Canidia and Segesta, are attracted to the environs of the
Horti Maecenatis because they are both a garden and a graveyard (Hor. Sat. 8).
Death was an occurrence within gardens that had some legitimacy but, just as with
other activities, the line between legitimate and illegitimate was a fine one. Just as
the pleasure of dining could become a slide into drunkenness and gluttony, and
physical exercise and cultured performances degenerate into chariot racing and
pantomime, so too did the dignified association between rest, sleep and death slide
into murder.

'^ T h e Nemus Caesarum: see Steinby 1993-2003, 111, 340.
An inverted marriage that echoes M essalina’s preposterous marriage to Silius: see Ch.5 pp.264266.
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It is astonishing how often gardens, particularly Horti, are associated with murder.
The environs of the Horti Maecenatis, before it was built, were associated with the
murder of one Asuvius, a wealthy young man who was lured there by the promise of
a good time to be had within the gardens that fringed the area.^“ Caligula held
executions in his Horti (Sen. Ira, 3.8.4). Both Valerius Asiaticus and Statilius Taurus
are murdered because members of the imperial family covet their Horti (Tac. Ann.
11.1, 12.59.1).^°' Messalina is executed in the Horti Luculliani (Tac. Ann. 11.38).
Seneca’s death is heralded by an attack on the inappropriate grandeur of his gardens
(Tac. Ann. 14.52.2-4). Nero combined two boundary-crossing activities by enacting a
spectacle of death of crucified Christians in his Horti (Tac. Ann. 15.44).
There is a precedent in Roman history for outdoor spaces as places where social
norms were transgressed in the basest way, with murder and sexual perversion: the
Bacchic conspiracy of 186 B.C. (Livy, 39.8-19).^“ In this episode, the introduction to
Rome of the ecstatic cult of Dionysus by two women, its outdoor rituals, and its
promiscuous intermingling of sexes and classes precipitates a political crisis. The
threat against the state is perceived as being so strong that the Senate bans the
worship of Bacchus unless the celebrants can prove that their rites originate prior to
the introduction of the ecstatic cult. Livy’s account reflects an early awareness of
gardens being used as a dialectical space. The presence of Bacchus/Dionysus makes
this explicit: the gardens of the conspiracy are a locus of transgression between
Greek and Roman mores, national self-identity and Hellenic acculturation, men and
women, slaves and free men. Yet gardens are accepted as spaces of subversion as
long as they are bound by exterior social controls that keep the occupants in check. It
is only when exterior control weakens, when the Senate or Emperor are flawed, that
the hortus and Horti became dangerous spaces because their very liminality
encouraged the crossing of boundaries between the legitimate and illegitimate
activities and modes of behaviour that could threaten the state.

■““ Cic. Cluent. 37. See also Wiseman 1998, 15.
See Ch.5 pp.264-265.
See Ch.5 pp.274-280. For more on the Bacchic conspiracy see Gruen 1 9 9 3 ,2 5 8 -2 5 9 ; Bauman
1992, 35-40; Evans 1991, 28-29; von Stackelberg 1996, 25-28, 36-38.
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Conclusion
Gardens, as we have seen, occupied a transitional space between interior and
exterior, public and private. They were bounded by exterior walls, but through the
reversal effect of those same walls, were defined within as a liminal space. The result
of this inherent tension was that the Roman hortus could be experienced on a number
of different levels and that this multivalent experience was reflected in the wide
variety of activities that could take place with the garden space. Thus, as Horti, they
could be experienced in terms of power, where the size and location of the site
correlated to the political or military influence of their owner. They could be
experienced in terms of time, as media through which contemporary and future
perceptions could be influenced, and as stages for self-representation. Both hortus
and Horti could be places of spiritual activity, reflecting either the continuance or the
renewal of domestic and civic mores. Although Horti were beautiful and pleasing
places of amoenitas this did not preclude them from being productive, occasionally
profitable, spaces. The hortus could be positive statements of man’s power over
nature or represent a subversion of natural order. All the activities that made the
hortus a locus of Epicurean sensibilities could be subverted, dining with friends
could degenerate into gluttony, drinking into drunkenness, retirement and rest into
sloth and death. They were spaces where what could not be said or done elsewhere
could be done, thus the hortus and Horti are spaces associated with erotic
encounters, the theatre, magic and murder. Roman gardens were spaces in which a
wide variety of concepts converged: power, wealth, memory, sex, death, religion,
leisure, philosophy, beauty, fertility, drama, magic and murder. These, then, were the
cultural concepts that informed the imago of the Roman hortus. Garden space
embodied a den.se, rich association of ideas that could be used, in any given
combination, to enhance the experience of the hortus. Accordingly, the final chapter
explores three gardens to see the impact of this multivalent imago on their physical,
literary and historical legacy.
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CHAPTER 5. CASE STUDIES: IMAGO HORTORUM

Introduction
This study took as its starting point the essential am biguity o f P liny’s imago
hortorum (Pliny, H N 19.59). Given the variety of activities and experiences that
could be located within garden space, w hat did Romans expect to see when their
attention was directed towards gardens? If im agination is the process of marrying
general ideals to personal fantasies, what was the effect when applied to gardens?
Conversely, how did the conflicting, m ultilayered, m ultivalent perceptions of garden
space influence the Roman im agination?

The three gardens that are the subject of these case studies are well docum ented in
either archaeological or literary terms, but each suffers from one of the drawbacks
that affect the studies o f Roman gardens. The so-called garden o f Loreius Tiburtinus
in Pompeii is visually com plex, but over-fam iliarity with its material rem ains has
resulted in an accretion of stale assumptions and confusions, with an attendant
fracturing of overall perspective. The literary virtuosity of Pliny’s Tuscan garden has
obscured the lack o f corroborating material evidence. Only with the H orti Luculliani
can both material and literary evidence be united, but their subtle role in T acitus’
presentation of the death of M essalina is obscured by the gaudy and confusing events
themselves. In each case, the gardens were used for purposes o f self-realisation and
self-presentation because they were a physical expression o f social rule systems, with
the articulation between actions and relationships reflected in their architectural and
psychological impact.

I - Beholding the Self, Controlling the Other: the Garden of Loreius
Tiburtinus, Pompeii
The garden in the House of Loreius Tiburtinus, also known as the House of Octavius
Quartio (2.2.2) is one of the most fam ous and recognisable gardens in Pompeii.
Spanning the length of an entire insula and boasting not one but tw o euripi, it can be
seen as a quintessential exam ple of aspirational villa architecture in an urban
context.' It is a garden that offers good physical remains, due to its size and

' Zanker 1979,470-480; Clarke 1991, 22-25, 193-207; Jashemski 1983, 78-83.
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complexity, but that same complexity has undermined our understanding of how the
garden was perceived. Instead of asking how the garden functioned within the
organic whole of the house, commentators have focused on one particular section or
aspect of the garden, while ignoring its multivalent and multifunctional potential.
Thus the garden has been interpreted as a site of social aspiration, of social decay, a
sacred site, a commercial venue and even a space of psychological confrontation
without any attempt to reconcile these convergent and conflicting concepts.^
Accordingly, this section sets out to reintegrate this fractured perspective into the
larger space of the garden as a whole.

The garden of Loreius Tiburtinus: history and appearance
The House of Loreius Tiburtinus suffers from something of an identity crisis in that
neither the fictional Loreius Tiburtinus, nor Octavius Quartio, can ever be proved as
the main occupiers of the house. The site was initially excavated by Spinazzola in
1918-21, with subsequent work by Maiuri.^ During this excavation the house was
identified with Loreius Tiburtinus on the basis of a picture of an Isiac priest in one of
the garden rooms, underneath which the nearly illegible inscription Amplus Alumnus
Tiburs (illustrious disciple Tibur) was written."' This inscription was assumed by
Della Corte to relate to graffiti referring to the wealthy and venerable Tiburtini
family, whose electoral inscriptions decorated the walls of the house that faced on to
the Via Abbondanza.^ This attribution is at best chimerical, for although there is
inscriptional evidence for the Loreii and Tiburtii families in Pompeii, there is none
for a conjoined cognomen of Loreius Tiburtinus.^ In addition, another possible
reading of the inscription gives us Amulius Faventius Tiburs, someone of the gens
Faventius, from Tibur (modern Tivoli), which further undermines the house’s
association with a Loreius Tiburtinus.^ Accordingly, one would be moved to dismiss
the attribution to Loreius Tiburtinus and refer to the house as the property of one
Octavius Quartio, whose seal, bearing that name, was discovered by Spinazzola in
the eastern shop at the front of the house.^ Finding a seal does not definitively prove
ownership however, and since neither case can be satisfactorily proven the original
name is used by default in this study.

■ S ocial aspiration: M cK ay 1 9 7 5 ,4 4 -4 5 ; religiou s activity: D ella Corte 1 9 3 1 -3 2 , 19 6 -2 0 0 ; com m ercial
venue: R icotti 1987, 169-173; Lacanian perspective: Platt 2 0 0 2 ,8 7 -1 1 2 .
^ Spin azzola 1 9 5 3 ,1 , 3 69ff; Maiuri 1 9 3 5 ,7 7 -7 8 , Maiuri and Pane 1947, 3 -9.
■•Della Corte 193 1 -3 2 , 192.
’ D ella Corte 1931-32 , 184-186.
Castr^n 1975, 184 and 22 9 ; A lliso n 2 0 0 1 , 186.
■'Clarke 1991, 196-197.
Spinazzola 1 9 5 3 ,1, 369ff.
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The house is located off the Via dell’Abbondanza in the south eastern quarter of
Pompeii in regione 2, an area occupied principally by the amphitheatre (Fig. 5.1).
The area of regione 2 and the part of regione 1 contiguous to it were noted for their
market gardens, as well as other large private or quasi-private gardens, such as the
praedium (of Julia Felix (2.4.3).’ It is a moot point whether this area was less densely
inhabited than other areas of the city because it supported more gardens, or whether
the gardens were located there because it was less densely inhabited. In any case, the
House of Loreius Tiburtinus occupied almost all of one insula, with the main garden
stretching 60m, or two thirds of the entire length of the insula, to reach a total area of
some 1800m^.
Excavations revealed a large and impressive 3^“^ century atrium house that
incorporated a wine shop (popina), with its distinctive L-shaped serving counter, and
another shop at the front of the house, flanking the entrance hall {fauces) (Fig. 5.2).
The presence of this popina, and its lack of segregation from the rest of the house,
has led to the conclusion that, at some point in its history, the house suffered a
decline in fortunes and was converted to commercial use, probably as an inn
(caupona).'' This argument for a family’s decline rests in no small measure on the
assumption that the house did indeed belong to a family who imitated the Roman
aristocratic segregation of commercial and political careers. A case of proven
ownership by the Loreii would support the case, as the Loreii do seem to have been
eclipsed in public life during the late Republic and early Empire.'^ But decline is a
relative and class conscious term. Maiuri, in particular, was prone to equate the
presence of commercial activities with a loss of social standing, rather than accepting
them as an integral part of Roman urban life, and it is not absolutely certain that the
caupona or the shop were later additions to the h o u s e . I t s location near the
amphitheatre must have ensured a thriving business, for the whole house remained
lavishly decorated with wall paintings and the greater part of its ground space was
dedicated to the garden.

Fruit orchard (1.15.3), flow er garden (2.8.6): see Jashemski 1 9 7 9 ,2 3 3 -2 4 2 and 279-287.
Spinazzola 1 9 5 3 ,1, 369ff. The entrances to these shops are marked on maps o f Pompeii as 2.2.1
and, 2.2.3 respectively. In spite o f their independent designation they are considered in the access map
below pp.242-245 as part o f house 2.2.2, because they have access to the house.
" Ricotti 1987, 170.
‘-Castr6n 1975, 184.
For a cogent summary o f Maiuri’s limitations see Wallace-Hadrill 1991, 250-257. For the
difficulties in analysing the precise relationship between the econom ic and inhabited spaces in
Pompeian houses see A llison 2001, 186-187.
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The garden of Loreius Tiburtinus is comprised of four distinct garden areas. These
are an atrium garden, a peristyle garden, a raised portico garden and a lower, sunken
garden. The latter two features, with their distinctive euripi, were added during a
remodelling of the gardens that took place after the earthquake of A.D. 62, since they
show no signs of having been affected by it.'"* The classic Tuscan atrium was
converted into a container garden by widening the compluvium roof to allow more
light and surrounding the impluvium with a low masonry double wall. This was lined
with wood to create a continuous planter. A fountain base was discovered in the
centre of impluvium pool and four more were centred on each of the four masonry
walls.
The small peristyle garden to the back of the atrium was enclosed by a portico of
columns on its east, north and west sides. In the centre of the garden the remains of
two round planting beds were discovered, with a further bed planted along the edge
of the garden and a central path that followed the round beds in a flattened heartshape. Some fragmentary evidence of garden statuary was discovered, although most
seems to have been removed by earlier excavators. A terracotta statuette of Bes was
found, along with a marble ibis and a statuette of a pharaoh.'"^
Behind the peristyle, stretching along the rear of the house, was a vine-covered
portico on a raised terrace. This terrace ran on an east-west axis and was centred by a
deep euripus channel (Im wide, 1.4m deep and 20m long) (Fig. 5.3). The eastern end
of the terrace contained a biclinium, separated by an aedicular niche framed by two
Corinthian columns and lined with pebbles to create a grotto with a rough mosaic of
dolphins (Fig. 5.4). A rectangular pool, really an extension of the euripus, lay
between the two couches and acted as a water table (mensa), an elegant dining
feature where the dishes were floated on water, rather than served at a table.'* The
grotto may have contained a fluvial outlet that spilled water into the pool (and from
there to the euripus), but no evidence for pipes can be found, although this may be
due to the fact that the base of the aedicular niche has been heavily restored. The
euripus was interrupted by two footbridges, one in front of the biclinium and one
slightly more than midway down its length, an arrangement that created an optical
illusion of greater length, and afforded a better view for the indoor triclinium that led
off the north side of the portico.

‘“ Zanker 1 9 7 9 ,4 7 0 .
Bes: P om peii inv. no. 2 8 9 7 , pharaoh: P om peii inv. no 2 8 9 8 .
"’ Ricotti 1987, 171.
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This portico garden was crammed with both paintings and statuary. The north wall of
the terrace leading towards the triclinium entrance was decorated with animal
paintings, alluding to napdSeiaoi gardens and hunting enclosures.’’ On either side
of the triclinium entrance were images of Orpheus and Venus. To the left of the
aedicular niche was a painting of Narcissus (Fig. 5.5a), to the right a rather lumpish
Pyramus and Thisbe (Fig. 5.5b); both are notable for being the only known examples
of a signed work by a Pompeian artist.'® At the western end of the terrace, the
euripus leads the viewer to a small room, the entrance to which is decorated with a
diptych of Diana and Actaeon. Inside the room there is an abrupt shift of scale, from
near life-size to numerous miniature illustrations of garlanded nymphs, griffins and
other motifs, on great expanses of white background. The largest image is the
painting on the south wall of ‘Loreius Tiburs’, dressed as a priest of Isis with a
shaven head, patera (libation bowl) and sistrum (sacred rattle). On the west wall,
facing the doorway, is a niche that may have held a statue of Isis or another deity,
whose statue has been lost.
The portico garden was decorated with many pieces of garden sculpture. Large
marble statues on bases stood in the intercolumnations of the portico, of which only
the muses Polyhymnia and possibly Mnemosyne have recognisably survived (Fig.
5.6). The ten small marble statues on the north and south sides of the euripus seem to
have been arranged with a particular viewing scheme in mind. Running west to east
from the bridge to the biclinium, a young Dionysus on the north side of the channel
faced a bearded head of a Dionysus on the south. Following the same directional
scheme, a lion tearing an antelope to pieces faced a lion holding a ram ’s head
between its paws, and the mask of a woman faced a sphinx. The arrangement was
then interrupted: a seated baby satyr (stolen in 1960) and the infant Hercules
strangling snakes both on the north side of the channel, faced a greyhound attacking
a hare (Fig. 5.7). At the head of the channel (the base of the biclinium) was a bearded
and reclining river god (Fig. 5 . 8 ) . Technically, the portico garden should have been
able to facilitate the ambulatio, a gentle stroll with family or guests to appreciate the
paintings and statues. In fact, the path was too narrow to allow two people to walk
abreast, somewhat limiting the experience.^®

'’ S ee C h.2.2 p. 123.
'**They are signed L ucius Pinxit.
'’ Polyhym nia: P om peii inv. no. 2 9 1 7 , M nem osyne: P om peii inv. n o .2 9 0 9 , Bearded D ionysus;
Pom peii inv. no. 2 9 1 0 , y o u n g D ionysus: Pom peii inv. no. 2 9 1 8 , lion and ram: P om peii inv. n o .2 9 2 2 ,
lion and antelope: P om peii inv. no. 2 9 2 9 , fem ale mask: P om peii inv. no. 2 9 2 8 , sphinx: P om p eii inv.
no. 2 9 3 0 . baby satyr: P om peii inv. no. 2 9 3 1 , infant H ercules: P om peii inv. n o .2 9 3 2 , greyhound:
Pom peii inv. no. 2 9 3 4 , river god: Pom peii inv. no. 2934.
-"Zanker 1998, 148.
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The last and largest garden here is called the sunken garden. In fact it is not a sunken
garden proper, in that it is level with the surrounding ground of the regione, but its
proximity to the artificial elevation of the terraced portico garden creates the illusion
of a sunken garden. Since both gardens have a euripus, this distinction is necessary
for the sake of clarity. The sunken garden was only accessible from stairs that led
from the eastern side of the portico terrace, or from a door at the south end of the
garden itself. Although movement between the two gardens was restricted, some
considerable effort was made to integrate the two visually. The second of the two
bridges that crossed the euripus in the portico garden led towards a small tetrastyle
pavilion adorned with fountains (Fig. 5.9). This pavilion framed the view from
within the indoor triclinium. The pavilion stood on a plinth and water from the
channel on the terrace ran beneath it into a nymphaeum decorated with a mask of a
water god and paintings of fish. From the nymphaeum, the water ran from a fountain
statue of an amorino holding a mask (Fig. 5.10), down marble steps, and into another
narrow euripus that ran for over 50m. This grand euripus was interrupted by three
structures.
The first was a pool shaded by a vine-covered pergola. The pool contained a
complex fountain, consisting of a jet of water welling from an elevation at the centre
to run down four sets of stairs (each of four steps) placed at right angles to one
another. Twelve statue bases ran the length of the inner walls of the pool; these
would have held fountains, statues or urns. Hollows in the marble sides of the pool
indicate that fish were kept there. Three water jets arose from two low columns and a
pillar spaced along the euripus in front of the first structure. The second structure
was a pool covered with a small pavilion; it too had hollows suitable for fish. The
third structure was another vine-covered pergola with a jet fountain at the centre.
On either side of the euripus, parallel rows of holes indicate either that there were
long narrow walkways covered with vines, or rows of trees.^‘ Further rows of trees
emphasised the axiality of these walkways. The size of the root cavities indicate that
the largest and shadiest trees were planted near the perimeter wall, with rows of
lower trees and shrubs planted within the garden and a low bed on either side of the
euripus. The root casts for the smaller trees indicated that they were probably fruit
■' The arrangement these holes supports both interpretations. On the one hand they are not as regularly
placed as one might expect for the proper construction o f a walkway, yet on the other the holes give
little indication o f root boles. The Roman tendency to plant vines in a syncopated pattern might
explain the former (Pliny, HN 17.78) and the presence o f young sapling might explain the latter but
the ambiguity is still there; Fortsch 1993, 160.
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trees, and the garden has since been replanted with quince and almond trees.“ On the
west side of the covered passageway were wooden benches. To the east of the
complex fountain structure, the remains of a masonry triclinium was found with the
supports for a marble table. This was probably removed when the biclinium was
introduced, during the restructuring of the garden that followed the earthquake of
A.D. 62. Near the perimeter trees on the eastern side a row of 44 unbroken amphorae
were planted in the soil. In contrast to the numerous examples of painting and
sculpture in the portico garden, the sunken garden revealed only one example, a
statuette of a sleeping hermaphrodite found at the southern end (Fig. 5.11).
The total ground area given over to garden cultivation, the variety of garden types
and the quantity (if not the quality) of the painted and sculpted decoration all indicate
the high value that was placed on garden space within the house.“ What this
emphasis on garden space was meant to represent is a more complex question.
Following Zanker, most commentaries on the garden have seen it as an aspirational
imitation of villa architecture and aristocratic Horti, and a rather kitsch example at
that.^'* Such value judgements obscure questions about the deeper significance of the
garden. Indeed they barely acknowledge the variation of garden type, concentrating
mainly on the impressive portico and sunken gardens, with very little emphasis on
the atrium or peristyle garden. Nor is there much attempt to integrate the garden into
the overall space of the house. To understand the garden, it is necessary to look at it
as a whole within the house, before trying to interpret its component parts.

Spatial logic: social sense
Two things are immediately apparent when one looks at the garden space in the
context of its global form.^^ The first is its isolation from other structures and the
second is its variety and complexity. The House of Loreius Tiburtinus takes up most

■■T he replanting w as not quite faithful. Maiuri planted cy p resses in the large sp a ces w h ere the root
cavities indicated that plane trees had o n ce stood because they w ere more appropriate to the
con sciou sly rom antic principles o f a fa scist Italy o f the 1930s: see C iarallo 2 0 0 1 ,4 3 - 4 7 .
“ Based in R ig g sb y ’s principle o f redundancy, whereby m ultiple instances o f the sam e sp aces
reflected the enhanced status o f the owner: see R iggsb y 1997, 54 n .7 4 .
■“ Zanker 1 9 7 9 ,4 7 -4 8 0 and 1998, 147-148; Clarke 1991, 2 0 7 . A lth ou gh this kind o f v a lu e ju d gem en t
is unfair, it is im p ossib le to read a description o f the garden w ithout thinking o f Sellar and Y eatm an ’s
satire on suburban garden planning in the 1 9 3 0 ’s: “l.(a ) C ancel go ld -fish p ool (w ith lilie s), (b)
Concentrate gold -fish (less lilies) in rain gauge, (c) Put rain g au ge in fountain, (d ) N o w push fountain
into sum m erhouse. B ravo!”: see S eller and Y eatm an 1936, 3 1 -3 2 .
I use the term lo o sely here. T ech n ica lly , ‘g lo b a l’ should refer to the glob al ob ject, here the tow n o f
Pom peii and ‘lo c a l’ to individual structures: see H illiera n d Hanson 1984, 3 4 -3 6 . H o w ev er, sin ce 1 am
looking at the local rules o f the individual gardens w ithin the overall structure o f the h o u se, I have
narrowed the perspective and adjusted the terms accordingly.
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of insula 2.2, sharing the space with only one other dwelling. Its garden does not
compete for light or air with any other garden. It is a self-contained, independent
structure kept somewhat apart from the interdependent communality of the rest of the
town. To a certain extent this increases the probability that the premises were a
commercial concern, since other insulae in the same regione are similarly spacious
and, on the whole, given to commercial concerns that involved drinking and dining.^
The second feature of the garden space, its variety of garden types, is even more
revealing. First there is the atrium with its pot plants, a viridarium according to the
Digest {Dig. 33.7.26). Then there is the peristyle garden, followed by a portico
garden that references the xystus or walkway garden, a feature associated with grand
villa gardens and Horti}^ Finally there is the lower garden that displays the mixed
planting found in a hortus. It is thickly planted with trees (an embedded silval), it
possibly incorporates a vine arbour, and it even shows some sign of vegetable beds.
The garden space of the House of Loreius Tiburtinus as a whole references the
complex presentation of Horti. How was the visitor meant to experience these
multiple levels of reference? For this, one can turn to access analysis.
Since the house and garden have been well preserved it is possible to draw an access
map for the site.^* This was done according to the principles already discussed in
chapter 3, by sectioning the interior of the house into the greatest possible number of
convex spaces, allocating a number to each space, and then tracing potential access
through the house from the exterior (carrier) space.^® In the access map, planted and
garden spaces are indicated with green circles for ease of recognition. Under normal
circumstances a garden would be considered as one discrete space; this is true of the
peristyle gardens in Grahame’s access study of the House of the Faun (6.12.2-5).“
However, given the emphatic division of the sunken garden by the grand euripus and
the fact that the left hand side of the garden can only be accessed from stairs leading
from the portico garden, the sunken garden is more accurately considered as two
discrete spaces.
An initial study of the access map would seem to indicate that the House of Loreius
Tiburtinus was in possession of a deep, non-distributed form that reflected a
tendency towards the segregation of social categories and a unitary, superordinate
-‘’ Ricotti 1987, 170.
-^See Ch.2.1 pp.79-81.
Based on the de V os ground plan. See Appendix I for the relative asymmetry values.
See Ch.3 pp. 159-160.
""Grahame 1997, 137-164.
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control of interior space (Fig. 5.12). The access map would seem to indicate that,
with the exception of the converted atrium (2), the garden spaces 9, 22, 26a and 26b
were segregated areas of the house, since they follow a deep, nondistributed pattern.
Because the decoration became increasingly lavish as one approached the interior of
the house, one would expect this segregation of the gardens to reflect a hierarchical
system of access and control. The creation of artificially raised and lowered vistas in
the portico and sunken garden, and the restriction of movement caused by the
extremely narrow paths around the peristyle garden and the portico garden would
seem to confirm this hypothesis. This is the house imagined by Della Corte, where
the fictional Loreius Tiburtinus lived and practised his faith in a space that reflected
the esoteric and controlled hierarchies of the cult of Isis.^‘ Alternatively it can be
imagined as the living space of a tasteless freedman or nouveau riche, determined to
display every decorative and architectural furbelow in a bid to cement his uncertain
social status.^^
When the same access map is justified with respect to the exterior, a somewhat
different picture emerges (Fig. 5.13). The justified map shows an overall shallow and
distributed pattern, indicating a tendency towards the integration of social categories
and a diffusion of spatial control. Within the house, spaces 2, 9 and 22 have access to
the most rooms in the house and therefore the highest degree of control. This is not
particularly surprising, given that 2 and 9 are the main transitional spaces in the
house. What is unusual is that both transitional spaces are planted garden spaces. In
addition, garden space 22 is the only space that exhibits ‘ringiness’; that is, it has a
line of access to another space (9 and 21) deeper from the exterior than itself,
indicating that space 22 was a point of control within the house. Therefore, within
what initially appears to be a house with a nondistributed form, a more permeable
structure emerges. And within this permeable space it is the gardens that encourage
the most encounter generation and act as the principal points of control. The gardens
are significant not only in terms of overall area, but as the main social hubs of the
house. The justified map shows that there is no depth from the exterior space where
garden space is not present. This interpretation is borne out by the lines of sight
within the house. From the outside, looking in through the fauces, the bystander
would have had a clear view through the planted atrium area to the peristyle garden.

Della Corte 1931-32; Platt 2002, 103-105. Apuleius (11.23-30) gives the most authoritative account
of the hierarchies of the Isiac priesthood. See also Plut. Mor. 351.2F-354.8B, 361.270, 366.39D-40F,
372.53E-373.54A.
See below p.249.
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The effect was one of gradual unfolding of ever more complex garden spaces.
Visitors to the house from the main entrance were greeted by the atrium garden,
while inhabitants either passed through the garden as part of their daily routine, or
enjoyed a view of it from both the rooms that led off it, and the upper storey. The
peristyle garden, on the other hand, was far less accessible, and much more private,
perhaps suitable for sleeping chambers. The portico garden was a showpiece garden,
the site of most of the artistic display in the house, with its principal view running
north-south from the triclinium, across the euripus to the tetrastyle pavilion and the
sunken garden below. The portico garden itself offered two private boltholes at either
end: the biclinium and the shrine. Finally, the sunken garden, with its grand euripus
was the least accessible of all, and served as both an ornamental and productive
garden, the two not being mutually exclusive.”
The variety of garden layouts and sizes shows a high degree of specialisation and
segmentation that in turn reflects a high degree of social c o m p le x ity .B u t on the
other hand, the shallow form of the house indicates a diffusion of control and an
integration of social categories. It has been argued that the social impressiveness of
the house is a remnant of its days as a private house and that, once transformed into a
commercial premise, the sunken garden was transformed from an ornamental garden
into a vegetable garden or a vineyard.^^ Such an argument seems to assume that the
ownership of the house and caupona and shop were mutually exclusive, and relies on
its attribution to an association with the politically active Tiberii, or the down-ontheir-luck Loreii. In fact, since there is no direct evidence that the house belonged to
either family or that the sunken garden was replanted as a vineyard, any claims
concerning a potential change in the fortunes of the house are invalid. Nevertheless,
such assumptions are made: the gardens are assumed to have been created and used
exclusively for the benefit of private owners so that the overall permeability of the
house and the existence of the caupona are politely ignored.^ Alternatively, the
existence of the caupona is assumed to reduce the social complexity that the gardens
reflect to an irrelevance, a relic of the previous owner’s aspirations as represented by
the layout and decoration of the gardens.^^ That this was not necessarily the case is
discussed below.

” S ee C h.4 p p .2 14-224.
S ee Ch.3 pp. 159-160.
” R icotti 1987, 171.
“ Such is the case with Jashem ski 1 9 7 9 ,4 5 -4 7 ; Conan 1986, 351 and Platt 2 0 0 2 .
^^This is R icotti’s assum ption: see Ricotti 1987, 170-171.
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Reflexive reflections: confronting the Other
It has long been assumed that the layout and decoration of the gardens has some
hidden significance that applied only to its owner inhabitants. The most arresting
explanation is the one put forward by Della Corte in 1932, whereby Loreius
Tiburtinus was a hereditary priest of Isis, the retiring room (diaeta) at the western
end of the portico was a shrine and the garden was a centre of worship. Della Corte’s
hypothesis, which is based primarily on the painting of the Isiac priest in the diaeta
of the portico garden, has some seductively corroborating evidence. Egyptian statues
were found in the peristyle garden, just off the shrine. This room was decorated on
the exterior wall with a scene of Diana, a goddess associated with Isis.^^ The
hydraulics of the grand euripus would have enabled its water level to be raised and
lowered in imitation of the Nile, and the statue of the river god at the head of the
smaller euripus could conceivably have been meant to represent the Nile.^® This
association with the Nile can also be used to explain the function of the 44 sunken
amphorae, whose presence is something of a mystery. It was not unknown for
vineyards to store wine in jars sunken into the ground,”*®but the distance of the jars
from the caupona is far from practical and no traces of wine have been found. Since
the amphorae did not have planting perforations, nor did they seem to contain traces
of any other residual substance, their contents were most likely water, interpreted in
this scenario as the sacred water of the Nile, used for ritual purposes."'
This appealing theory does not stand up well to close scrutiny. Egyptianising themes
had been popular ever since Augustus defeated Cleopatra’s fleet at Actium. Other
houses in Pompeii were also decorated with an Egyptian touch. The garden painting
of room b in the House of the Fruit Orchard (1.9.5) had an Egyptian pinax or statue
in the centre of each panel and Egyptian motifs in the upper register of the painting
(Fig. 5.14).'*^ The House of the Amazons (6.2.14) had a garden painting with images
of Isis, Osiris and Harpocrates in a niche, a position that indicates some reverence,
since lares have been found in the same context, and that suggests actual worship,
rather than just fondness for the i m a g e r y N i l o t i c scenes were also found at the
House of the Ephebe (1.7.10-12/19), the House of the Grand Duke of Tuscany
(7.4.56) and House 8.2.34. Although displays of Egyptomania could be significant in
terms of self-presentation they were also a decorative cliche, particularly in a dining
“ Platt2002, 105; Clarke 1991, 199.
Hodge 1992,330.
A similar arrangement was found the vineyard at 2.5 but with large dolia\ see Jashemski 1979, 226227.
Della Corte 1931-32, 197-198.
These include standing and seated pharaohs and Isis as a sacred cow: see Jashemski 1993, 317.
Jashemski 1993,340.
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context where it reached its apogee in Hadrian’s Canopic dining area, complete with
crocodile fountains."^ The identification of the Isiac shrine rests solely on the image
of the priest found within it, but Dionysiac images are also present, and again, given
the dining context, it is equally probable that the empty niche could have been
occupied by lares instead of Isis.'*^ The room may also have functioned as a diaeta,
since this is the function of a room that occupies a similar position in Pliny’s
description of the stibadium couch at the curved end of his hippodrome garden
(Pliny, Ep. 5.6.38-40). Finally, Occam’s razor demands that if the 44 amphorae in
the garden contained water, then it is more likely that the water was used for
irrigation rather than ritual purposes, since that seems to have been their purpose in
other houses where similar arrangements were found."^
Although Della Corte’s argument fails to convince, the decorative program of the
garden does indicate a degree of intentionality on the part of the garden designer.
What guides our perception as we move through the gardens is the reiterated
message of social confrontation and control. The gardens encourage movement
through the house and this emphasis on movement is reflected by the use of water.
The strong presence of water in the atrium fountains, the two euripi and their
fountains is particularly significant, since the aqueduct that supplied Pompeii did not
reach as far as the south-east corner of the city.'*^ The display of such complex
hydraulics was therefore an even more impressive feat of conspicuous consumption,
given the difficulty involved in maintaining the water supply. The use and display of
water is a sign of power and control, as dining itself was a medium of social
inclusion and social control."^
Exercises in social control have an attendant potential for transgression and it is these
themes that are played out in the pictorial decoration of the portico garden. Here, the
images of Narcissus, Pyramus and Thisbe, Orpheus, and Diana and Actaeon are
connected through voyeuristic themes concerning confrontational and dangerous
gazes between self and reflection, lover and beloved, man and god.'‘®This intellectual
conceit is in turn reflected in the structure of the garden, with its high degree of
axiality and symmetry. The images are focused around the face-to-face dining area

"B artm an 1991, 79; Ehrlich 1989, 169-170; Farrar 2001, 12.
“^Foss 1997, 207-214.
The only other examples o f sunken vessels in Pompeii are o f large dolia, not am phorae. Those in
House 1.20.5 and the peristyle o f House 6.16.26/27 held water for household use. The dolia in the
vineyard shed at 2.5 contained wine: see Jashemski 1979, 226-227.
Jashemski 1979, 53 and 1992, 8.
“^ D ’Arms, 1984.
“''FlaU 2 0 0 2 ,8 8 -9 1 .
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of the biclinium, over mirrors of water that reflected the gaze of both the viewer and
the figures viewed. This message of looic/don’t look is consistent with the spatial
arrangement of overt display and its assertion of social superiority. Such a display is
consistent with the spatial mechanics of gardens discussed in chapter three, where
the gardens served as inviting spaces of social inclusion while simultaneously
establishing social boundaries. In each story, the failure of the self to control its gaze
leads to a loss of control on the part of the self, or makes it vulnerable to control by
another.
The sacro-idyllic associations of garden space, and the Isiac elements in this
particular garden, have led to a suggestion that the interplay of gazes cautions the
viewer against potentially dangerous transgression, embodied by the Diana and
Actaeon diptych that flanks the entrance to the shnnddiaeta. In this context, the
figure of the Isiac priest is seen as a mediating figure, introducing the mortal Self to
the divine Other, under controlled circumstances.* In truth, this ritual explanation is
not necessary, since it was the function of the hortus to act as a transitional space
where Self met the Other, and what was more Other to the Roman imagination than
the idea of Egypt? The Roman garden’s role in regulating potentially dangerous
meetings is further reinforced by the strong undercurrent of heterosexual and
homosexual desire found in the pictorial programme. On the east-west axis of the
portico garden the face-to-face intimacy of the biclinium runs the gauntlet of
romantic images before retiring into the sheltered space of the shnnddiaeta. The
images are also scenes from Ovid’s Metamorphoses,^' indicating yet another
conceptual link to the Roman perception of the garden as a transitional space. They
are presided over by the image of Venus whose gaze runs along a north-south axis
across the portico garden and down the length of the grand euripus, culminating in
the statue of the reclining hermaphrodite at the southern end of the sunken garden.
The hermaphrodite both embodies the other and highlights the sexual ambiguity of
garden space and its potential for controlled transgression. A further tension between
Self and Other is articulated by the sculptural and pictorial elements that juxtapose
the cultivated and the wild. The figures of Orpheus, Diana and Hercules, the painting
and sculptures of wild animals all represent a conflict between the civilised and the
wild, in which the garden is the happy no-man’s land, encouraging encounters
through dialectics of space between host and guest, artist and viewer, lover and
beloved.

* Platt 2 0 0 2 , 101-1 0 5 .
N arcissus: O vid, Met. 3 .3 3 9 -5 1 0 , Pyramus and T hisbe: O vid , Met. 4 .5 5 -1 6 6 , Orpheus: O vid, Met.
11.1-66, Diana and A ctaeon: O vid, Met. 3 .1 3 8 -2 5 2 .
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The gardens of the house of Loreius Tiburtinus, therefore, act as a space for social
display

where

encounters

between

guests

and

inhabitant/host

were

openly

encouraged. This was achieved by a gradual unfolding of ever-m ore complex and
im pressive gardens, access to which necessitates passing through at least one other
garden point, com bined with a decorative theme that constantly prom oted the idea of
controlled m ediation between encounters o f self and other. As inhabitant and guest
moved through the gardens, they fused mythic enactm ents, concerned with the
control of desire, with the dialectical potential o f gardens so that the social anxieties
that attend all m eetings could be controlled and defused.“ These m eanings were
equally applicable whether the space was rented out or privately owned. C larke’s
assessm ent of the house and its gardens as a “petit bourgeois D isneyland”^^ is more
apt than he knows. The purpose of Disneyland is, after all, to make money through
entertainm ent and leisure. W ithin the gardens of the House o f Loreius Tiburtinus one
could generate and maintain social connections, converse over the decorative
display, enjoy a mom ent of otium and temporarily fulfil social aspirations.

II) Pliny’s Tuscan Villa: mise en scene to raise en abime.
T he most influential literary source of inform ation on Roman gardens are the two
letters of Pliny the Younger that describe his villas at Laurentinum , near Ostia, and in
Tuscany (Pliny, Ep. 2.17 and 5.6).^ Constantly alluded to and cited in both popular
and specialist books on gardening, these letters were not only seen as the
quintessential model against which Roman villas and their gardens as a whole were
measured, they also influenced the layout of Italian villas.^^ M oreover, they played a
part in form ulating the principles o f I?'** and IS'** century landscape gardening.^ It

A sim ilar use o f water to encourage m ovem ent and resolve social anxiety is seen in the C anopus
and com p lex in H adrian’s garden; see Kuttner 2 0 0 3 .
“ Clarke 1 9 9 1 ,2 0 7 .
^ For com m entaries on these letters and the v illas they d escribe se e Shervvin-W hite 1966, 1985, 186199 and 3 2 1 -3 3 0 , L efevre 1977, 34; Fortsch 1993.
S ee for exam p le Farrar 1998, 5 4 -5 7 ; Jashem ski 1979, 5 3 -5 4 . T he can on ical role o f P lin y ’s letters in
shaping perceptions o f Roman v illas can be seen in the w idespread application o f P lin y ’s n eologism
‘cryptoportico’ to covered w alkw ays by 19'*' century excavators; see B ergm ann 1 9 9 5 ,4 1 1 . Du Prey
g iv es an account o f P lin y ’s in flu en ce on Italian v illa s, Du Prey 1994, 16 -2 9 (P allad io and Peruzzi) and
4 0 -7 3 (M ed ici villas). T he grounds o f the V illa D ’E ste at T iv o li draw on both H adrian’s villa and
P lin y’s letters; see M asson 1961, 136-139.
^ T h e basic principles o f 17*" and 18“' century garden d esign can be sum m arised by three rules; 1)
That the garden should mirror nature, 2) that it should be differentiated from the surrounding
landscape, and 3) that this d ifference should be ach ieved not through unnatural contrast but by
enhancing natural features, see Cranz 1982, 24. P lin y ’s description reflects all three principles. A
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was P liny’s letters and not C icero’s that established the tradition drawn upon by
renaissance and enlightenm ent hum anists whereby a man o f letters should also be
interested in the layout and content of his garden.^^

It is ironic then, that letters that should have inspired such interest and em ulation
should them selves be the source o f contention between those who see Pliny’s letters
as reportage of m aterially real gardens and those who see them as entirely fictive
constructions.^ Despite the best efforts of archaeologists, neither the Laurentine nor
the Tuscan villas have ever been positively identified.^® As a result, any study of
P liny’s gardens, any analysis of what they may have m eant is purely dependent on
the letters themselves. Since the only evidence for the gardens exists in the letters,
with no physical referents to introduce other perspectives, P liny’s gardens are a rare
exam ple of gardens where the intentionality o f their construction and design can be
directly addressed. This study is prim arily concerned with the garden at P liny’s
Tuscan villa because, o f the two letters, 5.6 is more concerned with the situation and
grounds o f the villa. Nearly half the letter is devoted to descriptions o f the garden.^
The letter is a com plex text and in order to clarify how Pliny presents his garden this
case study uses S oja’s thirdspace fram ew ork of perception, presentation and practice.
The first section traces how Pliny’s garden space was presented, the second shows
how Pliny influenced the reader’s perception of the garden and the third addresses
the issue of practice: how Pliny used the garden to affect the reader’s perception of
Pliny himself.

concrete exam ple can be found in the 18‘'’ century landscape garden at R ousham w hich w as design ed
to recreate in part the ex p erience o f P lin y ’s garden: see D ix o n Hunt 1992, 178.
A n attitude exem p lified by J efferso n ’s d escriptions o f M on ticello w hich are strongly Plinian in
tone: see Du Prey 1994, 2 3 -2 5 ; Strong 1991, xi.
* For exam p le van Buren and Shervvin-W hite b elieved the letters w ere based on a d efin ite and
recoverable reality, A .M G uillem in b elieved the letters w ere a fiction: se e van Buren, 1948, 35 -3 6 ;
Shervvin-W hite 1966, 1985, 186-189; Bergm ann 1 9 9 5 ,4 0 7 -4 0 8 . It is not n ecessary to m ake a
categoric d ecisio n s as to w hether P lin y ’s letters d escribe a real or fiction al sp ace. Epistilography
am ong the Roman elite could incorporate both real and fiction al positions: se e Trapp 2 0 0 3 ,2 -5 ;
H enderson 2 0 0 2 a , 15-16.
M ost recently R ico tti’s excavation o f w hat may have been the Laurentine v illa at Grotte di Piastra in
1983 and P o n si’s 1 9 8 4 -1 9 8 9 excavation s at the CoUe P lin io near P itiglian o in T u scan y. O f the tw o
sites, R icotti’s villa differs markedly in structure from the a ccou n t Pliny g iv e s us, w h ile the site in
T uscany, after initially prom ising fin d s that confirm ed P lin y ’s ow n ersh ip o f a sm all w inery and
bathing com p lex, has had further excavation blocked by the V illa B rozzi-C appelletti: se e Ricotti
1987, 182-184; Du Prey 1994, 8 0 -8 1 ; Bergm ann 1 9 9 5 ,4 0 7 n.5.
“ 21 out o f a total 37 paragraphs in 5 .6 are d evoted to the v illa grounds, as o p p osed to 10 out o f a total
27 paragraphs in 2.17: see Sherw in-W hite 1985, 188.
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Presentation: Pliny, Ep. 5.6
Pliny’s description of his Tuscan villa opens with a commentary on the location
(Tuscany, at the foot of the Apennines), the climate (cold and frosty winters,
temperate summers), local topography (a plain, ringed by mountains) (5.6.1-11) and
local flora:

prata florida et gem m ea trifolium aliasque hierbas teneras sem per et m olles et quasi
novas aiunt. cuncta enim perennibus rivis nutriuntur; sed ubi aquae plurim um , palus
nulla, quia

devexa

terra, quidquid

liquoris

accepit

nec

absorbuit,

effundit

in

T ib erim ...m ag n am capies voluptatem , si hunc regionis situm ex m onte prospexeris.
neque enim terras tibi sed form am aliquam ad exim iam puichritudinem p ic ta m
videberis cernere: ea varietate, ea d e sc rip tio n e , quocum que inciderint oculi, reficientur.

T he m eadow s are bright with flow ers, covered with clo v er and other delicate plants,
which alw ays seem soft and fresh. For everything is fed by stream s w hich never run
dry. But w here w ater collects the ground is not m arshy because it slopes dow nw ard and
surplus w ater that it cannot absorb is drained o ff into the river T ib e r...It is a great
pleasure to look dow n on the countryside from the m ountain, for the view seem s to be a
painted scene o f unusual beauty and the harm ony to be found w ithin this variety
refreshes the eye w herever it turns. (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.11-13)

The villa was south facing, fronted by a colonnade thataugmented the old
entrance (5.6.15). At the front of the colonnade lay aterrace {xystus)

atrium

that sloped

down on one side to a walled hippodrome garden:

A nte porticum xystus in plurim as species distinctus concisusque buxo; dem issus inde
pronusque pulvinus, cui bestiarum effigies invicem adversas buxus inscripsit; acanthus
in piano, m ollis et paene dixerim liquidus. am bit hunc am bulatio pressis varieque tonsis
viridibus inclusa; ab his gestatio in m odum circi, quae buxum m ultiform em hum ilesque
et retentas manu arbusculas circum it. om nia m aceria m uniunter: hanc gradata buxus
operit et subtrahit. pratum inde non m inus n a tu r a quam superiora ilia a r te visendum ;
campi deinde porro m ultaque alia prata et arbusta.

In front o f the colonnade is a terrace laid out with box cut into distinctly different
shapes, from w hich a bank slopes dow n, also w ith figures o f anim als cut o ut o f box
facing each other on either side. On the level below there is a bed o f acanthus so soft
one could say it looks like water. All round is a path hedged by bushes w hich are
trained and cut into different shapes, and then a drive, oval like a race-course, inside
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w hich are various box figures and clipped dw arf shrubs. T he w hole garden is enclosed
by a dry-stone wall w hich is hidden from sight by a box hedge planted in tiers; outside
is a m eadow as w ell worth seeing for its natural beauty as the form al garden I have
described; then fields and many more m eadow s and w oods. (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.16-19)

A dining room projected o ff one end o f the colonnade, with view s o f an adjacent
m eadow, part o f the terrace and part o f the hippodrome garden (5.6.19). Opposite the
mid-part of the colonnade a suite o f rooms surrounded a courtyard garden:

contra m ediam fere porticum diaeta paulum recedit, cingit areolam , quae quattuor
piatanis inum bratur. Inter has m arm oreo labro aqua exundat circum iectasque platanos et
subiecta piatanis leni aspergine fovet. est in hac diaeta dorm itorium cubiculum quod
diem clam orem sonum excludit, iunctaque ei cotidiana am icorum que c e n a tio ...e st et
aliud cubiculum a proxim a platano viride et um brosum , m arm ore excultum podio tenus,
nec cedit gratiae m arm oris ram os insidentesque ram is aves im ita ta p ic tu r a . fonticulus
in hoc, in fonte crater; circa sipunculi plures m iscent iucundissim um m urm ur.

A lm ost opposite the m iddle o f the colonnade is a suite o f room s set slightly back and
round a small court shaded by four plane trees. In the centre a fountain plays in a m arble
basin, w atering the plane trees round it and the ground beneath them w ith its light spray.
In this suite is a bedroom w hich no daylight, voice, nor sound can penetrate, and next to
it is an inform al dining room w here 1 entertain my personal frie n d s...T h e re is also
another bedroom , green and shady from the nearest plane tree, that has w alls decorated
with m arble up to the ceiling and a fresco (w hich is no less attractive) o f birds perched
on the branches o f trees. Here is a small fountain with a bowl surrounded by tiny jets,
w hich together m ake a lovely m urm uring sound. (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.20-23)

At the corner o f the colonnade is a bedroom that faces the dining room (5.6.21-25).
This, too, shares a view of meadow and terrace:

aliis fenestris xystum , aliis despicit pratum , sed ante piscinam , quae fenestris servit ac
subiacit, strepitu visuque iucunda; nam ex edito desiliens aqua suscepta m arm ore albescit.

Som e w indow s look out on to the terrace, others on to the m eadow , w hile ju st below the
w indow s in front is an ornam ental pool, a pleasure both to see and to hear, w ith its w ater
falling from a height and foam ing w hite when it strikes the m arble. (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.24-25)
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Adjacent to this bedroom lies a suite of bath rooms, with a further series o f rooms
leading off from them (5.6.27-28). Having finished his description o f the front o f the
house, Pliny goes on to describe the lateral arcades {cryptoportici), with their
attendant dining rooms, bedrooms and other architectural features (5.6.29-31). Then
the hippodrome garden, which has been briefly alluded to, is described in detail
(5.6.32-36):

m edius patescit statim que intrantium oculis totus o ffertu r, platanis circum itur; illae
hedera vestiuntur utque sum m ae suis ita irnae alienis fro n d ib u s virent. hedera truncum
et ram os pererrat vicinasque platanos transitu suo copulat. has buxus interiacet;
exteriores buxos circum venit iaurus, um braeque platanorum suam confert. rectus hie
hippodrom i lim es in extrem a parte hem icyclio frangitur m utatque faciem : cupressis
am bitur et tegitur, densiore um bra opacior nigriorque; interioribus circulis (sunt enim
plures) purissim um diem recepit. inde etiam rosas effert, um brarum que frigus non
ingrato sole distinguit. finito vario illo m ultiplicique curvam ine recto lim iti redditur nec
huic uni, nam viae plures intercedentibus buxis dividuntur. alibi pratulum , alibi ipsa
buxus intervenit in form as mille descripta, litteras interdum , quae m odo nom en dom ini
dicunt m odo artificis: alternis m etulae surgunt, alternis inserta sunt pom a, et in opere
urbanissim o subita velut inlati ruris im itatio. m edium spatium brevioribus utrim que
platanis adornatur. post has acanthus hinc inde lubricus et flexuosus, deinde plures
figurae pluraque nomina.

T he centre is quite open so that the w hole extent o f the co u rse can be seen as one enters.
It is planted round with ivy-clad plane trees, green with their ow n leaves above, and
below with the ivy w hich clim bs over trunk and branch and links tree to tree as it
spreads across them. Box shrubs grow between the plane trees and outside there is a
ring o f laurel bushes, w hich add their shade to that o f the planes. H ere the straight part
o f the course ends, curves round in a sem icircle and ch an g es its appearance, becom ing
darker and m ore densely shaded by the cypress trees planted to shelter it, w hereas the
inner circuits (for there are several) are in open sunshine. Roses grow there and the cool
shadow alternates with the pleasant w arm th o f the sun. A t the end o f the w inding alleys
o f the rounded end o f the course you return to the straight path, or rather paths, for there
are several separated by intervening box hedges. B etw een grass law ns here and there
are box shrubs clipped into innum erable shapes, som e being letters w hich spell the
gardeners nam e or his m asters; sm all obelisks of box alternate with fruit trees, and then
suddenly in the m idst o f this ornam ental scene is w hat looks like a piece o f rural
country planted there. T he open space in the m iddle is set o ff by low plane trees planted
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on either side, further o ff there are acanthuses with their flexible glossy leaves, then
more box figures and names. (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.32-36)

The garden includes a stibadium dining couch and a garden pavilion (5.6.36-40). The
tour of the house being over, Pliny addresses his reader directly with his customary
self-deprecatory charm, excusing the length of description, and praising the peace
and health that is to be had there (5.6.41-46).
The main focus of Pliny’s letters is on his gardens, each of which serves a different
function. The terrace garden is low and formal, so as to give the visitor an
uninterrupted view of the villa’s facade. The main function of the hippodrome
garden appears to be exercise and dining, while the courtyard garden offers rest and
privacy. These gardens have all the elements we have come to expect in Roman
gardens. In them can be found water features, architectural features and paintings.
They are spaces where Pliny can dine, walk, and rest. The gardens in Pliny’s villa
work in harmony with their landscape, while remaining clearly differentiated from it,
partly through the presence of a wall and partly through the choice of planting. Pliny
has already emphasised the ready availability of water in the area in the form of
streams and the fact that it does not pool, but drains down towards the Tiber (5.6.11).
Local topography therefore suggests the presence of natural waterfalls. In the part of
the garden below the principal dining room the cascade of the pool acts as an
artificial waterfall. The ornamental pool can be comprehended as a natural local
feature, artificially reproduced within the confines of the garden. Pliny’s descriptions
of the gardens themselves are set within the context of a larger, natural garden since
Pliny has stolen a view from the flower-filled meadow. This meadow and the view in
general have several features in common with gardens. Both are fresh with flowers;
the comparison to a painted landscape recalls Columella’s description of flowers as
‘painting’ the garden (Col. 10. 97-104). The reference to painted landscapes brings to
mind the tradition of garden painting in general, and both landscape and garden
offered the eye a restful and refreshing scene that promoted health.^' The planting of
Pliny’s garden is restrained, and seems to be mosdy confined to native plants that
will work together with the local landscape: box, acanthus, cypress, plane, ivy,
laurel, and rose. Pliny paints a charming and idyllic scene of natural beauty that
seems utterly real and unaffected. But there is more going on in Pliny’s garden than
initially meets the eye. Instead of being a piece of straight reportage, Pliny’s garden
is an Idealised construct; a space created to reflect the needs and wishes of its owner.

See Ch.4 pp.225-226.
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Perception: rhetoric and representation
Pliny’s guided tour through his Tuscan villa, with its cum ulative detail, has inspired
an entire genre of speculative reconstruction,^ so convinced is the reader that he is
passing through an actual place. Yet P liny’s description o f the property is
frustratingly incomplete. Despite his stated intention of describing the entire villa
(5.6.44) there are glaring omissions. W ith all these dining room s, where are the
kitchens? Pliny m entions bringing his slaves to the villa (5.6.46): where are they
housed? W here are the women? Instead o f presenting a fully functioning living
space, Pliny’s account is an island of isolation, occupied only by him self and the
reader. Pliny’s directions too are vague, rarely rising above general indications o f ‘on
the other side’ (ex alio latere) and ‘then there is’ {deinde). Not once is the reader
directed to the left, or to the right, or to any of the cardinal points. His description of
the windows in the bedroom at 5.6.24-25 is a case in point; which o f the windows
look out on to the terrace? Which look out on the m eadow? Are the windows that
look onto the ornamental pool the windows that Pliny has ju st m entioned or are they
another set? In fact, what Pliny presents is only the social space o f the villa, not the
villa itself^ and what it represents is Pliny’s own conceptualisation of him self in the
context of his society.

The architectural lim itations of letter 5.6, as far as an accurate reconstruction is
concerned, have long been recognised. Since Pliny wrote most o f his letters with a
view to publication,^ a full description of the villa, recounting every room and every
passage would have made tedious reading. Pliny him self adm its as much in a
characteristically self-deprecating fashion when he apologises to the reader for
having written at such length (5.6.41). Rather than presenting a map of the property,
Pliny’s letter is an exam ple of invitation literature. This genre, usually poetic in form,
is principally concerned with self-presentation, and served as a m anifesto o f the
author’s personal taste, as well as a description o f the things described (usually a
meal).*^ The letters are not private com m uniques in the modern sense, but are
intended for public consumption, although this is not to say that the sentiments
expressed within them are insincere.^ The description Pliny gives us is written with
a specific intention towards self-representation.

Reproduced in Du Prey 1994.
"Z ank er 1998, 11.
“ Rudd 1992,32.
“ Gowers 1994, 220-222.
“ Rosenmeyer 2001, 6-7.
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One way in which Pliny influences the reader’s perception of the garden is through
his selective views of the garden, and the way in which he moves the reader through
it. The letter begins straightforwardly enough, at the front of the house and moves
along the colonnade. However, since Pliny makes no attempt to orientate the reader,
the progression through the house soon loses coherence. The walk through the
garden in particular is impossible to navigate. By which of the many paths, curved
and straight, is Pliny taking the reader? Is the bed of acanthus, half glimpsed at the
end of the tour of the hippodrome garden (5.6.36), the same as that seen at the
beginning of the letter, below the terrace (5.6.16)? This diffusion of perspective
reaches its zenith in Pliny’s description of the diaeta he built opposite his garden
stibadium. In this Pliny presents both inward and outwards views, and the views
from above and below:

e regione stibadii adversum cubiculum tantum stibadio reddit ornatus, quantum accip it
ab iilo. marmore spiendet, valvis in viridia prom inet et ex it, alia viridia superioribus
inferioribusque fenestris su sp icit despicitque. m ox zotliecu ia refugit quasi in cubiculum
idem atque aliud. iectus hie et undique fenestrae, et tam en lum en obscurum umbra
premente. nam laetissim a vitis per om ne tectum in culm en nititur et ascendit.

Facing the stib a d iu m is a bedroom w hich contributes as m uch beauty to the din in g
scen e as it gains from it. It is built o f lustrous marble and exten d ed by fo ld in g doors
w hich open straight out into the greenery, w h ile its upper and low er w in d o w s look out
onto more greenery above and below . D irectly inside is a sm all a lco v e w h ich is both
part o f the room and separate from it. T h is contains a bed and although it has w in d ow s
on all its w alls the light inside is dim m ed by the dense shade. T h is is from a flourishing
vine w hich clim b s over the w h ole building up to the roof. (P lin y , Ep. 5 .6 .3 8 -3 9 ).

Through his direction, Pliny moves the reader away from fixed points of orientation.
The reader, disembodied and lacking concrete points of reference, has no choice but
to adopt Pliny’s panoptic view and with it the acceptance of Pliny’s authorial voice.
In the garden, we meet the author and are wholly under his control. Here, rhetoric
and reality converge because although it is not physically present, the garden space,
as it is represented in the letter, performs the same social functions as it would in
reality: inviting the stranger (in this case the reader) into Pliny’s territory under
controlled circumstances.
Pliny’s choice of words when describing his garden also influences the way in which
it is experienced by the reader. Not once in the entire account is the word hortus
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used. Instead, Pliny uses viridia, a term that appears to be primarily confined to elite
gardens, or gardens that suggested artifice.^’ Ostensibly, Pliny uses viridia because
the garden he describes appears to be a formal one, complete with xystus, gestatio
and examples of ars topiaria. Yet Pliny uses hortus quite freely in his description of
the gardens at his Laurentine villa, and these too possess a xystus, inner and outer
rings of walkways (gestatio), box hedges cut into shapes, pergolas and a suite of
garden rooms (2.17.14-15, 20). Both of Pliny’s villa gardens are Horti, both share
the same features but Pliny wishes the reader to perceive the garden of the Tuscan
villa as more formal than that at Laurentinum. Therefore, the productive hortus
element of the Tuscan garden is minimised in Pliny’s account. Unlike the Laurentine
garden, where the mulberries and figs are openly presented before the viewer
(2.17.15), the fruit trees (poma) of the hippodrome garden in Tuscany are hidden in
the description of paths, lawns, topiarised box hedges and obelisks (5.6.35). Pliny
uses hortus to describe the Laurentine garden and viridia for the Tuscan garden not
because the two sites are fundamentally different in appearance, but because he
wishes to highlight a difference of emphasis between the two in order to match the
presentation of their respective villas. Pliny presents the Laurentine villa as a place of
delight and play, and the Tuscan villa as a place of health and well-being.*® Pliny’s
description of his villa garden as a hortus, with its literary associations of joyful,
rustic idyll, suits the presentation of the Laurentine villa.*® Similarly, describing the
Tuscan villa garden as viridarium draws the reader’s attention to the role of viridia as
condusive to health (Vitr. 5.9.5). Moreover, its attendant association as a garden of
artifice suits Pliny’s presentation of villa, letter and self as a monument to art.™
Once again, the question of what exactly constituted an imago hortorum is raised. It
is left to the reader’s imagination to picture this central element as a meadow in the
18“* century landscape sense of rustic imagery, or as rustic in the sense of being a
Columellan kitchen garden. Overall, Pliny’s Tuscan garden is rather sparse in
horticultural detail. Given the wide variety of plants represented in Roman garden
painting, Pliny confines himself to architectural plants used in ordering and
segmenting the garden into discrete sections; box, plane, ivy, laurel, and cypress,
with the rose thrown in for a touch of colour. His presentation of the garden’s effect
on the senses is similarly restrained: the soft beds of acanthus (mollis et paene
dixerim liquidus 5.6.16), the discrete murmur of water from the fountains (sipunculi
plures miscent iucundissimum murmur 5.6.23), gentle bands of alternating light and
'’"SeeC h.2.1 pp.77-78.
“ Henderson 2002a, 17-18.
® S eeC h .2.1 p.65.
™See below p p.259-261.
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shade (umbrarumque frigus non ingrato sole distinguit 5.6.34). The effect is
diffusive, dreamlike; it is hard to focus clearly on any one element of the garden.

In place o f horticulture and the vulgar senses, Pliny fills his description with a
battery of obscure terms {gestatio, areola), Greekisms (xystus, zothecula) and
neologisms {cryptoporticus)7^ What exactly these terms are meant to signify is not
always clear. A gestatio is a walk bordering on the garden, but does the term only
apply to circular walkways? What differentiates a lawn (pulvinus) from an open
space {spatium)! Above all, how commonly were these terms applied to gardens? Is
Pliny using terms that would have been readily understandable, or is he playing
literary games by presenting the garden in a coded manner where the key is a good
understanding of architecture and a knowledge of Greek? By using the terms he
does, Pliny transforms the reader’s impression of his garden from a synaesthetic
experience to an intellectual experience.

This intellectual experience of the garden is confirmed by Pliny’s admission at the
end of the letter that he has consciously employed ecphrasis in his description,
comparing his account to Homer and Virgil’s descriptions of the arms of Achilles
and Aeneas (5.6.43);

vides quot versibus H om erus, quot V ergilius arm a hie A eneae A chiliis iile describat;
b rev is tamen uterque est quia facit quod instituit. vides ut A ratus m in u tissim a etiam
sidera consectetur et colligat; m o d u m tam en servat. non enim excursus hie eius, sed
o p u s ipsum est. sim iliter nos ut “parva m agnis,” cum to ta m villam oculis tuis subicere
conam ur, si nihil inductum et quasi devium loquim ur, n o n e p istu la quae describit sed
villa quae describitur m a g n a est.

You see how many lines H om er and V irgil devote to their descriptions o f the arm s o f
A chilles and A eneas. H ow ever, neither passage seem s long because the poets are doing
w hat they set out to do. Y ou see too how A ratus traces and tabulates even the m ost
m inute stars, this technique suits his purpose since it is not a digression from his w ork,
but the w ork itself. It is the sam e w ith m e (if I may “com pare sm all things w ith great”)
because 1 am trying to set out my entire villa before your eyes, so if 1 introduce nothing
irrelevant it is the house that 1 describe w hich is extensive, not the letter describing it.
(Pliny, Ep. 5.6.43)

T he interpretation o f these features is draw n mainly from Fortsch 1993, 65-81. M any o f the sam e
term s are used in P liny’s description o f his Laurentine villa, w here they are discussed by Sherw inW hite 1985, 195-197.
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Ecphrasis is a detailed description of any real or im aginary object, often applied to a
work of art and, in the process, takes the place o f that work o f art7^ It is a site where
modes of representation and imagination confront each other/^ Pliny has already
com pared the beauty o f the landscape to a painted scene at the start of the letter
(5.6.13). Through ecphrasis he com pletes his intention to influence the reader’s
perception o f the garden as a work o f art, rather than a physical space. Just as Roman
landscape paintings rarely provide firm topographical points o f reference, so P liny’s
garden escapes from the confines of the real and becomes ideal.

Practice: mise-en-scene to mise-en-abime
The cum ulative effect o f Pliny’s epistolary technique entails the gradual detachm ent
of the reader from clear points of reference and the subjection o f the self to Pliny.
W hich brings us to the question of practice. Pliny is at pains to present him self as
leading a private, simple life, where the main activities in his garden are dining,
walking and entertaining friends.^"* In his ideal space, he leads an ideal life of
unostentatious, yet intelligent otium. Compared, for exam ple, with S tatius’ breathless
description of the lavish use of marble in P ollio’s villa in Silvae 2.2, Pliny makes no
mention of what sculpture or painting his villa displays, and consistently downplays
his knowledge of G reek art. But this is a false modesty. Art is alluded to in the
painted landscapes, them selves reflected in the natural meadows, whose images are
then refracted through the garden. Instead of being a mere collector o f art, P liny’s
villa, the letter describing the villa, and Pliny as the letter represents him, are works
of art. The description o f the garden embedded within the letter is a mise en abim e^^
Looking at Pliny’s garden the reader sees not only how the text is constructed but
also how the author constructs him self within his wider society.’®

This sleight-of-hand, whereby Pliny appears self-effacing but in actuality is the
dom inant subject, occurs throughout the letter. P liny’s letter has a pathological
obsession with fram ing views for the reader, only to have them melt away and leave
the reader not walking through the villa grounds, but walking with Pliny. Pliny
For the use o f ecphrasis in Roman art and Latin literature see Leach 1988, 9-11; Bartsch 198 9 ,7 -3 1 ,
160-167; Fowler 1991 and 1996, Laird 1996; Barchiesi 1997.
^ B arch iesi 1997, 272.
"‘'Leach 1990.
A m ise en abim e (or mise en abym e) is defined as any aspect enclosed within a work that shows a
similarity with the work itself. The m ise en abim e functions in such a way that it brings out the
meaning and form o f the work by illuminating the way in which the author constructed the text: see
Dallenbach 1989, 8 and 15.
’®Riggsby 1995.
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builds his letter around the repeated theme of objects camouflaging themselves with
their surroundings, a technique he has also applied to himself. The wall enclosing the
xystus is obscured from within by tiers of box hedges, that integrate the garden into
the surrounding meadows, fields and woods (omnia maceria muniunter: hanc
gradata buxus operit et subtrahit 5.6.17). A similar process of camouflage occurs in
both the description of the cubiculum that leads off from the planted courtyard and
the diaeta that faces the stibadium. The first is decorated with garden painting and
ornamented with a fountain so that it appears from within to resemble a garden, the
light, filtering through the plane trees completes the illusion (Pliny, Ep. 5.6.20-23).
The second is so obscured by a vine (as the plane trees in the hippodrome garden are
draped with ivy) that it seems to be a natural part of the garden. From the outside
looking in, the marble is partly obscured by the vine. From within the building each
window and door leads to a view of greenery, while the muted light entering and the
sound of running water give the illusion of being in a grove:

non secu s ibi quam in nem ore iaceas, im brem tantum tam quam in nem ore non sentias.
hie quoque fo n s nascitur sim ulque subducitur. sunt io c is pluribus d isp osita sed ilia e
marmore, quae am bulatione fesso s ut cubiculum ipsum iuvant. fon ticu li sed ilib u s
adiacent; per totum hippodrom um inducti strepunt rivi

Y ou can lie there and im agine that you are in a w o o d , but w ithout the risk o f rain. Here
too a fountain rises and, fallin g, is led underground. D otted here and there are marble
chairs w hich anyone tired from w alking appreciates as m uch as the building itself. By
every chair is a tiny fountain, and you can hear the stream s that run into them
throughout the entire hippodrom e garden (P lin y , Ep. 5 .6 .3 9 -4 0 )

The cubiculum and diaeta are designed not only to be part of the garden, but also to
imitate the garden. The line of distinction between architecture and horticulture is
deliberately blurred. This effect is further enhanced by Pliny’s use of movement
through the letter and his use of ecphrasis. Ecphrasis not only describes an object, in
the end it becomes the object; there is no shield of Achilles, there is only the text of
Achilles’ shield. When Pliny describes the topiarised letters in the hippodrome
garden (5.6.35), what the reader sees are the letters embedded in the text, not the
letters in the garden. When Pliny draws attention to the iucundissimum murmur of
the fountain in the courtyard garden {areola) the onomatopoeic words substitute
visual and aural features of the garden (5.6.23). Finally, when Pliny describes a walk
through the grounds, the act of reading the letter itself takes the place of that walk;
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neque enim verebar ne laboriosum esset legenti tibi, quod visenti non fu isset, praesertim
cum interquiescere, si liberet, depositaque epistula quasi residere saep iu s p osses. (P lin y ,

Ep.5.6A\).

I d o n ’t im agine yo u w ill find it tiresom e to read about a sp ot w hich cou ld hardly tire
you on a visit, esp ecia lly as you have m ore opportunities if y o u w ant an occa sio n a l rest,
and can take a seat, so to speak, by putting d ow n the letter.

The garden’s metam orphosis into a letter is com plete. But this is not the end o f the
process. Pliny’s use of mise en abime reveals som ething o f the inner workings o f the
letter. Through his literary technique everything within the letter itself fades into the
background and only the figure of Pliny is left. But how does Pliny want the reader
to perceive him? Pliny the country gentleman is also Pliny the businessman (he is
careful to point out that his estate can trade with Rome via the Tiber 5.6.12). The
Pliny who desires solitude (5.6.45) is also the Pliny who yearns for com pany. The
Pliny who seems indifferent to plastic or representational arts skilfully manipulates
his letter to present his villa and garden as a work of art. There is, of course, no one
truth. Pliny was all of these men.
Pliny the Y ounger was aware of the way in which personal environm ent could be
used as a stage for self-representation: that much is apparent from the nam ing of his
twin villas at Com o ‘T ragedy’ and ‘C om edy’ (Pliny, Ep. 5.7.16, 9.7). The reader
cannot clearly visualise Pliny’s representation of his garden because the focus of the
letter is not the garden, but Pliny. Just as the garden of Loreius Tiburtinus played
with m irror images of gaze and reflection so P liny’s letter stages ‘P liny’. Instead of
presenting the garden as a mise en scene, P liny’s disem bodied perspective, his
Greekisms, neologisms, ecphrasis and cam ouflage present a m ise en abime, a
continually refracting play of mirrors and reflections of self-representation. Image
becomes Imagination; Pliny’s Tuscan hortus em bodies an endless dialectic o f nature,
reflecting art, reflecting nature. The xystus, viridia and hippodrom us are all different
garden parts that share the underlying idea of the hortus, or rather, H orti as a
m onum ent for self-representation. Like the great H orti at Rome, Pliny’s Tuscan villa
garden is a m onum ent to himself. So too is his corpus of letters.^^ In both garden and
letter Pliny creates a double m onum ent to the art of his own self-cultivation.’®

Trapp 2 0 0 3 , 12; H enderson 2002a, 37.
™ H enderson 2 0 0 2 a , 2-1 4 .
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Ill) The Transgressive Garden - the Horti Luculliani
In the Horti Luculliani we have the most coherent exam ple of the multi valent role of
gardens in Roman society, with their im aginative potential fully em ployed in
T acitus’ description of the death of M essalina. The H orti Luculliani have already
featured in the course o f this thesis in conjunction with their nam esake and founder,
Lucullus, as an exam ple of how garden space within the built environs o f the city
could reflect the physical power of the owner.’^ This em bodim ent o f pow er was not
only physical but tem poral, as the significance o f the gardens long outlived Lucullus
himself. The H orti Luculliani are rich in both archaeological and literary evidence,
which allows for a fuller investigation into their im pact on the Roman im agination,
especially T acitus’, than can be provided by the gardens o f the H ouse of Loreius
Tiburtinus or the Tuscan gardens of Pliny.

Horti Luculliani - topography and appearance
The Horti Luculliani were located on the Pincian Hill, near the modern Piazza del
Popolo on a site now occupied by part o f the grounds of the V illa M edici and the
convent of Trinita dei Monti (Fig. 5.15). T o the east lay the H orti Sallustiani.
A lthough their exact dim ensions cannot be fixed, the excavations o f the French
School in Rome in 1981 have recovered a great deal of inform ation regarding its
appearance especially with regard to its waterworks.®” These were supplied by the
Aqua Virgo, which entered the city on these grounds (Front. Aq. 22.2). This provides
one of our points of reference for the size and boundaries of the Horti Luculliani.
The arcades of the aqueduct that start a little to the north of the via Salaria Vetus
(now the via Francesco Crispi and the via di Porta Pinciani) form the southernm ost
limit of the Horti Luculliani. The gardens extended to the western slope o f the
Pincian Hill. The northern limit is less certain because it is unclear whether the area
here was occupied by the Horti Luculliani alone or shared space with another garden,
but in one part at least it reached the m uro torto section o f the A urelian walls. Its
eastern and western limits were also marked by the Aurelian walls.®'

Through these reference points, indicated by recovered cippi, it seems that the Horti
Luculliani covered an area of some 20 to 25 hectares in the course o f their history.

■'“'S e e Ch.4 pp. 179-188.
Reports o f the excavation project o f the H orti Luculliani by the fe:ole Frari9aise de Rome have
appeared annually in MEFRA 1985-2001, but a comprehensive survey o f the results has yet to be
published. There is study o f the water features in Broise and Jolivet 1998 and a summary in Broise
and Jolivet 2001.
Steinby 1993-2003,111,67-70.
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They came into existence some time between 66 and 63 B.C. and well into the 2"‘*
century A.D. they were considered to be among the most lavish and costly gardens of
Imperial Rome (Plut. Luc. 39.2). This impression was achieved by three things:
monumental terracing, the lavish use of water features and the erection of several
stately pavilions and palaces. The Horti Luculliani was a villa urbana with a private
park. On the whole, details of the form and appearance of the Horti Luculliani have
not survived, but there is some indication of larger features. The park was
remodelled at least twice, and each time the water system was redesigned to
accommodate even greater quantities of water, probably provided by the addition of
the Aqua Marcia.^^ The first remodelling may have occurred during Tiberius’ reign,
during which period the structure that appears to have taken as its model the Temple
of Fortuna Primigenia at Praeneste was completed.®^ The second remodelling
occurred during the reign of Claudius (Tac. Ann. 11.1). Finds from this period
include the remains of an impressive monumental nymphaeum found at Trinita dei
M o n t i . T h i s was decorated with symbols of Jupiter and probably celebrated the
completion of Claudian water projects. We can also deduce, from comparisons with
the Horti Maecenatis and the Horti Sallustiani which were built in the same period
and occupied the same socially exclusive niche, that the Horti Luculliani were
probably walled and extensively decorated with sculpture groups.®^
When the Horti Luculliani were originally founded it was in an area technically
considered to be outside the city proper. Yet their latitude and location had a definite
impact on the cityscape. The Pincian hill is set apart from the jumble of hills that
make up the centre of regal and republican Rome, and sloped down onto the Campus
Martius. The elevated and extensive nature of the site not only allowed the residents
of the garden a superb view onto the Campus Martius below and the city beyond, but
also allowed visitors and residents of the city to observe the garden.^ The gardens
provided a point from which one could both see and be seen. As time passed, the
location of the Horti Luculliani became even more significant. The excavations
revealed fragments of the ambitious structure so similar to the Temple of Fortuna
Primigenia that it has suggested the presence of a cult to Fortune. These included
large walls and a curved portico with a circular structure at the top constructed along

**■ B roise a n d J o liv et 1998, 192-193.
“ Som etim e betw een A .D . 15 and 20: see B roise a n d J o liv e t 1998, 196.
Steinby 1 9 9 3 -2 0 0 3 , 111, 6 8 -7 0 .
“ Hauber 1998 and 1991; H artswick 2 0 0 4 .
“ ■Their visual im pact on the city can still be traced in the 16“' century m aps drawn by L igorio and
Bufalini, on w hich the m onum ental terracing o f the gardens can be discerned: se e S teinby 1 9 9 3 -2 0 0 3 ,
111,404-55, Figs. 4 0 and 4 1 .
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the same axis as A ugustus’ Mausoleum.®’ However, the persistent assim ilation of
sacred architecture and iconography into private life make it difficult to distinguish
the presence of a sacred space (re/j.euos') in a domestic context from dom estic space
that is simply referencing elements of scared space.^ W hat is apparent is that the
Horti Luculliani drew the monuments of the northern area of the Cam pus M arti us,
including A ugustus’ Horologium and M ausoleum , together into a coherent vista.®*

The gardens had a series of distinguished owners, starting with Lucullus. They were
Inherited by his son Lucius, under whom the first im provem ent o f the gardens
probably took place. From Lucius they passed to M. V alerius M essalla C orvinus in
about 25 B.C., first cousin once removed to M. V alerius M essalla Barbatus,
M essalina’s fath er.^ From him they passed to V alerius A siaticus, prefect of
Narbonese Gaul. They passed into the imperial fisc u s when M essaiina acquired
them, but during T rajan’s reign part or all of the grounds, either through grant or
sale, became the property of the gens Acilia where they rem ained into the 3"* century
A.D. In 4 “' century they become the property o f the Anicii and by this tim e the whole
area was known as the dom us Pinciana. The gardens were eventually reabsorbed into
the imperial fiscu s before becoming papal property and were the seat o f Belisarius
during his stay in Rome.’ ’

The Horti Luculliani were therefore a landm ark in both the physical topography and
social hierarchy of the city. For this reason alone, their prom inent position in
T acitus’ Annals is justified, but Tacitus, in his account o f M essalina’s death, calls
attention to the gardens for more than topographical reasons.

Tacitus, Messaiina and the Horti Luculliani
At this point, some detailed exposition is necessary, as T acitu s’ description of
M essalina’s death, sensational as it is, is by far the most com prehensive and
influential account of the most fam ous event to have occurred in a Roman garden.®^

*"Coarelli 1983,200-206.
“ See Ch.4 p.200.
Steinby 1993-2003, 111, 69; Broise and Jolivet 1998, 196.
Steinby 1993-2003, III, 67; PIR^ V 90.
Steinby 1993-2003,111,67-70.
^ For commentaries on Tacitus’ presentation of this episode see Koestermann 1963-68 and Furneaux
1907. For Tacitus’ historiography see Syme 1958; Woodman 1988. For Suetonius’ version o f events
see Mottershead 1986, 107-109. Motteshead theorises that the plan o f the conspirators was to present
Claudius with a fa it accom pli on his return to Rome and force his abdication in favour o f Silius. In
Suetonius’ and D io ’s account Messaiina is the main instigator o f events, with Silius taking a passive
role, once again raising the theme o f gender inversion (see below pp.273, 277-278).
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The H orti Luculliani both introduce and conclude the events o f Book 11, which
cover the years A.D. 47 to 48 o f C laudius’ r e i g n T h e y are presented as one of
M essalina’s motivations for instigating legal proceedings against their owner,
Valerius Asiaticus (the other being his affair with Poppea Sabina):

pariterque hortis inhians, quos ille a Lucullo coeptos insigni magnificentia extollebat

For she coveted the gardens which had been begun by Lucullus, and which Asiaticus
was beautifying with exceptional lavishness. (Tac. Ann. 11.1)

Valerius Asiaticus was duly indicted for treason and, after yet another trial in
cubiculum principis that so marked C laudius’ reign, he was condem ned to com mit
suicide. He was crem ated in his gardens, which then passed to M essalina, although it
is unclear how this happened since the property o f suicides was not normally
confiscated by the S tate.^

Some interesting details foreshadow ing the events that lead to the conclusion o f book
11 are also added. The verdict of suicide was achieved by the half-hearted defence of
Lucius Vitellius, who, on the orders of M essalina, abandoned any forensic attem pt at
defence and plea-bargained for an honourable suicide, in other words implicitly
adm itting Valerius A siaticus’ guilt (Tac. Ann. 11.2-3). In the afterm ath the senate
was summoned and two knights by the name o f Petra were condem ned for
subversive dream s in which the Em peror was wearing a crown o f inverted wheat
ears, signifying a corn shortage, or withering vine leaves which im plied C laudius’
death in the near future (Tac. Ann. 11.4). Shortly after that there was an incident
where Gaius Silius, the consul designate, verbally abused Suillius Rufus, M essalina’s
prosecutor in the Asiaticus case, for his greed (Tac. Ann. 11.5). Thus the first five
chapters of book 11 either introduce the characters involved in M essalina’s downfall
(V itellius and Silius), foreshadow future events (the visit to O stia foreshadow ed by
the suggestion a problem with the corn supply) or hint at recurring tropes (the
garden, the potential death of Claudius, and the autumnal theme). The young Nero
Although this may not have been the original intent o f Tacitus, since the intervening years between
the death o f Tiberius and the reign and death o f Caligula are missing: see Sym e 1958, 256-270.
Comparisons with Suetonius’ account o f Claudius’ reign add little to our understanding because
Suetonius, writing biography, only covers the chronology o f Claudius’ life up to his accession and
describes his reign thematically rather than chronologically. Consequently what Suetonius tells us
about the Emperor, that Tacitus and Dio do not, mainly concerns his childhood and his appearance
and physical disabilities: see Mottershead 1986, xii-xiv.
^ Robinson 1995 ,75-78. There was a legal loophole whereby a suicide convicted o f parricide was
liable to have property confiscated (Robinson 1 99 5 ,4 7 ) but it seem s unlikely that this could have
been applied.
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and Agrippina are also introduced, with Tacitus hinting at the animosity between the
two women before breaking off from domestic matters to recount other events of
Claudius’ reign that year.®^ Messalina is left having embarked on an affair with Silius
and fades into the background, presumably to enjoy her garden (Tac. Ann. 11.12).
In chapter 26, Messalina reappears and the events that lead to her death are set in
motion. In October A.D. 48 Gaius Silius proposed marriage and Messalina, after
some initial reservations, accepted. The couple waited until the autumn, when
Claudius left for Ostia and then got married in what appeared to be a legal ceremony
(Tac. Ann. 11.27). A triumvirate of leading palace freedmen, Narcissus, Pallas and
Callistus,^ fearing a plot against the Emperor’s life, decided to denounce Messalina:
her marriage was evidence of a conspiracy. Pallas and Callistus shied away from the
idea, leaving Narcissus to travel to Ostia with two of Claudius’ mistresses, Calpurnia
and Cleopatra, as informers against Messalina. Fearing an imminent coup, the entire
party set off for Rome to secure the Praetorian Guard (Tac. Ann. 11.28-31).
Meanwhile, the action shifts back to Rome where Messalina was celebrating her
marriage and the autumn by holding a vintage festival. News that Claudius was on
his way back came to her and the revellers split up. Messalina retired to the Horti
Luculliani and Silius to the Forum. As Silius and other participants in the marriage
and subsequent revel were arrested, Messalina, recognising the gravity of the
situation, marshalled her forces. She sent her children by Claudius, Britannicus and
Octavia, and the Senior Vestal, Vibidia, ahead of her to plead her cause. Then she
herself walked down from the gardens and traversed the city on foot. At the start of
the Ostian road she boards a cart used for transporting garden refuse (Tac. Ann.
11.32).
Both parties met on the Ostian road. Claudius was accompanied by Vitellius, Gaius
Caecina Largus, and Narcissus who, fearing that Vitellius and Largus were creatures
of Messalina, insisted on travelling in the same conveyance. Narcissus had also
managed to cast suspicion on Lucius Geta, commander of the Praetorian Guard and
have the command transferred to himself for that day. Messalina was accompanied
by Vibidia and her children. A heated exchange ensued between Messalina and
Narcissus. It was never entirely clear what Messalina was charged with but Narcissus
''^The interim chapters cover C lau d iu s’ intervention in the skirm ish for the Parthian throne, the
celebration o f the Secular G am es, C laudius’ attempt to revise the Latin alphabet, unrest am on g the
Cherusci and C hauci in G erm any, the exten sion o f citizen sh ip to G auls from G a llia C o m a ta as
citizens and a censu s (Tac. Ann. 11.13-25).
A ll three men occu p ied key position s in the palace bureaucracy. N arcissu s w as C lau d iu s’ freedm an
a b epistu lis (his personal secretary), Pallas w as a financial secretary (a ra tio n ib u s) and C allistu s a
lib ellis (handled petitions and p ossib ly ju d icial inquiries).
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prevailed and Messalina was removed, on the understanding that she would be given
a hearing at the Emperor’s discretion (Tac. 11.33-35). Narcissus then took Claudius
to Silius’ house near the Forum to show him evidence that Messalina had set up
house there; and then to the Praetorian camp where Silius and other associates of
Messalina were executed (Tac. Ann. 11. 35-36). Messalina however, was still alive,
and composing an appeal in the Horti Luculliani. Worn out by the excitement,
Claudius returned to the palace and, soothed by dinner, ordered Messalina to present
herself the next day. Narcissus, worried that she might present a plausible case in her
defence and noting that Claudius’ anger was dissipating, took drastic action. His
emergency command had not yet lapsed so he ordered an officer of the guard to
execute Messalina. Messalina, in an agony of despair, attempted suicide, failed, and
was put to death. Her body was left in the garden, in the care of her mother, Domitia
Lepida (Tac. Ann. 11.37). Claudius received the news of her death with equanimity.
Narcissus was rewarded with an honorary quaestorship and the Senate condemned
Messalina’s name and statues to damnatio memoriae (Tac. Ann. 11.38).
Tacitus’ reliance on reported speech, dramatic entrances and fictionalised authorial
insight into the motives of his characters, like those of other historiographers, makes
any attempt to untangle the historical veracity of this episode highly subjective. Yet
there is no reason to doubt the basic facts. Messalina had an affair with Silius, she
was unlawfully executed on uncertain grounds (even Seneca says so)^ and the Horti
Luculliani were the site of the coup de grace. What is more vexing is the question of
what exactly was Messalina’s crime and whether there was a conspiracy or not.
The first stumbling block is the bigamous marriage: why did Messalina marry
Silius?®* Many have chosen to interpret Messalina’s marriage as a case of amour fou.
Tacitus does say that she was infatuated with Silius, but he also acknowledged her
caprices left her as fast as they cam e.^ In any case, rather than exhibiting a furious
and immoderate passion for Silius, Tacitus has Messalina receive his proposal of
marriage with cool reservations. Then, in an abrupt turn, Messalina accepts Silius’
proposal for no better reason than perversity:

” Sen. Ap. 10, presents her death as part o f a plot orchestrated by Narcissus, im plying Claudius’
collusion in the affair: see Baldwin 1964,40-44.
Scramuzza 1940,90; Furneaux 1907, 39-53 and Koestermann 1 9 6 3 -6 8 ,8 5 -1 0 8 accept that
M essalina’s marriage was part o f a conspiracy but do not question Tacitus’ presentation o f the goals
and motives o f the conspirators (or lack thereof).
^ Most notably in the case o f Sextus Traulus Montanus, who was only called for one night o f service
before being dropped by Messalina. The brevity o f their liason was not accepted in his defence and he
was executed along with Silius and others (Tac. Ann. 11.36).
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nomen tamen matrimonii concupivit ob magnitudinem infamiae, cuius apud prodigos
novissim a voluptas est.

Yet for the saice o f that transcendent infamy which constitutes the ultimate delight o f the
profligate, she coveted the name o f wife. (Tac. Ann. 11.26)

Such a decision beggars belief. In terms of realpolitik, the wife of the ruling Emperor
only stands to lose from taking such a risk, consul-designate or no. It has been
suggested that Messalina felt threatened by Agrippina, whose star, via the personable
Nero, was in the ascendant. It has also been suggested that Messalina suspected
Claudius of wanting to set her aside in favour of Agrippina.'™* It is true that
Agrippina’s dynastic connection as the daughter of the beloved Germanicus and
granddaughter of Julia was slightly more glamorous that M essalina’s double descent,
on both maternal and paternal lines, from her great-grandmother Octavia (Augustus’
sister) and Mark Antony. It is also true that Claudius’ reign, more than any of his
predecessors, emphasised dynastic d e s c e n t . B u t Tacitus says that Messalina,
distracted by her affair, had relaxed her attacks on Agrippina, which suggests that
she felt secure in her position (Tac. Ann. 11.12). Another possible explanation is that
Messalina feared the death of Claudius and wished to secure protection for her son,
Britannicus. Again, this line of reasoning, while superficially convincing, does not
stand up to close scrutiny. Claudius had always had poor health, and at 57 had
entered old age, but there is no indication that his health was worsening to any
significant degree. In any case, the arguments that Tacitus has Silius put to Messalina
in favour of their marriage do not include it as a factor; indeed he suggests that
waiting for the Emperor to die of old age is the riskier option (Tac. Ann. 11.26).
The second obstacle in Tacitus’ account is the question of a coup. Was a coup
actually planned? Messalina certainly had enough influential supporters. Vitellius,
Caecina Largus and, by implication, Lucius Geta were her creatures, as were Decrius
Calpurnianus, Captain of the Vigiles, and Sulpicius Rufus, head of the Gladiators’
School (Tac. Ann. 11.35). A conspiracy would explain the executions, since bigamy
was not a capital crime under Roman law and a woman with two husbands was

Griffin 1984,27-29. Griffin accepts that the marriage was real and so was the threat o f a violent
coup. Levick 1990, 65-67, also believes that Agrippina’s new found single state was the motivating
factor behind events, but suspects the goal was to coerce Claudius to abdicate and considers the
marriage to be a realistic charade. About the puzzle o f the Bacchic festival no com m ent is made. For
the other side o f the rivalry between the two women see Barrett 1 9 96,72-94.
Wood 1992,234.
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technically considered an adulteress rather than a b i g a m i s t . O f course, the marriage
of the Emperor’s wife must have had a political dimension, and if Messalina did
contract another marriage her actions had the potential to be politically destabilising.
It may be that Silius planned to present Messalina and Britannicus to the Guards
when their marriage was a /a // accompli.'°^ But if that was the case, why were her
most influential supporters, Vitellius and Geta, in Ostia with Claudius when the plot
is revealed, rather than in Rome? Even if their hypothetical role in the plot was to
keep Claudius distracted, why was Messalina’s first action after her marriage to hold
a mimic vintage, rather than securing the Guard?
In the context of Tacitus’ explanation, the mimic vintage appears as yet another
example of Messalina’s thrill-seeking nature. This belies the point of a coup. What
was gained by delay in a conspiracy that hinged (as most of them do) on speedy
action? The party is sometimes explained as incompetence or overconfidence on the
part of the conspiracy, but Messalina, although portrayed as greedy, venal, venereal
and vicious, never appears to be stupid.

On the contrary, her machinations against

Valerius Asiaticus, Poppea Sabina and others exhibit both cunning and a flair for
manipulating political and judicial bodies. Messalina’s sexuality often confuses the
issue: are her reported actions the mark of a sexually liberated woman, or was she at
the mercy of her desires? Is it the kind of political invective traditionally targeted at
women (and sometimes men) who are perceived as straying outside their own gender
boundaries?'®^ Is her sexuality an attempt to control political allies through sexual
favours? Or is it perhaps not really relevant? Although Messalina is characterised as
highly sexed to the point of nymphomania, it is often forgotten that this was a
personal hobby, not her route to power. Messalina’s ambitions were realised not
through the bedroom, but through alliances with key members of the palace
bureaucracy, and through an ability to manipulate the very masculine field of
criminal law.‘“* In fact, there is every reason to believe that Messalina’s sexual
exploits are prominently displayed to accentuate the difference between her and
Agrippina, who is presented as almost a s e x u a l . I n reality, both women sought to
exercise political power in masculine ways.

In fact the law s that regulated Roman marriage w ere so ela stic there is a q u estion over w hether it
constituted a crim e at all, at least until the reign o f D iocletian: se e R ob in son 1995, 57.
Bauman 1992, 178 n .57, citing M eise. Bauman also ou tlin es the main problem s with this v ie w o f
the conspiracy.
Pliny, H N 10.172; D io , 6 1 .3 1 .1 ; Juv. 6 .1 1 5 -3 2 .
Edwards 1 9 9 3 ,4 -1 2 ; L evick 1990, 56; Joshel 1 9 9 7 ,2 2 6 .
Bauman 1992, 176 n. 4 9 . L evick sees M essalin a’s sexual ex p lo its as an attem pt to exert control
over politicians, rather than pathological nym phom ania: see L evick 1 9 9 0 ,5 6 .
Joshel 1 9 9 7 ,2 4 3 .
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In the face o f this uncharacteristic incom petence, it has been argued either that there
was no wedding and no vintage party, or that the m im ic vintage was distorted to
appear as a w edding and that the conspiracy was a palace conspiracy lead by
Narcissus.

The latter theory resolves the apparent discrepancies between M essalina’s perceived
character and her actions, and explains why Narcissus evidently believed that she
could present a credible defence and m oved quickly to have her killed. There is also
the added motivation o f distrust. Although M essalina and N arcissus worked together
closely, in the past she had arranged the death o f another prom inent freedman o f the
Imperial household, Polybius, in A .D . 47. Narcissus, Pallas and Callistus may well
have feared that they could be next and arranged a pre-em ptive strike. But again,
there are flaw s in this theory. The first is the sudden withdrawal o f Pallas and
Callistus. The second and greater flaw is that, for all its outlandishness, the marriage
does appear to have been iustae nuptiae, a lawful m a r r i a g e . T a c i t u s takes some
pains to convince us o f that:

Haud sum ignarus fabulosum visum iri tantum ullis m ortalium securitatis fuisse in
civitate om nium gnara et nihil reticente, nedum consulem designatum cum uxore
principis, praedicta die, adhibitis qui obsignarent, velut suscipiendorum liberorum causa
convenisse, atque iilam audisse auspicum verba, subisse, sacrificasse apud deos;
discubitum inter convivas, oscula com plexus, noctem denique actam licentia coniugali.
sed nihil com positum m iraculi causa, verum audita scriptaque sen io rib u s tradam .

1 am not unaw are it will seem fantastical that, in a com m unity aw are o f everything and
silent about nothing, there were any m em bers o f the hum an race w ho felt so secure. Still
less, that on an appointed day, and before invited signatories, a consul designate and the
E m peror’s wife should have been joined together in form al m arriage - “for the purpose
of begetting children” - that she should have listened to the o fficial’s w ords, put on the
bridal veil, sacrificed to the gods; that the pair should have taken places at a banquet,
em braced and finally consum m ated the night as m an and wife. But 1 am not m aking this
up, w hat 1 heard and w hat 1 tell is the truth according to w hat older m en recorded. (Tac.
Ann. 11.27)

Bauman 1992 178 n.56 puts forth the case that under Rom an law s o f m arriage a cerem ony
dissolving a previous m arriage need not necessarily have occurred, the second m arriage being a tacit
repudiation o f the first. But even he is not too convinced.
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Finally, Narcissus’ haste to have Messalina killed before she could present herself to
Claudius suggests that Narcissus feared she had at least a plausible defence to offer.
Therefore we are left with three possible interpretations of events: that there was a
marriage and a conspiracy, that there was a conspiracy but no marriage, or that there
was no marriage and no conspiracy, at least none guided by Messalina. None of these
interpretations are wholly convincing, while all fail to resolve critical ambiguities.
Other sources, namely Suetonius and Dio, cannot help because they essentially
follow T a c itu s .T a c itu s ’ account is riddled with confusion and contradictions,
much of it the result of his own technique of narrative history, the use of inventio, the
addition of detail that adds a persuasive and plausible gloss to the s t o r y . Y e t ,
whatever Tacitus may have added to the content of the story/history, the episode is
worth investigating for the strong presence of imperial Horti throughout the
narrative. What if, instead of concentrating purely on the characters of these events,
we look at the space in which these events occurred? Putting aside all questions of
historical veracity and the need for consistent psychological motivations, what stands
out in Tacitus’ account is the prominent position of the Horti Luculliani. Tacitus
places such a recurrent emphasis on the presence of the gardens that Dio, in his
synopsis, focuses on them as the main cause of M essalina’s downfall, an evaluation
that categorises her bigamous marriage and the enmity of Narcissus as secondary
effects rather than the principal cause (Dio, 61.5). In other words, does Tacitus’ use
of space, especially gardens, inform our understanding of the text?
The short answer here is yes. Classical historiography expected geographical
descriptions to add psychological plausibility to descriptions of events.'" The Horti
Luculliani were used by Tacitus to stage the character of Messalina and influence
perceptions of the events that lead up to her death. There are two main forces behind
Tacitus’ use of the Horti Luculliani-, these are the perception of Horti as a medium
for the display of social power and the role of the hortus as a liminal space that had
the potential to encourage transgressive activity.

Dynastic Horti, imperial women
The topography of the Horti Luculliani indicates that they occupied a key site in the
cityscape of Rome. In many societies, important structures tend to be concentrated
Suet. Claud. 26.2; Dio, 60.29 and 60. 31. 2-5. On their sources and historical context see Levick
1990, 192-194.
""Woodman 1988, 176.
Woodman 1988, 183.
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on the upper slopes and the tops of hills, an arrangem ent that reflects both concepts
o f defensible space and hierarchies of control. This was the case in Rome w here the
Capitoline was dom inated by the temple to Jupiter O ptim us M axim us and the
Palatine by the imperial residences and offices. T he advantage o f the Pincian hill lay
in its distance from the old centre of Rome (it had never been considered as one of
the traditional seven hills). Unlike the centre o f Rome, which was marked by a
concentration o f hills, the Pincian was unobstructed, with only the Quirinal as a
neighbour and the flat expanse of the Campus M artius at its foot. This relative
spaciousness allowed w hatever structures occupied the Pincian hill to rise above the
urban density o f Rome and have more of a visual impact. Any view towards
A ugustus’ M ausoleum would have the H orti Luculliani in the background. The
space that the gardens occupied was therefore extrem ely valuable in term s of
position, as well as latitude. In A.D. 47 the Horti Luculliani were the largest and
most significant of those Roman Horti not yet owned by the imperial fam ily.

In this context, the death of Valerius Asiaticus is an exam ple o f how H orti became
contested space between aristocratic and im perial interests. A native o f Vienne in
Gaul, Valerius Asiaticus was from a relatively young branch o f the Valerii. His
fam ily, prom inent members of the Allobroges tribe, had obtained citizenship from
Valerius Flaccus, some time around 80 B .C .“ ^ In the eyes of more established
Roman senatorial fam ilies, Valerius Asiaticus was little better than a barbarian
upstart. Nevertheless, thanks to their huge wealth, the fam ily made rapid social
advances. A siaticus’ wife was Lollia Saturnina, sister of the stupendously wealthy
Lollia Paulina, and sometime mistress of Caligula. A man o f clear and proven ability,
twice consul,"^ with a ruthless military reputation, and a strong pow er base in
Narbonese Gaul and the Rhine armies, Asiaticus was a man who bore watching. His
ownership of the H orti Luculliani must have increased his public profile beyond
what Claudius and M essalina felt to be safe."'*

By acquiring the H orti Luculliani M essalina made a statem ent o f her own political
power. Although ow nership of the Horti Luculliani was congruent with M essalina’s
sexual persona, they represented far more than a taste fo r luxury. They were an
articulation of power. M essalina’s desire to acquire these gardens is described by the
verb inhiare, meaning to gape with open mouth. T acitus’ use o f inhiare to express

Scram uzza 1 9 4 0 ,9 3 -9 4 ; P a u ly-W issow a VII A .i s.v. V aleriu s 106.
A lthough he did not take up the secon d con su lsh ip in A .D . 4 6 (D io , 6 0 .2 7 ).
L evick 1990, 6 2 -6 3 . B roise and Jolivet 1998, 199 co n ced e that, im probable as it m ay sound for a
p riva tu s to adopt the sy m b o ls o f Jupiter that appear on the m onum ental n ym p h a ea , V alerius A siaticu s,
with h is c lo se links to the Rhine army, w as ju st the man to do so.
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covetousness is unusual: its physical aspect is usually translated into a kind of lustful
desire that corresponds to the tradition o f M essalina’s voracious sexual appetite. But
inhiare is also used by Tacitus of A grippina the E lder’s desire for direct political
power (Tac. Ann. 4.12.5)“ ^ and Agrippina the Y ounger’s desire for the H orti of
Statilius Taurus (Tac. Ann.

12.59.1).

Both A grippinas are characterised by

determ inedly non-sexual personae, what sexuality they have begins and ends with
their children. Nor does inhiare appear as part o f the Latin sexual vocabulary.*** Its
use as a verb signifying covetousness for all three women indicates that their desire
represents a masculinised articulation of power rather than fem inised sexual
gratification."^ In fact, Agrippina the Y ounger’s course o f action closely resembles
M essalina’s: she brings a case against Statilius Taurus, who com m its suicide. Female
desire for gardens, therefore, reflects their em pow erm ent in the new imperial system
o f governance, rather than fem inine im m oderation and sexual weakness. Horti
facilitate their new role as both a symbol and medium of power. The inversion of
sexual norms is a common theme throughout T acitus’ Annals and reflects the
increasing im portance of women to imperial structure. M essalina’s aggressive
sexuality reflects social unease at the new pivotal role o f im perial wives in the
business of maintaining the Empire."® M essalina’s desire for the H orti Luculliani
may have been motivated in part by its Lucullan associations with luxury and excess,
but Lucullus was also ‘Xerxes in a to g a’, the other side of the coin being that Xerxes
was also a byword for absolute power. W ith their hilltop position and unobstructed
view, the gardens articulated a statem ent of surveillance and control on the part of
M essalina.
In Roman society, highborn women were deployed to maintain social boundaries,
usually through m arriage."^ As the wife of the Em peror, M essalina em bodies the
Em pire but she subverts this role, becoming a chaotic figure that blurs social
distinctions in her choice of lovers, and social roles with her polyandry. She even
blurs identity and nationality by taking on the role o f a whore with a Greek name
during her sexual marathons (Juv. 6.125). These them es of breaking boundaries,
social unrest and sexual transgression, converge in the space of the garden.

For commentary on this use o f inhiare see Martin and Woodman 1989, 133. See also Barrett 1996,
22-24 and 32-38.
' Adams 1982; Boatwright 1998 ,7 7 n.42. Inhiare does occur indirectly in the context o f sexual
desire when Dido, burning with love for Aeneas, consults the gods: pecudum que reclusis/pectoribus
inhians spirantia consulit exta (Vir. Aen. 4.63-64).
Beard 1998, 26-27; Boatwright 1998,77-78.
"“ Joshel 1997,223; Wood 1992,234.
‘“'Joshel 1997,246.
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Transgressive space, Dionysiac fables
Tacitus uses the Horti LucuUiani to inform the character of Messalina by exploiting
the association of garden space with transgressive space. The latter half of Book 11
contains three incidents where social boundaries are crossed. The first is Messalina’s
bigamous marriage, women are not meant to have two husbands. The second is the
mimic vintage, the Roman state had long had an uneasy relationship with Dionysiac
enactments. The third is the death of Messalina herself, where she crosses from life
to death in a manner that is barely legitimised.
All three events are connected with garden space, although only the third event
explicitly takes place in the Horti LucuUiani. The connection of the other two events
with garden space is more indirect. Although Tacitus does not always specify where
certain events take place, the whole episode is full of topographical detail. The
conspiracy of the freedmen takes place in the palace, the denunciation of Messalina
at Ostia, and Silius is arrested on his way to the Forum. Meanwhile Messalina
retreats to the Horti LucuUiani (possible via the House of Vestals to recruit Vibidia).
She then sets out from the Horti LucuUiani, and walks through Rome to the start of
Ostian Road along which she has her confrontation with Claudius. Claudius is
brought by Narcissus to Silius’ house on the Forum, then to the Praetorian camp, and
then back to the Palace. Messalina is removed to the Horti LucuUiani where she
composes her appeal and is executed.
Tacitus fills his account with so much detail as to the location of the protagonists that
maps of their movements can practically be drawn. However, there are two glaring
exceptions; the location of the wedding and the vintage festival are never specified.
Instead, Tacitus implies that another hortus or Horti is the location of the wedding
and Bacchanal through hints and suggestions. By doing this he not only grounds the
events described in the topography of contemporary Rome, he also creates parallel
associations with antique legends and dramas, notably Euripides’ Bacchae and Book
7 of the Aeneid. Messalina’s fatal self-delusion recalls both Agave and Amata’s
Bacchanalian frenzy (Eur. Bacc. 1025-1394; Vir. Aen 7.373-405). By not explicitly
specifying the location of Messalina’s wedding and the Bacchanal that follows,
Tacitus allows the carefully cultivated Horti of Rome to fade back into the wild
woods of antiquity.
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Tacitus says that the mimic vintage was celebrated in the palace grounds*^ {adulto
autumno simulacrum vindemiae per domum celebrabat 11.31.2). It was outdoors
because Vettius Valens climbs a tree,‘^‘ an event that cannot fail to bring to mind
Pentheus scaling a tree to spy on the maenads. These details suggest that its most
likely location was the Horti Maecenatis, a garden park that was both part of the
imperial household and had vineyards along its western s l o p e s . T h e location of the
wedding is even more vague; Tacitus really gives no clues at all as to where this
happened, although Silius’ house is implied. However, Juvenal

placed the

consummation of the wedding in a garden (Juv. 10.334). Since both events are linked
not only temporally by their sequence in the narrative, but also spatially through their
mutual atopia, Tacitus encourages the reader to group all the events together in
garden space. Through the implication that wedding and revel both took place in a
garden, they are closely associated with Messalina’s retreat and death on the Horti
Luculliani which are present at both the beginning and the end of the events.
To what effect does Tacitus link the three events together? The association of
gardens with transgressive space corresponds with Messalina’s sexual reputation,
and with Tacitus’ characterisation of her as a woman always seeking to push forward
the boundaries of pleasure with outrageous entertainments. But the use of gardens as
transgressive space implies a degree of permitted licence, acting as social safety
v a l v e . A n d it Is this ambiguity that sheds light on the confused circumstances of
the conspiracy, especially the Bacchanalia.
In spite of the temptation to Interpret the Bacchanalia as an actual Bacchic ritual it
must be kept In mind that the Bacchanal was just a simulacrum, a performance, not
an actual cult activity.'^'* Messalina’s behaviour owes more to traditional poetic
descriptions of maenadism than real cult activity, since cultic maenads did not
actually participate in grape h a rv e s ts .M e s s a lin a ’s role as a maenad plays on a
tradition of associating female sexuality and gardens. In Longus’ Daphnis and Chloe
the garden serves as a locus for a spectacle of desire where Eros follows the seasons

Koestermann 1 963-68,96, follow ing Furneaux 1 9 0 7 ,4 5 understands dom us to refer to the house of
Silius. However, the text really is very ambiguous on this point. Since Tacitus also uses domus for the
imperial palace (11.27) the significance o f his locating key events involving Messalina in gardens
makes more sense if the gardens are her own, not S ilius’.
When asked what he can see he says prophetically “A great storm over Ostia.”
Wiseman 1998, 15-16.
See Ch.3 p p .l5 6 and 173-175.
Because Koestermann and Furneax see the Bacchic celebration purely as a piece o f entertainment
they do not suggest any conceptual association with the Bacchic conspiracy o f 186 B.C., discussed
below.
‘■^Henrichs 1978, 157.
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of the year, from the inception of love in the spring to its consummation in autumn.
Chloe is even compared to a maenad (Long. 2.1-2), although in Longus’ description
the wild sexual element is softened into romanticism.'^* In Tacitus’ account
Messalina, also consummating her love in the autumn, is characterised as a
recognisably out-of-control, wild maenad, but while the maenad was the embodiment
of destructive violence and ecstasy, neither of these are very much in evidence in
Tacitus’ account. Whatever violence there is, is turned inward on Messalina and her
companions. Instead of being romantic, the whole episode has strong Euripidean
overtones, complete with Vettius Valens climbing a tree, recalling the demise of
Pentheus.'^^ In Euripides, Dionysus’ vengeance takes the form of madness and
delusion. In Tacitus’ account, the delusion precedes the appearance of Dionysus. The
marriage ceremony is the cause of punishment, rather than being the punishment
itself.
But the presence of Dionysus does inform the event, although not in the literal way
that some would have it. Dionysus, as the god of wilderness, crossing boundaries and
otherness, is often found within a garden context, in a decorative sense at l e a s t . B u t
Dionysus is also the god of theatre and Tacitus emphasises the theatrical nature of
the event:

at Messalina non alias solutior luxu, adulto autumno simulacrum vindemiae per domum
ceiebrabat. urgueri prela, fluere iacus; et feminae pellibus accinctae adsultabant ut
sacrlficantes vel insanientes Bacchae; ispa crine fluxo thyrsum quatiens, iuxtaque Silius
hedera vinctus, gerere cothurnos, iacere caput, strepente circum procaci choro.

But Messalina had never given voluptuousness a freer rein. Autumn was in full and she
was celebrating a mimic vintage through the grounds o f the house. Presses were being
trodden, vats flowed

while beside them, skin-girt women

were bounding like

Bacchanals excited by sacrifice or delirium. She herself was there with dishevelled
tresses and waving thyrsus. At her side was Silius with an ivy crown, wearing buskins
and tossing his head while around him rose the din o f a wanton chorus. (Tac. Ann.
11.31)

The use of dramatic terms, simulacrum, cothurnos, chorus and the description of
Messalina and Silius in the roles of a maenad and Dionysus respectively, have not

'“ Zeitlin 1994, 16.
‘-"La Penna 1975, 121.
'=*See Ch.2.2 p. 118.
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escaped scholarly attention. The idea that the Bacchic revel, and by Implication the
marriage that preceded it, were no more than a mise en scene for a particularly
outrageous party has been considered, but rejected in the face o f Tacitus’ insistence
that all the legal forms were met. But this episode is closely paralleled with Nero’s
transgressive m a r r i a g e . I n this instance what differentiates Nero’s marriage from
Messalina’s in terms of their legitimacy is not the emphasis on legal forms, but the
homosexuality o f the principals, with Nero, the Commander in Chief of Rom e’s
armies, taking the part o f the blushing bride:

igitur in stagno Agrippae fabricatus est ratem cui superpositum convivlum navium
alairum tractu moveretur. naves auro et ebore distinctae, remigesque exoleti per aetates
et scientiam iibidinum componebantur. volucris et feras diversis e terris et animalia
maris Oceano abusque petiverat. crepidinibus stagni lupanaria adstabant iniustris
feminis compieta et contra scorta visebantur nudis corporibus. iam gestus motusque
obsceni; et postquam tenebrae incedebant, quantum iuxta nemoris et circumiecta tecta
consonare cantu et iuminibus clarescere. ipse per licita atque inlicita foedatus nihil
fiagitii reliquerat quo corruptior ageret, nisi paucos post dies uni ex iilo contaminatorum
grege (nomen Pythagorae fuit) in modum sollemnium coniugiorum denupsisset.
Inditum imperatori flammeum, missi auspices, dos et genialis torus et faces nuptiales,
cuncta denique spectata quae etiam in femina nox operit.

The entertainment took place on a raft constructed on A grippa’s lake. It was towed
about by other vessels, with gold and ivory fittings. Their rowers were pathics, arranged
according to their age and sexual expertise. He had also collected birds and animals
from distant lands and even creatures from the Ocean. On the embankments of the lake
stood brothels filled with ladies of good families. On the opposite side naked whores
could be seen. Already there were obscene gestures and movements, and when darkness
fell every nearby grove and the surrounding houses were filled with clamorous song and
blazed with light. As for Nero himself, defiled by acts both permissabie and proscribed,
it seemed that there was no outrage that he held back from in his quest for degradation.
Except that after a few days he took one man (his name was Pythagoras) from that gang
of perverts and celebrated a wedding in the most solemn manner, with this man as the
husband. There was placed on the Commander in Chief a bridal veil, officials were
admitted, there was a dowry, a marriage bed and nuptial torches; and finally everything
was witnessed which even in the case of women is veiled by night. (Tac. Ann. 15.37)

For a more detailed analysis of this episode see Woodman 1998b
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There is a high degree of congruence between the two episodes. Nero’s marriage is
associated with the garden environs that fringe the Stagnum Agrippae. Both
marriages have every appearance of legitimacy, barring the homosexual element.
Both events are associated with Dionysiac themes. The idea of wilderness, as
represented by the wild animals brought into Rome by Nero, and the themes of
sexual and social inversion have inescapably Dionysiac associations. Messalina too
has inverted the gender norms, not physically, as Nero has done, but socially, by
exercising an almost masculine degree of power, embodied by her gardens. There is
even a conceptual allusion to Xerxes, with Nero subverting nature to create the
appearance of dry land on w a t e r . I t seems likely that the latter episode is meant to
recall the former. With that in mind we return to Silius’ proposal of marriage, and the
marriage itself. This too has an overly theatrical aspect: Tacitus describes the
relationship between Messalina and Silius as an act of dissimulatio (pretence or
playacting), while Silius’ suggestion of marriage is prompted by a very Euripidean
fatalis vaecordia (fatal frenzy). Finally, when he comes to his description of the
marriage itself, Tacitus plays a sleight of hand, by introducing it with the words;
haud sum ignarus fabulosum visum. Writing history, he introduces the suspicion of
fabula, inviting the audience to speculate on whether the wedding happened or not.'^'
With the dramatic elements acknowledged, the marriage of Messalina and Silius
becomes a dramatic tableau, followed by an appropriately Dionysiac party. Indeed,
while Messalina’s appearance is that of a maenad, it seems far more likely that, with
Silius in the role of Dionysus, she herself was taking the role of A r i a d n e . S u c h
mythologising tableaux were not unknown, although they are more usually
associated with the ‘fatal charades’ enacted within the confines of the a r e n a . B u t
instances of mythological performances or self-representation could also be found
within domestic space, most famously in Augustus’ and Li via’s masquerade of the
twelve Olympians that in Suetonius’ account led to a public scandal (Suet. Aug. 70).
This event occurred early in Augustus’ political career, when he was still Octavian.
During one of Rome’s periodic food shortages he and Li via hosted a costume

Hdt. 7.34-37. N ero’s actions also parallel Caligula’s, who created dry land on water with a bridge
o f ships at Baiae (Suet. Cal. 19) and also had an extravagant ship with an artificial garden (Suet. Cal.
37).
Woodman 1998b, 187 concludes that since fabulae were narratives o f the physically impossible,
Tacitus is affirming that the wedding is a real event belonging to historia. N evertheless, the seed of
doubt is sown.
Colin 1956, 34-38.
Coleman 1 9 9 0 ,6 0 -6 6 includes executions in the guise o f the immolation o f Hercules (Tert. Apol.
15.5), Orpheus torn apart by wild beasts (Lib. Spect. 21), Pasiphae coupling with her bull (Lib. Spect.
5) and non-fatal punishments in the role o f self-castrating Attis (Tert. Apol. 15.5), and Mucius
Scaevola burning his hand off (Mart. Ep. 8.30, 10.25).
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banquet where the guests dressed as the Olympian god of their choice. A lampoon
from that period recorded that the theme of the evening was to re-enact divine
peccadilloes, but there must have been a more serious them e to the evening since
O ctavian came dressed as his tutelary god Apollo. It seem s probable that the banquet
was yet another episode in the general jockeying for political prim acy between
O ctavian and Antony, since it drew a sharp letter from Antony,*^ but its exact
significance has been buried in Suetonius account of A ugustus’ sexual predilections
(Suet. Aug. 68-71).

This predilection for m ythologising tableaux using real dram atis personae should
also be considered in the light of what we know about the use o f sculpture in Roman
gardens. Roman gardens, particularly villa gardens were designed to display
sculpture to set a mood for the g a r d e n .D io n y s ia c subjects were especially popular,
with their evocation celebration and play. The Villa Quintilii displayed a sculptural
group that particularly emphasised the relationship between Bacchus and wine by
incorporating w ater pipes and fluvial outlets that gushed w ater into the larger figures.
These included a Pan holding a hydria, a Silenus with a wineskin, a fountain basin of
two kneeling Sileni with water outlets in the neck of their wineskin, and a maenead
with an urn.'^^ Did the Horti Luculliani or another imperial H orti display a similar
sculptural program that would have suggested an association between M essalina as
Araidne or a Bacchante? Imperial Horti were known to have a m useum function,
displaying works of art and curiosities.'^’
The trend for mythological enactm ent in public space and the display of
mythological tableaux in imperial Horti correlated to the increasing absolutism of
imperial governm ent and represented the P rinceps' ability to turn myth into reality as
an exam ple of his absolutist p o w e r .M e s s a lin a , in her perform ance as Ariadne to
Silius’ Dionysus, could have been exhibiting a sim ilar power, using her gardens as a
stage for self-representation. This m ight have been a reaction to the way in which
Claudius was reluctant to award her the kind o f divine associations he accorded
towards Livia, A ntonia (and later A g r i p p i n a ) . T h e Bacchanal may have been an
oblique reference to Antony, M essalina’s great-grandfather, who took D ionysus as a

Who took as his tutelary god Dionysus, A pollo’s polar opposite.
See Ch.2.2 p p . l l 7 - l l 9 .
Neudecker 1988, 192-195.
Cic. Phil. 2.109; Pliny, //A '7.75, 35.53, 36.23-25.
'^“ Coleman 1999,72.
Livia: Ceres/Augusta, Antonia; Venus Genetrix/Kore/possibly Livia Augusta, Agrippina:
Ceres/Cybele: see Wood 1992, 232-234.
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m ythic model and tutelary god (Plut. Ant. 75.4-6).''“ T he question does remain as to
w hat message she could have been sending with this perform ance. The Roman state,
as represented by the senate, had historically uneasy qualms about Bacchanals, as
witnessed by the fam ous repression of the Bacchic cult in 186 B.C. Both B acchanalia
were associated with a crisis mom ent when the state was threatened by women who
were transgressing their approved gender roles.’'" By flaunting herself in a
Bacchanal, M essalina may have been baiting a body that, in spite of C laudius’
efforts, was increasingly less relevant to the actual governance o f the Empire, and
that was certainly powerless to curtail her in f l u e n c e .A r t i s t i c iconography has
repeatedly shown that on a daily level D ionysiac imagery was popular fo r its
associations with youth, happiness and pleasure,’''^ characteristics that were
conspicuously absent in T acitus’ Rome under the governance o f Claudius.

The role of gardens as a public stage for self-representation is evident when
M essalina comes down from the heights of the Horti Luculliani to walk on foot
through the streets of Rome:

atque interim , tribus om nino com itantibus - id repente so litu d in is erat - spatium urbis
pedibus em en sa, veh icu lo, quo purgamenta hortorum eripiunter, O stien sem viam intrat
nulla cuiusquam m isericordia quia flagitiorum d eform itas praevalebat.

M ean w h ile, w ith on ly three com panions - so rapidly w as she deserted - sh e w alked from
end to end o f the city. T hen she started along the O stia Road, in a cart used for carrying
aw ay garden rubbish. A ll w h o saw her as she w alked from o n e end o f the city to the
other felt not pity, but em barrassm ent and d isgu st (T ac. Ann. 11.32)

M essalina’s choice of transport is highly significant. She had the legal right to ride in
a carpentum, a covered carriage. By walking on foot she rejects the privileges that
have accrued to her, im plying that she is innocent, with no aspirations to temporal
power. Tacitus com pounds the message by having her boarding a cart that carries
garden refuse away with a verb (eripere), that usually signifies the forcible seizure of
property and reverses her expropriation of the H orti L uculliani. M e s s a l i n a is
morally and politically bankrupt, and the entire city is witness to the fact. Her route
““ C olin 1956, 30.
S ee C h.4 p.234.
L evick 1990, 9 3 -9 4 and 101-103 ou tlin es m easures taken by C laudius to placate bruised Senatorial
eg o s after the even ts o f 41 and their ultim ate failure to obscure the fa ct that real pow er had passed out
o f the Senate and w as now in the hands o f the Emperor and his freedm en.
Castriota 1995; Sauron 2 0 0 0 .
“” Joshel 1997, 232.
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through Rome was a public performance, prompted by what increasingly threatened
to be a fatal charade. In each instance, the garden is used as a stage for social
performance.

One final question: given what we know about gardens do they shed any light on
whether there was a marriage and a conspiracy or not? T he im aginative pow er of
gardens, their em bodim ent of contradictory and shifting meanings, allow s the reader
to draw the conclusion that pleases him best. Given the m ultivalent interpretation of
gardens the entire episode can be read with the H orti Luculliani serving as an
expression of physical and temporal power. The mythological tableaux w ithin the
gardens articulated an aspiration towards power, indicating that the conspiracy was
probably real. But the recurring theme of perform ance or playacting, and the
similarity with the later (purely notional) wedding of Nero, can also lead us to draw
the conclusion that there was no conspiracy on the part of M essalina, ju st bad
judgem ent that was exploited by her enemies. Perhaps the whole question of whether
there was a conspiracy or not is a red herring. W hat T acitu s’ account shows is that
M essalina herself, twice married or not, is a real threat to the system. Tacitus does
this by using the cultural perceptions of Roman garden space to highlight the threat
that M essalina posed.
The Roman garden was a physical expression of its social rule systems, but
M essalina’s actions, com bined with the presence o f Dionysus in the garden, point to
inversion of that system. M essalina’s very self was a threat to the state, but by
staging critical scenes in what was perceived as a socially licensed transgressive
space - the garden - M essalina’s potential to act as a catalyst for serious social
disturbance was limited.'"^ The confusion surrounding M essalina’s death, w here her
downfall is squarely attributed by Dio to her connection to the H orti Luculliani (Dio,
61.5), becomes less opaque when the presence o f the Horti Luculliani is understood
within this context of transgression and control. D io ’s statem ent that the G ardens of
Lucullus brought about M essalina’s ruin works on many levels. Her desire to acquire
the gardens led her to undermine the legal practices that eventually led to her own
death without trial (Tac. Ann. 11.38). Their Lucullan reputation for debauchery and
excess mirrored her own reputation. The theatrical associations o f gardens fed her
own passion for dramatic self-representation that led to her w edding and the Bacchic
revel that followed. M essalina retired to the garden because she understood that,
while she had lost control of the palace, she still had com plete control over the
gardens and her self-im age which the gardens promoted. W hat happened in the
'^^Riggsby 1997,51-52.
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palace could be obscured by secrecy, but the natural stage offered by the gardens and
by the public show she had put on in walking the streets of Rome from end to end
would keep her in public view. Ironically, although most of Messalina’s imagery and
achievements were condemned to damnatio memoriae, Tacitus’ seminal account
made the Horti Luculliani her monument.

Conclusion
The three case studies presented displayed a variety of the garden forms that fell
under the rubric of the hortus. Each has left a different physical, literary or historical
legacy, yet all of these gardens are connected to each other. First there was the villainspired hortus of Loreius Tiburtinus, complete with its portico and xystus', followed
by the grounds of Pliny’s Tuscan villa, with xystus, viridarium and hippodrome
garden all camouflaging the traditional hortus while contributing to the overall
perception of the villa grounds as Horti\ concluding with the Horti Luculliani and
their monumental terraces, buildings and fountains.
These three gardens sites illustrate the wide variation in the appearance of Roman
garden space. Yet, because they were all recognisable as horti, they evoked a shared
set of responses, which were perceived as imagines. The hortus was a place of
encounter, pleasure and otium, but it also had a darker side. Every encounter carries
within it a potential threat, the hortus therefore became a place where threat could be
neutralised, a place of reconciliation or controlled transgression. In all three sites one
can see how this basic perception of the hortus could be adapted and tailored to
individual needs, emphasising the multivalence of its imago. The gardens of Loreius
Tiburtinus acted as areas of social integration and aspiration for host and guest.
Those of Pliny reflected an idealised self-image, a playground of intellect and nature.
Finally, the Horti Luculliani performed a double function of reflecting Messalina’s
temporal power during her life, and serving as a stage for the transgressive excesses
that brought about her death.
When asking the question; what did the Romans’ expect to see in the image of a
garden? - the answer seems to be that they expected the gardens to reflect something
of their perceived selves. Because the hortus transmitted a shared set of imagines
each related garden space occupies a different point on what is essentially the same
spectrum of self-realisation and self-presentation.
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CONCLUSION - THE LEGACY OF THE ROMAN
GARDEN: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE

/mag^o/imagination
The aim of this thesis was to present an understanding of how the Roman hortus
functioned as a culturally laden imago. It has become clear that Pliny the Elder’s
comment on how the plebeian classes used to view garden images from their
windows signifies more than just an appreciation of garden painting or the garden in
general (Pliny, HN 19.59). Pliny’s comment offers the reader a condensed glimpse
into the powerful contemporary tensions between the material reality and social
aspirations of Rome’s urban inhabitants, with the image of the hortus acting as a
focus for those tensions and aspirations. The underlying logic to Pliny’s comment is
this: for the Romans the hortus was a dialectical space of transition and mediation.
While the hortus was ostensibly a clearly defined space with boundaries, within
those boundaries the space itself was liminal. Because it was liminal it became a
locus for contention that was dialectical in nature: between public and private,
aristocrat and emperor, leisure and pleasure, self and other. The transitional, liminal,
dialectical nature of garden space was what opened it up to a diversity of
appearances and a plurality of imagines.
The transitional nature of garden space was in evidence from its very inception,
when the first gardens evolved through a process whereby the general space of the
local landscape resolved itself into discrete parcels cultivated and irrigated for
domestic use. Gardens developed a distinct spatiality, reflecting the local landscape
but set apart from it, a distinction marked by their physical enclosure. These early
gardens functioned on two levels; the physical space occupied by the garden and the
metaphysical space the garden represented. By being in a space set apart gardens
became associated with sacred spaces, with concepts of temporal and physical power
and with a sense of ‘otherness’.
These concepts were present in the imago of the Roman hortus and related garden
space. The hortus could be experienced in terms of power where the size and
location of the site correlated to the political or military influence of their owner.
They could be experienced in terms of time, a medium through which contemporary
and future perceptions could be influenced. They could be used as stages for
individual or national self-representation. They could be places of spiritual activity,
reflecting either the continuance or the renewal of domestic and civic mores. The
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hortus could be experienced as a positive statem ent o f m an’s pow er over nature or
represent a subversion of natural order. It was a space w here what could not be said
or done elsew here could be done there: the Em peror could m ount the stage,
m atronae could take lovers outside o f their class, witches could chant spells, m urder
could be com mitted.
Therefore, the imago of the Roman hortus occupied an am biguous position,
sim ultaneously perceived as being both private and public space, as space of social
control and licensed deviation. It was this am biguity that enabled Romans to use the
hortus as dialectical space. As the plurality of im ages acted on Rom an im agination,
the hortus and related gardens became places that could reflect social and political
ideologies or react against them. It is no coincidence that garden space becomes
prom inent in Roman history during mom ents o f social and political tension. The
hortus was a mediating space that could defuse potential dangers and reconcile social
conflicts. Thus Pompey and C aesar’s jockeying for political influence is partly
located their respective Horti. Augustus used the dialectic potential o f gardens to
create a new political stability, balancing the regal associations o f public parks
against a Roman agricultural tradition of communal reciprocity and autonom y; while
Clodia and M essalina’s adventures in H orti reflect a perceived anxiety about the
erosion of traditional gender roles. Even in a hortus that had no political or notorious
associations, the introduction of host and guest required a m ediating space that could
control the potential dangers of an encounter between self and other.

Implications: new directions for Roman gardens
Having taken the Roman garden out of its teleological dead-end and reintegrated it
into the cultural life of Roman society what new directions are there fo r the study of
the Roman garden? Many o f the ideas touched upon in this thesis can be expanded
on. Jashem ski’s appendix to her work on the gardens of Pompeii and Herculaneum
adm itted that m ost exam ples of atrium gardens had not been included in the study.*
This is an im portant point since it indicates that the incorporation of garden space
into Roman houses was even more widespread than was indicated simply by the
peristyle garden and hortus. Such a study would also help to move the Roman garden
away from an association with elite, aristocratic gardens and tow ards em phasising its
social inclusivity. Similarly, it is time to reconsider how the Rom ans themselves
perceived productivity and consumption within their gardens, rather than applying
modern definitions to an ancient model. Nicholas Purcell has already gone some way
tow ards a reassessm ent of these concepts in his essay on pastio villatica in the
‘ Jashem ski 1993.
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Roman villa } The Roman hortus needs to be redefined to incorporate the
conspicuous consum ption o f the villa with the social reciprocity o f urban allotm ents
and vernacular gardens.^

The role of the garden as a medium for national self-identity should also be explored
in further detail. As archaeological techniques fo r recovering relict gardens improve,
more Roman gardens will be found in provincial areas, especially Spain and North
Africa. It will be interesting to see if the layout and decoration o f these gardens point
to not only an assim ilation of Roman identity, but w hether the process was
reciprocal, with the garden taking on nuances o f local identity. Ann K uttner has also
Indicated that it is time for a more sustained study on the use o f vegetative imagery
in the early Principate.'* Garden paintings should be no longer looked at as purely a
decorative genre but as an expression of ideological affiliation. T he cultural role of
gardens of late antiquity is another area of garden history that is only ju st being
investigated. Although Anthony Littlewood has collected the m ost exhaustive dossier
of

garden

related

m arginalia

from

Byzantine

m anuscripts,

the

social

and

psychological ram ifications of the assim ilation of Christian sym bolism in to late
antique garden space has not been fully explored.^
Most im portantly, the significance of the Roman garden as a cultural construct would
benefit from a detailed study of its reception. As with much garden history, the
perception of Roman gardens was later measured against the supremacy of the
English landscape garden.^ Despite the efforts o f garden historians, misconceptions
concerning the aristocratic bias of the Roman garden, the popular binary perception
of productive /loz-rw.s/unproductive Horti, can be traced back to the initial reception of
the Roman garden and ideas of Empire. The reception o f the Roman garden is the
link that carries from the past to our present. The versatility of the garden as a
culturally laden imago has wider im plications beyond its role in the society of
Roman Italy. This conception of gardens as, above all, a m ediating space did not
exist in an isolated mom ent of ancient history; the m ultivalent imago o f the Roman
hortus marks the start o f a process that continues to this day.

- Purcell 1995.
’ Crouch and Ward 1997.
Kuttner 1999a.
■"Littlewood 1987; 1992.
'"Dixon Hunt 1999.
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Cultural continuity
The contemporary perception of the garden is that of an increasingly commercialised
space. However, on a cultural level, gardens have continued to act as mediating
spaces. When the artist Derek Jarman was diagnosed with AIDS one of his responses
to his condition was to create a garden at Dungeoness, Kent, in that quintessentially
ambiguous and liminal space, the seashore.^ On that inhospitable, desolate strip of
shore, under the shadow of the nuclear power plant’s cooling towers, Jarman created
a mediation between ideas of life and death, creation and destruction. As Jarm an’s
body became increasingly less hospitable to life, the garden grew increasingly more
hospitable. In Jarman’s garden we see the garden as mediating space, as self
representation, as a declaration of ideology - a stubborn refusal to give up and die and finally, today, as his memory theatre.
Gardens continue to hold our interest because they can reflect aspects of our culture
that are difficult or disturbing, usually those parts that are concerned with desire,
memory and identity, in an essentially non-threatening medium. Gardens are, after
all, perceived as safe spaces, tucked away at the back of our houses, private and
defensible, only marred by the ‘unpleasaunce’, the dark id of the garden with its
awful motivations and unspeakable desires. This term, coined originally by the
comic duo Sellar and Yeatman, referred to that part of the garden that could never be
satisfactorily integrated into the civilised centre of the garden, but lurked on the
edges, sourly dank and wild with nettles, old boots, rusty implements and the shed.^
It was, of course, a joke, a play on the pleasaunce, the aristocratic gardens of the 16“’
century,’ but one that reflected social and historical tensions.
Published in 1936, Garden Rubbish was the fourth and final book by Sellar and
Yeatman in a series that contained 1066 and all That, And Now all This, and Horse
Nonsense. But where the first three books satirised life in Britain in the late 1920’s
and 1930’s with cheerful optimism, Garden Rubbish struck a darker note. Where
1066 ended with the hopeful joke that to the relief of schoolboys everywhere,
following the First World War, history had finally and decisively come to an end.
Garden Rubbish was infused with uneasy awareness that history was relentlessly set
on another big war. In Garden Rubbish, the opening chapter on nature concludes
with an illustration of men in gas masks hunched beneath machine gun
emplacements, while the land around them is shredded by explosions. Neighbours

■'Jarman 1995.
* Sellar and Y eatm an, 1936, 3 5 -4 2 , their italics.
''B row n 1 9 9 9 ,5 7 -5 9 .
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greet each other over the garden fence with the Hitler salute. Oswald M osely’s
fascist rallies cycle through the English countryside in military phalanx. Garden pests
and vermin are exterminated with gas: “We understand these studies are now
compulsory in all German and Italian kindergarteas.” ‘°
Sellar and Yeatman’s articulation of their anxiety at the coming war within the
ostensibly reassuring domestic context of the garden was not a whimsical choice.
Because gardens are yet another way that land is divided and distributed, they
represent not only control over the environment, but social control. Gardens are the
acceptable face of this controlling impulse, but that does not mean that they are
divorced from its more dangerous, extreme implications. It is deeply unsettling to
come across the fact that Professor Konrad Meyer, whose theories of agrarian policy
in eastern Europe composed part of the platform for the Nazi policy of relocation and
genocide, retired to become professor of Horticulture and Landscape Design in
Hanover. Yet it takes no effort to understand the conceptual relationship between
agricultural reorganisation, forced resettlement and landscape design."
The garden of the artist and poet Ian Hamilton Finlay, in Lanarkshire, Scotland
articulates these associations between gardens and politics.'^ Lanarkshire is a region
strongly associated with Scottish nationalism; Lanark was the great Scottish novelist
Alasdair Grey’s surrealist, symbolic novel of displacement and identity. Finlay’s
garden, resonantly called Little Sparta, incorporates a sculptural programme that
unites neoclassicism with images and icons of force, freedom, struggle and death.
For example. Little Sparta is approached through a monumental gate where the
traditional pineapple finials (themselves a visual mistranslation of the Bacchic
thyrsus) have morphed into hand grenades. Within the garden, kalashnikovs are
mounted on ionic columns, and statues of Apollo pursuing Daphne through a glade
are rendered as two-dimensional metal silhouettes, reminiscent of targets in a
shooting-gallery. It is an openly ideological garden that alludes to the forced
resettlements that created the ‘naturally’ depopulated English landscape garden with
its neo-classical architectural details. Litde Sparta articulates a message that is an
often overlooked part of garden history: ‘et in arcadia ego, because somebody else
was expelled.’ This process is not historically limited, it continues today in the
increasingly contentious debates that surround the industry that creates and manages
human space, an industry in which gardens (private, communal or corporate) play an
'“ Sellar and Yeatman, 1936, 11, 18, 32, 113.
" Observer R eview 12 Jan 2 0 0 3 , 15 o f A rch itects o f A n n ih alation : A u sch w itz a n d th e L o g ic o f
D estru ction by G otz A ly and Susanne Helm, trans. A.G . Blunden, Princeton, 2 00 3.
'■ Arboux 1992; Observer R eview June 29, 2003.
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im portant role of mediation. The Roman conceptualisation o f the garden as an
interstitial space on which one could project a dense palim pset of cultural meaning
marks the start of an ongoing im aginative process that is as culturally relevant today
as it was two m illennia ago.
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APPENDIX 1: Control values and relative asymmetry figures
for the House of Loreius Tiburtinus, Pompeii
The relative asymm etry figures for the House of Loreius Tiburtinus (2.2.2), Pompeii
were calculated using the form ula devised by Hillier and Hanson 1984. A score of 1
is assigned to every space. This score of 1 is divided by the num ber of immediate
neighbours to obtain its initial score (e.g. space 0 has 5 neighbours therefore its
initial score is 1/5. The control value for a given space is the total sum o f the initial
scores o f neighbouring spaces, plus the initial score of the given space itself. A space
with a control value of more than 1 is a controlling space, one with a value of less
than 1 is a controlled space. The mean depth of the overall space from each given
point is calculated from the justified access map using the follow ing equation:

k-\

W here k is the total num ber of spaces and d is the depth value of each space. The
mean depth (M D) is then used to calculate relative asym m etry using the equation:

k-2
Relative asymm etry values are standardised between values of 0 and 1. The higher
the relative asymm etry, the lower the accessibility and vice versa.
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Space Number

Neighbouring

Initial Score

Control Value

Mean Depth

RA Values

spaces
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26a
26b

5
2
10
2
3
2
2
1
2
7
3
1
1
1
2
2
4
1
2
1
1
2
6
2
1
1
3
2

0.20
0.50
0.10
0.50
0.33
0.50
0.50
1.00
0.50
0.14
0.33
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.50
0.25
1.00
0.50
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.17
0.50
1.00
1.00
0.33
0.50
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2.12
0.80
5.58
0.93
1.53
1.33
1.10
1.10
0.74
3.91
2.43
1.33
1.33
1.10
1.10
1.25
2.45
1.25
0.85
1.14
1.14
0.81
3.64
0.81
1.17
1.17
1.20
1.03

2 .5 556
2 .44 44
1.8148
2 .55 56
2 .851 9
3.2222
2 .66 67
2 .7 7 7 8
2 .4444
2 .1111
2 .629 6
3 .5926
3 .5926
2 .7 77 8
2 .59 26
3 .1481
2 .77 78
3 .7 40 7
2.4815
3.0741
3.0741
2 .85 19
2.5556
2 .85 19
3.4815
3.4815
2 .814 8
3.1481

0.1197
0.1111
0 .06 27
0.1197
0.1425
0 .170 9
0.1282
0 .13 68
0.1111
0.0855
0 .1254
0 .1994
0 .1994
0 .1368
0.1225
0.1652
0.1368
0 .2108
0 .1140
0.1595
0.1595
0.1425
0.1197
0.1425
0 .1909
0 .1909
0.1396
0.1652

Glossary of Greek Terms
dXaos, TO : a sacred grove.
dXcjfj, i) : a combined orchard and vineyard.
dfineXovpye'Lou, to : a vineyard.
ijpojoi^, 6 : a hero-shrine.
KfjTTog, 6 : a temple garden, later used to indicate gardens in general.
AeLfLoji^, 6 : a meadow.
opyds', f j : a tract of sacred land.
opxaTog, 6 : an orchard.
napdSeLaos', 6 : a large luxury garden.
Tep.ei'os', TO : a sacred enclosure.
Tonog, 6 : a place.
XopTog, 6 : an enclosed place for growing fodder.
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Glossary of Latin Terms

ars topiaria: the art or science of shaping living vegetation.
atrium (pi. atria): a partially roofed entrance hall towards the front o f a house,
usually centred around a small pool.
am phora (pi. amphorae): a wide-bodied, narrow-necked storage jar.
apricum: an open, sunny space.
biclinium: a dining couch for two people, one facing the other.
casa: a small structure, house or shed.
caupona (pi. cauponae): an inn or tavern.
cepotaphium: a tom b with a garden attached.
compluvium: a quadrangular skylight over the atrium usually com bined with a roof
design that channelled rain w ater towards it, allow ing w ater to fall into the
impluvium below.
cryptoporticus: a vaulted colonnade or covered gallery that could be partially or
com pletely sunken.
diaeta: an room for resting, a summer house.
domus: a residential house.
euripus (pi. euripi): a water feature in the form o f a long channel.
fauces: the entrance passage to a house.
fo n s i^\.fo n tis): spring or fountain.
heredium: an hereditary plot of land.
holerarium: a vegetable garden.
hortus (pi. horti): a garden.
imago (pi. imagines): an image, a picture, a copy, a liknesss, a statue, a shadow, a
ghost, an ancestral image, a representation, conception, thought or
imagination.
impluvium: a quadrangular pool for collecting rainw ater located in the atrium and
placed under the com pluvium opening. Sometimes used to refer to the
skylight itself.
insula (pi. insulae): an apartm ent block or a block of houses.
leporarium: a rabbit warren.
locus (pi. loci): a place, position or point.
locus amoenus: a pleasant place, usually part of the natural landscape, often signified
by the presence of water and trees.
maceria: a wall.
mensa: a table.
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nemus: a grove or wood.
nymphaeum (pi. nymphaea): Technically a term that only applied to a fountain in
Corinth consecrated to the Nymphs, it is now applied by garden historians
to complex and monumental fountains of the ancient world.
pergula: an arbour that supported vines.
piscina: a fish pond.
pomarium: a fruit orchard.
popina (pi. popinae): a wine shop or bar.
porticus: a colonnaded arcade.
praedium: the com bined grounds and buildings o f a given site, applicable in both
urban and rural contexts.
pratum: a meadow or lawn.
silva (pi. silvae): a grove or wood.
stagnum: a natural or artificial lake.
stibadium: a crescent-shaped dining couch.
triclinium: three dining couches laid out in a U-shape, seating up to nine people. Also
used to refer to the dining area in general.
villa: a non-urban residence: a farm , estate, or country house.
viridarium: a green space, used to refer to a garden with overtly luxurious
connotations.
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Fig. 1.1a. N ilotic scene with cat an d d u c k a n d b e lo w (b) N ilotic s c e n e w ith griffin an d
deer,. T h e c o m b in a tio n o f real an d m yth ical bea sts is m irro re d by the c o m p o s ite lan d sca p e
w h e re sp arse c lu m p s o f p a p y ru s gro w a ty p ica lly by a ro c k y shore. T h e p a lm trees a p p e a r to
have been p ru n e d .T h e ra .
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Fig. 1.2. Nilotic scene with palms. The old palm leaves appear to have been cut away, a
sign of cultivation. Thera.

Fig. 1.3. Birds and M onkeys frieze. M onkeys were im ported as pets from Egypt to the
Aegean. The cum ulative details of native birds, exotic anim als and carefully arranged
groups o f plants suggest a controlled habitat.House o f the Frescoes, Knossos.
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Fig. 1.4. Lilies with swallow s in a rocky landscape.
The scarlet colour of the lilies suggests that they are
exam ples of L. chalcedonicwn, a wild lily found
today only on m ainland Greece. Thera.

\-,v :

"as*
Fig. 1.5. Lilies in the ground, enclosed by a
crenellated wall. Amnisos.

Fig. 1.6. Lilies in a planter.
Thera.
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Fig. 1.7. Model garden from the tom b of M ekhetre, show ing trees fringing a central pool.

Fig. 1.8. T he “C hief o f H usbandm en”
sitting outside his house, enjoying his
garden. The garden itself contains a
pool and a tomb. Theban tom b 334.

Fig. 1.9. Gardeners watering a garden with shadoufs. Theban tom b 217.
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I
Fig. 1.10. Nakht watches lettuces being gathered as offerings for A m un-M in from a
papyrus thicket. The labouring harvesters are shown on a much sm aller scale than Nakht,
and the em phasis of the scene is on the stately clum ps o f papyrus and the large and well
stocked fishpond. Theban tomb 161.

Fig. 1.11. Sebekhotep and his wife in an orchard garden o f date and doum palm s with a
central pool. This scene, where the deceased drink the water o f the afterlife and receive
gifts o f bread and water from the tree-goddess Nut, illustrates key passages from the Book
of the Dead. Theban tomb 63.
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Fig. 1.12. A s p e c liv e art: date and d o u m p a lm s b e a rin g fruit t o g e th e r in the g ard en o f
Reichmire alth o u g h in n atu re they fruit at diffe ren t tim e s o f the year. T h e b a n to m b 100.
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Fig. 1.13. T e m p le g a rd en o f A m u n at K a m a k . A v e n u es o f re g u la rly -p la n te d trees lead to a
T -s h a p e d pool filled w ith lotus a n d flan ked by tall c lu m p s o f p a p y ru s . T h e T -s h a p e d pool
m im ic s the shape o f an o fferin g table. N e fe rh o te p p re sen ts the ‘B o u q u e t o f A m u n ’, w hich
he has just re ceiv ed, to his wife. T h e b a n to m b 49.

iiiniiiiinoniiiiiiiiii.

i i i i m n i i r . 4 f liM liip
t O'
Fig. 1.14. M ain a p p ro a c h to the T e m p le o f H a ts h e p su t at D e ir e l-B a h a ri. F la tshepsu t sent an
e x p e d itio n to Punt to create an ex o tic g ard en here d e d ic a te d to A m u n .
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Fig
15. Remains of M im usops
laurifolia (Persea) that once flanked the
entrance to H atshepsut’s temple.

Fig. 1.16. Plan o f H a tsh ep su t’s temple. Planting
holes for the Persea can be seen at the entrance.
Note the T-shaped pools and the planting holes
cut into the rock.

Fig. 1.17. Thoth writing the nam e of
Ram eses II on the leaves of the ish ed tree,
the tree o f eternal life. R am esseum .
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Fig. 1.18. 14th century B.C. Kassite cylinder seal
show ing the god M arduk standing between two
stepped mountains, holding the river waters. Thebes.
Fig. 1.19. Stele o f U r-N am m u
sh o w in g the preparatory rite for
building a ziggurat. T he second
register from the top show s the
king w a tering a tree. Ur.

Fig. 1.20. Wall painting of an enclosure surrounded by palm trees and an avenue of
sphinxes. The upper scene o f the central panel show s Inanna-Ishtar presenting
em blem s of royalty to King. Mari.

Fig. 1.21. G a rd en o f A ssu rb a n ip a l. L a n d s c a p e d hill w ith trees, iirig a tio n
c h a n n e ls o r rivers, t e n a c e su p p o rte d by vau lts a n d H ittite -s ty le p av ilio n .

p r o s ta s

0

rr_

5

1 Oni

10m

Fig. 1. 22a. A x io n o m etric
plan o f a pastas house.

Fig. 1.22b. A x io n o m e tr ic p lan o f a

O ly n th u s.

p ro stas h o use. A b d e ra.

Fig. 1.22c. A x io n o m e tric plan o f a
peristy le h o u se. D elos.
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Fig. 1.23. E x c a v a tio n plan o f the A e re o p a g u s
s h o w in g the te m p le o f H e p h a is to s and plant
holes. N u m b e r s in d icate p ro b a b le sites o f
an cient trees. A then s.

Fig. 1.24. P h o to o f D .B . T h o m p s o n ’s
e x c a v a tio n s at the te m p le o f H e p h aisto s
s h o w in g plan t h oles fo r trees c u t into the
rock. T h e p la n tin g h o le s are a lig n ed with
the c o lu m n s . A th en s.

Fig. 1.25. A d o n is g a rd e n s in p ots b e in g c a rrie d o n to the
ro o fto p s, late 5"^ ce n tu ry B.C.
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Fig.2.1. Civic planting, a portico with two trees behind altars,
Capua.

Fig.2.2. M arble plan of tom b garden from Via
Labicana, Rome. T he rectangles and dots
represent planting beds and vines (or trees).
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Fig. 2.3. Marble plan o f tom b garden from Perugia. T he planted
area was the large space on the left.

Garden

r dram

T a b 1 1n u m

Fig. 2.4. Plan of 6th century B.C. house on the
Velia, with garden to the east.
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Fig. 2.5. House of the Skeleton, Cosa (a) ground plan and (b) cross-section. The
enclosed garden to the rear o f the house had two paths that lead to a small portico.
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Fig.2.6. H orti of Rom e in 44 B.C. Labels in green indicate horti with uncertain
locations.
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Fig. 2.7 Principle H orti of Rome circa A.D. 79. Note the clustering near aqueducts.

1 Horti Asinii
2 N em us C am enae
3 Horti Vectilii
4 Horti M aecenatis
5 Horti Lamiani et Maiani
6 Horti Lolliani
7 Horti Sallustiani
8 Horti Luculliani
9 Horti Aciliorum
10 M ausoleum of Augustus

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

C am pus Agrippae
Horti Agrippae
Horti Pompeiani
N em us C aesarum
Horti Caesaris T ranstiberum
Horti D om itiae
Horti Getae
Horti Epaphroditiani
Horti Torquatiani
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Fig. 2.8. Flavian gardens on the Palatine. Domitian’s stadium garden
and portico garden. Lines drawn from the center of the portico
garden connect the portico garden with the central axis of the D omus
Augiistauu and the northwest corner of the stadium garden.

\DO
)

I

Fig.2.9. Plan o f the Adonaea from the Severan marble map. This
garden may have been on the site o f D om itian’s portico garden.
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Fig. 2.10. Development o f the Roman domus (a) atrium house, (b) atrium and peri
style house, (c) central peristyle house.
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Fig. 2.11. Pompeii insula 6.10 each of the five gardens (m arked ‘a ’ on the plan)
are different.
10.6.2 Small portico garden
6.10.4 Small enclosed courtyard garden
6.10 6 Portico garden
6.10.7 Full peristyle garden
6.10.11/8 Portico garden with m asonry triclinium
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Fig. 2.12. F ro n t peristy le g a rd e n from the H o u s e o f the F a u n ,
P om peii. T h e re is a basin fo u n tain in the c e n tre o f the g ard en .

Fig. 2.13. G a rd e n p a in tin g o f a basin foun tain in fro n t o f a lattice fe n ce
from sm all g ard en in H o u s e 1.12.16, P om peii.
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Fig. 2.14. View o f m onum ental euripus water feature (Canopus)
towards dining pavilion (Serapeum), H a d ria n ’s Villa at Tivoli.

Fig. 2.15. O scillum with image of satyr perform ing a ritual scene.
House o f the Citharist, Pompeii.

Fig. 2.16a. View o f garden painting through peristyle garden of
House o f Venus M arina and (b) detail o f garden painting, the birth of
Venus, below. Venus was the goddess o f gardens and the tutelary
goddess o f Pompeii.
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Fig. 2.17. Naturalistic subjects,
such as this fountain statue o f a
child with a hare, were popular
subjects for garden ornam ents,
Pompeii.
Fig. 2.18. W here possible, statues
were placed in an appropriate
context. This bathing Venus was
associated with w ater features.
Pompeii.

Fig 2.19. Statuary could be used to
reflect the self-im age o f the owner.
This herm o f Periander is a state
ment o f philhellenistic tastes. Tivoli
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Fig. 2.20. Landscape painting: a sacro-idyliic scene
with trees, rocks and water indicating a locus
am oenus. Unlike garden paintings such scenes
show ed hum an activity within the landscape.
Pompeii.
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Fig.2.21. Landscape painting: a villa scene from the House o f M.
Lucretius Fronto indicating how the villa interacted with its
surrounding environm ent. Note the tree line above the rooftops
and the fenced garden at the front o f the villa.

Fig. 2.22. Recuiring elem ents in garden paint
ing: a fountain am ong greenery. Opiontis.
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F ig .2.23. South wall o f garden painting from the triclinium o f the H ouse o f Livia, Prim a Poita.

*

Fig. 2.24. North wall of garden painting from the diaeta of the House of the Golden
Bracelet, Pompeii.
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Fig. 2.25. South wail o\' diaeta of the House of the Golden Bracelet, Pompeii.
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Fig. 2.26. East wall o f diaeta of the house o f the G olden Bracelet, Pompeii

Fig. 2.27. West wall o f diaeta o f House of the G olden Bracelet, Pompeii. This wall was
open to the garden, creating a view o f a living garden to com plem ent the one depicted
on the other three walls o f the room. Only the apsidial upper register has been painted to
match the east wall, heightening the trom pe I ’oeil effect.
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Fig. 2.28a. M osaic from the Villa o f Lord Julius, Carthage, show ing villa activities. On
the lowest register the Lord Julius and his wife sit in their garden, m arked by an e nclo
sure fence on the right hand side. Show n in the garden are roses and fruit trees. Below
(b) a detail from the mosaic shows the garden fence and a vine trained up a tree.

Fig. 2.29a. A m osaic o f rose gatiierer, from
C arthage and below (b) painting of flow er gatherer
(Flora), from Stabiae illustrate recu rrin g them es in
depictions of garden activities.

Fig, 2.30. Cubicuium from the villa of P. Fannius Sinister, Boscoreale, show ing the
interplay betw een interior and exterior elem ents in dom estic decor. T he grotto painting
is to the right of the couch and the architectural scene is the central panel to the right.

Fig. 2.31. 16th century m ap by Ligorio o f the Pincian Hill, here called the
C ollis H ortulorum . The site of the H orti L ucidliani w as later occupied by
the church and convent o f Trinita dei Monti, m arked here as T. Trinitatis.
The terracing for the H orti L uculliani can still be seen to the left o f the T.
Trinitatis.
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Fig. 2.32. Grotto painting from the villa of
P. Fannius Sinister, Boscoreale, with
vine-covered pergola, m asonry fence and
water feature.

Fig.2.33. Sunken peristyle, Bulla
Regia.

A

Fig.2.34. Types o f pools:
A. Sim ple square or rectangular pool;
generic form.
B. R ectangular with one sem icircular
recess or gutter: Schola o f Trajan,
Ostia; House o f the A m phitheatre,
Merida.
C. Rectangular with several sem icircu
lar recesses, La M alena, Spain; House
o f the Cortege o f Venus, Volubilis.
D. Articulated inner lining within a
rectangular frame: D om us Augustana,
Rom e; C ap Tizerene, Cherchel.
E. D em i-lune basins: generic form.
F. Basin with watertight caissons:
House o f the Sw astikas, Conim briga;
House o f the Cascades, Utica.
G. C om plex interconnecting pools:
Piazza A rm erina, Sicily; House o f the
D ionysus M osaic, Cologne.
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Fig. 2.35. Pool from House of the Fountains, C onim briga
with plants in watertight caissons.

Fig. 2.36. Aquatic mosaic lining a pool,from H ouse of the Cascade,
Utica.
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Fig. 2.37. Garden painting the House of the Fruit O rchard, Pompeii.
On the lower register is a garden painting with a fountain, flanked by
two um s, in front o f a w icker or w ooden fence. A bove is a triptych of
garden trees, with a fig tree in the centre. O ther fruit trees depicted in
the same room are apple, chen'y, lemon, pear and plum.
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Fig. 2.38. Espaliered pear trees, F ishboum e

Fig. 2.39. Young oai< from the Villa o f Livia at Prim a
Porta. M ature cypresses can be seen in the back
ground.
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Fig. 2.40. Architectural painting show ing trees
am ong houses and over rooftops, from the House of
P. Fannius Sinistor, Boscoreaie.

Fig. 2.41. Box hedge and acanthus bed, Fishboum e.
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Fig. 2.42a Rosa gallica, Fishbourne.

Fig. 2.42b Rosa dam ascena, Fishbourne.

Fig. 2.42c. Rosa centifolia, Fishbourne.
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F ig .2.43. V iola o d o ra ta , H a d r i a n ’s Villa, T ivoli

Fig. 2.44. F lo w e r c e ilin g w ith roses, lilies, d ais ie s and
b a c h e l o r s ’ b utton s, P o m p e ii.
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Fig. 2.45. Detail o f garden painting with rose, poppies, m arigolds and
daisies, House o f the Golden Bracelet, Pompeii.
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Fig.3.1. Sim ple house plans and their access maps.

05

06

06

3

6

07

8

Ol

09

Fig. 3.2. G round plan o f a house with access m ap (right) and
justified access m ap (left).

Q

Fig. 3.3. Distributed, shallow, symmetrical access map (right) and non
distributed, deep, asymmetrical access map (left).

Grand

Private

Public

Humble

Fig. 3.4. Axes o f differentiation in the Roman damns.
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Fig. 3.5. Visual p erm e ab ility : view from the street th ro u g h the h o u s e to the sm all
g ard en . H o u se 1.12.16, P o m p e ii.

Fig. 4.1. Coin o f C aninius Gallus show ing the
door to A ugustus’ house on the Palatine,
flanked by laurel trees, with the corona civica
suspended above.
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Fig. 5.1. M ap of Pom peii, with the House o f Loreius Tiburtinus (2.2.2) marked.

Porta N ac«ra

Fig. 5.2. G round plan o f the House o f Loreius Tiburtinus (2.2.2), Pompeii.
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Fig. 5.3. View o f statuary and euripus in portico garden, looking towards
hiclinium .

Fig. 5.4. View of hiclinium . Tiie euripus leads to an aedicular niche lined with pebbles to
evoke a grotto. The niche is flanked by two wall paintings of Narcissus and Pyram us and
Thisbe.
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Fig. 5.5a. Painting o f Narcissus and right (b) Pyram us and Thisbe

Fig. 5.6. Statue of Polyhymnia.
342

Fig. 5.7. Statue o f infant H ercules, strangling snakes.

Fig. 5.8. Statue o f a riv er god.
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Fig. 5.9. View through tetrastyle pavilion towards the grand euripus
in the lower garden.
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Fig. 5.10. A m orino with fountain m ask, g ran d

euripus.

Fig. 5.11. Reclining herm aphrodite, located at bottom o f the low er garden.
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25a

25b

Fig. 5.12 Access map based on the ground plan of the House of Loreius Tiburtinus (2.2.2).
Key to main rooms:
1 - fauces
2 - atrium
4 and 16 - caupouae
9 - peristyle garden
21 - Isiaic shrine
22 - portico garden
26a and 26b - lower garden
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25

A 22

26a

Fig. 5.13. A ccess plan for tiie H ouse of Loreius T iburtinus ju stified with respect to the exterior.

26b
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Fig. 5.14. Egyptianising image. The pinax depicts a sacred bull and the column capitols are decorated with a
stylised lotus-flower motif. House of the Orchard, Pompeii.
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I Built-up area of Imperial city and its suburbs

Fig. 5 . 1 5 . P r i n c i p l e l a n d m a r k s in T ac . A nn. 1 1 . 2 6 - 3 8 :
1. H orti L uculliani

2. M a u s o l e u m o f A u g u s t u s
3. C a m p u s M a r t i u s
4. F o r u m R o m a n u m
5. P a l a t i n e hill
6. H orti M aecenatis a n d H orti L am iani et M aiani
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